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Preface

The Longman Dictionary of Common Errors provides learners and teachers of
English with a practical guide to common errors and their correction. It contains the
words and phrases which regularly cause difficulty for foreign learners, regardless of
nationality and language background. Arranged alphabetically for ease of use, the
entries deal with those errors that regularly appear in the written English of learners
at the intermediate level of proficiency and above. Each error is accompanied by a
correction and a short, simple explanation.

Since the appearance of the first edition of this dictionary almost a decade ago,
dictionary making has been transformed by major developments in information
technology. Today's dictionary makers are able to draw upon huge computerized
databanks to discover exactly how language is used. This new edition of the
Longman Dictionary of Common Errors owes its authority to two such databanks: the
Longman Learners' Corpus and the British National Corpus.

The Longman Learners' Corpus contains samples of the written English produced
by students from over 70 different countries. With this carefully coded corpus of ten
million words, it is possible to identify more clearly than ever before the words and
phrases which cause problems for particular groups of learners and for learners in
general. As a result, this second edition contains a large number of new entries,
while first edition entries which are insufficiently supported by the corpus have been
removed.

The investigation of common errors sometimes raises questions about usage for
which there are no readily available answers. For example, what do native speakers
usually say - 'I disagree that heart transplants should be stopped.' or 'I don't agree
that heart transplants should be stopped'? According to modern usage, is it usual to
say 'She failed her examination.' or 'She failed in her examination'? Is it incorrect to
say 'More houses are built yearly.' and, if so, why is yearly unacceptable here? In
helping us to answer questions such as these, the British National Corpus has been
an indispensable source of information. This large corpus of modern British English
usage has been particularly useful in revealing the subtle differences that make one
word or phrase exactly right in a particular context, and others unsuitable.

Despite the recognized usefulness of computerized corpora in dictionary making,
this application of information technology is still relatively new. Accordingly, while we
believe that this new edition is a major advance on the original, we welcome all
comments and suggestions.
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Guide to the Dictionary

Finding the information you need
The entries in this dictionary are in alphabetical order: about is at the front of the book and

youth is at the back. To help you find an entry quickly, there is a word in heavy type at the top
of each page. The word at the top of a left-hand page is the name of the first entry; the word at
the top of a right-hand page is the name of the last entry.

To use this dictionary to correct errors, you need to know which word to look up. In many
cases, you will find the information you need at the entry for the keyword. This is the most
important word in a group of words which regularly occur together. For example, to find out why
'a hole on my sock' is incorrect, you should look up the entry for hole (not on).

To find out what is wrong with 'He'll be here at December', you should turn to the entry for at
(not December). In cases like this, there is no fixed group of words and therefore no keyword.

Sometimes, the keyword is separated from the part of the sentence containing the error. For
example, in: 'She never lets the children to go out on their own', your teacher may underline 1Q
or to go. In cases like this, the information you need is to be found at the entry for the word or
phrase which requires a particular form to be used later on in the sentence. For example, you
allow someone to do something, but you let someone do something (not 'to do').

keyword

Shows the
sentence
containing the
error.

Shows the ----
corrected
sentence

Shows that the
particular usage -
is inappropriate
in some contexts

Explains the
word that has
been used
incorrectly and
tells you which
word should
have been used

Here, the word
which has been
used incorrectly
is directly next to
the word
succeed that
controls it.

study 1 )( Next July I'm going to the USA to continue my study .
./' Next July I'm going to the USA to continue my studies.

To refer to the work that a student does at a couepe or university, use
studies: 'After the war he resumed his studies at the University of Turin.'
Compare: 'They are conducting a study of sex education in local
secondary schools.'

2 X
---_.I

stuff

She's studying history in Oxford University.
She's studying history at Oxford University.See in 5 _

---------------
X He'd left all his tennis stuffs at home
./ He'd left all his tennis stuff at home.

Stuff-is.an
to my-place.'

style ? I'd like to live abroad and have a different style of life.
~ ,/? I'd like to live abroad and have a different lifestyle.

I find this living style very attractive
,/ I find this lifestyle very attractive.

See note at LIFE 2

subconsc- ;< The driver of the car was taken to hospital subconscious.
ious ,/ The driver of the car was taken to hospital unconscious.

subconscious (of a thought or desire) = exlstlnp or occurring in the
mind without the person being aware of it: 'Hls.dream about crosslnq the
oceansjnqle-handed prob,a,tJ,lyarose from asubconsetous desire-tor
fame:':"" ,_ •...•-' :_.;
unconscious (of a person) = in a sleep-like slate, especially becaus
you are iHor have been' hit on the head: 'The' cleaner found himJying
unconscious on the bathroom floor:-

subject x The subject of my thesis is about women in the popular press.
,/ The subject of my thesis is women in the popular press.

SUbject is not followed by about. Note the alternative: :My thesis is
about 'Nomen in the popular press.'

succeed x Not many of us succeed to achieve our ambitions.
,/ Not many of us succeed in achieving our ambitions.

succeed-in doing sth
mouniing the horse. 1

such ;< She was always a such intelligent woman. __»>:

./ She was always su~h_an intelligent woman. ---

Such always comes at the beginning of a noun phrase: '11's sucba good
film that I'd like to see it again.' ~

suddenly ;< Late one evening, as I was getting into the bath, suddenly I
heard a strange noise .

./ Late one evening, as I was getting into the bath, I suddenly
heard a strange noise.
See Language Note at ALWAYS

Explains how to use the
word correctly.

Shows that there is
more information at the
entry for IN, at sub-
entry number 5

Shows that there is
more information at the
explanation of the entry
for LIFE.

Shows examples of
correct usage.

Here, the word which
has been used
incorrectly is separated
from the word subject
that controls it.

If the explanation
contains a technical
term that you do not
understand, look in the
glossary on page 370.

Shows that there is
more information at the
Language Note for
ALWAYS.
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Some entries have sub entries, each
with their own numbers.
Errors involving vocabulary usually
come before errors in grammar, and
very common errors come before
those which occur less frequently.

)< When capital punishment was abolished, people thought that
murders will become more numerous.

,/ When capital punishment was abolished, people thought
that murders would become more numerous.

2 X If a developing country will become a developed country, it has
to attract foreign investors.

,/ If a is to become a developed country, it

3 See Language Note below

When there is a lot of information ----- L
about a group of related errors, this --.'
is presented in a Language Note. • ~~j~cii~~~?lk about something happening in the future, you often use one of the following

Talking about the future

TIME after, as soon as, before, immediately, once, the moment,
until, when, whenever, while

CONDITION if, whether, as long as, in case, unlessI' To refer to the future after these conjunctions, use the present simple tense (NOT will/shall)

I I'll phone you as soon as I arrive at the airport
I The plane should be taking off shortly, as long as there aren't any delays.

Note:
1 Sometimes it is possible to
present perfect expresses a sense

2Whentheclause
be

instead of the present simple. The

doesn't want to buy acar until
you

test.
so lonely

with if, whether, when, ete is the object of the sentence, will may

I doubt whether David will still recognize me
I don't know when they'll be back

Also. il ... will is possible when will expresses the idea of willingness:

What are you
If you'll take a

do if she won't help you?
moment, I'll tell Mr Fox you're here





a 1 x I hope you all have a enjoyable stay.
,/ I hope you all have an enjoyable stay.

Always use an (NOT a) before a word beginning with a vowel sound: 'an
egg' I;,n eg/, 'an envelope' I;,n 'envolonp/.

2 X My husband is doing a MSc in civil engineering.
,/ My husband is doing an MSc in civil engineering.

Use an (NOT a) before an abbreviation that begins with a vowel sound:
'an MSc' I;,n ,em es 'si:/, 'an MP' I;,n ,em 'pi:/.

3 X Sometimes it is difficult to live a honest life.
,/ Sometimes it is difficult to live an honest life.

Use an (NOT a) before words beginning with h when the h is not
pronounced: 'an honour' hn 'on;,'I, 'an hour' I;,n au;,'I.

alan 1 X The child had been a deaf since birth.
,/ The child had been deaf since birth.
X One of the girls I share with is a British.
,/ One of the girls I share with is British.

Do not use alan before an adjective (e.g. 'deaf', 'British') unless the
adjective is followed by a noun: 'Her husband is disabled.'
Compare: 'The footbridge cannot be used by the disabled.' (= all people
who are disabled)

2 See ANOTHER 6

abandon 1 X Since capital punishment was abandoned, the crime rate has
increased.

,/ Since capital punishment was abolished, the crime rate has
increased.
abandon = give up a plan, activity or attempt to do something,
without being successful: 'Bad weather forced them to abandon
the search.' 'Without government support, the project will have to be
abandoned.'
abolish = remove a law, tradition or system, often by introducing a new
law; do away with: 'In which year was slavery abolished in the United
States?' 'I'd hate to see the monarchy abolished.'

2 X It is difficult to reach abandoned places such as small country
villages.

,/ It is difficult to reach remote places such as small country
villages.
abandoned = left for ever by the owners or occupiers: 'The field was
littered with abandoned cars.' 'Some of these old abandoned coal mines
could be dangerous.'



2 ability

ability 1

able 1

2

3

4

remote = far away and difficult to reach: 'The tribe lives in a small
remote mountain village.' 'We have now managed to bring famine relief
to people in even the most remote areas.'

X These machines are destroying our ability of thinking .
./ These machines are destroying our ability to think.

ability to do sth (NOT of doing): 'Nobody doubts his ability to get the
job done.' 'We need someone with the ability to work under pressure.'

2 X I want to improve my ability of reading .
./ I want to improve my reading ability .
./ reading/writing/teaching/acting ability: 'Her acting ability was

recognized at a very early age.'

3 X I want to improve my ability of English .
./ I want to improve my ability in English.

ability in a language or subject: 'Sarah has demonstrated considerable
ability in both maths and chemistry.'

X One man is able to destroy the whole world .
./ One man is capable of destroying the whole world.

If someone is able to do something, they can do it and it is not unusual
or surprising if they do it: 'The doctor said that after a few days I'd be
able to get out of bed.' 'Will you be able to play on Saturday?'
If someone is capable of (doing) something, they do not usually do it,
but it is possible for them to do it if they want to: 'I'm sure he's quite
capable of getting here on time, but he can't be bothered.' 'The power
station is capable of generating enough electricity for the whole region.'

X There are so many places to visit in London that I'm not able to
decide where to go .

./ There are so many places to visit in London that I can't
decide where to go.

X We weren't able to stop laughing .
./ We couldn't stop laughing.

With verbs of perception (e.g. see, hear,smell) and verbs of the mind
(e.g. understand, decide, remember), we usually use can, can't, etc: 'I
can't hear you. Could you speak a bit louder, please?' 'I think I can smell
something burning.' 'Having met her new boss, I can see why she
doesn't like him.' Note also the phrase can't/couldn't stop doing
something: 'The book was so fascinating I couldn't stop reading it.'
See also COULD 1

X In some countries you are not able to drink until you are 21 .
./ In some countries you can't drink until you are 21.

For actions that are controlled by laws or rules, use can, can't, etc, or be
(not) allowed to: 'Now that they are both sixteen, they can get married.'
'The goalkeeper can touch the ball, but nobody else can.'

X Technology has made them able to grow their own food .
./ Technology has enabled them to grow their own food.

enable = make someone able to do something: 'This scheme is
designed to enable young people to find work.'
Note also the phrase can't/couldn't stop doing something: 'The book was
so fascinating I couldn't stop reading it.' See also COULD 1



about 1

above 3

above 1

X I am always delighted when I receive a letter from you. About the
party on December 26th, I shall be very pleased to attend .

./ I am always delighted when I receive a letter from you. With
regard to the party on December 26th, I shall be very
pleased to attend.

X People usually sleep with the doors and windows closed. About
public transport, the bus and train services are excellent .

./ People usually sleep with the doors and windows closed.
As for public transport, the bus and train services are
excellent.
About may be used to introduce a topic (or change of topic), but only in
informal styles: 'About that book you asked for - I'll get you a copy when
I go to London.'
In other styles, use with regard to, regarding, as for, as regards or as
far as ... is concerned: 'With regard to the matter of unemployment, I
would like to add a few remarks to those of the previous speaker.' 'I
regret to inform you that Language and Culture is out of print. As
regards your second question, I suggest that you write to the British
Museum.'

2 X It all depends on how different the new country is from your own.
About myself, I haven't experienced any culture shock but then
this is my second trip to the States .

./ It all depends on how different the new country is from your
own. In my own case, I haven't experienced any culture
shock but then this is my second trip to the States.
To show that you are going to start talking about your own personal
experience or situation, use in my own case or (especially in informal
styles) as for me/myself: 'Many people have benefited from the
operation. In my own case, I began to feel better immediately.' 'Most of
my friends like school. As for me, I can't wait to leave.'

3 X I was about leaving when the telephone rang .
./ I was about to leave when the telephone rang.

be about to do sth (NOT doing)
Compare: 'I was just leaving when the telephone rang.'

X There were above a hundred people in the crowd .
./ There were over a hundred people in the crowd.

Do not use above with numbers (unless referring to points on a scale):
'He is over eighty years of age.' 'I receive over twenty letters a day.'
Compare 'Don't let the temperature get above thirty degrees.'

2 ? I like to stay at home on a Sunday, as I've said above .
./ I like to stay at home on a Sunday, as I've already said.
? What do you think of the above suggestion?
./ What do you think of my/this suggestion?

Above is used in formal writing to refer to something that has been
mentioned earlier: 'From the above arguments it can be seen that
supporters of the dam project fall into two camps.' In informal styles, this
use of above is inappropriate.

3 .? Taking all the above into account, one could say that tourism
does more harm than good.



4 above all

above all 1

above-
mentioned

abroad

absent

absolutely

.,/ Taking all the above arguments into account, one could say
that tourism does more harm than good.
Instead of using the above as a loose reference to something mentioned
earlier, make the reference more precise by using the above + noun (or
the + noun + above): 'the above reasons', 'the statement above '.

X He likes reading, above all novels .
.,/ He likes reading, especially novels.

Above all means 'most importantly': 'Get plenty of sleep, eat lots of good
food, and above all try to relax.' 'There were many qualities that made
him a great leader. Above all, he had charisma.'

2 X This year English is above all my most important subject.
.,/ This year English is by far my most important subject.

With a superlative form ('the most important'), use by far: 'The riot was
by far the most horrific scene I'd ever witnessed.'

3 X Where would you like to go above all?
.,/ Where would you like to go most of all?

When you mean 'more than anywhere/anything/anyone else', use most
of all or the most: 'What worries me most of all is that the car is not
roadworthy.' 'The one I liked the most was too expensive.'

X I would be grateful if you would send it to the address above-
mentioned .

.,/ I would be gratefUl if you would send it to the above-
mentioned address.
Above-mentioned comes before the noun: 'the above-mentioned
person', 'the above-mentioned company'.
Note that above may be used before or after the noun: 'the above
address', 'the address above'.

X Since I was small, I've always wanted to go to abroad .
.,/ Since I was small, I've always wanted to go abroad.
X I would like to continue my studies in abroad .
.,/ I would like to continue my studies abroad.

go/live/be abroad (WITHOUT to, at, in etc)
The only preposition that is used before abroad is from: 'She came back
from abroad saying how much she had missed her home and family.'

X It's a pity that you were absent from the training session .
.,/ It's a pity that you missed the training session .
.,/ It's a pity that you weren't at the training session.

be absent = not be present at something that you are officially supposed
to attend: 'Her teacher wanted to know why she'd been absent.'
miss = not be present at something: 'She's missed a lot of
classes this term because of illness.' 'I wouldn't miss Sandro's party for
the world!' (= I really want to go to it).
be at = be present at something: 'John won't be at the meeting. He's had
to fly to Rome on business.'

X It is absolutely important that you see a doctor immediately .
.,/ It is very important that you see a doctor immediately .
.,/ It is absolutely essential that you see a doctor immediately.

See note at VERY 2



accept 1

according to 5

access

accident

X The company will not accept to buy new machines .
.r The company will not agree to buy new machines.

You accept someone's advice, opinion, or suggestion BUT you agree (=
say you are willing) to do something. Compare: 'I accepted her
suggestion and agreed to see the doctor that evening.'

2 X The driver did not accept me to get on the bus .
.r The driver did not allow me to get on the bus.
X We can't accept a motorway to be built through our town .
.r We can't allow a motorway to be built through our town.

You allow/permit someone to do something, or let them do it: 'Many
parents do not allow/permit their children to watch violent films.' 'Many
parents do not let their children watch violent films.'

X Computers give us an easier access to information.
.r Computers give us easier access to information.

Access is an uncountable noun: 'The entrance has been widened to
provide easier access for disabled people.' 'They have no right to refuse
us access to the files.'

X Her car was involved in a big accident.
.r Her car was involved in a serious accident.

a bad/dreadful/nasty/serious/fatal accident (NOT big)

accommoda- X Could you help me look for an accommodation?
tion .r Could you help me look for accommodation?

X Accommodations in London are very expensive .
.r Accommodation in London is very expensive.

In British English accommodation (= a place to stay or live in) is always
uncountable: 'For the first year we stayed in rented accommodation.'
In American English both accommodation and accommodations
(plural) are used.

accomplish X To accomplish world unity, we need peace .
.r To achieve world unity, we need peace.
X A balanced diet is accomplished by eating many different kinds

of food .
.r A balanced diet is achieved by eating many different kinds

of food.
Wh~n you accomplish something, you manage to do it or complete it,
especially something that gives you satisfaction: 'She felt that she could
accomplish more through journalism.' 'During his five years as President,
he accomplished very little.'
When you achieve something, you manage to do or obtain what you
have planned to do or obtain, especially after a lot of effort: 'The
company intends to achieve all these goals within the next five years.'
'By the age of twenty, she had already achieved her ambition.'
Note that achieve is also used to mean 'accomplish': 'By the end of the
course, you will feel that you've really achieved something.'

according
to 1

X According to me, we should spend more money on education.
.r In my opinion, we should spend more money on education.

according to + the writer/Or Owen/her teachers/them etc (NOT
me/us): 'According to Charles Anderson, the government should pay



6 account

closer attention to public opinion.'
To introduce your own opinion, use in my/our opinion: 'In my opinion,
he didn't deserve a prison sentence.'

2 See OPINION 1, POINT OF VIEW 1

account )< We also have to take into account that the schools are
overcrowded .

./ We also have to take into account the fact that the schools
are overcrowded.
take into account + the fact + that-clause: 'They should take into
account the fact that these archaeological treasures are extremely
valuable.'

accurate )< I cannot give you the accurate date of my arrival yet.
./ I cannot give you the exact date of my arrival yet.

Accurate is mainly used (1) to describe something said or written that
contains no errors: 'Her novels are always historically accurate.' 'These
figures can't be accurate, surely.' (2) to describe something that
produces no errors: 'Are you sure the bathroom scales are accurate?'
When you mean 'correct and as detailed as possible', use exact: 'The
exact time is three minutes to seven.' 'Do you remember his exact
words?' 'They'll be arriving next week - on Friday at three, to be exact.'

accustom 1 )< I am beginning to accustom to the British way of life .
./ I am beginning to get accustomed to the British way of life.

be/become/get/grow accustomed to sth: 'Within a few minutes, my
eyes had grown accustomed to the dark.'
Note that, apart from in formal styles, most people prefer be/become/
get/grow used to: 'I am beginning to get used to the British way of life.'

ache

act 1

2)< Where I come from, we are not accustomed to see so many
things in the shops .

./ Where I come from, we are not accustomed to seeing so
many things in the shops.
be accustomed to doing sth (NOT to do): 'He was accustomed to
leading a life of luxury.'

)< After the run, I had an ache in my legs .
./ After the run, my legs were aching.

Ache is usually used either as a verb or in compounds with tooth, ear,
head, back, stomach: 'I did some weight training on Monday and my
shoulders have been aching ever since.' 'That radio of yours is giving me
a headache.'
Compare: 'After the run, I had pains in my legs.'

)< I am interested in the way people act towards each other .
./ I am interested in the way people behave towards each

other.
)< It is time that human beings learned how to act properly,

without killing each other .
./ It is time that human beings learned how to behave

properly, without killing each other.
When you are talking about what someone does on a particular
occasion, act and behave are interchangeable: 'Passengers who left the



actual 7

action 1

actual

flight in Rhodes said that they had seen two men acting/behaving very
suspiciously.'
When you are talking generally about what someone does or what
people do, use behave: 'You can't expect all babies to behave the
same.' 'From the way he behaves, anyone would think that he doesn't
get paid.'

2 X He refused to accept responsibility for his acts .
.I He refused to accept responsibility for his actions.

The noun act is usually used when you want to comment on a particular
thing that someone has done: 'It was an act of great courage.' 'These
cowardly terrorist acts bring death and suffering to the innocent.'
When you are talking about someone's general behaviour, use actions:
'You can't be blamed for your parents' actions.' 'Her words and actions
have not gone unnoticed.' See also ACTION 2

X The actions that we do everyday are made easier by computers .
.I The things that we do everyday are made easier by

computers.
X If someone has done a wrong action, he should be punished .
.I If someone has done something wrong, he should be

punished.
Do and action cannot be used together. Use do + things/something/
anything etc: 'She's always doing things for charity.' 'Don't do anything
that might upset them.'

2 X It is difficult to forgive those responsible for actions of terrorism .
.I It is difficult to forgive those responsible for acts of

terrorism.
X Blackmail is the action of trying to obtain money from someone

by threatening to expose them .
.I Blackmail is the act of trying to obtain money from someone

by threatening to expose them.
an/the act of (doing) sth (NOT action): 'Such acts of violence will not
be tolerated.' 'For some people, the very act of talking to a doctor can
help them to feel better.'

3 X Few people are aware that an urgent action is needed .
.I Few people are aware that urgent action is needed.
X The government should take an action to reduce the birth rate .
.I The government should take action to reduce the birth rate.

When you are talking about the idea or process of doing something,
action is uncountable: 'There is too much talk and not enough action.'
In the phrase take action, action is always uncountable: 'This illegal
trade will continue unless action is taken to stop it.'

X We'd like to know more about the actual crisis (Not the economic
problems of the past) .

.I We'd like to know more about the present crisis (Not the
economic problems of the past).

X My actual job involves a lot of administration .
.I My present job involves a lot of administration.

actual = real (as opposed what is believed, planned or expected):
'People think he is over fifty but his actual age is forty-eight.' 'Although



8 actually

actually 1

add

admire 1

adore

buses are supposed to run every fifteen minutes, the actual waiting time
can be up to an hour.'
present/current = happening or existing now: 'No one can drive that car
in its present condition.' 'Her current boyfriend works for Shell.'

X I never get bored by this city. Actually, each time I return I find
something new to interest me .

.I I never get bored by this city. In fact, each time I return I find
something new to interest me.
When actually means 'in fact', it is usually used to correct a
misunderstanding: 'People think we've got lots of money, but actually
we're quite poor.' 'I'm sorry to have kept you waiting.' - 'Well actually I've
only just arrived.'
When you simply want to develop a previous statement, use in fact or
as a matter of fact: 'The winter of 1940 was extremely bad. In fact most
people say it was the worst winter in living memory.' 'The company is
doing very well. As a matter of fact, our sales have doubled.' See also
ACTUAL

2 X We need to produce and export more than we do actually .
.I We need to produce and export more than we do at present.

When you mean 'at the present time', use at present, at the moment or
currently (NOT actually) : 'At present the company is very short of
staff.' 'At the moment I'm working part-time in a travel agency.'

X The other ingredients are then added into the mixture .
.I The other ingredients are then added to the mixture.

add sth to sth (NOT into): 'They are demanding that a new clause be
added to the contract which will give them a share of the profits.' 'When a
prefix is added to a word, you make a new word.'

X One hour is not long enough to admire all the exhibits .
.I One hour is not long enough to see all the exhibits.
X I enjoyed admiring all the old buildings .
.I I enjoyed looking at all the old buildings.

Do not use admire when you just mean 'see' or 'look at'. Admire means
'look at someone or something with a strong feeling of pleasure'. This
meaning of admire is found mainly in novels and tourist brochures:
'Come and admire the magnificence of the Niagara Falls.' 'Rupert was
sitting outside on the verandah, admiring the many jewels in the night
sky.'

2 X Although it was a sad film, I admired it very much .
.I Although it was a sad film, I enjoyed it very much.
X Everybody admired your talk because it was lively and

interesting .
.I Everybody enjoyed your talk because it was lively and

interesting.
Do not use admire when you mean 'enjoy'. Admire means 'have a very
high opinion of someone': 'I've always admired people who think for
themselves.' 'Lewis was probably best known and admired for his work
on medieval literature.'

X I adore meeting new people .
.I I like/enjoy/love meeting new people.
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X I adore reading too .
.I I like/enjoy/love reading too.

Adore usually expresses a very strong feeling: 'She adores her
grandchildren and is always buying them presents.' 'The one singer I
absolutely adore is Whitney Houston.' If you use adore to mean 'like/
enjoy/love', you may sound insincere.

See THANK 3

X Although the film has its advantages, it also has a serious flaw.
1 .I Although the film has its merits/good points, it also has a

serious flaw.
advantage = something that puts you in a better position than other
people: 'A healthier lifestyle is just one of the advantages of living in the
country.' 'The main advantage of using word processors is the amount of
time you save.'
merit = a good quality; a strength: 'The merits of the new health
programme are gradually being recognized.' 'We should judge each
application on its own merits.'

2 X Television provides many advantages .
.I Television provides many benefits.

benefit = a good result which improves your life or situation: 'Belonging
to a union has a number of important benefits.' 'It's over a month since I
got back from holiday, but I still feel the benefit.'

3 X What are the advantages in studying in the United States?
.I What are the advantages of studying in the United States?
X There are many advantages of having your own computer .
.I There are many advantages to/in having your own

computer.
the advantage/s of (doing/having) sth: 'He described the advantages
of renewing the contract.' 'The advantages of independence soon
became clear.'
there are (several/many etc) advantages to/in (doing/having) sth:
'There are advantages to working in a supermarket.' 'There are clear
advantages to such an approach.' 'Are there any advantages in
appointing coordinators?'

X I have just seen your advertisement about a Chinese cook.
.I I have just seen your advertisement for a Chinese cook.
X I am writing in reply to your advertisement of a part-time sales

assistant.
.I I am writing in reply to your advertisement for a part-time

sales assistant.
an advertisement for sb/sth: 'an advertisement for Heinz tomato soup'

X I adviced him to tell the police .
.I I advised him to tell the police.

Advice /od'vars/ is a noun. Advise /od'varz/ is a verb.

2 X She gave me a good advice .
.I She gave me some good advice.
X It is full of good advices on healthy eating .
.I It is full of good advice on healthy eating.
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Advice is an uncountable noun: 'I could do with some advice.'
Compare: 'She gave me a good piece of advice.'

)( I asked my lawyer for her advise .
.I I asked my lawyer for her advice.

See note at ADVICE 1

2 )( Nowadays many doctors advise to live in the countryside .
.I Nowadays many doctors advise living in the countryside .
.I Nowadays many doctors advise people to live in the

countryside.
advise sb to do sth: 'I advised her to see a lawyer.'
advise doing sth (NOT to do): 'I would advise leaving very early. Then
you'll miss all the traffic.'

)( The programme is about computers and their affect on our
lives .

./ The programme is about computers and their effect on our
lives.
To affect something (verb) is to have an effect on it (noun): 'Smoking
affects your health.' (= smoking has an effect on your health)

2 )( This problem has also affected on the automobile industry .
./ This problem has also affected the automobile industry.

affect sb/sth (WITHOUT on): 'Fortunately these new tax laws don't
affect us.'
Compare: 'This problem has also had an effect on the automobile
industry.'

)( My father couldn't afford paying for my education .
./ My father couldn't afford to pay for my education.

afford (to do) sth: 'Not many couples can afford to run two cars
nowadays.'

)( The road to the airport was very busy and we were afraid to miss
the plane .

./ The road to the airport was very busy and we were afraid of
missing the plane.
be afraid to do sth = be unwilling to do something because you are
frightened about what may happen: 'She was afraid to eat it in case it
was poisonous.' 'Don't be afraid to ask for help.'
be afraid of doing sth = be worried or anxious about something which
might happen: 'Most criminals are afraid of being caught.' 'He says that
he is afraid of losing his job.'

)( After a week we're going to Italy .
./ In a week's time we're going to Italy.
X I hope that I'll still be healthy after ten years .
./ I hope that I'll still be healthy in ten years' time.

When you mention a time in the future that is measured from 'now' (the
moment of speaking), use in a month's time, in three weeks' time, etc
(or just in a month, in three weeks): 'She'll be back again in a couple of
weeks'time.'
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Note the alternatives: 'A week (from) today we're going to Italy.' 'I hope
that I'll still be healthy ten years from now.'

2 X I promised to meet Hitomi at the exhibition a week after.
,/ I promised to meet Hitomi at the exhibition a week later.
X I returned to Germany after two years' time.
,/ I returned to Germany two years later.

When you mention a time in the past that is measured from an earlier
time in the past, use a month later, three months later, etc: 'Six
months later they got married.'

3 X After 1961 the consumption of cheese has increased each year.
,/ Since 1961 the consumption of cheese has increased each

year.
To refer to a period of time that begins in the past and continues up to
'now' (the moment of speaking), use since (NOT after): 'I've been
standing here waiting for you since half past three.' 'She hasn't been to
see us since she got married.'

4 X My first aim is to get a master's degree. After I would like to go
and work in Canada.

,/ My first aim is to get a master's degree. Afterwards, I would
like to go and work in Canada.

? A police car arrived within minutes and soon after an ambulance
came.

,/ A police car arrived within minutes and soon afterwards an
ambulance came.
After is used instead of afterwards only in informal styles, usually in
phrases such as 'soon after', 'not long after' or 'just after'. Careful users
generally prefer afterwards, especially at the beginning of a sentence:
'Shortly afterwards it was announced that the bank had collapsed.'
In American English after is often used instead of afterwards.

5 ? A police car arrived within minutes and soon after an
ambulance came.

,/ A police car arrived within minutes and soon afterwards an
ambulance came.
In informal styles, after is used in phrases such as 'soon after', 'not long
after' and 'just after'. Careful users prefer afterwards, especially in
formal styles: 'Shortly afterwards it was announced that the bank had
collapsed.'
In American English after is often used instead of afterwards.

6 ? I studied English for 2 years. After that I got a job as a
stewardess on an American airline.

,/ After studying English for 2 years, I got a job as a
stewardess on an American airline.

? We could all meet at my house for lunch. After doing this, we
could go to the beach.

,/ We could all meet at my house for lunch and afterwards we
could go to the beach.
The meaning 'then' can be expressed in a number of ways, e.g.
afterwards, then, later on, subsequently, after + v-ing. Avoid the
repeated use of after that and after doing this/that.
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7 X After you will leave, we will write to you every day.
,/ After you leave/have left, we will write to you every day.

See Language Note at WILL

after all x First we got stuck in a traffic jam and then our car broke down.
After all we decided to cancel the trip and went back home.

,/ First we got stuck in a traffic jam and then our car broke
down. In the end, we decided to cancel the trip and went
back home.

X We stopped for a meal on the way and after all we didn't arrive
until midnight.

,/ We stopped for a meal on the way and in the end we didn't
arrive until midnight.
See Language Note at END

afternoon X Afternoon we have classes until five o'clock.
,/ In the afternoon we have classes until five o'clock.
X School finishes at five in afternoon.
,/ School finishes at five in the afternoon.
X The afternoon I met them at the hotel and we went to the beach.
,/ In the afternoon I met them at the hotel and we went to the

beach.
See Language Note at TIME

afterwards 1 ? We started going out together just to have fun, as friends.
Afterwards we both realized that there was more than just
friendship.

,/ We started going out together just to have fun, as friends.
Later on we both realized that there was more than just
friendship.
Afterwards suggests that the next thing happens as soon as the last
thing has finished: 'On Saturday morning I went to see Adrian in hospital.
Afterwards I drove into town to do some shopping.'
When there is a long interval or delay between two actions or events,
use later on: 'I couldn't understand why she hadn't answered my letters.
Later on I discovered that she had moved to a new address.'

2 ? First you draw a long straight line. Afterwards you draw another
line, parallel to the first one.

,/ First you draw a long straight line. Then you draw another
line, parallel to the first one.
To introduce the next action in a process or series of actions, use then:
'Check that the paper is properly loaded. Then press the start button.'
Compare: 'We all had lunch together at one o'clock. Afterwards we went
to the beach.'

again 1 X It's time I gave you your photographs again.
,/ It's time I gave you your photographs back.
? He'd like to have his bicycle again if you've finished with it.
,/ He'd like to have his bicycle back if you've finished with it.

If you give something to the person who gave it to you, you give it back
to them. When you mean 'to the person who had it before', 'to the place
where something was before' etc, use back (NOT again): 'He took the
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camera back to the shop and asked for his money back.' 'Shall I put
these books back on the shelf?'

2 )< I'll phone you again in five minutes .
./ I'll phone you back in five minutes.

If you telephone someone after they have telephoned you, you
call/ring/phone them back: 'Put down the receiver and I'll call you
back.'

)< I would like to visit again some of these places .
./ I would like to visit some of these places again.
)< I'll give you again my address .
./ I'll give you my address again.

Again (= a second time) usually comes after the object: 'It's wonderful to
see you again.' 'Would you like to watch the film again?'

3

See REPEAT

)< Trying to avoid the sheep, he drove his car against a tree .
./ Trying to avoid the sheep, he drove his car into a tree.

When someone has an accident,
they drive/run/walk/crash/bump into
something (NOT against): 'The lorry
skidded on the ice and crashed into a wall.'

)< I'm at the age of 22 .
./ I'm 22 (years old).

be + NUMBER (+ years old): 'Oavid is almost twelve (years old).'

)< His age is about fifty-five years old .
./ He's about fifty-five (years old).

Do not use age and years old together. The usual way of mentioning
someone's age is simply be + NUMBER: 'She'll be sixteen next August.'

)< Soon you'll be of my age .
./ Soon YOU'll be my age.
)< Although we are at the same age, we have different interests .
./ Although we are the same age, we have different interests.

be my/your etc age: 'When I was your age, I was already going out to
work.'
be the same age (as sb): 'Most of my friends are the same age as me.'

x In the age of 15, you are allowed to drive a car .
./ At the age of 15, you are allowed to drive a car.

Phrases with age as their main word usually begin with at (NOT in):
'Keeping fit is very important at your age.' 'Some girls get married at a
very young age.' 'She is at the age when she wants to go to school.'

)< A child in the age of seven or eight needs a little push.
,/ A child of seven or eight needs a little push.
)< People in my age spend a lot of time in pubs .
./ People of my age spend a lot of time in pubs.

noun + of + NUMBER: 'They have a little girl of three and a boy of five.'
noun + of + my/your etc age: 'He is very clever for a boy of his age.' 'A
girl of her age needs someone to play with.'
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Note the alternative with aged: 'A child aged seven or eight needs a little
push.'

)< They have two children in the age of 8 and 12 years .
.I They have two children aged 8 and 12.
.I They have two children, 8 and 12 years of age.

When you mention two ages after a noun, use either of the following:
aged + NUMBER + and + NUMBER: 'two boys aged 12 and 14'
NUMBER + and + NUMBER + years of age: 'two boys, 12 and 14 years
of age'.

)< These books are for children at the age of from 4 to 6 years .
.I These books are for children aged 4 to 6.
.I These books are for children between the ages of 4 and 6.

When you mention an age range after a noun, use either aged +
NUMBER + to + NUMBER: 'suitable for children aged seven to eleven'
or between the ages of + NUMBER + and + NUMBER: 'suitable for
children between the ages of seven and eleven'.

See MIDDLE AGE

? Not all aged parents have children to look after them .
.I Not all elderly parents have children to look after them.

When it means 'very old', aged (pronounced / 'erdj.d /) is mainly used in
formal styles, usually in the phrase the aged: 'The poor and the aged are
entitled to free health care.'
The usual word for this meaning is elderly, which also sounds polite:
'The photograph was of an elderly gentleman with a white moustache.'
'The building has been converted into a retirement home for the elderly.'

2 )( My father left school at aged fourteen .
.I My father left school at (the age of) fourteen.
)< At aged 45, farmers are able to retire .
.I At (the age of) 45, farmers are able to retire.

at (the age of) + NUMBER: 'Alan got married at twenty.' 'Sue got
divorced at the age of twenty-one.'

)( I applied for a job at a travel agent.
.I I applied for a job at a travel agent's.

To refer to a shop or company, use the's form: a greengrocer's, a
chemist's, a tailor's, a butcher's.

)< The accident happened at ten years ago .
.I The accident happened ten years ago.
)< I came to England in two years ago .
.I I came to England two years ago.
)< He went to Sydney before five years ago .
.I He went to Sydney five years ago.
)< I started learning English since two years ago .
.I I started learning English two years ago.

See Language Note at TIME

2 )< I'm writing in reply to your letter that I've received two days ago .
.I I'm writing in reply to your letter that I received two days ago.
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With references to past time such as yesterday, last week, a year ago,
use a past tense (NOT the present perfect): 'I came to England exactly
six months ago.' (NOT 'have come')

3 X The train left at exactly 3 o'clock. Just five minutes ago I had
been stuck in a traffic jam.

./ The train left at exactly 3 o'clock. Just five minutes before I
had been stuck in a traffic jam.
See note at BEFORE 1

agree 1 X I don't agree the people who say women should stay at home.
./ I don't agree with the people who say women should stay at

home.
X In many ways I agree to his statement.
./ In many ways I agree with his statement.

agree with sb/sth = have the same opinion as: 'You can't expect
everyone to agree with you all the time.' 'I tend to agree with you that the
proposal is too risky.'

2 X I don't understand why he doesn't agree the divorce.
./ I don't understand why he doesn't agree to the divorce .
X Conservationists will never agree the building of the motorway.
./ Conservationists will never agree to the bUilding of the

motorway.
agree to sth = be willing to accept or allow something: 'The bank
manager has agreed to our request for a loan.'

3 X I am agree that archaeological treasures should be protected.
./ I agree that archaeological treasures should be protected .
X In some ways I am agree with those who want stricter

punishments.
./ In some ways I agree with those who want stricter

punishments.
Agree is a verb (NOT an adjective).

4 See FACT 4

agreement X The government has made an agreement with the People's
Republic of China.

./ The government has reached agreement with the People's
Republic of China.
reach agreement or reach/come to/work out an agreement (with sb):
'After a week of talks, Britain and Iceland reached agreement on fishing
limits.' 'Recent government attempts to work out an agreement have
proved unsuccessful.'

agriculture X The country's economy is based on the agriculture.
./ The country's economy is based on agriculture .

See note at THE 4

aid 1 X We must begin to aid ourselves and not wait for other countries.
./ We must begin to help ourselves and not wait for other

countries.
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X Education can aid us to understand our world .
.I Education can help us to understand our world.

Aid is mainly used as a noun: 'Many countries survive on foreign aid
from richer neighbours.' 'It is government policy to provide aid to the
homeless or the unemployed.'
As a verb, aid is used in formal styles and usually means 'help
something recover, develop, grow, etc': 'The country's economic
recovery has been aided by the recent peace agreement.'

X They can learn faster by the aid of computers .
.I They can learn faster with the aid of computers.

with the aid of sth (NOT by): 'These bacteria cannot be seen without
the aid of a microscope.'

X Her lifelong aim was to learn how to fly.
,/ Her lifelong ambition was to learn how to fly.

See note at AMBITION 1

X He was aiming a gun against me.
,/ He was aiming a gun at me.
X These programmes are aimed to a very wide audience .
.I These programmes are aimed at a very wide audience.

aim sth at sb/sth: 'Each ball seemed to be aimed at my head.' 'This new
dictionary is aimed at intermediate learners of English.'

X I started to learn English with the aim to become a teacher .
.I I started to learn English with the aim of becoming a

teacher.
with the aim of doing sth: 'I originally went out to the Far East with the
aim of setting up my own import-export business.'
Compare: 'My aim is to become a teacher.'

X It's hard to find a fresh air nowadays .
.I It's hard to find any fresh air nowadays.

Air (= the mixture of gases that we breathe) is an uncountable noun:
'Let's go for a walk and get some air in our lungs.'

See PURE

X All the aircrafts have to be checked and refuelled .
.I All the aircraft have to be checked and refuelled.

The plural form of aircraft is aircraft (no change).

X Finally we got really worried and alarmed the local police .
.I Finally we got really worried and alerted the local police.

alarm = make someone feel worried about a possible danger: 'We don't
wish to alarm people unnecessarily, but it would be wise to avoid
drinking the tap water here.'
alert = inform someone of possible danger so that they can be ready to
deal with it: 'When the pilot realized that one engine had failed, he
alerted air traffic control.'

X Every alive creature in the sea is affected by pollution .
.I Every living creature in the sea is affected by pollution.
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alive = not dead: 'He was very seriously ill and is lucky to be alive.'
living = (1) alive now: 'He has no living relatives.' (2) used to refer to all
creatures and things that live and die: 'Yeast is a living organism and too
much heat or cold can kill it.' 'The ants will eat any living thing that comes
into their path.'

2 )< Our teacher, Mr Collins, is very alive .
.I Our teacher, Mr Collins, is very lively.

lively = full of energy: 'The Yorkshire Terrier is a lively breed of dog.'

3 )< My reason for being alive had disappeared .
.I My reason for living had disappeared.

When you mean 'continue to be alive', use the verb live: 'Her
grandmother lived to a great age.' 'The baby was four months premature
and was not expected to live.'

? He spent all the journey talking about accidents .
.I He spent the whole journey talking about accidents.
)< This decision changed all of her life .
.I This decision changed her whole life.

Before the singular form of a countable noun we usually use whole or
entire: 'We spent the whole lesson singing songs.' 'The entire document
will have to be rewritten.' Note that sometimes both all and whole/entire
are possible: 'It rained the whole/all the afternoon.' In these cases,
whole/entire provides greater emphasis and often expresses a feeling of
surprise, disappointment, satisfaction etc: 'I read the whole book in just
two evenings.'

)< People envy her because she is good at all.
.I People envy her because she is good at everything.
)< Nobody understands all.
.I Nobody understands everything.

Do not use all to mean 'everything' unless it is immediately followed by a
relative clause: 'Is that all she wanted to know?'

)< All of us didn't want to go to bed .
.I None of us wanted to go to bed.
)< All companies will not tolerate lazy workers .
.I No company will tolerate lazy workers.

See Language Note at NOT

)< We all must try to find a solution to the problem .
.I We must all try to find a solution to the problem.
)< We all were delighted when we heard the news .
.I We were all delighted when we heard the news.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

)< As all you know, my name is Mary Smith .
.I As you all know, my name is Mary Smith.
)< I've never forgotten how beautiful all it was .
.I I've never forgotten how beautiful it all was.

All of is placed immediately before a pronoun, but all is placed
immediately after. Compare: 'All of them speak French.' 'They all speak
French.'
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6 x I like all the kinds of music .
./ I like all kinds of music.
X All of children learn to speak naturally .
./ All children learn to speak naturally.
X All of the young couples need a home of their own .
./ All young couples need a home of their own.

For general reference, put all/most/some etc immediately in front of the
noun: 'In Japan most people use chopsticks.'
For specific reference, use all/most/some + of the/these/their etc +
noun: 'Most of the Americans I met were very friendly.'

7 X I didn't like the meal and couldn't eat all .
./ I didn't like the meal and couldn't eat it all.
./ I didn't like the meal and couldn't eat all of it.

Do not use all to replace a pronoun. Use all (or all of) with a pronoun:
'She took six exams and passed them all.' 'She took six exams and
passed all of them.'

See DURING 28
9

allow 1

2

almost 1

See PEOPLE 1

X They also allow to the prisoners to keep birds .
./ They also allow the prisoners to keep birds.

allow sb to do sth (NOT to sb): 'The principal doesn't allow them to
wear jewellery to school.'

X It's not allowed to talk in the library .
./ You aren't allowed to talk in the library .
./ Talking in the library isn't allowed.

It is not usually used as a preparatory subject before (not) allowed,
especially in spoken English.

X I almost have forgotten what she looks like .
./ I have almost forgotten what she looks like.
X The suitcase almost was too heavy to lift.
./ The suitcase was almost too heavy to lift.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

2 X My job takes me almost to every part of the world .
./ My job takes me to almost every part of the world.

Almost comes immediately before the word it modifies: 'He was working
in Hungary for almost ten years.'

? Outside Japan, almost nobody speaks Japanese .
./ Outside Japan, hardly anybody speaks Japanese.

Instead of saying almost no/nobody/never etc, it is more usual to say
hardly any/anybody/ever etc: 'It was so early that there was hardly any
traffic.' 'I hardly ever go to the cinema nowadays.'

X She almost couldn't breathe .
./ She could hardly breathe.

Almost is used with a negative verb when something does actually
happen although, at the time, there is a strong possibility that it will not
happen: 'I was feeling so tired that I almost didn't come.' 'The traffic was
so heavy that she almost didn't get here in time.'

3

4
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alone 1

along

a lot (of)

already 1

also 1

2

When you mean 'only a little' or 'only with great difficulty', use hardly:
'We hardly know each other.' 'She was so tired that she could hardly
keep her eyes open.' 'I can hardly hear myself think.'

X I was very alone at first but then I made some friends.
v" I was very lonely at first but then I made some friends.

alone = without other people around you: 'I've thought about getting
married, but I prefer living alone.'
lonely = sad because you are alone and feel that nobody loves you or
cares about you: 'I didn't know anyone in Boston and felt very lonely.'
'Sarah hated the long lonely days in the empty house.'

X Children learn a lot by doing things alone.
v" Children learn a lot by doing things on their own.

on your own = without anyone's help or supervision; independently: 'He
built the car all on his own.'

X Walking along the city after dark is not a good idea.
v" Walking through the city after dark is not a good idea.

along = (moving) next to the side of something long such as a road or
river: 'We walked along the Thames as far as Hampton Court.'
through = from one side of an area to another: 'The road goes through
all the major towns.'

See LOT/LOTS

X Next July I'm going back to Hong Kong. I booked the tickets
already.

v" Next July I'm going back to Hong Kong. I've booked the
tickets already.
Already is usually used with the present perfect tense (NOT the past
tense): 'If he's already seen the film, he won't want to see it again.'

2 X Most of the food is cold already when you get it.
v" Most of the food is already cold when you get it.
X They had already ten children and didn't want any more.
v" They already had ten children and didn't want any more.
v" They had ten children already and didn't want any more.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

3 X The war is not over already.
v" The war is not over yet.
X The new shop has not been opened already.
v" The new shop has not been opened yet.

Instead of using not + already, use not + yet: 'We haven't been paid
yet.' 'The plane hasn't landed yet.'

X We also would like to be given more fresh food.
v" We would also like to be given more fresh food.
X The school has also a gymnasium.
v" The school also has a gymnasium.
X Besides the nature society, there also is a music society.
v" Besides the nature society, there is also a music society.

See Language Note at ALWAYS
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X I don't like your climate and I don't like English food also.
,/ I don't like your climate and I don't like English food either.
X He doesn't also recommend winter holidays.
,/ He doesn't recommend winter holidays either.

See note at TOO 2

? Women are often better at negotiating than men. Also, they don't
give up so easily.

,/ Women are often better at negotiating than men. What's
more, they don't give up so easily.

? A footbridge would take too long to build. Also, it would be of no
use to the disabled.

,/ A footbridge would take too long to build. Furthermore, it
would be of no use to the disabled.
When you want to add another reason and give it special emphasis or
importance, use furthermore, moreover, what's more or besides: 'The
drug has powerful side effects. Moreover, it can be addictive.' Also is not
wrong but does not have the same persuasive force.

X We decided to make alternate arrangements in case the hotel
was fully booked.

,/ We decided to make alternative arrangements in case the
hotel was fully booked.
In British English alternate and alternative have different meanings.
alternate = (1) happening in turn, first one then the other: 'alternate
periods of sun and rain' (2) every second (day, week, etc): 'Our local
football team plays at home on alternate Saturdays.'
alternative = that may be used instead of the usual one or the one you
had planned to use: 'In view of the roadworks, motorists are advised to
use an alternative route.'
In American English alternate is used with the same meaning as
alternative.

alternatively x In Sweden many wives and husbands stay at home alternatively
to look after their children.

,/ In Sweden many wives and husbands stay at home
alternately to look after their children.
alternatively = another possibility is: 'I thought we'd stay at home.
Alternatively, you might like to go for a walk.'
alternately = in turns, first one then the other: 'The play is alternately
sad and happy.'
Note the more common alternative: 'In Sweden many wives and
husbands take it in turns to stay at home and look after their children.'

although See BUT

altogether x Afterwards, we played altogether monopoly.
,/ Afterwards, we all played monopoly.
X After dinner, we watch altogether television.
,/ After dinner, we all watch television.

When you mean 'each person or thing (ina group)', use all after the
subject (NOT altogether): 'The flowers had all died.' 'The children were
all tired and hungry.'
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always 1 x Come and spend the weekend with me. I live always at the
same address in Croydon.

,/ Come and spend the weekend with me. I still live at the
same address in Croydon.

X He died a long time ago, but his ideas are always alive.
,/ He died a long time ago, but his ideas are still alive.

Always means 'all the time' or 'every time': 'She has always wanted her
own Mercedes.' 'I always go to work by train.'
To say that a previous situation has not changed and continues 'now' (at
the time of speaking), use still (NOT always): 'Lucy is recovering, but
she's still in hospital.' 'The house is still for sale.'

2 X I have always the feeling that she enjoys teaching us.
,/ I always have the feeling that she enjoys teaching us.
X You will be always welcome.
,/ You will always be welcome.
X During the winter months, they always were in the kitchen.
,/ During the winter months, they were always in the kitchen.

See Language Note on next page

a.m. See O'CLOCK 2

ambition 1 X My immediate ambition is to find somewhere to live.
,/ My immediate aim is to find somewhere to live.

ambition = something very important that you have wanted to do or
achieve for a very long time: 'Sandro's one ambition is to play for Italy in
the World Cup.'
aim = what you hope to achieve when you do something: 'The aim of the
course is to develop the students' writing skills.'

2 X Not many people manage to satisfy their ambitions.
,/ Not many people manage to achieve their ambitions.

achieve your ambition (NOT satisfy, meet, reach, arrive etc): 'He has
achieved his main ambition - to make a name for himself in politics.'

among 1 X The main purpose of the visit is to develop a closer relationship
among the two countries.

,/ The main purpose of the visit is to develop a closer
relationship between the two countries.
Use among when you are talking about three or more people or things.
For two people or things, use between.

2 X Try to avoid arousing anger and fear among the children.
,/ Try to avoid arousing anger and fear in the children.
X He is very popular among the people of Japan.
,/ He is very popular with the people of Japan.

Do not use among when the preceding verb/noun/adjective requires a
different preposition: e.g. arouse anger in someone.

3 X Among these problems, the most serious is the excessive
growth of the world's population.

,/ The most serious of these problems is the excessive growth
of the world's population.
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When a phrase beginning with among comes at the start of a sentence,
it is usually followed by the verb be (NOT by the subject of the
sentence): 'Among her reasons for resigning is the fact that she wants to
move back to her home town.' 'Among those attending the ceremony
were the Sultan of Pahang and his wife.' Note also that this structure is
not common and is used only in formal styles,

Using 'middle position' adverbs

The words below are common examples of 'middle position' adverbs,

TIME
DEGREE
FOCUS
OTHER

FREOUENCYalways, usually, normally, often, frequently, sometimes, occasionally, rarely,
seldom, hardly ever, never
already, just, soon, still, once
almost, nearly, hardly, really
even, just, merely, only, really
also, probably, definitely, suddenly

• Middle position adverbs usually go immediately in front of the main verb:

I usually have a cold shower in the morning,
It was so dark that I could hardly see,
You will always be welcome,

• When there is more than one auxiliary verb, these adverbs usually go immediately after the
first one:

I have often been asked why I chose this career,
We will soon be taking our examinations,

• When the main verb is am/is/are/was/were, these adverbs go immediately after it (NOT in
front of it):

He was soon fit and well again,
Fortunately, the shops were still open,

Note:
1 These rules also apply to all, both and each when these words are used for emphasis:

These countries each have their own traditions,
The rooms on the top floor are all being redecorated,
We are both fond of music,

2 Adverbs such as sometimes, usually and soon may also go at the beginning or end of a
clause. In these positions they receive more emphasis:

Don't worry, I'm sure they'll be arriving soon,
Sometimes the noise keeps us awake at night.
Usually they come home for lunch.

amount 1 X The amount of accidents is steadily increasing .
.I The number of accidents is steadily increasing.
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X Only small amounts of students will be admitted.
,/ Only small numbers of students will be admitted.

amount of + uncountable noun
number of + plural countable noun
Compare: 'an amount of money', 'a number of coins'

2 X I was lucky and won a big amount of money.
,/ I was lucky and won a large amount of money.
X Cream cheese contains a high amount of fat.
,/ Cream cheese contains a large amount of fat.

a large amount (NOT big/high)

3 X The amount of crime have increased.
,/ The amount of crime has increased.
X A tremendous amount of research have been carried out.
,/ A tremendous amount of research has been carried out.

amount of (singular) + uncountable noun + singular verb
amounts of (plural) + uncountable noun + plural verb
Compare: 'A large amount of money is required.' 'Large amounts of
money are required.'

ample X The kitchen is very ample and has a window overlooking the
garden.

,/ The kitchen is very spacious and has a window overlooking
the garden.
ample = (more than) enough; plenty (of): 'The boot contains ample room
for two large suitcases.' 'Just one spoonful should be ample.' 'He was
given ample opportunity to express his opinion.'
spacious = large, with a lot of space: 'These ideal holiday homes are
extremely spacious and within walking distance of the sea.'

amuse X I made a lot of new friends during my stay in England and
amused myself a lot.

,/ I made a lot of new friends during my stay in England and
really enjoyed myself.
amuse yourself = do something to stop yourself from getting bored:
'Can't you find something to do to amuse yoursell?' With a pencil or two
and a few sheets of paper, young children can amuse themselves for
hours.'
enjoy yourself = have a pleasant time: 'The party was a huge success
and all the guests enjoyed themselves.'

amusing 1 X The last three years have been the most amusing years of my
life.

,/ The last three years have been the most enjoyable years of
my life.
amusing = causing you to laugh or smile: 'The speaker was clearly
embarrassed when the microphone stopped working, but the audience
found the situation very amusing.' 'I don't see anything amusing about
finding a snake in your tent in the middle of the night'
enjoyable = causing you to feel happy; pleasant: 'It was one of the most
enjoyable holidays we've ever had.' 'Exercise may be hard work, but it
can also be enjoyable.'
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2 X Most visitors find the museum extremely amusing.
,/ Most visitors find the museum extremely interesting.

Something that holds your attention (and makes you want to know more)
is interesting (NOT amusing): 'The most interesting thing about the
dinosaurs is their sudden disappearance.' 'His plan for raising more
money sounds interesting but I'm not sure it'll work.'

an

and 1

anger 1

announce

announce-
ment

2 -

2

X I had never visited an hospital before.
,/ I had never visited a hospital before.

Before a word beginning with h, use a if the h is pronounced: 'a house',
'a half', 'a horrible day'. Use an if the h is silent: 'an hour', 'an honour'.
If the h is pronounced but the syllable is unstressed, it is possible to use
a or an ('alan hotel'). However, the use of an here is considered old-
fashioned and most people use a.

X There is a beautiful and old church in the centre of the town.
,/ There is a beautiful old church in the centre of the town.

Do not use and between two adjectives that come before a noun unless
they describe similar qualities, e.g. 'a red and green umbrella' (two
colours), 'a gold and silver bracelet' (two materials), 'a hunting and
fishing knife' (two functions).

See MANY 3

X I was surprised and anger that he did not apologize.
,/ I was surprised and angry that he did not apologize.

Anger is a noun and a verb: 'The workers who lost their jobs expressed
anger and resentment.' 'The government's handling of the affair has
angered local residents.' The adjective is angry: 'Some of the women
felt angry about the way they were treated.'

X He'll have to learn how to control his anger.
,/ He'll have to learn how to control his temper.

control/keep/lose your temper (NOT anger): 'The problem with
George is that he can't control his temper.' (= cannot stop himself from
suddenly getting angry)

X The following day their father suddenly announced them that he
was leaving.

,/ The following day their father suddenly announced (to
them) that he was leaving.
After announce, use to before the listener: 'Shortly after losing the
heavyweight title, he announced (to the world's press) that he was
retiring from the ring.'

X On almost every page there were announcements for cigarettes
and tobacco.

,/ On almost every page there were advertisements for
cigarettes and tobacco.
When you want to give people some important information, you make an
announcement: 'Following the announcement of their marriage, they
were pursued by crowds of journalists.'
An advertisement is an item in a newspaper, on television, etc, that tries
to persuade people to buy something, apply for a job, etc: 'At this time of
the year, the papers are full of holiday advertisements.'
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annoy!
annoyed 1

3

annoyed

another 1

? The noise of the traffic outside all day annoys me.
,/ The noise of the traffic outside all day irritates me.
? I feel rather annoyed when I see the same advertisement time

and time again.
,/ I feel rather irritated when I see the same advertisement time

and time again .
.Something unpleasant that happens repeatedly or continuously over a
long period of time tends to irritate or frustrate people, especially
because they know that they can do nothing to stop it: 'I felt so tense that
even the ticking of the clock began to irritate me.' 'I am constantly
frustrated by all the niggling little jobs I have to do.'

2 )< Some people are annoyed by these violent films.
,/ Some people are disturbed by these violent films.
,/ Some people find these violent films disturbing.

Someone who is emotionally shocked by something they see or read is
disturbed/upseUdistressed/offended by it, or they find it
disturbing/upsetting/distressing/offensive: 'Viewers are warned that
this documentary contains a number of violent scenes which they may
find disturbing.'

)< She annoyed that I hadn't waited for her.
,/ She was annoyed that I hadn't waited for her.

be/get annoyed: 'My boss is always getting annoyed with me for some
reason or other.'

)< I felt terribly annoyed with his lack of sensitivity.
,/ I felt terribly annoyed at his lack of sensitivity.

annoyed with/at sb: 'She's annoyed with you for not answering her
letters.'
annoyed at/about sth: 'The thing that I'm really annoyed about is that
nobody told me.'

)< Rio has another important sights such as the famous football
stadium.

,/ Rio has other important sights such as the famous football
stadium.
another + singular: 'another child'
other + plural: 'other children'

2 )< He gave the class another homework.
,/ He gave the class some more homework.

another + singular countable noun: 'We need another chair.'
(some) more + uncountable noun: 'We need (some) more furniture.'

3 )< I hate horror films. Let's watch another.
,/ I hate horror films. Let's watch something else.
)< If Henry is busy, get another man to help you.
,/ If Henry is busy, get someone else to help you.
)< Can't you use another's computer?
,/ Can't you use someone else's computer?

When you mean 'a different person/thing/place', use someone else,
something else, somewhere else: 'I got fed up with the job and
decided to do something else.'
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4 X There is also another point that is worth mentioning .
.I There is another point that is worth mentioning.
X Also another way to lose weight is to eat less .
.I Another way to lose weight is to eat less.

another (NOT also another): 'Another problem, of course, is finding a
job.'

5 X Families fall into two categories. One is the composite family;
another is the nuclear family .

.I Families fall into two categories. One is the composite
family; the other is the nuclear family.
When you are talking about two people or things, use the other (NOT
another): 'One of the twins is called Youki and the other is called Azusa.'

6 X Without a car, it takes a long time to get from a place to another .
.I Without a car, it takes a long time to get from one place to

another.
from one ... to another (NOT from alan ... to another): 'The job
involves travelling from one country to another.'

answer 1 X They still can't find an answer for this problem .
.I They still can't find an answer to this problem.

an answer to a problem or question (NOT for): 'The answer to the
second question is Abraham Lincoln.'

2 X It has taken them almost two months to answer to my letter .
.I It has taken them almost two months to answer my letter.
X I couldn't answer to the last two questions .
.I I couldn't answer the last two questions.
X My job involves cooking, cleaning and answering to the door

bell.
.I My job involves cooking, cleaning and answering the door

bell.
answer sb/sth (WITHOUT to): 'Have you answered their letter yet?'
Note that answer also has less common meanings where to is
necessary: 'Anyone who upsets you will have me to answer to.' 'The dog
answers to the name of Zak.'

3 X I rang the number you gave me but nobody answered me .
.I I rang the number you gave me but nobody answered.
X I called her name but nobody answered me .
.I I called her name but nobody answered.

Do not use an object with answer unless this adds new meaning to the
sentence (meaning which is not obvious from the rest of the sentence).
Compare: 'He asked her for an explanation but she didn't answer.' 'I'd
like to speak to him but he refuses to answer the phone.' In the first
sentence the object 'him' is understood and there is no need to mention
it.

antique 1 X There is a beautiful antique church in the centre of the town .
.I There is a beautiful old church in the centre of the town.

Antique is used for objects (NOT buildings): 'The upper-middle class
have become collectors of antique furniture.'
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2 x He has made a lot of money from selling antique things .
./ He has made a lot of money from selling antiques.

an antique (NOT an antique thing): 'Some of these antiques must be
worth a fortune.'

anxious 1 x I always feel anxious when I have to make a speech .
./ I always feel nervous when I have to make a speech.

anxious = worried because you fear that something bad may happen or
may have happened: 'Their daughter hadn't come home from school and
they were anxious about her safety.' 'I knew it was just a minor
operation, but I couldn't help feeling anxious.'
nervous = worried because you are in or about to enter a stressful
situation: 'I was so nervous about the exam that I couldn't sleep.' 'It was
our first television appearance and we were all feeling nervous.'

2 X She is anxious that the hotel rates will be too expensive .
./ She is worried that the hotel rates will be too expensive.
X I was anxious that somebody would see us through the window .
./ I was worried that somebody would see us through the

window.
worried = unhappy because you have (or expect that you are going to
have) a problem: 'The business is losing money and the boss is very
worried.'

3 X He obviously isn't anxious about public opinion .
./ He obviously isn't worried about public opinion.

not worried/concerned/bothered about sth = feeling that something is
not a problem: 'I'm not bothered about how much it will cost.'
Note the alternative: 'He obviously doesn't care about public opinion.'

4 X I'm anxious to hear about your new boyfriend .
./ I can't wait to hear about your new boyfriend.
X I am anxious to see how British people celebrate Christmas .
./ I'm longing to see how British people celebrate Christmas.

If you are anxious to do something, you want to do it in order to improve
a (difficult or unpleasant) situation: 'We are anxious that people are
informed of the truth of the matter.' 'The police are anxious to speak to
anyone who witnessed the accident.'
If you simply have a strong desire to do something, you are
keen/eager/longing/dying to do it, or you cannot wait to do it: 'I can't
wait to get out of these wet clothes.'

5 X
./

any 1 X
./
X

./

X
./

Most unemployed people are anxious for finding work.
Most unemployed people are anxious to find work .
anxious to do sth (NOT for doing): 'He'was anxious to gain approval.'

Any day was the same.
Each day was the same .
Any smoker must remember that the people around him are
inhaling the smoke.
Every smoker must remember that the people around him
are inhaling the smoke.
Any parents are thrilled when their first baby arrives.
All parents are thrilled when their first baby arrives .
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To refer to all the people or things in a group or category, use
each/every + singular countable noun OR all + plural countable noun
(NOT any): 'Every house in the street had one or two broken windows.'
'All students are required to register during the first week.'

2 X If you have any question, ask your teacher.
.I If you have any questions, ask your teacher .
X She doesn't have any friend.
.I She doesn't have any friends .

When any is used with a countable noun, the noun is usually plural: 'a
question' BUT 'any questions'.

3 X Has Atsuko found any job yet?
.I Has Atsuko found a job yet?
X If there is any hole in the balloon, the air will escape.
.I If there is a hole in the balloon, the air will escape.

Any is usually used with uncountable nouns and plural countables (NOT
with singular countable nouns). Compare: 'Do you have any money?'
(money is an uncountable noun) 'Do you have any fifty-cent coins?'
(coins is a plural countable noun) 'Do you have a fifty-cent coin?' (coin
is a singular countable noun)
Note, however: 'I'll accept any job I'm offered.' (= it does not matter
which job)

4 X When he asked if he could use the telephone, he was told that
the family didn't have any.

.I When he asked if he could use the telephone, he was told
that the family didn't have one.
Do not use any as a pronoun for a singular countable noun (see last
entry). Compare: 'He asked for some help but nobody gave him any.'
(help is an uncountable noun) 'She wanted to borrow some books but
nobody would lend her any.' (books is a plural countable noun) 'I need a
new computer but I can't afford one.' (computer is a singular countable
noun)

5 See Language Note at NOT

any more X People go there when they are not able any more to look after
themselves.

.I People go there when they are not able to look after
themselves any more.

X The state does not any more provide a pension for everyone.
.I The state does not provide a pension for everyone any

more.
When used in connection with time, any more usually comes at the end
of the sentence: 'Helen doesn't work here any more.'
Note the alternatives: 'People go there when they are no longer able to
look after themselves.' 'The state no longer provides a pension for
everyone.'

anybodyl X Anyone should speak not just one but several languages.
anyone 1 .I Everyone should speak not just one but several languages .

X Anybody else in the class speaks Japanese.
.I Everybody else in the class speaks Japanese .
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To refer to all the people in a group, use everybody/everyone (NOT
anybody/anyone) .

2 X Please ask your staff if anybody of them has seen my purse.
,/ Please ask your staff if any of them has seen my purse.
X He doesn't know anyone of them, but he doesn't care.
,/ He doesn't know any of them, but he doesn't care.

Before an of phrase, use any (NOT anybody/anyone).

3 X Anyone are welcome to join us.
,/ Anyone is welcome to join us.
X If anybody want one, please write your name on the board.
,/ If anybody wants one, please write your name on the board.

anybody/anyone + singular verb: 'If anyone calls, tell them I'll be back
after lunch.'

4 ? If anyone wants to leave now, he may do so.
,/ Anyone who wants to leave now may do so.
? When anyone reads these lines, he or she will think that the

writer is very sad.
,/ Anyone reading these lines will think that the writer is very

sad.
See Language Note at HE

anyhow! X
anyway

,/

X

,/

X

,/

Those students who pass are given an intermediate certificate
Anyhow, the examination is far from easy.
Those students who pass are given an intermediate
certificate. However, the examination is far from easy.
Unfortunately, the beach is not white and sandy. Anyway, it is
seldom crowded and we can enjoy the sea.
Unfortunately, the beach is not white and sandy. On the
other hand, it is seldom crowded and we can enjoy the sea.
I'm sorry that I won't be able to attend your wedding. Anyway, I
would like to give you something for your new home.
I'm sorry that I won't be able to attend your wedding.
Nevertheless, I would like to give you something for your
new home.
Anyhow and anyway are used to connect sentences only in informal
styles (NOT in essays, written reports, etc). Their main uses are: (1) to
show that you are about to return to the main topic or story line: 'Anyway,
as soon as the plane landed he was rushed off to hospital and that was
the last I saw of him.' (2) to show that your next point is just as important
or relevant as your last one; 'In any case, I'm too busy to play tennis this
afternoon. Anyhow, it looks like it's going to rain.' For reasons of style
and logic, anyhow and anyway cannot be used in place of however, on
the other hand or nevertheless.

anyone See ANYBODY/ANYONE

anyway See ANYHOW/ANYWAY

anywhere 1 X This is a serious problem for teachers anywhere.
,/ This is a serious problem for teachers everywhere.
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X Computers will be anywhere we go .
.I Computers will be everywhere we go.

When you mean 'in/to all places', use everywhere (NOT anywhere).

2 X When it snows, it is difficult to go to anywhere .
.I When it snows, it is difficult to go anywhere.

See note at SOMEWHERE 2

apologize 1 X The waiter was made to apologize my father .
.I The waiter was made to apologize to my father.
X He apologized her for the long delay .
.I He apologized to her for the long delay.

apologize to sb: 'The US has apologized to Britain for the accident that
cost nine lives.'

appear 1

2 X She insisted on apologizing her husband's behaviour.
.I She insisted on apologizing for her husband's behaviour.
X I apologize that I can't come to the wedding .
.I I apologize for not being able to come to the wedding.

apologize (to sb) for (doing) sth: 'I'd like to apologize for causing you
so much trouble.'

X Suddenly, a bright flash of lightning appeared .
.I Suddenly, there was a bright flash of lightning.
X We don't want any more wars to appear .
.I We don't want there to be any more wars.

A simple way of saying that something happens or develops is to use
there + be: 'Suddenly, there was a loud bang and all the lights went out.'
'There have been several serious accidents along this stretch of the
road.' 'This time I don't want there to be any mistakes.'

2 X Unemployment appears in nearly all developed countries .
.I Unemployment occurs in nearly all developed countries.
X Unfortunately, another problem has appeared .
.I Unfortunately, another problem has occurred.

appear = (1) become visible or (suddenly) be seen: 'Small red patches
appeared all over the child's back.' 'A minute later the manager
appeared and asked what was wrong.'(2) (of something new) become
available or be seen for the first time: 'The first edition appeared in 1987.'
'The new model will not appear in the shops until the end of the year.'
'When did dinosaurs first appear?'
occur = (1) (of unplanned events) happen: 'The crash occurred just
minutes after take-off.' 'These storms usually occur in the late afternoon.'
(2) exist or be found (in a particular place): 'The Japanese 'f' sound does
not occur in European languages.'

3 X If he were alive, he would appear a lot of good films .
.I If he were alive, he would appear in a lot of good films.
X Recently she has appeared on several TV commercials .
.I Recently she has appeared in several TV commercials.

appear on television, a television channel: 'This is the first time that Brill
has appeared on television.' 'He is scheduled to appear on Channel 4
next month.'
appear on/in a television programme: 'He's always appearing on/in BBC
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apply 1

appoint-1
ment

sports programmes.' 'We asked the Home Office to appear on/in this
programme, but they refused.'
appear in a film, play, show, television commercial: 'What's the name of
that young actor who appeared in Jurassic Perk?' 'Before that she had
appeared in a Broadway production of West Side Story.'

4 X There appears a haphazard attitude among the younger
generation .

.,/ There appears to be a haphazard attitude among the
younger generation.
there appears/appeared + to be + noun phrase (= seem): 'There
appears to be a shortage of paper.' 'There appears to have been a
breakdown in communication.'

X I've applied a one-year course in computer studies .
.,/ I've applied for a one-year course in computer studies.
X I don't have enough experience to apply to the job .
.,/ I don't have enough experience to apply for the job.

apply (to an organization) for a job, course, scholarship etc.: 'She has
applied for the post of Senior Lecturer.'

2 X The new tax law applies only on people with large incomes .
.,/ The new tax law applies only to people with large incomes.

apply to sb/sth (= be aimed at): 'The club's rules and regulations apply
to all members.'

X I was very nervous during the appointment and I'm sure they'll
give the job to someone else .

.,/ I was very nervous during the interview and I'm sure they'll
give the job to someone else.
appointment = an arrangement that you have made to see a doctor,
dentist, business person, etc at a particular time: 'You can't see the
manager without an appointment.' 'My appointment was for ten thirty.'
interview = a formal meeting at which people ask you questions to see if
you are suitable for a particular job, course of study, etc: 'If they're
interested in your application, they'll ask you to go for an interview.'

2 X I had an appointment with Takumi, a friend of mine .
.,/ I had arranged to meet Takumi, a friend of mine.

You make an appointment to see a doctor, principal, business person,
etc: 'I've got an appointment to see Dr Tanner on Tuesday.'
You arrange to meet/see a friend, relative etc: 'We've arranged to meet
Alan at the swimming pool.'

appreciate 1 X I don't appreciate magazines or newspapers that have been
censored .

.,/ I don't like magazines or newspapers that have been
censored.
appreciate = like or enjoy something because you have studied it and
understand the value of it: 'I've never appreciated modern art.' 'It was
during my years in Paris that I learned to appreciate good wine.'

2 X I would greatly appreciate if you could send me Ray's address .
.,/ I would greatly appreciate it if you could send me Ray's

address.
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approach

appro-
priate 1

approve

approxim-
ately

appreciate + it (+ if/when clause): 'I'm sure she'd appreciate it if you
could give her a hand.' See also GRANTED

X He approached to my table and took a seat opposite me.
,/ He approached my table and took a seat opposite me.

approach sb/sth (WITHOUT to): 'One of the girls approached our car
and held out her hand.'

X The third paragraph of the essay is not appropriate.
,/ The third paragraph of the essay is not relevant.
X Will you please send me all the appropriate information?
,/ Will you please send me all the relevant information?

appropriate = suitable in a particular situation: 'Once we know more
about the cause of the problem, we can take appropriate action.' 'To
offer them more money at this stage would not be appropriate.'
relevant = having a clear connection with what you are doing or talking
about: '1'11try to answer any questions, as long as they are relevant.' 'You
cannot enter the country unless you have obtained all the relevant
documents.'

2 X Some bottles are not appropriate for recycling.
,/ Some bottles are not suitable for recycling.
X She is clearly the most appropriate person for the job.
,/ She is clearly the most suitable person for the job.

Appropriate and suitable have similar meanings and are sometimes
interchangeable: 'We're still waiting for a suitable/an appropriate
moment to break the news to them.'
When you mean 'having the necessary qualities, skills etc, the usual
word is suitable: 'The hotel isn't suitable for families with children.'

X Those who approve the death penalty claim that life
imprisonment is not effective.

,/ Those who approve of the death penalty claim that life
imprisonment is not effective.

X Some husbands do not approve the idea of their wives having a
job.

,/ Some husbands do not approve of the idea of their wives
having a job.
approve eth (Without of) = formally accept a plan, proposal or
application: 'The use of the new drug has yet to be approved by the
Medical Research Council.'
approve of sb/sth = think that someone or something is good: 'I'm sure
that most athletes will approve of the new rules on drug testing.' 'I don't
approve of sending young children to boarding school.'

? I arrived in LA approximately a month ago.
,/ I arrived in L.A. about a month ago.
? The party should end at approximately midnight.
,/ The party should end at around midnight.
? The train fare is approximately £20.
,/ The train fare is roughly £20.

Approximately is used mainly in formal written styles: 'It is estimated
that, during the period in question, approximately 47,000 cars were
stolen in the London area alone.'
Unless you wish to sound formal, use about, around or roughly.
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area ? A number of different countries and areas face the same
problem .

.I A number of different countries and regions face the same
problem.
To refer to one of the very large parts of a country, or to an area which
includes more than one country, use region: 'This region of France is
famous for its wine.' 'We apologize to viewers in the southern region for
the poor picture quality.' 'This variety of rice is grown mainly in cool
temperate regions.'

argue )( In the first class after lunch we usually argue .
.I In the first class after lunch we usually have a discussion.

When people argue (or quarrel), they disagree strongly about
something and are often angry or upset: 'Parents should try not to argue
in front of their children.' 'We were always arguing about silly things, like
whose turn it was to do the shopping.'
When people consider a subject from several points of view, they have a
discussion or have a debate (= a formal discussion in which two or
more groups take it in turns to present their opinions).

argument )( There are several good arguments for people preferring to live in
the countryside .

.I There are several good reasons for people preferring to live
in the countryside.

)( They don't want children, for purely personal arguments .
.I They don't want children, for purely personal reasons.

argument = a reason that you give to support your opinion, especially
when you are trying to persuade someone: 'The writer's main argument is
that a better train service will take cars off the road and lead to a healthier
environment.' 'The argument against higher taxation is very simple.'
reason = something that explains someone's actions or feelings, or why
a particular situation exists: 'My main reason for doing the course is to
improve my qualifications.' 'He's got to go back to Mexico, for family
reasons.'

arise )( These problems have been arised as a result of overpopulation .
.I These problems have arisen as a result of overpopulatlon.

Arise (arising, arose, arisen) is an intransitive verb, just like arrive,
happen etc: 'When there is a clear written agreement, these
misunderstandings do not arise.' 'The problem first arose when I tried to
get a visa.' 'Should the need arise, you could sell the Mercedes and buy
something cheaper.'

arithmetic )( She comes to see me three times a week for help with her
arithmetics .

.I She comes to see me three times a week for help with her
arithmetic.
mathematics (WITH os) but arithmetic (WITHOUT os): 'Arithemtic isn't
difficult if it's taught properly.'
See also MATHEMATICS

arm 1 )< The plan to reduce the arm forces is strongly opposed .
.I The plan to reduce the armed forces is strongly opposed.
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2

armchair

arrival 1

arrive 1

arouse

art

armed = having one or more weapons: 'Both hijackers are believed to be
armed.'
the armed forces = (a country's) army, navy, and air force

)( She wouldn't stop crying until I held her on my arms.
,/ She wouldn't stop crying until I held her in my arms.
)( I shall never forget the day he died on my arms.
,/ I shall never forget the day he died in my arms.

(hold sb/sth) in your arms (NOT on): 'He had a great pile of books in
his arms.'

)( She was sitting on her favourite armchair.
,/ She was sitting in her favourite armchair.

sit (down) in an armchair (NOT on): 'He sat down in the armchair and
almost immediately fell asleep.'

)( At his arrival in Vienna, he was surprised not to find his friend.
,/ On his arrival in Vienna, he was surprised not to find his

friend.
on/upon sb's arrival (NOT at): 'On arrival in Addis Ababa I reported
immediately to the British High Commission.'

2 )( The Pope's arrival to the Philippines caused a lot of excitement.
,/ The Pope's arrival in the Philippines caused a lot of

excitement.
See notes at ARRIVE 1, 2

X You'll arrive to London at two in the morning.
,/ You'll arrive in London at two in the morning.
)( When the train arrived at Munich, he was still asleep.
,/ When the train arrived in Munich, he was still asleep.

arrive/arrival in a country, city etc: 'I'll be arriving in Hong Kong in time
for Chinese New Year.'

2 )( She arrived the station just in time to catch the train.
,/ She arrived at the station just in time to catch the train.
)( We arrived to the hotel in time for dinner.
,/ We arrived at the hotel in time for dinner.

arrive/arrival at a building, station, airport etc: 'Make sure you arrive at
the airport with plenty of lime to spare.' See also HOME 1

X If your feelings arouse easily, you cannot concentrate.
,/ If your feelings are easily aroused, you cannot concentrate.

Arouse is a transitive verb: 'The chairman's resignation is bound to
arouse new fears about the company's future.' 'My suspicions were
aroused when I noticed that the car had been resprayed.'

X The college offers both science and art subjects.
,/ The college offers both science and arts subjects.
)( I worked as a tutor in the Faculty of Art and Social Sciences.
,/ I worked as a tutor in the Faculty of Arts and Social

Sciences.
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Subjects of study are divided into the sciences (e.g. biology, physics,
chemistry) and the arts (e.g. history, French, geography): 'If you don't
like numbers, you should stick to the arts.'
The noun arts (WITH os) is often used in front of another noun: 'I'm
studying for an arts degree.'

artificial 1 X There are two artificial lakes - one for swimming and one for
fishing .

.I There are two man-made lakes - one for swimming and one
for fishing.

X The city has suffered both natural and artificial disasters .
.I The city has suffered both natural and man-made disasters.

artificial = not made of natural materials: 'I still prefer sugar to all those
artificial sweeteners.' 'Most people look better under artificial light.'
man-made = made or caused by people, although sometimes having a
natural appearance: 'This canal is the longest man-made waterway in
the world.' 'It's hard to believe that these enormous caves are actually
man-made.'

2 X He managed to lose weight by eating artificial diet foods .
.I He managed to lose weight by eating synthetic diet foods.
X I am worried about taking artificial products into the body .
.I I am worried about taking synthetic products into the body.
X I never eat artificial foods .
.I I never eat synthetic foods/food substitutes.

synthetic = not natural but made by a chemical process: 'Many old
herbal remedies have been replaced by synthetic drugs.'

artistic X The country's artistic treasures should be left where they are .
.I The country's art treasures should be left where they are.
X Students coming from artistic schools can join the Academy of

Arts .
.I Students coming from art schools can join the Academy of

Arts.
artistic = (1) showing the skill or imagination of an artist: 'Both my
parents were highly imaginative and artistic.' (2) connected with art or
artists: 'His paintings have little artistic merit.'
art = things produced by artists such as paintings and sculptures.
This word is used as a noun and to modify another noun: 'The portrait is
a fine example of early Renaissance art.' 'She owns one of the finest art
collections in Europe.'

as 1 X His skin is not as the skin of a young man .
.I His skin is not like the skin of a young man.
X It looked very fragile and so I handled it as china .
.I It looked very fragile and so I handled it like china.

In comparisons, the word that is usually used in front of a noun or noun
phrase is like (NOT as): 'James is very tall, just like his father.' 'Their car
is like ours - old and full of rust.'
As is used in the patterns (not) as ... as, not so ... as, and the same
(...) as: 'James is as tall as his father.' 'Their car is the same colour as
ours.'

2 X The book is concerned with important social issues as child
abuse and women's rights.
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,/ The book is concerned with important social issues such as
child abuse and women's rights.

,/ The book is concerned with important social issues like
child abuse and women's rights.
Examples of a class or category are introduced by such as or like (NOT
as): 'Serious diseases such as AIDS and cancer can cause a great deal
of suffering.'

3 X She looked at everyone as she were their superior .
./ She looked at everyone as if she were their superior.
X I suddenly felt as I was fifteen again.
,/ I suddenly felt as if I was/were fifteen again.

To compare a real situation with an imaginary or remembered situation,
use as if or as though (NOT as): 'She came straight over and spoke to
me as if we had known each other for years.' See also WAS

4 X As our room was upstairs, so we didn't hear him.
,/ As our room was upstairs, we didn't hear him.
,/ Our room was upstairs and so we didn't hear him.

See note at so 1

as if X I was treated as if an old friend.
,/ I was treated as if I was/were an old friend.
,/ I was treated like an old friend.

Do not use a noun phrase immediately after as if and as though: 'She
looked at me as if/though she'd never seen me before.' 'He walked with
difficulty, as if/though (he were) in pain.' See also WAS

as long as X I'll go with you as long as I won't have to sing.
,/ I'll go with you as long as I don't have to sing.

See Language Note at WILL

as soon as X I'll pay you as soon as I will receive the parcel.
,/ I'll pay you as soon as I receive/I've received the parcel.

as well 1 X I don't have a car and I don't want one as well.
,/ I don't have a car and I don't want one either.

See note at TOO 2

2 X As good Spaniards, they know as well how to enjoy life.
,/ As good Spaniards, they also know how to enjoy life.
,/ As good Spaniards, they know how to enjoy life as well/too.
X Could you bring as well a tape recorder?
,/ Could you also bring a tape recorder?
,/ Could you bring a tape recorder as well/too?

As well usually goes at the end of the clause: 'Do we have to invite their
husbands as well?'

3 ? The book is useful for teachers and pupils as well.
,/ The book is useful for teachers and pupils alike.

To emphasize that something is equally true for each of the people,
groups or things mentioned, use alike: 'This new medical dictionary will
serve doctors and nurses alike.'
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ashamed
~ ,

ask 1

aspect 1

2

2

X Each week he wrote her three letters, as well as telephoned her,
,/ Each week he wrote her three letters, as well as telephoning

her.
as well as + v-ing: 'Did you realize that, as well as being a dress
designer, she manages a chain of health food shops?'

X I always feel ashamed when I have to speak in public,
,/ I always feel embarrassed when I have to speak in public.

ashamed = guilty and disgusted with yourself because of something
(bad) that you have done: 'Anyone who steals from the poor should be
ashamed of themselves:
embarrassed = feeling socially uncomfortable or anxious: 'You can
imagine how embarrassed I felt when I couldn't pay the bill.'

X We have to ask to ourselves whether such films should be
censored,

,/ We have to ask ourselves whether such films should be
censored.

X She asked to me to tell her a story,
,/ She asked me to tell her a story.

ask sb (NOT to sb): 'He asked me if I could give him a lift to the station:

X She asked me what was the time.
,/ She asked me what the time was.
X They asked him what would he like to do.
,/ They asked him what he would like to do.

When the object of the sentence is a wh- clause, the subject and the
verb in the wh- clause do not change places. Compare: 'How old are
you?' 'She asked me how old I was:

X From a biological aspect, the two plants are very similar.
,/ From a biological point of view, the two plants are very

similar.
X History can be studied in many different aspects.
,/ History can be studied from many different points of view.

aspect = one of the parts or features of a situation, idea, problem, etc:
'Modern technology affects all aspects of our daily lives: 'The book
concentrates on the cruel aspects of war.'
point of view = a particular way of looking at a situation, event, problem,
etc: 'From a vegetarian's point of view, these new controls on meat
preparation are of little interest: 'What does the process of getting old
mean from a medical point of view?' 'I wish you'd try and see things from
my point of view for a change.'

X Another function of newspapers is to shape public opinion and in
this aspect the Guardian is very influential indeed.

,/ Another function of newspapers is to shape public opinion
and in this respect the Guardian is very influential indeed.
To refer back to something that you have just said, use in this respect
(NOT in this aspect): 'Mr Jones has far more experience than the other
applicants, and in this respect I'd say that he is the strongest candidate:
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3 x At one time it seemed as if men were stronger than women in
every aspect.

,/' At one time it seemed as if men were stronger than women
in every respect.
When you wish to control the strength of a statement, use in some/
several/certain/many/all respects or in one/this/every respect: 'In
many respects she is the best teacher I've ever had.' 'In some respects
the two cultures are very similar.'

assassinate x He was charged with assassinating a taxi-driver.
,/' He was charged with murdering a taxi-driver.

See Language Note at KILL

assassin

assist 1

assure

asylum

X The prison is full of crooks, thieves and assassins.
,/' The prison is full of crooks, thieves and murderers.

See Language Note at KILL

2

X All members are required to assist to the meeting.
,/' All members are required to attend the meeting.
X The school where I am going to assist is in Cambridge.
,/' The school that I am going to attend is in Cambridge.

assist = (formal) help: 'Should you have difficulty in finding a book, the
library staff will be pleased to assist you.'
attend = (formal) (1) be present at a meeting or event; go to: 'He's had
to cancel the trip in order to attend his mother's funeral.' (2) be a
member of something that has regular meetings, such as a school or
class; go to: 'The couples who attended the prenatal classes found
childbirth much easier, especially the wives.' See also ATIEND 1

)( One of the prison guards assisted them to escape.
,/' One of the prison guards assisted them in their escape.
,/' One of the prison guards assisted them in escaping.

assist (sb) in/with sth: 'A Swiss rescue team is being flown in to assist
in the search for survivors.' 'I've been asked to assist with the wedding
arrangements.'
assist (sb) in doing sth (NOT to do): 'Our main job is to assist foreign
governments in developing their economies.'

3 X Ask Susie to assist you.
,/' Ask Susie to help you.

Assist is used only in formal styles. See note at ASSIST 1.

)( I can assure that your name will not be mentioned.
,/' I can assure you that your name will not be mentioned.
X I assure that the meeting will not last very long.
,/' I assure you that the meeting will not last very long.

assure sb that: 'I assure you that we are doing everything we can to
avoid further delays.'

X Asylums are typically seen as places where people go to die.
,/' Hospices are typically seen as places where people go to die.

asylum = (old-fashioned) a hospital for the mentally ill, nowadays known
as a psychiatric hospital
hospice = a special type of hospital for people who are dying
Note also the term old people's home = a place where old people go to
live when they need someone to look after them: 'She'd rather stay in an
old people's home than be a burden to her family.'
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2

3

athletic

attempt

attend 1

X I always have a good breakfast at the morning .
./ I always have a good breakfast in the morning.
X At afternoon I visited the Fitzwilliam Museum .
./ In the afternoon I visited the Fitzwilliam Museum.

See Language Note at TIME

X In Germany we have a lot of snow at wintertime .
./ In Germany we have a lot of snow in wintertime.
X I was married at 1989 and have two children, a boy and a girl.
./ I was married in 1989 and have two children, a boy and a

girl.
See Language Note at TIME

X I bought the tape just a week ago, at 4th December.
./ I bought the tape just a week ago, on 4th December.
X We were all very tired at the last day of our journey .
./ We were all very tired on the last day of our journey.

See Language Note at TIME

X A lot of athletic reporters write for the magazine .
./ A lot of athletics reporters write for the magazine.
X The race was organized by the National Athletic Association .
./ The race was organized by the National Athletics

Association.
athletic = physically strong and good at running, jumping, etc: 'I've never
been very athletic.'
athletics = sports such as running, jumping, and throwing the javelin:
'I've never been very good at athletics.'
The noun athletics (WITH -5) is often used in front of another noun:
'He's been selected for the athletics team.'

X His attempt of seizing power was defeated by the army .
./ His attempt to seize power was defeated by the army.

(make) an attempt to do/at doing sth: 'The government's attempts
to control inflation have failed miserably.' 'He made several unsuccessful
attempts at getting the car started.'

? I'm sorry that I won't be able to attend your wedding .
./ I'm sorry that I won't be able to be at your wedding.
? I'm afraid that I can't attend your party .
./ I'm afraid that I can't make it to your party.

Attend is used mainly in formal styles: 'All committee members are
expected to attend the meeting.' In other styles use be at, come/go (to)
or (informal) make it (to): 'Apart from John and Sue, who else will be at
the party?' 'Did you go to the match on Saturday?' 'We hope you can
come but don't worry if you can't make it.'

2 X It's very important to attend to all the classes .
./ It's very important to attend all the classes.
X I won't be able to attend at the meeting .
./ I won't be able to attend the meeting.

attend a meeting, class, school, etc (WITHOUT to or at)
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attention 1 x Everyone should pay attention to avoiding stressful situations .
./ Everyone should take care to avoid stressful situations.
X Pay attention when refuelling and try not to spill any petrol.
./ Be careful when refuelling and try not to spill any petrol.

When talking about a situation that could be dangerous or harmful, use
be careful or take care (NOT pay attention): 'When the road surface is
wet, drivers should take extra care.' 'Be careful to keep all medicines out
of the reach of children.'

2 X People should pay more attention on what they eat.
./ People should pay more attention to what they eat.

pay attention to sb/sth (NOT on/in/at): 'This part of the course pays
special attention to the spoken language.'

3 X When driving, you must give
your best attention to what you
are doing.

,/ When driving, you must give
your full attention to what you
are doing.
full/undivided attention: 'I assure
you that this matter will receive our
undivided attention.' ___ -.c.:.;..-"', __

4 X The attention is a bit slow, but the waiters are always polite .
./ The service is a bit slow, but the waiters are always polite.

service = the help and attention that you get from the people who work
in a shop or restaurant: 'We complained about the poor service.'

5 X To the attention of: Mrs H. Greaves, Principal.
./ For the attention of: Mrs H. Greaves, Principal.

for the attention of (NOT to/at)

audience X The priest stands in front of the bride and groom, facing the
audience.

,/ The priest stands in front of the bride and groom, facing the
congregation.
audience = the people who go to watch/listen to a film, play, concert,
public lecture, etc: 'The group has played to vast audiences all over the
world.' 'At the end of the talk, members of the audience were invited to
ask questions.'
congregation = the people who attend a church service: 'The vicar is
always pleased to see new faces in the congregation.'

authority X Those who bend the rules are reported to the authority .
./ Those who bend the rules are reported to the authorities.
X The authority had refused them even their basic civil rights .
./ The authorities had refused them even their basic civil rights.

To refer in a general way to the officials who make all the important
decisions in a country, use the authorities: 'The authorities estimate that
nearly 100,000 immigrants have entered the country illegally.'
As a countable noun, authority refers to an official group or organization
that controls an area or activity: 'You can claim housing benefit from your
local authority.'
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average 1 )< The article was about average British people and their
reluctance to learn foreign languages.

,/ The article was about typical British people and their
reluctance to learn foreign languages.

)< The Los Angeles Medical Centre announced that the average
AIDS patient requires about two to three months of
hospitalization.

,/ The Los Angeles Medical Centre announced that the typical
AIDS patient requires about two to three months of
hospitalization.
average = not special or unusual in any way; of the usual standard or
level: 'Anyone of average intelligence knows that drugs are dangerous.'
'The average student takes about two hours to complete the test.'
typical = having the same appearance, behaviour or characteristics as a
particular type of person or thing: 'McGarron looked like a typical
American car salesman.' 'John's wife is a typical teacher.'

2 )< The average of hours spent watching television has increased.
,/ The average number of hours spent watching television has

increased.
,/ The average hours spent watching television have

increased.
an/the average of + NUMBER: 'The average of 3,4 and 8 is 5.' 'The
test results produced an average of 65 per cent.'
the average number/amountllevel/age of + NOUN: 'The average age
of the children is five years and seven months.'
an/the average + NOUN: 'The average salary is $2100 a month.'

avoid 1 )< He put his hand over my mouth to avoid me to scream.
,/ He put his hand over my mouth to prevent me from

screaming.
)< These new measures are intended to avoid the spread of the

disease.
,/ These new measures are intended to prevent the spread of

the disease.
,/ These new measures are intended to prevent the disease

from spreading.
avoid (doing) sth = be careful not to do something: 'The best way to
lose weight is to avoid eating fatty foods.' 'These drugs are dangerous
and should be avoided.' 'Try to avoid subjects that can cause offence.'
prevent sb/sth (from doing sth) = stop someone or something from
doing something; stop something from happening: 'The wall is supposed
to prevent dogs from getting into the garden.' 'It is hoped that the new
speed limit will help to prevent accidents.'

2 )< He is such a nice man that you can't avoid liking him .
./ He is such a nice man that you can't help liking him.
)< I couldn't avoid falling in love with her .
./ I couldn't help falling in love with her.

can't help doing sth = cannot stop yourself from doing something:
'Whenever he tries to sing, I just can't help laughing.'
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3 x I told him that we would be grateful if he would kindly avoid
ringing our doorbell after midnight.

,/ I told him that we would be grateful if he would kindly
refrain from ringing our doorbell after midnight.
refrain from doing sth = (formal) stop yourself from doing something
because other people do not like it: 'Hotel guests are asked to refrain
from smoking in the restaurants.'

4 X I avoid to use a computer for personal letters.
,/ I avoid using a computer for personal letters.

avoid doing sth (NOT to do): 'He obviously wants to avoid getting
involved in the dispute.'

await x
,/

awake x
,/
x
,/

We await for your reply and apologize for any inconvenience.
We await your reply and apologize for any inconvenience.
await sb/sth (WITHOUT for): 'The committee is awaiting a decision from
head office.'

I get up at seven o'clock but I awake an hour earlier.
I get up at seven o'clock but I wake up an hour earlier.
The next morning we awoke up at 7 o'clock to catch the train.
The next morning we woke up at 7 o'clock to catch the train.
Awake is used mainly as an adjective: 'It's gone ten o'clock and the
children are still awake.' As a verb, awake (WITHOUT up) is used only
in literary styles: 'I awoke to the sound of church bells.'
The usual verb is wake up: 'She told me that she keeps waking up in the
middle of the night.' 'I was woken up by a loud whistling noise.'

award X The insurance company has offered an award to anyone who
can provide information about the theft.

,/ The insurance company has offered a reward to anyone
who can provide information about the theft.
award = (1) a prize, certificate, or medal that is given for doing
something very well: 'The award for this year's best actor went to Harry
Cohen.' (2) a sum of money that someone wins in a court of law: 'Each
survivor of the disaster received an award of $20,000.'
reward = (1) something that you are given by someone who is pleased
by what you have done: 'As a reward for eating all her dinner, she was
given an ice cream.' (2) a sum of money that someone promises to pay
to the person who provides useful information, usually in connection with
a crime that has been committed or something that has been lost: 'A
reward of $5,000 has been offered for information leading to the recovery
of the necklace.'
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back

bad 1

2

badly 1

2
baggage

band
barely

? Sitting in the next seat was a young woman who was having a
baby.

,/ Sitting in the next seat was a young woman who was
expecting a baby.
have a baby = give birth to a baby: 'She's worried about having the baby
at home in case there are complications.'
be expecting a baby = be pregnant: 'Janet is expecting another baby.'
Note that be having a baby can be used to mean 'be pregnant' but this
should be avoided when there is a danger of confusion.

See RETURN 1

X I'm afraid I speak English very bad.
,/ I'm afraid I speak English very badly.

Bad is an adjective: 'I tried to ignore the child's bad behaviour.'
Badly is an adverb: 'The child behaved very badly indeed.'

? Of course, there are also bad things about living in a city.
,/ Of course, there are also disadvantages to living in a city.
? It's a bad thing that the population is increasing so quickly.
,/ It's unfortunate that the population is increasing so quickly.

The phrase bad thing/s is generally over-used and often sounds
unnatural.

See also THING

X My shoulders were sunburnt badly.
,/ My shoulders were badly sunburnt.
X Some were killed and others were injured badly.
,/ Some were killed and others were badly injured.

badly + past participle: 'The other car was badly damaged.'

See ILL 2

X All the passengers carried their own baggages.
,/ All the passengers carried their own baggage.

Baggage is an uncountable noun: 'Baggage must not be left unattended
in the terminal building.' 'How many pieces of baggage do you have?'

See MUSIC 2

X Although I am a member of the club, I barely go there.
,/ Although I am a member of the club, I rarely go there.

barely = almost not; only just: 'His handwriting is barely legible.' (= you
can only just read it) 'The fog was so bad that we barely made it to the
motel.'
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base 1

basis

bath 1

2

3

bathe

battle

rarely/seldom/hardly ever = almost never: 'He rarely makes any
serious mistakes.'

X Political stability provides the base for economic development.
./ Political stability provides the basis for economic

development.
base = (1) the main part of something: 'Most of the paints we produce
have an oil base.' (2) the lowest part of something: 'The base of the
column is made of marble.'
basis = the very important thing from which something else develops or
is made possible: 'The basis of a successful marriage is mutual respect.'
'Newton's discoveries provided the basis for future research.'

2 X The first role play base on a conversation at a hotel reception
desk .

./ The first role play was based on a conversation at a hotel
reception desk.
be based on/upon = be developed from: 'Republican policy is based on
the idea that people should compete with each other.' 'The film is based
on a popular Bengali novel.'

X The course is for students with a basis knowledge of English .
./ The course is for students with a basic knowledge of

English.
Basis is a noun. See note at BASE 1
Basic is an adjective: 'basic computer skills', 'basic principles'

X We decided to have a bath in the hotel pool.
./ We decided to have a swim in the hotel pool.

have a bath = wash yourself in a bath: 'I always have a bath or shower
before going to bed.'
When you are talking about swimming, use have a swim, have a dip or
(in formal styles of British English) have a bathe. See note at BATHE

X I always take a bath before going to bed .
./ I always have a bath before going to bed.

In British English the phrase is have a bath (NOT take): 'There isn't
enough water to have a bath.' Take a bath is used in American English.

See *SUNBATH

X Most nights when I come home, I'm too tired to bathe .
./ Most nights when I come home, I'm too tired to have a bath.

In British English, bathe, have/go for a bathe and go bathing mean
'swim, play or just relax in the water' (NOT 'get clean in a bath'): 'It was
the first time I'd bathed in the Red Sea.' Nowadays most people use
swim, have/go for a swim or go swimming for this meaning.
In American English, bathe means 'get clean in a bath'.

X Many young Americans refused to battle in Vietnam .
./ Many young Americans refused to fight in Vietnam.

battle = struggle to do or get something: 'Doctors are still battling to save
the child's life.'
fight = use violence to hurt or kill people: 'My grandfather fought in the
Spanish Civil War.'
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be 1 x Meanwhile, Sarah was beginning to be upset.
,/ Meanwhile, Sarah was beginning to get upset.
X When she didn't arrive, I started to be anxious.
,/ When she didn't arrive, I started to become anxious.

When talking about a change in state, use get/become/grow + adjective
(NOT be): 'I've put a couple of apples in your bag in case you get
hungry.' 'The children were growing impatient.'

2 X After six months he was the general manager.
,/ After six months he became the general manager.

When talking about a change in state, use become + noun phrase (NOT
be): 'In 1975 she became leader of the Conservative Party.'

3 X Nowadays is very difficult to get a job.
,/ Nowadays it is very difficult to get a job.

See IT 1

4 ;< On Saturdays is usually a party at someone's house.
,/ On Saturdays there is usually a party at someone's house.

See THERE 1

bear 1 X The government also controls the number of children that a
couple can bear.

,/ The government also controls the number of children that a
couple can have.

X I want to get married and bear children.
,/ I want to get married and have children.

Bear (sb) a child is used only in formal styles and refers to the physical
process of giving birth: 'She bore her husband two daughters and one
son.' The subject of bear is always a woman.
When you are talking about beginning a family or the number of children
in a family, use have (NOT bear): 'We'd like 10 have children while we're
still young.'

2 X 'I can't bear any longer,' he said. 'I'm ready to resign.'
,/ 'I can't bear it any longer,' he said. 'I'm ready to resign.'
X I can't bear if someone starts cracking their knuckles.
,/ I can't bear it if someone starts cracking their knuckles.

can't bear + it (+ if/when clause): 'I can't bear it when people start
complaining about nothi_ng.'

beautiful ? Thank you for your beautiful letter.
,/ Thank you for your interesting/newsy letter.

See Language Note at KILL

because 1 See REASON 3, 4

2 See note at so 1

become 1 X Eventually I became to like Singapore.
,/ Eventually I came to like Singapore.

Become means 'start to be' and is followed by an adjective or noun
(NOT a verb): 'We didn't meet again until after she had become famous.'
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'Brunei became an independent member of the Commonwealth in 1984.'
When talking about a gradual change in the way a person feels or thinks
about someone or something, use come/grow + to-v (NOT become):
'Although she had come to dislike her boss, she tried not to let it show.'
'As the months passed, I actually grew to enjoy his company.'

2 )( When my first child was born, I became to think seriously about
my future.

,/ When my first child was born, I began to think seriously
about my future.
begin/start to do sth (NOT become): 'My evenings were free and so I
began to learn German.'

3 )( The housing problem in Hong Kong becomes more serious.
,/ The housing problem in Hong Kong is becoming more

serious.
To refer to something that is still happening or taking place, use the
present progressive tense of become: 'It's becoming difficult to find
somewhere to park.'

4 See BLIND, DARK, MAD 1, TRUE

bed 1 )( Every morning I have to get up from my bed very early.
,/ Every morning I have to get up very early.
)( I left my bed at 8 a.m. and had a shower.
,/ I got up at 8 a.m. and had a shower.

get up = get out of bed and start your day: 'I've got to get up early in the
morning to catch the 7.00 train.'

2 )( I decided to stay in my bed this morning.
,/ I decided to stay in bed this morning.
)( I never go to my bed before 11 p.m.
,/ I never go to bed before 11 p.m.

stay in bed, go to bed, get out of bed, lie in bed, be in bed
(WITHOUT my, his, the, etc)
Compare: 'Who's been sleeping in my bed?' asked Daddy Bear.

been 1 )( I hadn't been in Scotland before.
,/ I hadn't been to Scotland before.
)( Have you ever been in California?
,/ Have you ever been to California?

been in = been living or staying in: 'I've been in Paris since the
beginning of June.' 'How long has Wendy been in hospital?'
been to = gone to and come back from; visited: 'I've been to Paris three
times.' 'I've been to the hospital to see Wendy.'

2 )( Last year I've been to England for a month.
,/ Last year I went to England for a month.
)( First of all we've been to UCLA to see Ray's brother.
,/ First of all we went to UCLA to see Ray's brother.

When you are talking about a specific visit or trip that you made in the
past, use went to (NOT have been to). Compare: 'I've been to England
and Italy, but I haven't been to France.' 'I went to England in 1993 and to
Italy in 1994.'
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beg 1

2

2

X Before forty years the journey took twice as long .
./ Forty years ago the journey took twice as long.
X Not so long before we used animals for transportation .
./ Not so long ago we used animals for transportation.

ago == before 'noW', the morB~nt of speaking: 'Her plane landedten
minutes ago. In fewt, here she comes now.' 'I saw.nlrn just five minutes
ago." (;=five minutes before now) . - :=.
before;= beforefhen', a time in the past'l went to the airport last
Mongay to meer~J1e. I had en to th~tairport befo~e.' (= befQre last
Mond};iy). 'I saw}jim last F( in Lon ~ nd two ~. betore.lf Leeds.'
(= Icf~t;'A{edll~;?d5l-*l

X My parents first came here before 40 years ago.
,/ My parents first came here 40 years ago.

See Language Note at TIME

3 See EVER 2

X I beg you to send me the information as soon as possible.
,/ I should be grateful if you would send me the information as

soon as possible.
When,beg means 'ask someprie to do so.mething',lfjs nearlyarWays
used,~sa reportjl;l.g verb. ... are: 'Please forqive jne.' 'He begged her
to forgive him.' :..§.,: ';;:
To make a requ~'§Jin a for tter, use;;l4've shouL(l/would be :grateful
if ... (NOT IIweJ)~g you... : 'I would be,grateful if you could raise this
question at the!1~~.tmeetin~t~, ~ .~~ '::-.

See PARDON 2

beginning 1 X In the beginning of the century people travelled from Britain to
Egypt by sea.

,/ At the beginning of the century people travelled from Britain
to Egypt by sea.
See Language Note at FIRST

behave

2 X At the beginning I thought that the switch was broken but then I
discovered it was a fuse .

./ At first I thought that the switch was broken but then I
discovered it was a fuse.
See Language Note at FIRST

X The magazine teaches parents how to behave with their
children.

,/ The magazine teaches parents how to behave towards their
children.
beh~v.etowaidssb (NOfwith): 'I've he Behaves' .
towaig~ you andTin not im,p,~ssed.' .

behaviour 1 X We were surprised by their peculiar behaviours .
./ We were surprised by their peculiar behaviour.
X Such a behaviour can easily cause offence.
,/ Such behaviour can easily cause offence.
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2 X Sometimes Juan has a very strange behaviour.
,f Sometimes Juan behaves very strangely.
,f Sometimes Juan's behaviour is very strange.
X There are very few people having such a behaviour.
,f Very few people behave in such a way.

Instead ofusjfig have +bellavlour, use behaviour + be or use the verb
,behave +"ad,!erc~:'~is ~eh<iViquris atrocious.' 'He oehaves atrodpusly.

,',
: ",_'IJI;

believe 1

belong 1

beloved

X At night I keep my wallet behind my pillow.
,f At night I keep my wallet under my pillow.

be}1ind = at the back otsornethlnq: 'Lizzie ran and hid behind a tree.'
under(orbepealh!l.!ndern~ath) ",direcHy b~I0"YsQmejhing,~nd'

.sometlrnes toucRlngor cO\1ered'bYoit~Come'andstand'under my
umbr~I,la.'=.'1e\lentua~lyfpunsHtie I~tter",~ridercfl8Ue9f old flewspapers.'

X You should not believe in everything you hear.
,f You should not believe everything you hear.
X She couldn't believe in what was happening to her.
,f She couldn't believe what was happening to her.

believe Trfsfl"l ~+(1)'accepDh!:lr s~me±hi;'geliist'S":''Do you believe in'
gh0st~?"JarrJesstiILbeUevesin Father Cf)ristm?s. ",

C(2),thi.nkttJats0l'llet[1ingis~00d:'1 d6.nlpeli~vein Gapitalpunishment.'
believe in getting a§M€l night's sleepbeton3'anexamination.'.f
believe sth = accept that s.omethingis true believe every word
she s<:iid/j'1GoulCfn'bbellevewtJatlwas 00

2 X I could hardly believe in my eyes.
,f I could hardly believe my eyes.

couldnotlhardly belit:ve YOllf earsley~ (WITtlOUT in)

3 X I deeply believe that tourists will stop coming here.
,f I firmly believe that tourists will stop coming here.
X My brother deeply believes in freedom of speech.
,f My brother strongly believes in freedom of speech.

firrnIYlstx-origlyl!eril.entlyl~incerelyitruIY belieye (NOT deeply): 'I
sinc~.elibelieve t~~t he h.~d~o ~onn.ectjon~wi!f'1the crime.' . "

X 'Are these gloves belonging to you?' she asked.
,f 'Do these gloves belong to you?' she asked.

See Language Note at INCLUDE

2 X The Toyota is belong to my wife.
,f The Toyota belongs to my wife.
X Patreze is belong to the Williams team.
,f Patreze belongs to the Williams team.

oBelong IS averb (NOT~an,adl~ctive)L

X He spends as much time as he can with his beloved children.
,f He spends as much time as he can with his children.

Belovedisusea only 1t'i1itera@amoQur!i6rollssty1i:lS:<'Jherewer~ mfiny~
regrets in her life, but l1erl5eloxiedsoB was Go(one of them.' 'Hewants fo
m?veicclpt'e~10~1s.pel~V~clifof.)tbflnte:am;Cgester~ity.' I~is partiGUI~rlyo'
common<on:gravestonesand:o\dFJashiorJedbirttldayoards: 'To the,~ ':c.
mem~ry6f 1liceHolt, O:el~)le~_wifeoLThomasJiolt::, "J. "
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3

benefit 1

2

beside!
besides 1

2

Below the table there were some empty wine bottles.
Under the table there were some empty wine bottles.
below = at 9r: to a lower level thaisomelhing: 'My roorn is on the thifd
floor; and Jcihn's isbn th r below.' '(1ur helicopter overad
below!the summitsD tha coililofillll ctne r
undet(orb~;neathlunderneath)~ direl51fy ~ so

.sometimes touching or covered by it: 'Come aF!9sta nder.my

.umbrella.' '('eventually found the~tter under a pile of old nevy§papers.'

X The below report describes my recent stay at the Hotel Grove .
./ The report below describes my recent stay at the Hotel

Grove.
WhenbeloWrefer~to the~positibgof something on a p~age,ifcomesecafter
the nqun: 'Last month's sCllesfig'o s ... et out in the-table Qelow.

:Note;tpat ali'ive ca:tl go " re nOI1I"1:'th "e a~bve',
c abovelable":;'" "" "

X The room rates are much below average for hotels in this area .
./ The room rates are far below average for hotels in this area.

far b~low (j',fCYr ): far w \/\foatw
expected.';;~S .~
Compare: TJ)e room rate$-.were

X This new service should benefit to all our customers .
./ This new service should benefit all our customers.
X The trade agreement will benefit for both parties .
./ The trade agreement will benefit both parties.

benefit sb(YVITH0UT to/for): 'T.be neW"taxlaws will not berlBfit
unemploye(L~" ~ "

x It is not true that only businessmen are benefited by tourism .
./ It is not true that only businessmen benefit from tourism.

Instead of llsing be,benefited bi.(passive), use benefjt froriJlby. Tl:!e
subject of b~nefit from/by is t ~ of 'Doyou
sh~~asbe!Jefiteqff9m gq\r19 •
by al~erin91!:lesizE3lflfthei~ih

X We need to discover another source of income, beside oil.
./ We need to discover another source of income, besides oil.
X We went swimming in the river besides my house .
./ We went swimming in the river beside my house.

beside = neXtto: 'she waJkedover aAdsat down beside me"
besides = in additiQnto; also: 'Who didyou invite besides TQ.m
Mary?' 'Besides tennis, what other games do you play?' 'I'm too

"apply for tfiE3job.§§sides,)twoulq c mec:l.pmoviD9hou§@.'

X Beside of the traditional ceremonies, there are also foreign
weddings .

./ Besides the traditional ceremonies, there are also foreign
weddings.

X Besides of this problem, her husband had lost his job .
./ Besides this problem, her husband had lost his job.

When you mean 'iiiaaditl0n to'Luse be$"ides (WITHOl!T of):.'Who}lid
you speak t£, besf<!~sAlice?' BE!~!de/s~ofdo.Ei.~not exist, ~
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3 )( Beside the reduction of unemployment, the government has
achieved very little .

.I Apart from the reduction of unemployment, the government
has achieved very little.

)( Besides the goalkeeper, who was a disaster, the team played
very well.

.I Apart from the goalkeeper, who was a disaster, the team
played very well.
When you want to say that someone or somethlnq is not included in your
matn'staternent; use apart besidels): 'Apart from "

(evel)"e'mehad agoodtiJne. ~"

best 1

2

better 1

4 )( I'd like to have two children. Besides, I hope that the first one will
be a girl.

.I I'd like to have two children and I hope that the first one will
be a girl.
Use6esia~ only whell yoU"givean additionaJreason for something: 'If
you're too Busy, I'll go and post the"lettermyself. Besides, I think the

"walk~ill dome g:§od.' ~ ': ..' .~

)( He is the best surgeon of the hospital.
.I He is the best surgeon in the hospital.
)( It is one of the best theatres of Spain .
.I It is one of the best theatres in Spain.

cThephras€Jthanollowstliem~st(yf. nolih) usQrlllyD~ginswith iJ'j(NO,..
of): '6ne of.the best restaurarjts inLondon', 'the bestteam in the league',
'some of tt!1OJbe~t students 1[the Class'~'f: ~"

)( We all made our best to see that they enjoyed themselves .
.I We all did our best to see that they enjoyed themselves.

See Language Note at DO

)( German cars are more expensive but they are more better .
.I German cars are more expensive but they are better.

~goocl~better, b~t -

2 )( You better make sure you're not late again .
.I You'd better make sure you're not late again.
)( My friends warned me that I should better be careful.
.I My friends warned me that I had better be careful.

had bette:r'tnOtl:'ff lhg'pharte .riOgsa yoQ'd
'"asecret, YQu'dtJetternot tel1"me.''' --:::.
s Note-tharhad is)Jsually shortened to
at all,' ""' ""= g,..'

3 )( 'You'd better to hurry up,' she shouted .
.I 'You'd better hurry up,' she shouted.

,hadpetter.Jnot)do sth
"rn9D~Yop.the t"t~le.';,(~(..

)( Instead of using a dictionary all the time, you had better try to
guess the meaning of the words.

4
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,/ Instead of using a dictionary all the time, you should try to
guess the meanings of the words.

X If people want to be healthy, they had better be more careful
about what they eat.

,/ If people want to be healthy, they should be more careful
about what they eat.

'Hac!.better:~s used)n infOrmal styles wlfien yoU give someon:e strong
advice abaftt Whq{~t0do in a particularsjtuatioo. Th&situati~1"l usually
exists at the moment of s~eakin; and s£l there.is usu'qlly a sense ot,
urg~1)cy i a9\lipe;" (hu~i)tor ¥9lJ'llrryi~$jh
better rin rparents seth~y're worryio9iilbo
To 91ve e orra--gen on or·ao saYiJhat orTec _ of acnon
is better t ~n another one, use ~ uldtpughUo or it would be better
to:' '-Rarent[sfioulateacfl'1heir coildren'to be KInd to animals,' 'RatfWr
thaJ],eompJ~JJl,~IJ1~'risku8?~ttiJ](l"~~r,i!~qiuk:l~tbett~r to ~q1rJ]?tfiJ~g.'

between 1 X Between all the magazines on the shelves, only one was of any
interest.

,/ Among all the magazines on the shelves, only one was of
any interest.

X He wandered silently between the passengers on the boat.
,/ He wandered silently among the passengers on the boat.

BetWeen is~sed'when there arepeopleor tnings on"8itfier::side of~-
-someone of"Something~':i')le went-straiqhtbetween the goalkeeper's
legSi'.'T ~~~c Ikl:'§!:up 0 ' .. w .
'Giye;me m twe;Eln4 1
AmQng m tsnseo
considered-as a p o~rnass
amCillg a pile of ojtLJetterS.'

2 X Children between three to five go to kindergarten.
,/ Children between three and five go to kindergarten.
X Between June 1987 to March 1990 I was in France.
,/ From June 1987 to March 1990 I was in France.
X It will take them between six to eight weeks to finish it.
,/ It will take them between six and eight weeks to finish it.

Us~ibetw~~h ... ~ij~ orfipm ..,10 (NOTbet~eeri

bicycle ? I enjoy riding a bicycle and playing badminton.
,/ I enjoy cycling and playing badminton.
? In the evenings we usually ride our bicycles.
,/ In the evenings we usually go cycling.

cycljng =.r:fdingit'llicycieii'as a sport orleisure-actlvity 'In
do ailot of eyeli - '''' ..
qori}pare apJeycleiflt !~e ~Qe

big X The party was big fun and we all enjoyed ourselves.
,/ The party was great fun and we all enjoyed ourselves.
X There is a big possibility that they may not come.
,/ There is a strong possibility that they may not come.

See Language Note on next page
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Choosing the right word: WORD COMBINATIONS

As well as knowing what a word means, you need to know how to use it and this includes
knowing which words it usually goes with. For example, possibility is often used with strong
but not with big. The phrases 'a big possibility' and 'a strong possibility' have the same
meaning and both will be understood. However, 'a big possibility' is unnatural and is generally
regarded as an error. The rule that is broken by putting big and possibility together is one of
word combination or 'collocation'.

Big and strong belong to a group of adjectives that are commonly used with abstract nouns
(e.p. change, risk, possibility, effect, difficulty). It is important to know which adjectives go
with which nouns. The table below shows which combinations are acceptable.

big deep great high serious strong
accident ~
attempt ~
change ,/ ,/

concern ~ ,/ ,/

cost ,/ ~
crime ~
damage ,/

danger ,/ ,/

difference ~ ,/

difficulty ,/ ~
effect ~ ,/ ,/ ,/

fun ,/

impression ~ ,/

improvement ,/ ,/

income ~
influence ,/ ,/ ,/ ~
interest ,/ ~
mistake ,/ ,/ ,/

possibility ~
price ,/

pride ,/

problem ,/ ,/ ~
risk ~ ~ ~ ~
shock ~ ~
skill ,/

speed ,/ ,/

surprise ~ ~
threat ~
trouble ,/ ,/ ~
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bit 1 ?
,f
?
,f
?
,f
X
,f

2

3

blame

blind 1

board

'An' is a bit problematic.
'An' is slightly problematic.
The instructions were a little bit confusing.
The instructions were a little confusing.
My diet is a little bit different nowadays.
My diet is slightly different nowadays.
Thank you very much for giving us a bit of your free time.
Thank you very much for giving us a little of your free time.
A bit and a little bit are used mainly in informal styles. In other styles, it
is better to use a little, slightly, rather, quite or somewhat: 'His brother
was somewhat older than we had expected.'

X I watched a little bit television and went to bed.
,f I watched a little television and went to bed.
,f I watched a bit of television and went to bed.

Use a (little) bit before adjectives: 'She looked a bit tired.'
Before nouns, use a little or (in informal styles) a (little) bit of: 'He could
do with a little help.' 'He's been a bit of a nuisance recently.'

X He is a little bit too short to be a policeman.
,f He is a bit/little too short to be a policeman.
,f He is slightly too short to be a policeman.
X The speech was a little bit too formal.
,f The speech was a bit/little too formal.
,f The speech was slightly too formal.

Use a bit/little too or slightly/rather/somewhat too (NOT a little bit
too): 'She is still a bit too young.' 'The pears were a little too hard.' 'The
basic salary is rather too low.'

X I wasn't even there so you can't blame on me.
,f I wasn't even there so you can't blame me.
,f I wasn't even there so you can't blame it on me.
X Who is to be blamed about this?
,f Who is to be blamed for this?

blame sb (for sth): 'Nobody can blame you for telling the truth.'
blame sth on sb/sth: 'Whenever children behave badly, people blame it
on the teachers.'
Compare: 'He always tries to put the blame on me.'

X Some people become blind with the disease.
,f Some people go blind with the disease.

go blind (not become): 'When I couldn't see anything, I thought I'd gone
blind.'

2 X Usually he just keeps a blind eye and lets them carry on.
,f Usually he just turns a blind eye and lets them carry on.

turn a blind eye (to sth) = pretend not to notice something: 'The
government prefers to turn a blind eye to these activities.'

X Within a week, I found myself on board of an aeroplane.
,/ Within a week, I found myself on board an aeroplane.

on board an aircraft, ship, etc (WITHOUT of): 'How the child managed
to get on board the plane remains a mystery.'
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body

book

bored 1

boring

born 1

2

3

borrow

? His dead body was flown back home for burial.
./ His body was flown back home for burial.

When it is clear from the context that the person referred to is dead, use
body (WITHOUT dead): 'The police found his body floating in the river.'

)( I'm afraid that we're out of stock but I can book one for you .
./ I'm afraid that we're out of stock but I can order one for you.

book = reserve a seat on a plane, a room in a hotel, a table at a
restaurant, etc: 'The train was packed and I wished I'd booked a seat.'
order = ask for certain goods to be sent to a shop, especially because a
customer wants to buy them: 'If you want to be sure of getting a daily
newspaper, it's best to order one.'

)( My job at the bank was very bored .
./ My job at the bank was very boring.

See note at BORING

2 )( I don't think I'll ever get bored of the book .
./ I don't think I'll ever get bored with the book.
)( She soon got bored of talking to him .
./ She soon got bored with talking to him.

be/get bored with (doing) sth: 'I'm bored with pasta and tomatoes-I
want something different.' 'I got bored with lying on the beach and went
off to explore the town.'

)( We get very boring with the same food every day .
./ We get very bored with the same food every day.
)( YOU'll be boring with nothing to do .
./ You'll be bored with nothing to do.

lt someone or something is boring/exciting/frightening/intere5ting
(-ING), you feel bored/excited/frightened/intere5ted (-ED): 'The lecture
was terribly boring. Some of us were so bored that we fell asleep.'

x My name is Ali Sariat and I born in Tehran .
./ My name is Ali Sariat and I was born in Tehran.

be born: 'Do you realize that a child is born every few seconds.' 'The
baby was born in the middle of the night.' 'It was the first time I'd actually
watched a child being born.'

)( I have been born in a town just outside Paris .
./ I was born in a town just outside Paris.

Use 'I was born', 'They were born', etc (NOT 'I have been born' or 'I am
born'): 'I'll never forget the day when the seven puppies were born.'

)( He was born in a Catholic family .
./ He was born into a Catholic family.

be born into a particular type of family, world, etc (NOT in): 'She was
born into a world that was on the brink of war.'

)( I asked my friend to borrow me some money .
./ I asked my friend to lend me some money.
)( He borrowed me some of his books .
./ He lent me some of his books.
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,f I borrowed some of his books.
When you borrow something (from someone), you are allowed to use it:
'Can I borrow one of your pencils?'
When you lend something (to someone), you let them use it: 'He asked
me to lend him one of my pencils.'

boss ? My father is the boss of a small shipping company.
,f My father is the manager of a small shipping company.

Boss is usually used in informal styles: 'From the way he acts, you'd
think that he was the boss.'

both 1 X Both of them have not apologized yet.
,f Neither of them has apologized yet.
X Both the husband and the wife aren't reliable.
,f Neither the husband nor the wife is reliable.

See Language Note at NOT

2 X Anne and John both are scientists.
,f Anne and John are both scientists.
X Two of the biggest firms are Apple and IBM, which both are in

the computer business.
,f Two of the biggest firms are Apple and IBM, which are both

in the computer business.
See Language Note at ALWAYS

bottom See note at TOP

boundary X The country shares boundaries with Ruanda and Burundi.
,f The country shares borders with Ruanda and Burundi.

Use boundary when you are talking about an area of land within a
country: 'The Mississippi River forms a natural boundary between
Tennessee and Arkansas.' 'Their farm is just inside the boundary of the
National Park.'
The place where two countries meet is the border: 'We're about to cross
the border between Austria and Switzerland.'

bread X He's gone to buy a fresh bread.
,f He's gone to buy some fresh bread.

See Language Note at SCENERY

break 1 X The family broke just after he was born.
,f The family broke up just after he was born.

break up = stop being together as a couple or group: 'Did you know that
Carol and Richard have broken up?' 'Can you remember when the
Beatles broke up?'

2 ? The police had to break the door to get in.
,f The police had to break down the door to get in.

In an emergency situation, policemen, firemen, etc break down the
door of a room or building: 'If the door's locked, you'll just have to break it
down.'

3 See BROKEN
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breakfast 1 X After the breakfast, we went shopping .
.I After breakfast, we went shopping.
X Before my breakfast I usually go for a run .
.I Before breakfast I usually go for a run.

When breakfast/lunch/dinner etc refer to an event (rather than to the
meal itself), they are used without althe/this/my etc: 'What shall we do
after lunch?' 'Pam and Simon have invited us to dinner.' 'What time do
you have breakfast?'
You use althe/this/my etc when you refer to the meal itself: 'We enjoyed
the evening, even though the dinner was cold.' 'I don't usually have time
for a cooked breakfast.'

breath

bribe

bring 1

2 x Before I have a breakfast, I usually make my bed .
.I Before I have (my) breakfast, I usually make my bed.
X Every morning my first job is to prepare a breakfast.
.I Every morning my first job is to prepare (the) breakfast.

have (your) breakfast/lunch/dinner etc (NOT a): 'Have you had (your)
breakfast yet?'
make/prepare (the/your) breakfast/lunch/dinner etc (NOT a): 'Whose
turn is it to make the dinner tonight?'
Use alan with breakfast/lunch/dinner etc only when you describe the
meal: 'a cooked breakfast', 'a big breakfast', 'an American breakfast'.

3 X There wasn't enough time to eat breakfast.
.I There wasn't enough time to have breakfast.
X While I am taking breakfast, I listen to the radio .
.I While I am having breakfast, I listen to the radio.

have (your) breakfast/lunch/dinner etc (NOT eat/take): 'We had dinner
in the hotel restaurant.'
have sth for breakfast/lunch/dinner etc: 'What did you have for lunch?'
Do not use eat unless you wish to emphasize the activity of eating.
Compare: 'We prefer to have dinner in the evening.' 'James always takes
a long time to eat his dinner.'

X She had a very bad cold and couldn't breath properly .
.I She had a very bad cold and couldn't breathe properly.

Breath / bre8 / is a noun. Breathe / briro / is a verb.'
The verb is longer than the noun both in its spelling and in its vowel
sound.

X He was accused of accepting bribe money .
.I He was accused of accepting a bribe.

a bribe (NOT bribe money) = money or something valuable that is
given to someone in an official position to persuade them to do
something dishonest: 'As a police officer, what would you do if someone
offered you a bribe?'

X Would you like me to bring you home?
.I Would you like me to take you home?
X Whenever I go sightseeing, I bring my camera with me .
.I Whenever I go sightseeing, I take my camera with me.

See Language Note at TAKE
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2 x I went back into the house to bring my sunglasses .
./ I went back into the house to fetch my sunglasses.

See Language Note at TAKE

3 X Global warming is bringing changes in the weather .
./ Global warming is bringing about changes in the weather.
X Nuclear power could bring the destruction of our planet.
./ Nuclear power could bring about the destruction of our

planet.
When you mean 'finally cause something to happen or exist', use bring
about: 'These new manufacturing methods brought about an increase in
production.' 'The company's poor performance was brought about by
factors beyond its control.'

4 X Our tourist industry brings a lot of foreign exchange .
./ Our tourist industry brings in a lot of foreign exchange.

bring in = make or earn (money): 'The job keeps me busy and brings in
a little extra cash.'

bring up 1 X I'm not working now because I'm bringing up my baby .
./ I'm not working now because I'm looking after my baby.

bring up a child: 'Our parents brought us up to believe in the power of
truth.'
look after/take care of a baby: 'Who looks after the baby while you're at
work?'

2 X I shall never forget the place where I brought up .
./ I shall never forget the place where I was brought up.

be brought up (by sb): 'I was brought up to believe that people were
basically kind.'

British 1 X I would prefer to study in America or British .
./ I would prefer to study in America or Britain.

The name of the country is Britain (or Great Britain).
British is an adjective: 'British industry', 'British Airways'.

2 See THE 12

British
Council 1

X I am learning English at British Council.
. ./ I am learning English at the British Council.

the British Council: 'Professor Sinclair's visit was organized by the
British Council.'

2 X I arn a student in the British Council.
./ I am a student at the British Council.

See IN 5

broken X The car could not stop because its brakes were broken .
./ The car could not stop because its brakes were not working.
X I turned on the radio but it was broken .
./ I turned on the radio but it wasn't working.

broken = physically damaged: 'a broken windscreen'
not working = not functioning properly: 'I can't ring him because his
phone's not working.'
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bus X The best way to see London is to get in a bus .
.I The best way to see London is to get on a bus.
X She said I was in the wrong bus .
.I She said I was on the wrong bus.

be/get on a bus (NOT in): 'During the rush hour, it's quicker to walk than
get on a bus.'

business

busy

but

by 1

2

3

4

X I often have to go abroad for business .
.I I often have to go abroad on business.
X My father is now in Paris on his business .
.I My father is now in Paris on business.

(be/go somewhere) on business: 'I'm off to Amsterdam tomorrow, on
business as usual.'

X I was busy with cooking the dinner .
.I I was busy cooking the dinner.

be busy doing sth: 'She's busy trying to finish her thesis.'
Compare: 'I was busy with the housework.' 'I was busy doing the
housework.'

X Although I enjoyed my stay in the USA, but I was still glad to
come home .

.I Although I enjoyed my stay in the USA, I was still glad to
come home .

.I I enjoyed my stay in the USA, but I was still glad to come
home.
If the first clause begins with although or (even) though, do not begin
the second clause with but or yet.
See also SO 1

X He managed to open the lid by a screwdriver .
.I He managed to open the lid with a screwdriver.

You do something with a tool, instrument, etc (NOT by): 'He opened the
envelope with a chopstick.' 'You can't eat spaghetti with a spoon.'

X I am staying in a small town by Oxford .
.I I am staying in a small town near Oxford.

by = next to or very close to something: 'I've been sitting by the phone all
morning waiting for her to ring.' 'I'll meet you on the corner, by the bank.'
When talking about the position of towns, cities, countries etc, use near:
'I spent the first month in a little Village called Farchant, near Garmen-
Partenkirchen.'

X We can gain a lot of knowledge by these books .
.I We can gain a lot of knowledge from these books.

You get information from a source: 'You can learn a great deal from a
good dictionary.' 'I obtained their new number from directory enquiries.'

X Being locked up is a punishment by itself .
.I Being locked up is a punishment in itself.
X Money by itself is of no interest to me .
.I Money in itself is of no interest to me.
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in itself = without anything added: 'His offer to pay for the repairs is in
itself an admission of guilt.'

5 See MADE, REASON 5, REPLACE, SEE 2



call 1 x Last night I tried to call to my father back home in Turkey.
,/ Last night I tried to call my father back home in Turkey.
X Please call to 945 8026.
,/ Please call 945 8026.

call/ring/telephone a person, place or number (WITHOUT to): 'Call me
tonight and we'll make arrangements for the morning.' 'If you're sure that
it's been stolen, you'd better call the police.'

2 X If you receive this note, please phone call me.
,/ If you receive this note, please call/ring me.
,/ If you receive this note, please give me a call/ring.

The verb is call/ring/phone/telephone (NOT phone call).
Phone call is a noun: 'I need to make one or two phone calls.'

3 X Please call me with number 0248 312689.
,/ Please call me on 0248 312689.

call sb on a particular number (British English)
call sb at a particular number (American English)

4 X Koreans call this room as 'anbang'.
,/ Koreans call this room 'anbang'.
X This process is called as nitrogen fixation.
,/ This process is called nitrogen fixation.

call sb/sth + name (WITHOUT as): 'People call her the Queen of Rock.'
'The big apples are called Red Delicious.'

calm 1 X If you prefer a calm environment, try the countryside.
,/ If you prefer a peaceful environment, try the countryside.
X Go and find somewhere calm and get some rest.
,/ Go and find somewhere quiet and get some rest.
X What you need is a calm holiday somewhere.
,/ What you need is a quiet and relaxing holiday somewhere.

Calm is usually used to describe situations where there has recently
been violence or noisy activity: 'After yesterday's fighting, the streets of
Jerusalem are reported to be calm again this morning.'

2 X You need calm and quiet to digest your lunch properly.
,/ You need peace and quiet to digest your lunch properly.

Peace and quiet is a fixed phrase: 'It's impossible to find peace and
quiet in a house full of children.'

3 ? My best friend Nick is very calm and never gets upset.
,/ My best friend Nick is very easygoing and never gets upset.
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Calm is usually used to describe how someone behaves in a difficult
situation: 'The boat was being tossed by the waves but we managed to
stay calm.'
To describe someone who has a relaxed attitude to life, use words such
as easygoing, placid, laid-back (informal), patient, tolerant.

4 ? I fastened my seat belt and tried to be calm .
./ I fastened my seat belt and tried to stay calm.

When you are talking about someone's behaviour in an emergency or
unpleasant situation, use keep/stay/remain calm: 'In the event of fire,
leave the building by the nearest exit and remain calm.'
Compare: 'For the first two days the sea was perfectly calm.'

calm down x He had calmed down his anger, but he was still annoyed .
./ He had calmed down, but he was still annoyed.

Calm down (intransitive) means 'to become less angry, less excited,
etc': 'Once everyone had calmed down, the meeting continued.'
The object of calm down (transitive) is always a person: 'The doctor
gave him a tranquillizer to calm him down.' 'In the end I agreed to go with
her, just to calm her down.'

cameraman x Shotaro Akiyama is a famous Japanese cameraman .
./ Shotaro Akiyama is a famous Japanese photographer.

cameraman = a person who is employed by a television or film company
to operate a camera: 'The cameraman had never shot a car chase
before and needed the director's advice.'
photographer = a person who takes (or whose job is to take)
photographs: 'She is one of the world's leading fashion photographers.'

camping

can 1 ?
./
?
./

2 x
./

See GO 3

Can you possibly send me an application form?
Could you possibly send me an application form?
I'd be grateful if you can confirm whether you are coming.
I'd be grateful if you could confirm whether you are coming .
To make a polite request, use could: 'Could you pass the butter,
please?'

The next generation can fly to the moon for their holidays.
The next generation will be able to fly to the moon for their
holidays.
Use can to talk about someone's present ability: 'All our children can
swim.'
Use be able to to predict someone's future ability: 'You'll never be able
to swim if you don't try.'

3

4

See REMEMBER

See COULD

cancel X The meeting has been cancelled until next Thursday .
./ The meeting has been postponed until next Thursday.

cancel = arrange for a planned event not to take place after all: 'Five of
their players were either ill or injured, and so the match had to be
cancelled.'
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cancer

capable

capacity 1

capture

car 1

postpone = arrange for a planned event to take place at a later time or
date: 'We've decided to postpone the wedding until Steve has found a
job.'

)< Her husband died 10 years ago of a lung cancer.
,/ Her husband died 10 years ago of lung cancer.

cancer (uncountable) = a type of serious disease: 'It is generally
believed that diet plays an important role in the prevention of cancer.'
'Skin cancer is related to prolonged exposure to sunlight.'
a cancer (countable) = an abnormal growth in someone's body which is
caused by this disease; tumour: 'Some small cancers may be destroyed
by the body's defence mechanisms.'

X She is no longer capable to do her job properly.
,/ She is no longer capable of doing her job properly.

able to do sth: 'I hope you'll be able to come.'
capable of doing sth: 'She is quite capable of passing the exam,
provided that she does some work.'

X This type of job requires special capacities.
,/ This type of job requires special skills.
X I wish to improve my speaking and listening capacities.
,/ I wish to improve my speaking and listening skills.

capacity = the power or quality that makes someone able to do,
experience, give or receive something: 'These children display an
extraordinary capacity for learning.' 'Man's capacity for love and
generosity is unlimited.'
skill = what someone needs to have learned before they can actually do
a particular job or activity: 'Being a good manager requires a number of
highly specialized skills.' 'This course is designed to develop the
student's reading and writing skills.'

2 X The atomic bomb has given man the capacity of self-destruction.
,/ The atomic bomb has given man the capacity for self-

destruction.
capacity for sth: 'He has an enormous capacity for hard work.'
capacity to do sth: 'The human race shows an extraordinary capacity to
change with the times.'

X Her blue eyes and long blond hair captured him.
,/ Her blue eyes and long blond hair captivated him.

capture = make someone a prisoner: 'That day they captured twenty
enemy soldiers.' 'The leader of the resistance group was captured and
executed.'
captivate = strongly attract and impress someone: 'From the day she
met him, she was captivated by his charm.'

X I went into the car and turned on the engine.
,/ I got into the car and turned on the engine.
X I went out of the car and waited outside the shop.
,/ I got out of the car and waited outside the shop.
X She got out from the car and apologized.
,/ She got out of the car and apologized.

get in/into or get out of a car, taxi, etc: 'She got in the car and drove
away.' 'I got out of the car to see what was happening.'
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care 1

2

3

4

career 1

)< He brought me back to Cambridge with his car.
,/ He brought me back to Cambridge in his car.
)< We went to the party by a friend's car.
,/ We went to the party in a friend's car.

You go somewhere by car or in someone's car (NOT with): 'If you'd
rather go by car, we can go in mine.'

)< These children need a special care and attention.
,/ These children need special care and attention.
)< My host family took a good care of me.
,/ My host family took good care of me.

Care is nearly always an uncountable noun: 'Care of the environment
has become a priority in government thinking.' 'Would you like me to take
care of the plants while you're away?'

)< The only thing they cared for was how to make money.
,/ The only thing they cared about was how to make money.
)< It encourages readers to care for what they buy.
,/ It encourages readers to care about what they buy.
)< Some criminals simply don't care of being caught.
,/ Some criminals simply don't care about being caught.
)< They don't take care about religion.
,/ They don't care about religion.

care for = (1) (formal) like: 'Would you care for another drink?'
(2) = (usually adjectival or passive) look after: 'Don't worry. The child is
being well cared for.'
care (about) = think that something is important: 'I don't care (about)
how much it costs.' 'I don't care about the cost.'

)< Take care of not catching a cold.
,/ Take care not to catch a cold.
)< You'd better take care of not offending her.
,/ You'd better take care not to offend her.

Take care of means 'look after': 'Who's going to take care of the dog
while you're away?'
When you mean 'be careful to avoid something', use take care not to or
take care that you don't: 'He took great care not to let anyone know his
intentions.'

)< Some women stay at home to take care after the children.
,/ Some women stay at home to take care of the children.
)< The government must take care for the teachers.
,/ The government must take care of the teachers.
)< Who will take care about the shop?
./ Who will take care of the shop?

take care of or look after sb/sth: 'After his mother died, there was
nobody to take care of him.'

)< After ten years as a taxi driver, he decided it was time to change
his career.

,/ After ten years as a taxi driver, he decided it was time to
change his job/occupation.
See Language Note at OCCUPATION
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2 X I'd like to be a doctor or something related to that career.
.I I'd like to be a doctor or something related to that

profession.
See Language Note at OCCUPATION

careful x Be careful to water the African violets regularly.
,/ Make sure (that) you water the African violets regularly.
X Be careful to fix any oil leaks .
.I Make sure (that) you fix any oil leaks.

Use be careful when you want someone to pay special attention to
something so that they do not have an accident, make a mistake, or do
something that will cause damage: 'Be careful! You're about to spill your
coffee.' 'You should be careful about what you say to her. She is easily
offended.'
To tell someone that they must not forget to do or check something, use
make sure: 'Before you set off, make sure that you have enough petrol.'
'Make sure that you don't leave the key in the car.'

careless x How wonderful it would be to be young and careless again!
.I How wonderful it would be to be young and carefree again!

careless = paying too little attention to something: 'If you're careless,
you're bound to make mistakes.'
carefree = happy because you have no worries or responsibilities:
'Some children never know what it means to be carefree.'

carry x An ambulance arrived and the man was carried to hospital.
.I An ambulance arrived and the man was taken to hospital.
X He said he would carry me home and told me to get in the car .
.I He said he would take me home and told me to get in the

car.
See Language Note at TAKE

carry out X I shall now describe how wedding ceremonies are carried out in
Iran .

.I I shall now describe how wedding ceremonies are
conducted in Iran.
conduct/perform a ceremony or ritual (NOT carry out): 'The funeral
ceremony was conducted according to ancient traditions.'

case 1 X Switzerland has very little unemployment and in this case we are
very lucky .

.I Switzerland has very little unemployment and in this respect
we are very lucky.
in this/that case = in these/those circumstances: 'What shall I do if there
are no trains?' 'In that case you'll have to go by bus.'
in this/that respect = with regard to this/that point or detail: 'The film is
full of violence and in this respect is unsuitable for children.'

2 X I advise you to eat something now in case there won't be any
food when we get there.

,/ I advise you to eat something now in case there isn't any
food when we get there.
See Language Note at WILL
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3 )( In case a woman goes out to work, she shouldn't have to do all
the housework.

,/ If a woman goes out to work, she shouldn't have to do all
the housework.
In British English in case is used only when you talk about something
that is done as a precaution: 'Let's wait for another five minutes, just in
case he shows up.'
In American English in case is sometimes used like if at the beginning of
a conditional clause.

cash 1 )( I prefer to pay by cash.
,/ I prefer to pay in cash.
,/ I prefer to pay cash.

pay by cheque, pay by credit card BUT pay in cash or just pay cash:
'If you pay (in) cash, you might get a discount.'

2 )( The purse contained about $200 cash.
,/ The purse contained about $200 in cash.

amount of money + in cash: '£550 in cash', '$190 in cash'

catch )( The dialogue in this video is very difficult to catch.
,/ The dialogue in this video is very difficult to understand.
)( At that time I couldn't speak or catch English at all.
,/ At that time I couldn't speak or understand English at all.

Catch (= hear and/or understand) is used only in connection with what
someone has just said: 'I'm afraid I didn't quite catch the last point.
Could you go over it again?' 'Did either of you manage to catch her
name?'

catch up 1 )( I have to catch up all the lessons I missed.
,/ I have to catch up on all the lessons I missed.

catch up (on/with sth) = do the things that you should have done before
so that your work is up to date: 'Why don't you stay at home tonight and
catch up on some of your homework?'
Compare: 'Don't get too far behind with your homework or you'll never be
able to catch up.'

2 )( New job opportunities will never catch up the rapid growth in
population.

,/ New job opportunities will never catch up with the rapid
growth in population.
catch up (with sb/sth) = draw level with: 'Let's stop here for a few
minutes so that the others can catch up with us.' 'In schools up and down
the country, girls have not only caught up with boys but they're now in
the lead.'

cause 1 )( The cause why I want to change my job is as follows.
,/ The reason why I want to change my job is as follows.
)( For this cause the journey took a long time.
,/ For this reason the journey took a long time.

cause = an action, event, situation etc that makes something happen:
The cause of the fire is still being investigated.' These outbreaks of
violence will continue to occur until the causes have been eliminated.'
reason = something that provides an explanation: 'I'm sure that they
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must have good reasons for wanting to live abroad.' 'The reason why
there is only one applicant is that the job wasn't advertised.'

2 X The police wanted to know the cause for the accident.
,/ The police wanted to know the cause of the accident.

reason for sth BUT cause of sth: 'The underlying causes of the
present dispute date back to 1987.'
Note however: cause for concern/alarm/complainUhope etc: 'The new
rise in unemployment has given the government cause for concern.'

3 X This causes that the children look for affection elsewhere.
,/ This causes the children to look for affection elsewhere.

cause sb to do sth (NOT cause that): 'A week-long power failure
caused the whole computer network to shut down.'

4 X Smoking is one of the most important causes of lung cancer.
,/ Smoking is one of the major causes of lung cancer.

a major/chief/primary cause (NOT important)

5 X
,/

celebrate

centre

ceremony

certain 1 X

,/

X
,/
X
,/

Acid rain is caused by several reasons.
Acid rain has several causes.
Do not use reason after be caused by: 'The autopsy showed that her
death was caused by liver failure.'

See PARTY 1

See CITY CENTRE

See CARRY OUT

Just suppose, for a certain reason, that there was suddenly a
shortage of oil.
Just suppose, for some reason, that there was suddenly a
shortage of oil.
Every creature must have a certain way of protecting itself.
Every creature must have some way of protecting itself.
He's working in London for a certain travel company.
He's working in London for some travel company or other.
Use certain + noun when you continue (or could continue) by giving
details: 'There are certain advantages to living in the countryside, the
most important being the fresh air.' 'I'm not allowed to eat certain types
of seafood, especially squid and octopus.'
Use some + noun (+ or other) when you cannot or do not wish to give
details: 'In the end, he sold it to some second-hand car dealer.' 'If the
factory is shut down for some reason, what will happen to all the
workers?'
The phrase some + noun + or other is often used in informal styles to
suggest that the person or thing is completely unknown to you and not
worth thinking about: 'Apparently, their daughter has got engaged to
some shop assistant or other.'

2 X Under some certain circumstances, such as war, food has to be
rationed.

,/ Under certain circumstances, such as war, food has to be
rationed.
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Do not use a determiner (e.g. some, the, their) before certain when it
means 'particular' (see the note at certain 1 above): 'Each member of
the committee has certain duties to perform.'

certainly 1 X All of a sudden the engine started to make a strange noise.
Certainly, I stopped the car at once to see what had happened.

,f All of a sudden the engine started to make a strange noise.
Naturally, I stopped the car at once to see what had
happened.
Certainly is mainly used to emphasize that something is really true,
really happened, etc: 'I'm sorry if I upset you. I certainly didn't mean to.'
'The file certainly wasn't given to me or it would be on my desk.'
When you mean 'as anyone would expect', use naturally or of course:
'It was the first time the little boy had seen an elephant and naturally he
was a little scared.'

2 X Are you sure that you certainly don't want to go?
,f Are you sure that you definitely don't want to go?
X If they certainly can't find a job, they should be given further

training.
,f If they definitely can't find a job, they should be given

further training.
When you mean 'absolutely certain and without even the slightest doubt',
use definitely. This word gives very strong emphasis and is often used
in connection with intentions and future events: 'He definitely wants to be
a vet.' 'Do you think that you'll definitely be able to come?'

3 X Certainly I think so.
,f I certainly think so.
X The car can be repaired certainly.
,f The car can certainly be repaired.
X Certainly, it was a pleasant surprise.
,f It was certainly a pleasant surprise.
,f It certainly was a pleasant surprise.

Certainly is usually used like a middle position adverb (see Language
Note at ALWAYS): 'She certainly likes you.' 'His work has certainly
improved this year.'

L For extra emphasis, however, certainly may be placed before the first
auxiliary verb and before be when this is the main verb: 'His work
certainly has improved this year.' 'She certainly is one of the best
teachers on the staff.'

certificate X The other day I was given a gift certificate, but it was only worth
two thousand yen.

,f The other day I was given a gift voucher, but it was only
worth two thousand yen.
certificate = an official document that states certain facts about
someone: 'a birth/marriage/death certificate', 'a certificate of health'
voucher = a kind of ticket that can be used instead of money: 'a
gift/luncheon/travel voucher'.

chair 1 X During the flight she sat on the chair behind me.
,f During the flight she sat in the seat behind me.
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seat = a place to sit, as found in a cinema, train, bus etc: 'To be on the
safe side, you'd better reserve a seat.'
chair = a movable seat for one person: 'Before the children go home,
they have to put all the chairs on top of the desks.'

2 See ARMCHAIR

chance x The higher your qualifications, the better your chances to find a
job.

,/ The higher your qualifications, the better your chances of
finding a job.
chances of doing sth (= degree of probability): 'What are the chances
of finding them alive?'

change 1 x We can reduce the unemployment rate with a change of the
economy.

,/ We can reduce the unemployment rate with a change in the
economy.

X I'm disappointed by all the changes of London.
,/ I'm disappointed by all the changes in London.

Use change of when you mean that someone or something has been
replaced: 'What the country needs is a change of government.' (= a
completely new government)
When you mean that someone or something is now different in some
way, use change in: 'The Prime Minister has made several changes in
the government.'

2 X I took the camera back to the shop and changed it with another
one.

,/ I took the camera back to the shop and changed it for
another one.
change/exchange sth for sth: 'I'd like to change this shirt for a smaller
size.'

character X She has that rare character - the ability to listen to people.
,/ She has that rare characteristic - the ability to listen to

people.
X However, the Japanese also have a lot of good characters.
,/ However, the Japanese also have a lot of good points.

When you mean 'a feature of someone's character', use characteristic
or quality: 'All great leaders share certain mean characteristics.' 'What
qualities do you need to be a good parent?' In contrast with qualities that
you do not like, you can also talk about someone's good points.

cheap 1 X The wages in Taiwan are very cheap.
,/ The wages in Taiwan are very low.
X The monthly payments were cheaper than I'd expected.
,/ The monthly payments were lower/less than I'd expected.

When you talk about costs, payments, rents, wages, salaries,
incomes, expenses, taxes, fees etc, use low/high (NOT cheap/
expensive): 'During the recession, prices stayed low.' 'People on low
incomes have been severely hit.' 'Rents in Helsinki are very high
compared to the rest of Finland.'
Note that price is sometimes used with cheap/expensive, but not in
formal styles.
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checking

cheque

children x
./

choice x
./
x
./

choose 1

2

2

? The train fare is very cheap .
./ The train fare is very reasonable.
? It's difficult to find a cheap flat in Tokyo .
./ It's difficult to find an affordable flat in Tokyo.

See Language Note at KILL

X Once inside the airport, I made my way to the checking .
./ Once inside the airport, I made my way to the check-in.

check-in = the place at an airport (or hotel) where you check in: 'There's
bound to be a long queue at the check-in.' 'The girl at the check-in desk
asked if we had a reservation.'
check in = show your ticket, passport and luggage at a counter in an
airport and receive a boarding card: 'Once you've checked in, you have
to go through customs.'

X I am enclosing a cheque of £49 .
./ I am enclosing a cheque for £49.
X He gave me a cheque £5 .
./ He gave me a cheque for £5.

a cheque for an amount of money: 'He wrote me a cheque for $50.'

Some couples prefer NOT to make children.
Some couples prefer not to have children .
have children (NOT make): 'We'd like to settle down and have children
while we're still young.'

In my new job I have to make a lot of important choices.
In my new job I have to make a lot of important decisions .
Please will you let us know your choice by the end of the month.
Please will you let us know your decision by the end of the
month.
When you pick the person/thing that you want (from a range of
possibilities), you make a choice: 'Her parents are not happy about her
choice of husband.' 'Oxford was my first choice, but I didn't get the
grades.'
When you make a judgement about something, especially after thinking
carefully about it, you make a decision: 'Although the job offer is
attractive, I'd like more time to make a decision.' 'My decision to leave
school at 15 was the biggest mistake I ever made.'

X If you choose to see a film, we can go to the cinema instead .
./ If you prefer to see a film, we can go to the cinema instead.
X I choose the first story because it's more exciting .
./ I prefer the first story because it's more exciting.

prefer = like something more than something else: 'Which do you prefer,
black coffee or white coffee?' 'Peter prefers classical music to rock.' 'I'd
prefer to stay here, if you don't mind.'

X There are over forty different courses to choose between .
./ There are over forty different courses to choose from.
X There is also a library where you can choose among a wide

range of books .
./ There is also a library where you can choose from a wide

range of books.
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church

cinema

circulate

circum-
stance

city centre

civilization

choose between two (or a few) possibilities: 'You have to choose
between a beginner's course and a more advanced course.' 'If I had to
choose between staying here and living abroad, I'd stay here.'
choose from a large number of possibilities: 'When it comes to
wallpaper, there are hundreds of different patterns to choose from.'

3 )( Hilde chose for sources of energy as her topic.
,/ Hilde chose sources of energy as her topic.

choose sb/sth (WITHOUT for): 'The roses were too expensive so I
chose the daffodils.' 'The team chose Alan as their captain.'
Compare: 'Tests have shown that girls opt for languages whereas boys
choose science or maths.'

)( Not so long ago nearly everybody used to go to the church.
,/ Not so long ago nearly everybody used to go to church.

See note at SCHOOL 1

)( We went to cinema to see 'Who framed Roger Rabbit?'
,/ We went to the cinema to see 'Who framed Roger Rabbit?'

go to the cinema (WITH the): 'Before the baby was born, we used to go
to the cinema about once a week.'
See also SCHOOL 1

)( The story circulates around his career in the army.
,/ The story revolves around his career in the army.

circulate = (of news, stories, rumours etc) spread by being passed from
one person to another: 'One of the rumours circulating at the moment is
that the company is about to go bankrupt.'
revolve around = (of a novel, film, story etc) be about: 'His latest film
revolves around the difficulties of being a single parent.'

)( I believe that in this circumstance students should be allowed to
have a part-time job.

,/ I believe that in these circumstances students should be
allowed to have a part-time job.
Circumstances is nearly always used as a plural noun (WITH si: 'The
police are investigating the circumstances surrounding his death.' 'Under
normal circumstances, I would never have left my passport with a
stranger.'

)( Most people work in city centre.
,/ Most people work in the city centre.

the city centre (WITH the): 'It's only five minutes by bus to the city
centre.'

)( Each country has its own civilization and ideology.
,/ Each country has its own culture and ideology.
)( American civilization is very different from that of Japan.
,/ American culture is very different from that of Japan.

civilization = (a society or group of societies having) a way of life that is
considered to be advanced in terms of culture and social organization:
'The remote mountain villages are still untouched by modern civilization.'
'The film examines the ancient civilizations of Greece and Rome, and
their contributions to Western society.'
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claim 1

classic 1

clean

clear

climate

culture = art, music, literature, etc especially that which is produced by a
particular society or group of societies: 'Visitors to Singapore discover a
happy marriage of western and oriental cultures.' 'The Samba is an
important part of Brazilian culture.'

X The public are claiming stricter laws .
.r The public are demanding stricter laws.

claim = ask to be given something that belongs to you or that you think
you are entitled to: 'People on a low income are able to claim legal aid.'
demand = ask strongly for something: 'The laboratory was surrounded
by demonstrators demanding an end to animal experiments.'
Note also clamour for = repeatedly ask for something in a noisy or
angry way: 'In response to the increase in domestic violence, people are
clamouring for stricter laws that will help to protect wives and children.'

2 x At the end of World War 11 there was a claim for a 'United
Europe' .

.r At the end of World War 11there was a demand/clamour for a
'United Europe'.
See note at CLAIM 1

X I prefer classic music to pop .
.r I prefer classical music to pop.

classic = being among the best or most typical of its class; serving as
a standard or model: 'The painting is a classic example of sixteenth"
century Venetian art.'
classical music = the music of Mozart, Beethoven, etc

2 X 1love the sound of a classic guitar .
.r I love the sound of a classical guitar.

a classical guitar = a guitar that is used to play classical music

X The local residents would like to clean the neighbourhood .
.r The local residents would like to clean up the

neighbourhood.
clean up = (1) clean a place, especially by taking away all the things
which make it look dirty, untidy or unattractive: 'You can play in your
bedroom as long as you promise to clean it up afterwards.' (2) make an
area or organization a better place for people to live or work in,
especially by removing criminals, corrupt officials, etc: 'It's time someone
cleaned up this city; we have one of the highest crime rates in the
country.'

X I should like to make clear that the accommodation is far from
luxurious .

.r I should like to make it clear that the accommodation is far
from luxurious.
make it clear + that-clause (WITH it): 'She made it quite clear (to him)
that she wasn't interested in getting married.'

X While I was driving to the airport, the climate was still wet and
foggy .

.r While I was driving to the airport, the weather was still wet
and foggy.
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clock

close 1

2

cloth 1

X Before going off in the boat, you should check the climate
conditions.

,/ Before going off in the boat, you should check the weather
conditions.
climate = the typical weather conditions that exist in a country or region;
the place where these weather conditions exist: 'Northern Europe has a
mild climate and a high rainfall.' 'These flowers will not grow in cold
climates.'

See O'CLOCK

X They closed the man in a room until the police came.
,/ They locked the man in a room until the police came.

lock/shut sb in a room, house, etc (NOT close): 'He was picked up by
the police and locked in a cell for the night.'
Compare: 'She closed the door and then locked it so he couldn't escape.'

X I always close the television when there is a storm.
,/ I always turn/switch the television off when there is a storm.

See note at OPEN 1

I bought some cheap cloth to make some curtains.
I bought some cheap material to make some curtains.
Cloth (uncountable) usually refers to material made of cotton, wool etc
that is used for making clothes: 'The tailor took my measurements and
then showed me several rolls of cloth.'
Material (andfabrlc) have a more general meaning and may be used in
connection with clothes, curtains, sheets, etc: 'The cushion covers and
the curtains were made from the same material.' 'They specialize in the
manufacture of elasticated fabric.'

He likes fast cars and expensive cloths.
He likes fast cars and expensive clothes.
None of the cloth shops had any pink socks.
None of the clothes shops had any pink socks.
A cloth (pronounced /klu8/) is a piece of material made of cotton, wool,
etc, usually used for cleaning or drying something: 'I'm afraid I've spilled
some milk. Have you got a cloth?' 'I need a new face cloth.'
Clothes (pronounced /kl;lUClz/) are the things people wear, such as
trousers, sweaters, etc: 'I spend half my salary on clothes.'

The dancers were dressed in their national clothes.
The dancers were dressed in their national costume.
costume = (1) (countable) a set of clothes worn during a performance
by an actor, clown, etc: 'She used to work for a theatre company,
designing and making costumes.' (2) (uncountable) a set of clothes that
are typical of a particular country or historical period: 'The castle guides
were dressed up in Elizabethan costume.' 'A group of Hungarian folk
dancers came on stage, all wearing national costume.'

2 X Don't go out and buy a special clothes.
,/ Don't go out and buy any special clothes.

Clothes is a plural noun: 'I need some new clothes.' (NOT 'a new
clothes')
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clothing 1

club

coin

collabor-
ation

college

colour 1

X As soon as I arrived, I unpacked my clothing.
,/ As soon as I arrived, I unpacked my clothes.
X He had grown so much that his clothing didn't fit him.
,/ He had grown so much that his clothes didn't fit him.

Use clothing when you are thinking about clothes in general:
The population is in desperate need of foreign aid - especially food,
medicine and clothing.' 'She works in the clothing industry.'
To refer to the things that you wear, use clothes: 'You'd better take off
those wet clothes or you'll catch a cold.'

2 X Those who work with pesticides are given protective c1othings.
,/ Those who work with pesticides are given protective

clothing.
Clothing is an uncountable noun: The population is in desperate need
of foreign aid, especially food, medicine and clothing.'

See PART 6

See FACE 5

X The police were grateful to the public for their collaboration.
,/ The police were grateful to the public for their co-operation.

Collaboration comes from the verb collaborate (= work in partnership
with someone on the same task, especially one of a scientific, artistic or
industrial nature): 'He was one of the scientists who had collaborated
with Oppenheimer to produce the first atomic bomb.'
Co-operation comes from the verb co-operate (= be willing to help
someone to achieve something; be helpful): 'Faced with the threat of a
full-scale military invasion, the general had no choice but to co-operate.'

X By going to the college or university, you become more mature.
,/ By going to college or university, you become more mature.

See note at SCHOOL 1

X The belt has the same colour as the coat.
,/ The belt is the same colour as the coat.

When you describe or enquire about the colour of something, use be
(NOT have): 'What colour was the dress she was wearing?'

2 X I bought a blue colour shirt and a pair of socks.
,/ I bought a blue shirt and a pair of socks.
X I have never liked black colour.
,/ I have never liked black.

The noun colour is not usually used with. the name of a colour (red,
green, blue etc). Colour is used only when the colour of something is
not pure or is difficult to describe exactly: 'It's an unusual bluish-grey
colour'. See note at COLOURED 1 .
Note however that the name of a colour can be used with in colour: 'It's
brown in colour with white buttons down the front.'

3 X The purse is made of leather and is dark brown colour.
,/ The purse is made of leather and is a dark brown colour.

When describing a colour that is not pure, use alan: The dress is a
reddish-green colour.'
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4 )( My wallet colour is black .
.I The colour of my wallet is black.

the col~ur>of sth:lOolyourememberthe colour of their kitchen?'

coloured 1

come 1

2

common 1

5 )( At Hari Raya we hang colour lights around the house .
.I At Hari Raya we hang coloured lights around the house.

-colour-= showing people and things in thE;ir natural colours: 'a colour
telE;lvisi9n' ,,'a colour photograph'.. ..•..
coloured ~ having one or more colours (not white or black), especially in
order to look attractive: 'Do you want plain envelopes or coloured ones?'
'Each qookls ftJlI Of brightly-colouredfull-pagE; illustrations.'

? The cardigan is pink-coloured and is made of wool.
.I The cardigan is pink and is made of wool.

Wl1en you (Jescribe the colour of something, you usually just say that It is
red, blue, green etc (WITHOUT -coloured): 'Her new dress is pale

"with red buttons down the front.' '. ....." ••"
Adjectives ending with -coloured are quite rare. They are mainlyused
when the colour of something is difficult to describe exactly ('pink- _
coloured' = not exactly pink) and usually come before the noun: 'a
cream"'coloured dressing gown' See note at COLOUR 2,

2 )( He showed me the coloured photographs he had taken .
.I He showed me the colour photographs he had taken.

See note at COLOUR 5

)( He was afraid of his father and didn't want to come back home .
.I He was afraid of his father and didn't want to go back home.

lcomeTs usedfor'movernentfowards'the"place where the speaker is,
was, or intends to be, or towards the person being talkedabout: 'Come
and look at this.' 'Why'didn't h~come to see me?' 'He was just

'gooutwhen tiis wite'carrre into the office in tears~'
Go is used for movement in other directions: 'I wish those noisy children
would~o a;way,' 'L:et'sgo!p Lpndon fgL a tewdays.' "

)( The students who are coming from Japan are hard-working .
.I The students who come from Japan are hard-working.

Whenyoumentionsomeone's country or;\fIihere something was made or
grawn: usq the preseril simple tense. Compare: 'She comes from "
GE;rma.ny,';(=shewasborn in,GermaQy).'?heis gomipg fram Germally.'

'(='$he"is travellingfram Germany)" """ ""
- see, ~ ~-

)( I think that people in common have good sides and bad sides.
,/ I think that people in general have good sides and bad

sides.
If younaVE;l th~samebackgr6und,interei31s,iastes etc Hssomeone, Jhe
two of you have a'lot in cemrnon; '1'01 sure the rnarriaqewon't last. "
They've got nothinq irt common.' .> . ~.
\Nl1en"you1mean that $orf\E;lthing l)appens'orj.§ true 'in most situa.ti0I'lS',
use in general 'lrr generql, parents care more about their children's
health than abouttheir ' 'Students in'generalhave littlemoney;
to spend (}rl liJ)(urtes:i'
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2 X There are so many things in common between us .
.; We have so many things in common.

Two-or more peoplehClve (got) somethirrg in commonCWe've moved
the same circles OV~l~~, last ten years~andso we have~a'greatdeal in
comIIlon.' ~~,.~ i"';',. ..:':'C,

3 X In Spain it is common that people turn up at your house without
warning.

,/ In Spain it is common for people to turn up at your house
without warning.
it is common +" for 51)'to do sth (NbtJbat): 'It's quitecommon for
fathers to feel jealou~16rthe first few weeks.' ~ ••

company X For those who live by themselves, television provides a good
company.

,/ For those who live by themselves, television provides good
company.
When company
feelJlonely or b
9 ~ <;lJopg

compare X The teachers will be able to visit our schools and compare our
teaching methods to their own .

.; The teachers will be able to visit our schools and compare
our teaching methods with their own.
comriare to = descnmr(someone orsornething) as belng1>imilarto
(someone or somethln else); liken: 'SA<}'comparedth80illild to a noisy
moni{ey,' --
compare with = ex eople/thinqs/ideas etc to
discover similarities ving compared.the new
dicfiQnarywith the~w one mor~.ij'l}~lpfUI,'

complain X It is childish to complain against rules.
,/ It is childish to complain about rules.
X They are always complaining for something.
,/ They are always complaining about something.

complain about sfM:}'!esidents livin~rliear the airporf~~itea lot to
~m£,ajn about' , ~ , ..~

complaint x There have been several complaints for the service in the
canteen.

,/ There have been several complaints about the service in the
canteen.
(mC'l~e)a complainta~outsth (N0-rfill"): 'If you ha
ab()tlttheservife, YQ~~~houI9writet(),;~p~lt:nanager.'

completely X Then the lights went out and we were completely scared .
.; Then the lights went out and we were very scared.

See note at VERY 2

composed X The committee is composed by six teachers and a student
representative,

,/ The committee is composed of six teachers and a student
representative.
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bec:omp(jsed~of (NUr by): 'T_heilumimbodyiiscomposed of billions
tinXceIJs.'·~ .. • _ ..

comprehen- X There is not enough comprehension between our two countries.
sion ./ There is not enough understanding between our two

countries.
'Comprehension refets to-theeabllltytounderstand the meaning 6f
sOrnetbing,esiDeciallysomethingthat is sf10kenorwri~en:'I'Q like.to
deyelop myvo.pabularyalJd improve my li§teningcol11prehensio.n/ ..
When you mean 'an attitude ofsympathy'; use understanding: 'When
comes.to tpe employees.persona] problems, the management snows a
cOrnP'.e,teI~ck'i)f ujldelistamdiQ.g.'Z -

comprehen- X The teachers are very kind and comprehensive.
sive ./ The teachers are very kind and understanding.

comprehensive =0 including everything or almost everything: 'The
witlles* pn;>vided?colllpreherlsive, accoulJtofth~CacSident.'
un(jefstanding =feelLngsympathy for sOl11eone:·'Aspeopleg row
they fend to be a Bit more understandinqandeasier to live with.'

- -- - -~~- .~-

comprise X
./

concen- X
trate 1 ./

X

./

The former Soviet Union comprised of fifteen union republics.
The former Soviet Union comprised fifteen union republics .
See Language Note at INCLUDE

I am concentrated on both speaking and writing.
I am concentrating on both speaking and writing .
A bus driver has to be concentrated and should not speak to the
passengers.
A bus driver has to concentrate and should not speak to the
passengers.
cgncE!ntn:lte (on~th):f\JqTbe concentrated; 'Ho.wcan phildren
concentrate on their homework when they have one eye on the·
television?' -
C()mp?re:.1The,juige c()nce,ntr~te~j,by~?process of evaporation.'

2 X The teaching tends to concentrate in grammar .
./ The teaching tends to concentrate on grammar.
X I try to concentrate in one SUbject at a time .
./ I try to concentrate on one SUbject at a time.

concentrate-en sth (NOT.in:): 'She gave'upteaC;:hingso that she,could;
concentrate on research.' -.

3 X I couldn't concentrate myself as there was someone talking .
./ I couldn't concentrate as there was someone talking.

See Language Note at MYSELF

concern 1 X As far as I concern, the cost of the repair is not my responsibility .
./ As far as I'm concerned, the cost of the repair is not my

responsibility.
as far as sb/sth is concerned: 'As far as my parents are concerned, I'm
free to Gornel.'Jhe,never I HkeJi'Asfanas thelCl:wis c9ncerned, y()u are
innocent LJntilpro"enguilly.' 'As far as yow grammar is concerned, you
seem to ~e having a iDroblemwith telJses.' •
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2 x You should concern more about your health .
./ You should be more concerned about your health.
X There are far more serious things to concern about.
./ There are far more serious things to be concerned about.

beconcernecFl-ibout sth (~.beworri({d]>t anxious): 'The government
becorninq increasingly concerned abourthe rising{evel of
unemployment:' 'The manager is naturally very concerned about the
recent spate otinjuries.' . .. 0- 0

3 X The first chapter is concerned about the disposal of nuclear
waste .

./ The first chapter is concerned with the disposal of nuclear
waste .

./ The first chapter concerns the disposal of nuclear waste.
be concerned with sth 08.oConcerriSffi = (of a-oogk, film, essay etc) be_.
about a particular subject: '."Thearticle is concernedwith recent, "
developmentsTIl:primary education.' o""c sae ~

4 X Some dentists are more concerned in earning money than doing
a good job .

./ Some dentists are more concerned with earning money than
doing a good job.
be concerned ,"'ith (doing) sth = be interested in":We stiould'be more
concerned witt:!..te-educating criminals than punishing them.'

concerning X Concerning your accommodation, there are several possibilities .
./ With regard to your accommodation, there are several

possibilities.
TOi.J:jtroduceanBW toplc,Usewith rE!g~rp to,reg~rding,asregards,
as, far as ... isconcerned'('NOT concerning): 'As'far as foodis
concerned, fhi3college has jts own canteen.'
Compare: 'He was then asked severalqiiestions concerninq his banking:
activities.' 'We.got into an interesting discussion concerning theneed for.
censorship.' - ~':"

conclusion X As a conclusion, I'd like to say that everyone should be able to
work if they want to .

./ In conclusion, I'd like to say that everyone should be able to
work if they want to.

X To come to the conclusion, I would like to say that everyone
should read the book .

./ To conclude, I would like to say that everyone should read
the book.
To introduce ayoncluding.statement, yse in conclusion, by W:f;jY of
conclusion, or to concludj: 'By waY9.f~0~clusi.OQF I'd just Ji~~tO. add
that the answen:>to the qt:J~§tions I ha\(eIaised,wollld still appgiar to be
long way off.' .-,' .~ ... , . .,....... ....

condition 1 X You should try to keep the car in a good condition .
./ You should try to keep the car in good condition.

in good/excellentlperfectlb'ad/terrible! ... condition (WITHOUT alan):
'Most of the were still in excellent 'condition.'!What sort ct.conditton
is the car in?' '
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2 )< They are forced to live in a terrible condition .
.I They are forced to live in terrible conditions.

When y61Jdescribe the situation inwhich someone livesor works, use
(;oriditi~ns:{t.at~st r~p0rts frRmtl;1~c~pita;~sug@esj~thattheCcon£!iitioIlS
,there are getting worse.' 'How do they manageto survive in such
~dreadful~conditions?'~~ ~

3 )< How are you? I hope you're in good condition .
.I How are you? I hope you're keeping fit and well.

~ill gp0t;tconditipn/sl1ape,= Rhysically;:fita~dstrong beSaus6 you
'exercises: 'Most'of the team had Keptthemselves in good condition
during the summer months.' .~ ~.. ~ "

:To enquire about or referto somegne'sgeneralstate of health, use well
or fit anf'l wi:$JI:'$.ara,~ha,s.agit ota ccjJdb~t ap~rt fromJhall.'Je'fElal.Lwell
andlooRing forw~rd !o the~surilmerhoJiday" i ~

confidence )< She has no confidence for what the future has to offer .
.I She has no confidence in what the future has to offer.

~concfidence.jnsb/sth: 'The trouble is §he Ip.ck~coo]idence in
"ability."It s~ElmsthatjnvElstor~ihavelost C8IJfidElnc~.in
markets";'" -=/. .~ TT .cc,

confident 1 )< I feel quite confident with my English .
.I I feel quite confident about my English.

confident about sui 'The more famili:§.rYQU
Sq~ficl.Elnl)f;8uI.'Jill a;q9~tysingit.'

confirm

confront

2 )< I began to feel more confident of myself .
.I I began to feel more self-confident.

TlfYQuhave<5onfU:lenceinEyoatEownabi'lltie§;YQa feelself-con~fid~nt:JEE
~'Ev~nas a childhe was surprisingly self-confidj'lnt and didn'Fmind being
left,;withstra1]ge~:' -::: - ,"

)< Could you please confirm me whether you have received my
order .

.I Could you please confirm whether you have received my
order.
confirm + directobject (\lVITHOUTme, us, them etc): '1arri'pleasedto
cOl"jfirIll.Jhaj'yourapRlica!i()n,DasRee9,:approvEl'a.'

)< Almost every day we confront with some new environmental
problem .

.I Almost every day we confront some new environmental
problem .

.I Almost every day we are confronted with some new
environmental problem.
~confroot slj/sth (WITHOUT with): 'SoonEltor later.the managemenfwill
haye tq'confronTthe.$8is~ue~" '~l, ......" ........../

'confront sbwith sth: 'Shec'ol1tinue&to deny the charge
;prosecytionfina1ly confronted her witl1the evidence.'
beconfrontedwithlby ..sth: ~Shel:;ontinuedto deny

fwa"sfin':l"YCionfr8I'ltEl<JWilrthEl~v1.gen,se.' 'cc
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congrat-
ulate

X First of all I'd like to congratulate you both for your wedding.
,/ First of all I'd like to congratulate you both on your wedding.

congratulate sb on (doing) sth: 'The President was among the first to
congratulate the crew-on the success of their mission.' 'On behalf of the
school, I'd like to congratulate the tirsteleven on gettinglhrough to the
final.'

congratula- X Congratulation! You must be feeling very proud.
tions 1 ,/ Congratulations! You must be feeling very proud.

Congratulations is a.plural noun: 'Many congratulations to you both. I'm
sure you'll be very happy together.' 'Give them our congratulations and
say that we'll be getting in touch soon..'.

2 X Congratulations for your splendid examination results!
,/ Congratulations on your splendid examination results!

congratulations on. (doing) sth (NOTfor): 'Congratulations on your
promotion. You certainly deserve it.'

conscious X People today are more conscious about the importance of health
care.

,/ People today are more conscious of the importance of
health care.
be conscious of sth: 'I was very conscious of the fact that my every
move was being watched.' .

consider X We're considering to visit Switzerland next year.
,/ We're considering visiting Switzerland next year.

consider doing sth (= think about something that you miqht do in the
future): 'To save money, we even considered repairing the roof
ourselves." ..~. -

consist of 1 X The house was consisting of three bedrooms, a kitchen, and a
bathroom.

,/ The house consisted of three bedrooms, a kitchen, and a
bathroom.
See Language Note at INCLUDE

2 X The group was consisted of ten people.
,/ The group consisted of ten people.
X An extended family is consisted of at least two generations.
,/ An extended family consists of at least two generations.

See Language Note at INCLUDE

3 X The school consists on four large buildings.
,/ The school consists of four large buildings.

con$:istof (NOTon)~.'§pain consistsof,51 different provLnces.'

constantly ? He constantly got into trouble.
,/ He was constantly getting into trouble.

When constantly me-ans 'again and again', the verb is usually a
progressive form: 'Tne'old computer was. constantly breaking down.'
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contact

contain

content

contents

continual

x You can contact with me any evening after six.
,/ You can contact me any evening after six.

contact sb (WITHOtJT with): 'Unless .wehave an address or phone
'number, we can't contact.them,'
'Compare: 'Mrs Lewis phoned and would you to get in touch with her.'

X The wallet was containing about $25.
,/ The wallet contained about $25.

See Language Note opposite.

X The content of the latest peace talks is still a secret.
,/ The contents of the latest peace talks are still a secret.
X The cover page tells you about the magazine's content.
,/ The cover page tells you about the magazine's contents.

content (WITHOUT s) = the (interesting) facts, ideas or opinions
expressed iQa book, film, essCiY,speech etc: 'His letters tend to.have
very little content.' .. .
contents (WITH s) = (1) all the (interesting unintersting) things that
are inside something: 'The customs officer opened my suitcase and
examined the contents.' (2) all theJhings that are written or talked about
in a book, report, letter, discussion etc: 'The contents of the diary are
strictly confidential.', (3) a list at the front of a book, report, thesis, etc,
saying INhateach chapteror sectisn is.about: 'If you want to know which
chapters to read, just look at fhe contents.' .

X I didn't find the contents of the novel very interesting.
,/ I didn't find the content of the novel very interesting.

See note at CONTENT

X The canals join to form one continual waterway.
,/ The canals join to form one continuous waterway.
X A line of cars stretched continually down the motorway.
,/ A line of cars stretched continuously down the motorway.

continual = happening repeatedly over a long period of time, especially
in a way that you find annoying: 'That telephone has been ringing
continually.'. .. .. ...•.. .. ..
continuous = without arhibreak or interruption: 'Gas central heating
provides a ~ontiF1uoussupply of hot water.'

continuous X I grew tired of his continuous moaning.
,/ I grew tired of his continual moaning.
X The meeting was continuously interrupted.
,/ The meeting was continually interrupted.

See note at CONTINUAL

contrary X It is impossible to tell whether a man is married or NOT. On the
contrary, women usually have 'Mrs' or 'Miss' before their name.

,/ It is impossible to tell whether a man is married or not. On
the other hand, women usually have 'Mrs' or 'Miss' before
their name.

X I've never been able to cook. My sister on the contrary can bake
wonderful biscuits and cakes.

,/ I've never been able to cook. My sister on the other hand
can bake wonderful biscuits and cakes.
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Using progressive tenses

• Progressive tenses are used to talk about things that are happening at a particular point in
time:

Progressive tenses are NOT used to talk about states (i.e. the way things are or the way
things feel):

Bill was painting the kitchen when I arrived.
What are you eating?

My brother belongs to a boxing club. (NOT 'is belonging')
Each envelope contained twenty dollars. (NOT 'was containing')
The cat sensed dancer so it turned and ran away (NOT 'was sensing')

• Verbs with 'state' meanings which are NOT used in progressive tenses include:

LIKES and DISLIKES
NEEDSand WANTS
SENSES
KNOWLEDGE
OPINIONS
COMPOSITION
APPEARANCE
POSSESSION
RELATIONSHIPS
EXISTENCE

admire, adore, like/dislike, love, prefer, hate
need, lack, want
feel, hear, wish, see, notice, smell, taste, sound, sense
forget, know, realize, remember, understand
believe, doubt, feel, imagine, suppose, suspect, think
comprise, consist of, contain, lncfude
appear, be, seem, look, resemble
have, belong to, own, possess, owe
come from, concern, involve, depend, fit, suit
be, exist

Compare:

• Remember that many verbs have both 'action' and 'state' meanings.

George is having a bath.
George has two sisters and one brother. (NOT 'is having')

I'm thinking about where to go for my next holiday.
I think history lessons are boring. (NOT 'am thinking')

Compare:

• Remember that the progressive form of a verb (be + -ing) is not the same as the -ing form.

X I was not having a watch and so I didn't know the time.
,/ I didn't have a watch and so I didn't know the time.
,/ Not having a watch, I didn't know the time.

When a verb is used to describe a state, the simple form and the -ing form may be used, but
not the progressive form.
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usson the cpntrary to show, that you strongly disaqree with a previous
statement-and believe that the oPPos.itefis tr~e: ''four parents dicln't w.ant
you to gQabroad, did theY?' 'On the contrary, they were all for it.'
To Il)troduce a statement that is in sharp contrast with a previous
statement, use on the otherhand: 'These newx.rtoo computers are
ama;zingly fast. Orrtheetherhand, they're very expensive;

contribute )( Oxfam and Save the Children have contributed a lot of money
for the relief work.

,/ Oxfam and Save the Children have contributed a lot of
money to the relief work.

)( When I return home, I hope to contribute my country's economic
development.

./ When I return home, I hope to contribute to my country's
economic development.
contribute (iTloneyor s()rne othertorrn.ot asststancejjo sth: 'lpIecent
years a number of major corporations,havecontribute_d large sums of
money to the President's campaign fur}ds.' . ~.

control 1 )( I was surprised that nobody wanted to control my luggage.
,/ I was surprised that nobody wanted to inspect my luggage.
)( After controlling his fingerprints, the police arrested him.
,/ After inspecting his fingerprints, the police arrested him.
)( At this stage in the process, every mould is controlled again .
./ At this stage in the process, every mould is inspected again.

control = make people or machines do what you want them to do: 'Who'
wilJ:control thy.airc[pft itthe pilot",as a,heart attack?' The police
unable to control thB crowd.;r .. .. .
inspect = carefully check or examine S9mething~ 'The building fs
regularly inspected by fire-safety offlcers.' 'I got out of the ear to:insJ)~ct
the (jamelQe. "

2 )( These people want to control over our lives.
,/ These people want to control our lives .
./ These people want control over our lives.

control ~th (verb) WITHOUT ofiover:"It'susuaILy the' editor who
controls whatqoes into a newspaper.r'The security forces are no longer"
'abl~ to eontroljhegltuation.' ..••• .".
c0l'ltrol(Jffov'rarsth (nopn):'lt's usually theediter who has Gontrol
what goes into a newspaper.' 'The security-forces have lost control
situation.' '

3 X My boat had lost control.
,/ My boat had gone out of control.
X There was a loud bang and my car became out of control.
,/ There was a loud bang and my car went out of control.
X The ferry was not under control and collided with a sampan.
,/ The ferry was out of control and collided with a sampan.

Pe9plelosec:ontrol otvehiQles".(Tlac~ines .etc:'Jhepilot Jost control ot -
the-aircraft al'l'd it Rlummetedto th-e grqund:'"c'( ··.······7·
Vehicles and-machinesarefgo out of control: 'The aircraft went out.of
control and plummeted to the ground."., "

4 )( I had lost my control and crashed into a tree.
,/ I had lost control and crashed into a tree.
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convince

cooker

corner

cost 1

2

3

4

5

X He lost the control of the car and hit a wall.
,/ He lost control of the car and hit a wall.

lose.°contro(~f sth,)':'WITHOUTtile, his, my,Btc: 'In 1}J93 Roseberg
los.190ntrol6fthe company after a surprise takeover bid::;;; _

X We all tried to convince her to sing.
,/ We all tried to persuade her to sing.

cOI1\fince~RT1akesol'1)oebne le;ekcornpIefelycert~frl 00thaf~(')rnethjrt9is
true:"Somehi::>wthe party will hAveto convince !lie voter~,that it isc

,

capable 01 governing the countrY.' 'Shelailed to ponvincethe jury of her
innocence.' ,~ _0 '""~o _0

persu~ade '""'"
sOrB~thing.
'Desp'i(
contract

x
,/

X I have written my address on the top right-hand corner.
,/ I have written my address in the top right-hand corner.
X I'd rather sit on the corner, near the door.
,/ I'd rather sit in the corner, near the door.

in-tile corne:!'cofan ffieCl or room (NOTI.ohorat)::"1 suggest thaLwe put
the piano in.the come! wherejJcwon'r 9§ltin theway.' ~ ° °
Compare: T~ftbank:;iSon theOcorner,next to th~~laundeTF!tle.''I~jcrneet
yo~~~ the,C?pje~erin~~~~r_an~z'1~L, _. ~::~

X That shop is always empty because the costs are too high.
,/ That shop is always empty because the prices are too high.

See Language Note at PRICE

X I'll be happy to pay the costs of the postage.
,/ I'll be happy to pay the cost of the postage.

See Language Note at PRICE

X They agreed to repair the damage free of cost.
,/ They agreed to repair the damage free of charge.

See Language Note at PRICE

X In London the cost of life is very high.
,/ In London the cost of living is very high.
X The costs of living are always higher in city areas.
,/ The cost of living is always higher in city areas.

See Language Note at PRICE

See VERY MUCH 2
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could 1

country-
side

course 1

X As I've already mentioned, I could learn a great deal during the
two years I spent in England .

./ As I've already mentioned, I was able to learn a great deal
during the two years I spent in England.

X By reading quickly, I could finish the book before the library
closed .

./ By reading quickly, I managed to finish the book before the
library closed.

'WhBn·tal~ing?bouJa sl51If6(general aBility in the,past}USelcould orbe
able to: 'By tbCetime sh'ewa~four} shecoul€J/was able to swim the whole

Jength of1he Rool.,7~ c, .~. ••. ~o '

When ti:ll~ing,t:lbout.af.>i[lgleeve~ti~tl1~pa~t, we us ui:lJIyu:se be~ablElto
'or manage (NOTc;.olJl!:ir'LtickiIY(1wetlOanaged]9 getthere before the
.shops cIOsed.'~WeFe yOu able to start the car?' '0;. • • 0 o·
Notehoweverthatcou!p is usedjn negative contexts and before verbs
sucl1 a~:~E!e,heqr,7sITlEllletq:'Welpok~d eyery""l1ere, for the ca~settEl'
butwe c,fJuldn'.tfindit.j'~ouldn't you st~rt the car·?' 'Ftom0there·1 was
star:lding;"1 could hear everything ttieysaid.' Seealso4\BLE 2

2 SEE POSSIBLE 2

? Some of us did our teaching practice in the countryside.
./ Some of us did our teaching practice in rural areas .

. USe countryside When·you are tbjnking about the beauty or litestyleof
thistypepf area: 'We have to acl nowfo save the countryside for future
ge~watiqns.'~We.Elcfjjoi,walklng .illtheflpunfrysid7 arqund.;Srist81.'
To~eferfo areas that do nothavesc:ilies or towm;jmse·ruraf/countrYl
areas: :'Housifl.9 tends to be more-aftordable i~ rural Clreas,' '

X I'm taking an intermediate course of English .
./ I'm taking an intermediate course in English.

a course inIon sth (NOT ofT 'I've been attending an evening course in
bu·siness stucfies.~'Tm inlere~tedln d01R9 aporrEJspo[]€lenqe course-in

•Er:lglish ar:ld'i\Jlafhs:'o;Tl1ere isalsaa IWR:da"ycoy[se 811new tecQnolqgy
for teachers." O. 0 0 •

2 X The boys and girls in my English course come from all over the
world .

./ The boys and girls on my English course come from all over
the world.
In:~ritisIJ.Eng!i~h y9W saY that someone ison a9our~e:'9ome:of
people on the:course came to a few classes:andOthertdroppedout.'
Not~ that in a course i§ use<i in ~mer'ican I;nglish. 0'

3 ? We'll probably go to the cinema or to a discotheque. Of course,
since Fiona is my guest, I'll let her decide .

./ We'll probably go to the cinema or to a discotheque.
Naturally, since Fiona is my guest, I'll let her decide.

? The construction of a new motorway is totally unnecessary and
of course the local residents are completely against the idea .

./ The construction of a new motorway is totally unnecessary
and, as one would expect, the local residents are completely
against the idea.
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crash

crazy

crime 1

criminal

criteria

critic

Of cbursef$ geneI~lly oy&r-us~~:Conlnlon wQ~cl~a.I")Hphr~;~&stha.frnay
be used asalternc1tives include: iJaturaJly,obvJously;clearly, cel't~inly,
evidently, predictably, asyolllone would expect, as is tobe-
expecc!ed,c~l?YO':!c~now,it is_£'~ar/obyious tl:lat,- ~.

)( The train couldn't stop in time and crashed with the truck .
.I The train couldn't stop in time and crashed into the truck.
)( I lost control of the car and crashed a palm tree .
.I I lost control of the car and crashed into a palm tree.

crash intosth: h mc\~l'ltainsJde,
no survlvof§/ c.. .....

See note at MAD 2

)( We need to understand why people do these crimes .
.I We need to understand why people commit these crimes.
)( Somehow we must stop people from making these crimes .
.I Somehow we must stop people from committing these

crimes.
'co~mit··~prime(lNQT
.crimes than men.'.cD'

=2. _"'_..0

2 X All the prisoners had committed heavy crimes .
.I All the prisoners had committed serious crimes.

a sej'ipus~rirlie:(J>JQT th€'iin<Jre.';lSe
in serLouscnmes.';;">

c c.

X The criminal rate among juveniles is still increasing .
.I The crime rate among juveniles is still increasing.
)( What makes them choose a criminal life?
.I What makes them choose a life of crime?

'criminal aCt1vity',~'.acrimTrtal offence', 'a-crlrniriat record', 'criminal law',
BUT 'ctlrneprevention', 'tpe crime rate'; 'crime-statistics', 'ajife of crime'

)( These decisions should not be based on purely financial
criterias .

.I These decisions should not be based on purely financial
criteria.
-Cril~ria iSJhe plyiElr of criteriorfThe €ompaffy's sol~ criterion of
suc€ess is~qigh sa.l~s·.'.'I~es~flg~ eritEjria nla.ke iteCl.sier tOic€let

)( The entertainment page usually contains one or two critics on
films being shown in local cinemas .

.I The entertainment page usually contains one or two reviews
of films being shown in local cinemas.
critic = a p'erson·">;'hOwrites reviews ofcl1ew Qpoks, fif[T1setcE'For
years she was theatre critic for tI'Ie Ne">;'Yorksr.' c

review = a shortarticle jn Cl newspaper or mi:igazine"which -descrities
the good and bad qualities of a new book, film;.play efc: 'Acgordin!'i:to the
reviews, the film is' definitely wor;th seeing.' '..••.> ..ii..... ..•
Compare ci"itique= ana.rticle;ibook, speechetc which carefblly eJ<plains
the weaknesses 01 a theory, policy, phllosophyetc: 'The speech w"!s a .
devastating critique of Reagan'seconofTlic p6liCy.'c
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critical x The article is highly critical on the government's refugee policy .
./ The article is highly critical of the government's refugee

policy.
crii~cill ofsth:'r.Yiillerwas2titicarpofthePwaYjhwhr~ll thetomP?ny
conducted its business.' - . ~'.

-- ~ ~

criticism 1 X The writer who did that criticism was unaware of the facts .
./ The writer who made that criticism was unaware of the

facts.
[make a criticism (of!!th): The cemmitkeehas
:critiqJ~ms.<5f.m§...,~ove~.fl1enll~tran~p0'1[P.olic~.'

2 x My criticism on this type of journalism is that it is totally
irresponsible .

./ My criticism of this type of journalism is that it is totally
irresponsible.
criticism~of sth:-'ThetnosFcommon critlcismCoQfthe magazine is thatlt is
J.loOFlyillustrate:J;i ..Y .Itf = ~ -;:....~

cry 1 X The children got very excited and began to cry .
./ The children got very excited and began to scream.

cry ';shoQ.fsonl:.ething:'''H~lp! Help!" sh-ecried.' -...--
cry gut = f:llake~§tsudqen 1.!iJ,Jdngjse ~n~n yOl\tareJrighteoed,sh

'hurtiI~lc[I'V"lhe[]~they- . tC;j'hlovehif:ll,The()ri~doqtin p<.ijn.',~'·
:scream =Jnakea 10 high, coritinuous.noise, especially wn~h y
verylitrightened,veryexcited or in greatpain,JOne:9f the-firemen thought
he J;iEiardsQmeones{reamin9 inslde thl?bUiIEirng.'~thefans stop

-sc~~~f:lli£1~~ntilj!rre\:!£qup11~~le~the sl~ge:.~ - .

2 x Even when she is angry, she never cries .
./ Even when she is angry, she never shouts.

sh0tJt = s@eakll:'ia yeW loup voic€l?eSPraciall§beuse yeu want
'som-eE>n~:~ohhe~r[yoUjRrbeRptJs~you.~.~~a\l@ry:I '~honeed tOY'
shou!: I'm not deaf, you know.' 'The demonstrator relied through'the
streejs shouting:No more war! No-more war!' . ,'~ ,

--- -.,...-_...:.. . ._~ --" :: .•.,,-_.

3 ? When he reached the point in his story when his friends were
arrested and tortured, he began to cry .

./ When he reached the point in his story when his friends
were arrested and tortured, he began to weep.
crY.;f'th§.~pp()§}teotl~U91iili'A tOYy~rd~i~e,shra
'fell ..9ver'li:ldbeQan tq;cry."'~a e)1~tehtlQgry[(P;;
weep = cry quietly, usi.Jally/ilecaue 0 ,greatsa . Tl'lis word is' ~
mainly used in Ijterary,,"-styles:'He"knelt (;jownIbyhisson'ssmal!cgrav:e

·-andwe8.L,;,~7''.' t"".~.. ~.7- ..~ . .:;:~- ..•)G"

culture x The year in Boston taught me a lot about the American culture .
./ The year in Boston taught me a lot about American culture.
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cure 1

3

4

curiosity 1

curious

current

American culture, British cUlture,etc:{wITHOUT the): 'The lecture this
afternoon is on the history of French culture and institutions.' ~

X The wound took several weeks to cure .
.I The wound took several weeks to heal.

Cuts, wounds, iriluries, etc heal: 'Cuts generally take longer to~heal in
humic climates.'-~

2 X I was the doctor who cured your head injury .
.I I was the doctor who treated your head injury.

Doctors and nur§E)s treata9ipjury, di se, sick person, e\c:'
bump must be treated as soon as pos.. .' 'Theu~i;Jal Way 0
malaria is to give the patient large doses of quinine.','Some h
refuse to treat people who don't have m,edical insurance.'

X Those who are seriously ill take a long time to cure .
.I Those who are seriously ill take a long time to recover.

When people whO have been ill or injured return totheir normal state of
health, they recover or gefbetter: 'Some of the fl()od victims are still

. recovering in hpi3pital.' 'It takes ~Ionglifl')e to recoverfr?m glaRdular
fevErr:"Withinamonth oft~eheart atta<;g,he~adflJlly recoverEld.'

X As yet, nobody has found a cure to AIDS or cancer .
.I As yet, nobody has found a cure for AIDS or cancer.
X The best cure of a cold is a good night's sleep .
.I The best cure for a cold is a good night's sleep.

a cure for a disease: 'Is there a cure tor tuberculosis?'

x It was this film that first aroused my curiosity on Korean culture .
.I It was this film that first aroused my curiosity about Korean

culture.
curiosity about sth: 'The article was inspired by her curiosity about
plants and rnedicine.' _

X Several passers-by stopped to look at the strange bicycle from
curiosity.
Several passers-by stopped to look at the strange bicycle
out of curiosity.
You do or ask something oUlof curiosjty(NOT from): 'Just
curiosity, what made you decide to marry' him after'all?'

of

X I was curious what she would look like .
.I I was curious to know what she would look like.
X I'm very curious of the country and its inhabitants .
.I I'm very curious about the country and its inhabitants.

cuaous about/asto: 'l'mcJJriClus astc{how he our a.ddress.'
curious to seelknow etc: 'We're all curious to see What his Ilew
girlfriend is Iike;~i. .-""-

X The current world encourages creativity .
.I The modern world encourages creativity.
X We need to know current English, not the language of

Shakespeare.
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custom 1

cut 1

2

3

.I We need to know modern English, not the language of
Shakespeare.
current = happening or existing now, but not likely to last for a long time:
'How long has she been going out with ..hercurrent boyfriend?' 'The
current boom in long·hauNravel has led to.fierce competition among the
major airlines.'
moderne used or existing in the period of history that we live in now,
andnotin ail earlier period: 'What do you t~iil~.of modern architecture?'
'Even by modem standards, the pyramids are a remarkable piece of
engineering:'

)< I went there hoping to learn something about Indian culture and
custom .

.I I went there hoping to learn something about Indian culture
and customs.
You talk about a country's customs (WITH s):'ln Hong Kong I learned a
lot about Chinese customs.'
Seesalso Language Note:at

2 )< He has a custom of coughing before he speaks.
,/ He has a habit of coughing before he speaks.
)< It's very difficult for people to change their customs.
,/ It's very difficult for people to change their habits.

See Language Note at MANNER

3 )< Will I have to pay custom duty?
,/ Will I have to pay customs duty?

customs (WITH s) = the place where your bags are examined when you
_enter a country: 'We got held up at the customs while they went through
our,·suit9ase?.',. . , s·, •.••
customs duty (WITH s)= taxes that you pay to bring
goods into acountry: 'The customs duty on ele~ctrical go.ods is twenty
percentof the re}ail price.'

)< He cut the strip of photographs and gave one to me .
.I He cut up the strip of photographs and gave one to me.
)< Then you cut the carrots and put them into the saucepan .
.I Then you cut up the carrots and put them into the

saucepan.
JCUr up = cut something into smaILpieces:*Two.yeg{.olds can't eat
unless you cut it.up for them.',' . -

)< I cut the picture and stuck it on a sheet of paper.
,/ I cut out the picture and stuck it on a sheet of paper.

-cut out = rem0'76 a partof sornethinqby cutting alia round it: 'Each child
had to draw a face and then cut it out)

)< To build the motorway, they will have to cut a lot of trees.
,/ To build the motorway, they will have to cut down a lot of

trees.
cut down = make sornethinq-tall (such as a tree) fall down by cutting
through it close to the ground;. 'All the elms were diseased and had to be
cutdown.' -
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cut down

cut out

cutlery

)< In the summer I cut my hair very short.
,/ In the summer I have hair cut very short.

)< Through rationalization they were able to cut down the cost of
production.

,/ Through rationalization they were able to cut the cost of
production.

)< Without a car, you are virtually cut out from society.
,/ Without a car, you are virtually cut off from society.

ta'fdu22pf

)< All the cutleries are in the top drawer.
,/ All the cutlery is in the top drawer.



damage 1 X The driver was very lucky and was only slightly damaged .
.I The driver was very lucky and was only slightly hurt.
X During the protests, some students were killed and others were

seriously damaged .
.I During the protests, some students were killed and others

were seriously injured/wounded.
Damaged is used in connection with things or parts of your body (NOT
people): 'The engine was too badly damaged to be repaired.' 'The cause
of the oil leak was a damaged pipeline.'
People are hurt or injured (badly hurt) in an accident, earthquake,
hurricane etc: 'The scaffolding collapsed, killing one of the construction
workers and injuring two passers-by.'
Someone who is injured by a weapon. such as a gun or knife. is
wounded: 'He is accused of wounding a fellow prisoner.' 'The wounded
soldiers were sent home for medical treatment.'

2 X The fire caused a lot of damages .
.I The fire caused a lot of damage.
X The car crashed into a tree and suffered a severe damage .
.I The car crashed into a tree and suffered severe damage.

In its usual meaning, damage is an uncountable noun: 'The insurance
company will pay for any damage.' 'The ceiling had suffered a great deal
of damage.'
damages (plural noun) = a sum of money that someone is awarded in a
court of law: 'She was awarded $3000 in damages.' 'She claimed
damages of £2000 for wrongful dismissal.'

3 X The floods made a lot of damage .
.I The floods did/caused a lot of damage.
X Most of the damage has been produced by acid rain .
.I Most of the damage has been caused by acid rain.

do/cause damage (NOT make or produce): 'According to local farmers,
the rabbits do a lot of damage to the crops.' 'It's the gas from fridges that
causes most of the damage.'
See Language Note at DO

4 X The bomb caused extensive damage of the surrounding
buildings.

,/ The bomb caused extensive damage to the surrounding
buildings.

X We all know about the damage that smoking can do in our
health .

.I We all know about the damage that smoking can do to our
health.
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damp

dance

dare 1

2

3

4

daren't

(cause/do) damage to sth: 'Lack of oxygen can cause serious damage
to the brain.' 'The scandal did a great deal of damage to his reputation.'

X The summer in Japan is very hot and damp .
./ The summer in Japan is very hot and humid.

damp = slightly wet, especially in a cold and unpleasant way: 'Our hotel
room felt cold and damp.' 'On damp days, we have to dry the washing
indoors.'
humid = warm and full of water vapour: 'The air in tropical forests is
extremely humid.' 'I didn't expect Singapore to be so humid.'

X There were lots of young boys and girls dancing pop music .
./ There were lots of young boys and girls dancing to pop

music.
X Then we danced with the music of 'Grease' .
./ Then we danced to the music of 'Grease'.

dance to a particular type/piece of music: 'What type of music do you
.prefer dancing to?'

X I dare to say that the book is worth reading .
./ I daresay that the book is worth reading.

I daresay (also written I dare say) is a fixed phrase: 'I dare say that we'll
be hearing from them again.' 'The team will put up a good performance, I
daresay, but I don't think they'll win.'

X 'How dare you to come in without knocking!' he shouted .
./ 'How dare you come in without knocking!' he shouted.

When dare comes in front of the subject, use an infinitive WITHOUT to:
'How dare you say such a thing!' 'Dare I mention it to her? She'll be
furious.'

X He dares to die rather than break his promise .
./ He is prepared to die rather than break his promise.
X I didn't enjoy the drink but I dared to try it again .
./ I didn't enjoy the drink but I was ready to try it again.

Dare (= have enough courage) is used mainly in negative sentences and
questions: 'I wouldn't dare to take the car without permission.' 'She stood
at the edge of the cliff, not daring to look down.'
In affirmative sentences, use be ready/prepared/willing: 'Some people
are prepared to do anything for money.' 'Despite the threat on his life,
he's ready to testify.'

X His mother thinks that somebody must have dared him steal the
bicycle .

./ His mother thinks that somebody must have dared him to
steal the bicycle.
dare sb to do sth: 'I dare you to drink it.' 'They dared me to do it again.'

X I daren't to ask her for any more money .
./ I daren't ask her for any more money.

daren't do sth (WITHOUT to): 'I daren'ttell George what happened or
he'll be furious.'
Compare: 'I don't dare tell/to tell GeOF!:j8_what happened ... .'
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dark x Soon it began to become dark and it was time to go home .
.I Soon it began to get dark and it was time to go home.
X The last candle went out and everything became dark .
.I The last candle went out and everything went dark.

To refer to the time in the evening or at night when the daylight
disappears, use get dark or (in formal styles) grow dark: 'In the winter it
gets dark by five o'clock.' 'It began to grow dark and so we headed back
to the shore.'
To describe what happens when all the lights in a room, building, etc
suddenly go out, use go dark or (especially in formal styles) be plunged
into darkness: 'During the last storm the whole town was plunged into
darkness.'

date 1

4

day 1

2

3

4

X On the date of your wedding, I shall be in England .
.I On the day of your wedding, I shall be in England.
X I have to pay the rent on the first date of the month .
.I I have to pay the rent on the first day of the month.

on the day of sth (NOT on the date of): 'On the day of my departure, I
woke up very early.'

2 X I have an interview at the same date .
.I I have an interview on the same date/day.

on a specific date/day (NOT at/in): 'I'm afraid we have no rooms
available on that date.' See Language Note at TIME

Note, however, the phrases at a later date and at some future date:
'The rest of the money can be paid at a later date.'

3 X up to date, they still haven't answered our letter .
.I To date, they still haven't answered our letter.

to date or up to/until now (NOT up to date): 'To date there are no
signs that the situation is likely to improve.'

See UP-TQ-DATE

X It was fine autumn day .
.I It was a fine autumn day.
X It was very long day for the children .
.I It was a very long day for the children.

alan + adjective + day: 'It was a perfect day for a picnic.' 'It's a beautiful
day, isn't it?' 'What a terrible day I've had!'

X Some people watch television all the day .
.I Some people watch television all day.

all day (WITHOUT the): 'What have you been doing all day?'

X I'm afraid that I can't come at that day .
.I I'm afraid that I can't come on that day.
X In the first day, my sunglasses disappeared .
.I On the first day, my sunglasses disappeared.

See Language Note at TIME

X My travel agent had arranged a 6 days coach tour .
.I My travel agent had arranged a 6-day coach tour.
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days 1

3

dead 1

3

deal 1

X Day after day the world is becoming a better place.
,/ Day by day the world is becoming a better place.
X Men and women have to work in overcrowded offices day by

day.
,/ Men and women have to work in overcrowded offices day

after day.
day after day = repeatedly or continuously; especially in a boring or
unple.asanl way: 'I get fed up with lislenl,ngfeiheir complaints day atter'
day.' Wm not prepared to sit hereda :-day doing nothing.'
.dafby day = gradually: 'Day byda eather is getting warmer:'
Theirlo_ve grew day by day.'

X In these days many children have their own computer.
,/ These days many children have their own computer.

tne 5 (WITHOUT in/during et s'very busy these days.,
Not ver: 'In thoseda:yssigae}lllJ(~hcheaper.'

2 X
,/

See SOME 4

X My father is dead when I was still a baby.
,/ My father died when I was still a baby.
X The doctor said that she dead because the wound became

infected.
,/ The doctor said that she died because the wound became

infected.
Deaais anadjeclive and describesa:staie:J can't tell whether that plant
Js-oeaoer aVve.' 'Some of the fish id and were floating on thesurtace:~ ~ -
Qje9j~the past tense and past pa
n~arfattack' 'He died on the way t
Se~aIso note at DIED

2 X The purpose of this ceremony is to honour the dead people.
,/ The purpose of this ceremony is to honour the dead.

Wh~DY2u mean 'dead people', use fh~{clead: 'At this time of the
Jh,,'liIliiges make offerings to th~spig;t~~~fc!t1~-dead:'

See BODY

X We have received a great deal of complaints.
,/ We have received a large number of complaints.
X English contains a great deal of words.
,/ English contains a great many words.
X A great deal of countries have already signed the agreement.
,/ Many countries have already signed the agreement.

;~l!tre!3tlgood deal of + uncountableC£loun;"a:great deal of
mpl"le'l/time/pleasu~e'=c, ••,
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2

deal in

deal with

death 1

2

3

deeply

defect

X We have to find a new way of dealing crime .
.I We have to find a new way of dealing with crime.
X I don't have enough time to deal all the questions .
.I I don't have enough time to deal with all the questions.

deal with g"j'Jroblerno'r'§ituatI0n th'at requfresactlont(\r' attentio
:Gust6mer cemplEilhts are dealt withby Mi:Adams.' 'Bow shoul
g~verflmenraeaIWlt~ t'Tlf~AID]5'crisi~?' :;~ ~~

X The play deals in the struggle of a married couple to live their
own lives .

.I The play deals with the struggle of a married couple to live
their own lives.

':dl:!ai iti_2:;
"deals1n
oealwi
,econ
:~,o

X These days even young schoolchildren know how to deal with
computers .

.I These days even young schoolchildren know how to use
computers.

'ose/operatelhandle a [5lece-citeq(Jipmenfthatrequ~~es sReciat§kill
0[lak~j!w()S~): 'Dg,-y,9lJ§oWl?W ti:>:o~~r~te~idec[;9am~~~?' _~

X In the United States, there were over 17000 deaths of AIDS in
1991 .

.I In the United States, there were over 17000 deaths from
AIDS in 1991.

':deathS'frorn'a disease\~JTh
fnalari'twa~causifig copce

See THE 4

See SHOOT 1

See BELIEVE 3, HOPE 3, KNOW 3, RELATED 2, THINK 4, UNDERSTAND 2

X Any products that are found to be defect will be replaced .
.I Any products that are found to be defective will be replaced.

t defects'
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degree 1

delighted

delightful

demand 1

demonstra-
tion

X I have a Master degree in international journalism.
,/ I have a Master's degree in international journalism.

a Master's degree (or a Master's), a bachelor's degree (WITH's): 'I'm
studying for a Master's degree in fuel science.'

2 X I have the degree in economics.
,/ I have a degree in economics.

a degree (NOT the): 'She is studying for a postgraduate degree.'

3 X He is studying for a degree of computer science
,/ He is studying for a degree in computer science

a degree in a particular subject (NOT of): 'a degree in law'.
Note the alternative structure: 'a computer science degree: 'a law
degree'

4 ? I've come here to obtain a Master's degree in International
Journalism.

,/ I've come here to do a Master's degree in International
Journalism.
do/take/get a degree (in a particular subject area): 'I'm thinking about
doing a Master's degree in business administration.'

X When they knew that they had won, they were very delighted.
,/ When they knew that they had won, they were absolutely

delighted.
See note at VERY 2

X I know that Dad will be delightful if you can come.
,/ I know that Dad will be delighted if you can come.

delightful = (fairly formal) giving great pleasure: 'Thank you for such a
delightful evening. George and I thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.'
delighted = extremely pleased: 'I'm delighted to hear that you are feeling
better.'

X In my new job I am demanded to work overtime.
,/ In my new job I am required to work overtime.

If you have to do something because of a rule, law etc. you are required
to do it: 'Under the law the President is required to notify Congress when
US troops face imminent hostilities.'

2 X The demand of butter has decreased in recent years.
,/ The demand for butter has decreased in recent years.

a demand for sth (NOT of): 'Ford has increased production to meet the
demand for its new range of cars.'

X Many demonstrations have been made in recent years in protest
against the level of pollution.

,/ Many demonstrations have been held in recent years in
protest against the level of pollution.
hold/stage a demonstration (NOT make): 'In London, students and
lecturers staged a mass demonstration against the proposed education
cuts.'
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deny 1

2

3

depart

depend 1

describe

X He asked his parents to help him, but they denied .
./' He asked his parents to help him, but they refused.
X When she denied to wear the uniform, she was dismissed .
./' When she refused to wear the uniform, she was dismissed.

deny sth = say that it is not true: 'He has been accused of stealing a car,
but he denies it.' 'Both companies denied that they had been discharging
toxic waste.'
refuse (to do sth) = say that you will not do it: 'Employers are refusing
to discuss a pay settlement until the staff return to work.' 'The students
were told to leave the building, but they refused.'

X She asked him if he had seen a little boy but he denied .
./' She asked him if he had seen a little boy but he said he

hadn't.
You deny an accusation or claim (NOT a question): 'The accused denied
both charges.' 'He denied being anywhere near the scene of the crime.'

X She accused him of cheating but he denied .
./' She accused him of cheating but he denied it.

Deny is a transitive verb: 'He denied that he forged the signature.' 'He
denied having forged the signature.' 'He denied it.'

X The next ferry will depart the pier at 9.30 a.m .
./' The next ferry will depart from the pier at 9.30 a.m.

depart from a place (= leave): 'The 12.15 shuttle service to Atlanta will
depart from platform seven.'

X The number of hours he worked was depend on the number of
absentees .

./' The number of hours he worked depended on the number of
absentees.

X The insurance payment is depends on the value of the goods .
./' The insurance payment depends on the value of the goods.

Do not confuse depend on/upon and the more formal phrase be
dependent on/upon. Compare: 'The speed of a car depends on the size
of the engine.' 'The speed of a car is dependent on the size of the
engine.'

2 X Whether or not she passes is depending upon how hard she
works .

./' Whether or not she passes depends upon how hard she
works.
When depend on/upon means 'be shaped or determined by', it is not
used in progressive tenses. See Language Note at CONTAIN

3 x It depends on if you've got enough money .
./' It depends on whether you've got enough money.

it depends on whether (NOT if): 'We don't know yet. It all depends on
whether the car is fixed in time.'

X He described me his sister in great detail.
./' He described his sister (to me) in great detail.
X Let me describe you a typical day in Brazil and then you'll

understand why I live here.
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./ Let me describe (to you) a typical day in Brazil and then
you'll understand why I live here.
describe sth (to sb): 'I described my symptoms to the doctor at the
hospital.'

description x They needed a description about-the stolen car .
./ They needed a description of the stolen car.
X I'll send you some English food and a description on how to

prepare it.
./ I'll send you some English food and a description of how to

prepare it.
description of sb/sth: 'The police now have a full description of the
suspects.'

desert

desire 1

despite 1

X I was miles from anywhere, stuck on a desert country road .
./ I was miles from anywhere, stuck on a deserted country

road.
desert = a large area of land, where there is usually nothing but sand:
'the Sahara Desert'
deserted = empty and quiet, especially because the people who are
usually there have all left: 'I came back to find the house dark and
deserted.' 'At night, the city streets are deserted.'

X Despite all my money, I desired to live in an ordinary house .
./ Despite all my money, I wanted to live in an ordinary house.
X I desire that world peace will continue for ever .
./ I hope that world peace will continue for ever.

In the meaning 'want/wish', desire is usually used as a noun (NOT as a
verb): 'His one desire was to live to see his three grandchildren again.' 'I
have no desire to go there again. Once is enough.' Note however that
this usage is fairly formal.
As a verb meaning 'want/wish', desire is used mainly in literary styles:
'For the first time in her life, she had everything her heart desired.' In
other styles, use verbs such as want, would like, hope, wish, intend,
etc.

2 X My desire is to become a successful business manager .
./ My ambition is to become a successful business manager.

When you are talking about something very important that you want to
achieve, use aim or ambition: 'Her ambition is to represent her country
in the Olympic Games.' 'Our ultimate aim is to find a cure for the
disease.'

3 X I have always had a strong desire of becoming somebody .
./ I have always had a strong desire to become somebody.

a desire to do sth (NOT of doing): 'She has no desire to travel and
prefers to stay at home.'

X Despite the train was empty, he came and sat in front of me .
./ Although the train was empty, he came and sat in front of

me.
./ Despite the train being empty, he came and sat in front of

me.
Despite and in spite of are prepositions (NOT conjunctions). Unlike
although (a conjunction), they cannot introduce a clause that has a finite
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destroy 1

detail

deter

die

verb ('was'). Compare: 'In spite of/Despite owning two cars, he can't
drive.' 'Although he owns two cars, he can't drive.'

2 X Despite of my qualifications, I couldn't get a job .
.I Despite my qualifications, I couldn't get a job .
.I In spite of my qualifications, I couldn't get a job.

despite sth (WITHOUT of): 'Despite the heat, she wouldn't take her
coat off.'
in spite of sth (WITH of ): 'In spite of the heat, she wouldn't take her
coat off.'

X This unpleasant man with his endless complaints destroyed my
journey .

.I This unpleasant man with his endless complaints spoilt my
journey.
When you mean 'remove the pleasure or enjoyment from', use spoil or
ruin (= spoil completely): 'The trip was spoilt by bad weather.' 'I've spent
weeks planning this surprise party for Dad, and now you've ruined it by
telling him.'

2 X The water had been much too hot and most of the clothes were
destroyed .

.I The water had been much too hot and most of the clothes
were ruined.
When you mean 'make something less attractive, effective or useful', use
spoil or ruin (= spoil completely): 'I didn't join them on their walk
because I didn't want to spoil my new shoes.' 'If you open the camera,
you'll ruin the film.'

3 X The bus wasn't badly damaged, but the car was completely
destroyed .

.I The bus wasn't badly damaged, but the car was a write-off.
A vehicle that cannot be used again after being damaged in a road
accident is wrecked or (especially in spoken English) is a write-off: 'I
was stupid enough to lend him my car, and now it's a write-off!' 'Wrecked
vehicles lay abandoned along the roadside.'

x With a zoom lens, I can study the image in details .
.I With a zoom lens, I can study the image in detail.

in (great/more/some) detail (WITHOUT os): 'The victim was able to
describe her attacker in detail.' 'Having actually stayed at the hotel, he
was able to describe it in greater detail.'

X How can we deter our leaders to use the atomic bomb?
.I How can we deter our leaders from using the atomic bomb?

deter sb (from doing sth) = persuade them not to do it: 'The common
assumption is that imprisonment deters them from returning to a life of
crime.'

X People say she died with pneumonia .
.I People say she died of pneumonia.

die of/from a disease, heart attack, hunger etc (NOT with): 'Of these,
one in ten will die of lung cancer.' 'Her husband died of a heart attack.'
'Each year over a million children die from diarrhoea.'
die of shame/embarrassment/grief/despair/shock etc: 'When he told
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me the price, I nearly died of shock.' The poor girl almost died of fright.'
die from the effects of violence, pollution etc: 'He died from a bullet
wound in the chest.' 'Police predict that more people will die from their
injuries.'

died )( Her husband was died two years earlier.
./ Her husband had died two years earlier.

When you are talking about an event, use die (dying, died, died).
When you are talking about a state, use be dead. Compare: 'He died in
an ambulance on the way to hospital.' 'By the time the ambulance
reached the hospital, he was dead.'
See also note at DEAD 1

difference 1 )( You have to make a difference between women who have to
work and women who choose to work .

./ You have to make a distinction between women who have to
work and women who choose to work.
make/draw a distinction (between A and B) = not regard or treat A and
B in the same way: 'Sometimes it is difficult to make a clear distinction
between qualifications and experience.' 'Most societies draw a distinction
between the status of an unmarried woman and a married one.'

2)( As soon as I arrived in the USA, I noticed a big difference of
social behaviour .

./ As soon as I arrived in the USA, I noticed a big difference in
social behaviour.
difference in a particular shared feature, practice or quality: 'Since there
was very little difference in price, we bought the large packet.'
'Differences in eating habits can cause considerable embarrassment.'

different 1 )( London is different of Hong Kong .
./ London is different from/to Hong Kong.
)( In Argentina, Christmas celebrations are completely different as

the ones in England .
./ In Argentina, Christmas celebrations are completely

different from/to the ones in England.
A is differentfrom/to B: 'Alex was different from all the other boys she
knew.' Note that most teachers and careful users prefer from.

2 ? My new school is very different than the old one .
./ My new school is very different from/to the old one.

Different than is used in American English but is rarely used in British
English.

difficulty 1 )( She had a difficulty in obtaining a visa .
./ She had difficulty (in) obtaining a visa.

have difficulty/difficulties (in) doing sth (NOT a difficulty):
'Sometimes he has difficulty in making himself understood.'

2 )( I have great difficulty to understand him .
./ I have great difficulty (in) understanding him.

have difficulty/difficulties (in) doing sth (NOT to do): 'You should
have no difficulty in passing the exam.'
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dinner See BREAKFAST

disagree 1 )< Those who disagreed to join the army were put in prison.
,/ Those who refused to join the army were put in prison.

disagree = not have the same opinion: 'He disagreed with nearly
everything I said.' 'Why did she disagree with you?' 'We tended to
disagree about politics, but we were still good friends.'
refuse (to do sth) = say that you will not do something that someone
has asked you to do: 'The students were asked to leave the building but
they refused.' 'If anyone refuses to pay their bill, send for the manager.'

2 ? As a conservationist, I strongly disagree with the removal of
these trees.

,/ As a conservationist, I strongly object to the removal of
these trees.
object (to sth) = say that you are against something' 'No member of the
Council has ever objected to this principle.' 'He objects to being treated
like a child.'

3 )< She disagreed totally to what I said.
,/ She disagreed totally with what I said.
)< Some people disagree to the death penalty.
,/ Some people disagree with the death penalty.

disagree with sb/sth: 'I disagreed with their interpretation of the statistics.'

4 ? I disagree that heart transplants should be stopped.
,/ I don't agree that heart transplants should be stopped.

When the subject is a particular person, use not agree to introduce a
that clause: 'I don't agree that the people there are repressed.' 'She
cannot agree that farmers should be an exception.'
In more general statements, disagree is usually used with not, nobody
etc before a that clause, to give an affirmative meaning; 'No one can
disagree that these crimes must be stopped.' (=everyone must agree
that ...) 'Few would disagree that she has served her country well.'
(=most would agree that ...)

5 )< I am disagree with the statement.
,/ I disagree with the statement.

Disagree is used only as a verb (NOT as an adjective): 'She always
disagrees with me.'

dlsappeared x The next morning, the snowman was disappeared.
,/ The next morning, the snowman had disappeared.
)< One day these problems will be disappeared.
,/ One day these problems will disappear.

Disappeared (from the verb disappear) is not used like an adjective:
'His wife has disappeared with the children.' 'Suddenly, the pain in my
back just disappeared.'
Compare: 'The next morning, the snowman was gone.' Unlike
disappeared, gone (from the verb go) may be used like an adjective.

discourage )< Somehow we have to discourage people to commit crimes.
,/ Somehow we have to discourage people from committing

crimes.
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discourage sb from doing sth: 'We always leave the lights on at night
to discourage people from breaking in.'
Compare: 'You should try and encourage her to take more exercise.'

discriminate x Society discriminates old people by denying them the chance to
work.

,/ Society discriminates against old people by denying them
the chance to work.

X Women have been discriminated for far too long.
,/ Women have been discriminated against for far too long.

discriminate against a group of people: 'The court has ruled that UK
employment laws discriminate against part-time workers.'

discrimin-
ation

discuss 1

x It is time that sexual discrimination on women was eliminated.
,/ It is time that sexual discrimination against women was

eliminated.
discrimination against a group of people (NOT on/about/for etc):
'Feminist groups see this practice as a form of discrimination against
women.'

X When I discuss with them, I cannot say the things that I want to
say because of my English.

,/ When I talk to them, I cannot say the things that I want to
say because of my English.

)< Some people were discussing; some listening to the radio.
,/ Some people were talking; some listening to the radio.

Discuss is a transitive verb and needs an object: 'I'd like to discuss my
homework with you.' 'The two sides will discuss further arms reductions.'

2 X They'd like to discuss about what to do next.
,/ They'd like to discuss what to do next.

discuss sth (WITHOUT about/on): 'He simply refuses to discuss the
matter.' 'There is nothing to discuss.'
Compare talk about, a discussion about/on: 'They want to talk about
what to do next.' 'They want a discussion about/on what to do next.'

discussion x He ran away from home after a discussion with his father.
,/ He ran away from home after an argument with his father.
X They had a discussion and Dusty killed him.
,/ They had an argument and Dusty killed him.

discussion = a talk about something, especially one which allows
different points of view to be expressed: 'After further discussion, the
government has decided to reject the American offer.'
argument = a quarrel or disagreement: 'The couple next door are
always having arguments.' 'I hate arguments. They upset me.'

disguise

dish 1

X To get into the building, I'll disguise as a reporter.
,/ To get into the building, I'll disguise myself as a reporter.

See Language Note at MYSELF

)< Dinner usually consists of three dishes.
,/ Dinner usually consists of three courses.
X The main dish was roast beef with fresh vegetables.
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./ The main course was roast beef with fresh vegetables.
See Language Note at PLATE

2 X Some children have to prepare their own dishes .
./ Some children have to prepare their own meals.
X Dinner is the main dish of the day .
./ Dinner is the main meal of the day.

See Language Note at PLATE

dispose X Jumble sales provide people with a good opportunity to dispose
all their unwanted goods .

./ Jumble sales provide people with a good opportunity to
dispose of all their unwanted goods.
dispose of sth ( = get rid of): 'The quickest way to dispose of the
rubbish is to burn it.'

distance 1 X It was a long distance between the hotel and the beach .
./ It was a long way from the hotel to the beach.

When you want to say that two places are far apart, use a long way
(NOT a long distance): 'My flat is quite a long way from the university.'
'We're nearly half-way there, out there's still a long way to go.'
Compare: 'I hate driving long distances.' 'Computers can talk to each
other, even over long distances.' 'Trains are excellent for long distance
travel.'

2 X The nearest town is in a distance of ten miles .
./ The nearest town is ten miles away.

One place is a number of miles/kilometres/yards etc away from another
place: 'She was offered a job in Sheffield, about thirty miles away.' 'The
secondary school is about five miles away.'

district X We will be touring the famous fruit-growing districts .
./ We will be touring the famous fruit-growing regions.
X The original inhabitants of the district were probably Chinese .
./ The original inhabitants of the region/area were probably

Chinese.
district = (1) one of the official divisions of a city or country: 'the London
postal district', 'the South Cambridgeshire District', 'the Liverpool 8
district of Merseyside', 'Last winter several London health districts faced
a cash crisis.' (2) an area in a city (or sometimes in a country) that has a
particular quality or feature: 'a very wealthy district', 'one of the most
deprived districts in the inner city', 'an old slum district where the gangs
operate'.
A region is usually a large area of a country and has no official
boundaries: 'The President has declared the region a disaster area.'
'Such expansion would most likely occur in the Amazon region.' 'The
people who live in this region have a strong accent.'
When you are unsure about which word to choose, use area. An area
can be large or small and has a very general meaning.

divide X For lunch and dinner we were divided in groups of ten .
./ For lunch and dinner we were divided into groups of ten.
X The university is divided in five different faculties .
./ The university is divided into five different faculties.
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divorce 1

do 1

2

doubt 1

divide sth into two or more parts (NOT in): 'Some of these big old
houses have been divided into separate apartments.'

)( Sally told me she was going to divorce .
./ Sally told me she was going to get a divorce.
)( When there are children involved, it is difficult to divorce .
./ When there are children involved, it is difficult to get

divorced.
get a divorce or get divorced (= end one's marriage by taking legal
action): 'I had just turned ien when my parents got divorced.' 'It took my
sister almost a year to get a divorce.'

2 )( It's bad enough when you get divorce, but far worse when you
lose your children as well.

./ It's bad enough when you get divorced, but far worse when
you lose your children as well.

)( If we were divorce, who would look after the children?
./ If we were divorced, who would look after the children?

be/get divorced (WITH 'd'): 'They got divorced in 1993~ ju~sttwelve
months after they were married.' 'It seems as if getting divorced has
become fashionable nowadays.'

3 )( The fact that your wife crashed the Ferrari is not a good reason
to divorce to her .

./ The fact that your wife crashed the Ferrari is not a good
reason to divorce her.

)( For some reason, she didn't want to divorce with him .
./ For some reason, she didn't want to divorce him.

divorce sb (WITHOUT to/with): 'She'd divorced her husband six
months before and had gone back to live with her parents.'
Note that get divorced is far more common than divorce someone: 'For
some reason, she didn't want to get divorced.'

See Language Note on next page

See THAT 8

)( Whenever I doubt about the meaning of a word, I look in my
dictionary .

./ Whenever I am in doubt about the meaning of a word, I look
in my dictionary.

)( If ever you have any kind of doubt, come and see me or one of
the other teachers.

,/ If ever you are in any doubt about anything, come and see
me or one of the other teachers.
(be) in doubt about sth (= feel unsure): 'Is anyone in doubt about what
they're supposed to be doing?' 'If you're in any doubt about your child's
safety, talk to your doctor.'
Note that this meaning is more commonly expressed by be
unsure/uncertain (or not be sure/certain): 'Whenever I'm not sure
about the meaning of a word, I look in my dictionary.'
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Verb + Noun Combinations:
DO· HAVE· MAKE· TAKE

Many phrases begin with a very common verb such as do, make, have or take:
'I felt very nervous about taking the test but, after having a long talk with Mrs Fisher, I
decided I would just do my best and try not to make too many silly mistakes.'
Theseverbs can becombinedwith some nounsbut not with others and sincethey do not have a
clear meaning of their own, choosing the right combination can be a problem. Phrases
which tend to cause difficulty are shown in the table below.
HAVE
have a bath (or esp AmEtake)
have (your) breakfast
have (your) dinner
have a drink
have (an) experience
have fun
have a holiday
have an interview
have a lesson
have (your) lunch
have an operation
have a DM1Y
have a picnic
have a shower
TAKE
take/do an examination
take (your) medicine
take a Ilill
take/do a test
MAKE
make an effort
make a journey
make a mistake
make a noise
make progress
DO
do your best 'Don't worry, Tim. Just do your best.'
do (or cause) damage 'The storm did a lot of damage to the crops.'
do an exercise 'Have you done your exercises today?'
do an experiment 'To do this experiment, you'll need two eggs.'
do (sb) good 'The holiday has done him a lot of good.'
do harm 'A scandal would do his reputation a lot of harm.'
do your homework 'Have you done your homework yet?'
do a iM. 'I've got one or two jobs to do this evening.'
do the/some shopping 'Jake has gone into town to do some shopping.'
do research 'We need to do a lot more research.'
do things 'We've done lots of different things today.'
do your training 'Where did you do your training?,
Note also: do something/anything etc: 'I can't come now - I'm doing something.' 'He hasn't
done anything wrong.'

'She's probably upstairs having a bath.'
'We usually have breakfast in the kitchen.'
'We had dinner and then went for a walk.'
'I'll collapse if I don't have a drink soon.'
'He has no experience of running a large company.'
'You can't stop people from having fun.'
'It's almost a year since we had a real holiday.'
'I've had six interviews but no one has offered me a job.'
'Every morning we have three fifty-minute lessons.'
'Isn't it about time we had lunch?'
'Before I had the operation I could hardly walk.'
'On Saturday we're having a party.'
'If it's sunny we could have a picnic.'
(or esp. AmE take) 'It only takes me a minute to have a
shower.'
'Why do we have to take so many tests?'
'Don't forget to take your medicine.'
'He refuses to take sleeping pills'.
'The last test I took was a disaster.'

'I had to make a big effort not to laugh.'
'It was the first journey he'd made all on his own.'
'He has made a serious mistake.'
'How can one small child make so much noise?'
'I made very little progress at the start of the course.'
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2 X That is why we still doubt about beings existing in outer space .
.I That is why we still have doubts about beings existing in

outer space.
have (your) doubts about (doing) sth = feel unsure whether something
is true or the right thing to do: 'We have our doubts about sending Kevin
to a boarding school.' 'Any doubts she'd had about marrying him soon
disappeared.'

3 ? I doubt that she is telling the truth.
.I I doubt whether she is telling the truth .

When doubt is used to express certainty or near certainty, it is usually
followed by a that-clause: There's no doubt that he's innocent.' 'I've no
doubt that he's innocent.' 'I'm in little doubt that he's innocent.' 'I don't
doubt that he's innocent.' In this meaning, doubt is used with a negative
word, e.g. notlnollittle/not much.
When doubt means 'think that something is unlikely', it is usually
followed by if/whether: 'I doubt whether he's innocent.' (= I think that he
is probably guilty) 'She doubts whether she'll be able to come on
Sunday.'
Note that some people may also say 'I doubt that he's innocent', but
careful users regard this as incorrect.

4 ? There is no doubt that she doesn't want the job.
.I She obviously doesn't want the job .
? There is no doubt that most parents are willing to spend alot of

money on their child's education .
.I Most parents are willing to spend a lot of money on their

child's education.
There is no doubt that is usually used in formal styles when you want to
persuade someone that what you are saying is true: There is no doubt
that the present government has lost a great deal of support.'
This phrase is sometimes used when a 'lighter' expression (e.g. of
course, obviously, clearly, certainly, needless to say) or nothing at all
would be more natural.

5 X It is no doubt that the rich have a great advantage.
.I There is no doubt that the rich have a great advantage .

there is no doubt that (NOT it is ... ): There is no doubt that the
number of casualties would have escalated had it not been for UN
intervention.'

6 X Without doubt you're tired after your journey.
.I No doubt you're tired after your journey.
X The recovery of the Mary Rose is, no doubt, a great scientific

achievement.
.I The recovery of the Mary Rose is, without doubt, a great

scientific achievement.
without doubt = 'I firmly believe this to be true': 'He is without doubt one
of the greatest composers the world has ever known.'
no doubt = 'I expect' or 'I suppose': 'No doubt you could do with a drink.'
They will no doubt be writing to us again.'

7 X Another reason for getting married is without doubt to have
children.
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./ Another reason for getting married of course is to have
children.
Use without doubt with opinions and judgements: 'She is without doubt
one of the kindest women you'll ever meet.'
When you mention a fact or something that is generally agreed, use of
course: 'Mrs Thatcher is no longer in charge, of course.'

downstairs )< I ran to downstairs and picked up the telephone .
./ I ran downstairs and picked up the telephone.
)< The dining room and kitchen are in the downstairs .
./ The dining room and kitchen are downstairs.

Downstairs and upstairs are usually adverbs and are not used with
to/in/at etc: 'The bathroom is upstairs.' 'I ran upstairs to see what all the
noise was about.'

drama

dozen See Language Note at HUNDRED

dream

dress 1

)< After the meal, we went to see a drama at the Cambridge
Theatre .

./ After the meal, we went to see a play at the Cambridge
Theatre.
drama (uncountable) = a type of literature consisting of plays in general,
or a particular group of plays: 'She has always been interested in music
and drama.' 'Elizabethan drama is too bloodthirsty for my liking.'
play (countable) = a dramatic performance by actors in a theatre or on
the radio/television; a piece of literature that has been written for actors
to perform in a theatre etc: 'The film is a clever adaptation of Alan
Ayckbourn's popular play.' 'The critics have generally been surprised by
this play, which was written to be performed without props or scenery.'
Note that drama is sometimes used as a countable noun to refer to a
specific type of play: 'We were expecting to see a comedy, not a serious
drama.' When you simply mean 'a dramatic performance' (as opposed
to a musical/ballet/opera etc), use play.

)< I have always dreamed to visit America .
./ I have always dreamed of visiting America.

dream of doing sth = think about something pleasant that you would
like to happen: 'As a child, I used to dream of becoming a famous
actress and living in a big house in Hollywood.'

)< It took me half an hour to dress the kimono .
./ It took me half an hour to put on the kimono.

See Language Note at WEAR

2 )< I had a shower and began to dress myself .
./ I had a shower and began to get dressed.

See Language Note at WEAR

3 )< At work I have to dress a dark blue suit.
./ At work I have to wear a dark blue suit.

See Language Note at WEAR

4 )< You should see the children's faces when we dress ourselves as
clowns.
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,/ You should see the children's faces when we dress up as
clowns.
See Language Note at WEAR

5 X She was dressed with a white blouse and blue skirt.
,/ She was dressed in a white blouse and blue skirt.
X Everybody was dressed with their smartest clothes.
,/ Everybody was (dressed) in their smartest clothes.

See Language Note at WEAR

dress up 1 X I dressed up quickly and rushed out of the house.
,/ I got dressed quickly and rushed out of the house.

See Language Note at WEAR

2 X Even though they don't have much money, their children are
always dressed up smartly.

,/ Even though they don't have much money, their children
are always smartly dressed.
See Language Note at WEAR

drive See AGAINST

drown 1 X Nobody knows why the ship drowned.
,/ Nobody know why the ship sank.

See note at SINK

2 X The boy was nearly drown.
,/ The boy was drowning.
X A man jumped into the river to save her from being drown.
,/ A man jumped into the river to save her from drowning.

drown (verb) = die by being under the water and unable to breathe:
'Help him! He's drowning!' 'The lifeguard got to him too late. He had
already drowned.' 'She keeps away from the water because she's afraid
of drowning.'

drunken X The man was obviously drunken.
,/ The man was obviously drunk.
X One of the two drunken men shouted at me.
,/ One of the two drunks shouted at me.

Drunken is rarely used to describe a person. It usually describes an
action or event: 'drunken driving', 'drunken laughter', 'a drunken brawl', 'a
drunken orgy'. The exception is 'drunken drivers' (usually drunk drivers
in AmE). Drunken always comes before a noun.
To describe a person, use drunk (NOT drunken): 'I think he wanted to
get us all drunk.' 'One of the students was always getting drunk.' Drunk
is not used before a noun.
When you mean 'a person who is drunk', use a drunk: 'A couple of
drunks were causing a disturbance.'

dull X If I did the same thing every day, I would be dull.
,/ If I did the same thing every day, I would be bored.
? It was such a dull job that I decided to leave.
,/ It was such a boring job that I decided to leave.
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during 1

dust

When dull is used to describe a person, it means 'slow to learn or
understand': 'He was one of the dullest students I'd ever taught.'
Both dull and boring can mean 'uninteresting' but in this sense dull
usually describes a lecture, book, filrn etc: 'The lecture was so dull that
some of the students got up and left.'
bored = tired and uninterested: 'bored students'
boring = causing someone to be tired and uninterested: 'a boring lesson'

X After the accident, I had to stay in hospital during three months .
./ After the accident, I had to stay in hospital for three months.
X It is difficult to concentrate during such a long time .
./ It is difficult to concentrate for such a long time.

During answers the question 'When?': 'During her stay here, she made
a lot of good friends.'
For answers the question 'How long?': 'I've been learning English for two
years.' 'We've been waiting here for almost an hour.'

2 X My uncle has known me during all my life .
./ My uncle has known me all my life.
X The baby cried during all night long .
./ The baby cried all night long.

When a phrase saying 'how long' begins with all, there is no preposition:
'It rained all night.' 'He's been in bed all day.'

3 X During waiting for the train, I met an old friend of mine .
./ While waiting for the train, I met an old friend of mine.
X This was my biggest problem during I was living in the United States .
./ This was my biggest problem while I was living in the United

States.
See note at WHILE 1

X People eventually get ill from breathing in all the dusts and
smoke .

./ People eventually get ill from breathing in all the dust and
smoke.
Dust is an uncountable noun: 'The house hadn't been lived in for a long
time and the furniture was covered in dust.'



each 1 x We had to answer each questions on a new page.
,/ We had to answer each question on a new page.

each + singular noun: 'Each child was given a balloon.'

2 X Each of the nurses were very kind.
,/ Each of the nurses was very kind.
X Each of us have a room on the top floor.
,/ Each of us has a room on the top floor.

each of + plural noun/pronoun + singular verb: 'Each of the three
children was given a balloon.'

3 X Each of us did not have an umbrella.
,/ None/Neither of us had an umbrella.

See Language Note at NOT

4 X They have each their own problems.
,/ They each have their own problems.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

each X I hope that you will both write to each others.
other 1 ,/ I hope that you will both write to each other.

Each other has no plural form: 'We've been writing letters to each other
for the last two years.'

2 X We had to describe the pictures each other.
,/ We had to describe the pictures to each other.
X They live a long way each other.
,/ They live a long way from each other.

You use prepositions in front of each other (pronoun) in the same way
as you use prepositions in front of him, her, us etc. Compare: 'We talked
to her.' 'We talked to each other.'
See also ONE ANOTHER

earn X He earned a lot of money on the lottery.
,/ He won a lot of money on the lottery.

You earn money by doing work for which you are paid: 'She earns
$4,000 a month.'
You win money by being lucky in a competition etc: The last time he
played roulette, he won about $50,000.'

earnest X The earnest students never missed a class.
,/ The serious students never missed a class.
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earth 1

easily 1

East

eat 1

Earnest is used to describe someone who takes life too seriously, often
failing to see things that are humorous: 'He's one of those very earnest
types that go around looking for problems to solve.'
Serious is used to describe someone who is fully committed to
something: 'I see her at the karate club once a week, but I don't think
she's serious.'

X I have friends in different parts of the earth.
,/ I have friends in different parts of the world.
X We must all work together to protect the earth.
,/ We must all work together to protect the planet.

earth/Earth = the ball-shaped object that we live on, usually seen as a
planet in space: 'Theearth moves round the sun every 365 days.' 'On
the journey back to Earth, one of the spaceship's computers failed.'
world = the ball-shaped object that we live on, usually seen in terms of
people, countries, cities etc: 'Tuberculosis is still common in some parts
of the world.' 'It's one of the largest countries in the world.' 'You'll be
seeing some of the world's leading golfers.'
Note the expression all over the world (= everywhere in the world): 'I
have friends all over the world.'
planet = the ball-shaped object that we live on, usually seen in terms of
the natural environment: 'This disaster could affect the whole planet.'
'The planet is gradually getting warmer.'

2 X The aliens were fascinated by life in earth.
,/ The aliens were fascinated by life on earth.
X Mankind has lived in the earth for thousands of years.
,/ Mankind has lived on the earth for thousands of years.

on (the) earth (NOT in (the) earth): 'Australia has some of the strangest
animals to be found anywhere on earth.' 'Peace on earth is still just a
dream.'

X These computers can be used easily.
,/ These computers are easy to use.

subject + be easy to use/make/read etc: 'Her English is very easy to
understand.' 'The old manager was much easier to get along with.'

2 X In London you easily get from one place to another.
,/ In London it's easy to get from one place to another.

It's easy (for sb) to do sth: 'It's easy to get lost in London.' 'It's easy to
see why everyone likes him.'

3 X The next morning I didn't get up easily.
,/ The next morning I found it difficult to get up.
,/ The next morning I had difficulty (in) getting up.

Instead of using a negative verb with easily, use an affirmative verb with
difficult/difficulty: 'I find earl's handwriting very difficult to read.'
'Sometimes it's difficult to know what to do.'

See NORTH

X Instead of having a proper meal, he just eats a few pills.
,/ Instead of having a proper meal, he just takes a few pills.

take a pill, tablet, aspirin, medicine, etc (NOT eat): 'Why do you take
sleeping pills every night?'
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2 See BREAKFAST 3

economic 1 )< The main aim is to develop the country's economic .
./ The main aim is to develop the country's economy.

See Language Note below

2)< Travelling around Spain is easy and economic .
./ Travelling around Spain is easy and inexpensive.

See Language Note below

ECONOMIC • ECONOMICAL • ECONOMICS •
ECONOMIST· ECONOMY • INEXPENSIVE • SAVINGS

economic Economic means connected with the economy of a country
or region: 'The country's economic growth is considered to
be too slow.'

economical Economical describes something that is cheaper to use or
operate than something similar: 'The house has a very
economical heating system.' 'Gas or electricity? Which is
more economical?' 'The large size is more economical.'

economics Economics is (1) the study of how money is earned, spent
and controlled within a country: 'He's now in his second year
at Oxford, studying economics.' 'an economics graduate' (2)
the financial aspects of something: 'the economics of dairy
farming'

economist An economist is an expert in economics: 'Economists remain
undecided about what action should be taken.'

economy Economy means (1) the financial and business system that
exists in a country, which aims to produce wealth: 'The
government's management of the economy has been
severely criticized.' (2) a way of reducing the amount of
money that is spent: 'The first economy to be introduced by
the new government involved the reduction of fuel
consumption.' (3) (used as a modifier) money-saving: 'Buy
the giant economy size and save money!'

inexpensive If something is inexpensive, it costs less than you might
expect: 'This excellent but inexpensive hotel can be
thoroughly recommended.'
'Denmark is famous for its friendly people and inexpensive
accommodation. '

savings Savings is money saved over a period of time, usually by a
person or family: 'I'm paying for the course out of my own
savings.' 'She invested her life savings in the new business.'
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economical x The undeveloped countries need economical support.
,/ The undeveloped countries need economic support.
X The economical crisis was caused by a sudden increase in the

size of the population.
,/ The economic crisis was caused by a sudden increase in

the size of the population.
See Language Note at ECONOMIC

economics1 X My country has serious economics problems.
,/ My country has serious economic problems.

See Language Note at ECONOMIC

2 X The Brazilian economics seem to be improving.
,/ The Brazilian economy seems to be improving.

See Language Note at ECONOMIC

edit X I have never seen the magazine before - I think it's only just
been edited.

,/ I have never seen the magazine before - I think it's only just
been published.

X For the last three years I've been working for a French editing
company.

,/ For the last three years I've been working for a French
publishing company.
edit = examine and make changes and corrections to a manuscript in
preparation for printing: 'The text was still full of mistakes and obviously
hadn't been edited.'
publish = produce (a book, magazine, newspaper, etc) for sale to the
public: 'The book was first published in 1987.'

education X
,/

X
,/

effect 1 X

,/

The education has changed my country a lot.
Education has changed my country a lot.
The goal is to provide the free education for every girl and boy.
The goal is to provide free education for every girl and boy.
See THE 4

I thought that the long illness would effect my chances of
passing the exam.
I thought that the long illness would affect my chances of
passing the exam.
affect sth (verb) = have an effect on sth (noun)
Compare: 'There is no doubt that smoking affects people's health.'
'There is no doubt that smoking has an effect on people's health.'
When used as a verb, effect means 'bring about': 'The new president
effected several major changes.'

2 X Many women stop smoking during pregnancy because of the
effects to the baby.

,/ Many women stop smoking during pregnancy because of
the effects on the baby.
effect on sb/sth: 'These rays can have a harmful effect on the skin.'
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effective 1 x British farmers receive only a little aid since their farms are
relatively effective .

./ British farmers receive only a little aid since their farms are
relatively efficient.
See note at EFFICIENT

2 X Aspirin is very effective to relieve pain .
./ Aspirin is very effective in relieving pain.

be effective in doing sth: 'Doctors soon realized that this drug was also
effective in relieving the symptoms of arthritis.'

effectively x We finally got to see the secretary who confirmed that there was
effectively a young man being held in prison .

./ We finally got to see the secretary who confirmed that there
was indeed a young man being held in prison.
Effectively is used to show that you are describing what a particular
situation is really like, especially when this is not obvious: 'At that time,
free elections in Zambia were unknown, and Kaunda had, effectively,
made himself life-president.'
Indeed is used to confirm that something is true, especially something
that a person suspects but is unsure about: 'I imagined that Rupert had
gone back to the hotel and indeed it was there that I found him,
splashing around in the pool.'

efficient x The medicine proved very efficient.
./ The medicine proved very effective.
X We need more efficient ways of dealing with pollution or the

problem will get worse .
./ We need more effective ways of dealing with pollution or the

problem will get worse.
efficient = working quickly and without waste: 'The more efficient the
engine, the less petrol it uses.' 'Since the new software was installed,
library services have become much more efficient.'
effective = having the desired effect: 'There are many effective ways of
using computers for training purposes.' 'The advertisement was simple,
but remarkably effective.'

effort 1 X The authorities have put a lot of efforts into making the streets
cleaner .

./ The authorities have put a lot of effort into making the
streets cleaner.
When you mean 'the energy or hard work that is needed to do
something', use effort (uncountable): 'Digging the tunnel demanded a
great deal of effort.'
Compare: 'All our efforts to persuade Wendell to stay have failed.'

2 x In my opinion, a holiday is a hopeless effort to relax .
./ In my opinion, a holiday is a hopeless attempt to relax.

When someone tries to do something, especially without being sure of
success, they make an attempt to do it: 'Having failed to reach the
summit last October, the climbers are now getting ready to make a
second attempt.' 'All attempts to control inflation have failed.'
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either 1

elder 1

elderly

elect

3

2

2

X Little effort has been done to solve the problem .
.I Little effort has been made to solve the problem.
X Sometimes I have to do a great effort not to cry .
.I Sometimes I have to make a great effort not to cry.

make an effort (NOT do): 'The manager would like to see the whole
team making more of an effort.' See Language Note at DO

X I shall either go home to Brazil or my family will come to
England .

.I Either I shall go home to Brazil or my family will come to
England.

X We either can go by bus or by car .
.I We can go either by bus or by car.

The position of either should be the same as the position of or (i.e.
immediately before a subject, immediately before a main verb,
immediately after a verb, etc): 'Either stay or go.' 'You should either stay
or go.' 'You should stay either here or at home.' 'You should stay with
either me or your uncle.'
Note that this rule applies mainly in formal styles. In everyday
conversation, either often goes immediately before the main verb: 'We
can either go by bus or by car.'

X In fact, a motorway wouldn't either disturb the animals because
they are used to cars .

./ In fact, a motorway wouldn't disturb the animals either
because they are used to cars.
When either is used after noUnever etc, it goes at the end of the clause:
'John isn't going to the party, and Ray doesn't want to go either.'

X The restaurant seems to be more popular with elder people .
.I The restaurant seems to be more popular with older people.
X The young man was unhurt but the elder one was taken to

hospital in an ambulance .
.I The young man was unhurt but the older one was taken to

hospital in an ambulance.
Do not use elder unless you are talking about the members of a family:
'her elder brother', 'my elder son'.

X My sister is just two years elder than me .
.I My sister is just two years older than me.

Someone/something is older (than someone/something else): 'Their
children are older than ours.' 'Her husband is five years older.'
Elder is mainly used in front of a noun ('my elder sister') and as a
pronoun ('Which of the two sisters is the elder?')

X John, her elderly son, is still at university .
.I John, her elder son, is still at university.

elderly = old: 'an elderly man with white hair and a stick'
elder = (of brothers, daughters etc) older: 'our elder daughter'

X Some people elect marriage partners who are totally unsuitable .
.I Some people choose marriage partners who are totally

unsuitable.
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elect = choose (someone) by voting for them: 'The committee has
elected a new chairman.'
choose = decide which one you want: 'We chose Greece because we
hadn't been there before.'

ELECTRIC • ELECTRICAL • ELECTRONIC • ELECTRONICS

electric I Electricmeans carrying, producing, produced by, powered
by, or charged with electricity: 'an electric wire', 'an electric
generator', 'an electric shock', 'an electric current', 'an electric
light bulb', 'an electric toaster'
For machines and devices that are powered by electricity but
do not have transistors, microchips, valves, etc, use electric
(NOT electronic):'an electric guitar', 'an electric train set', 'an
electric razor'

electrical Electricalmeans associated with electricity: 'electrical
systems', 'a course in electrical engineering', 'an electrical
engineer'
To refer to the general class of things that are powered by
electricity, use electrical(NOT electric):'electrical
equipment', 'We stock all the latest electrical kitchen
appliances.'

electronic Electronicis used to refer to equipment which is designed to
work by means of an electric current passing through a large
number of transistors, microchips, valves etc. and
components of this equipment: 'an electronic calculator', 'tiny
electronic components'
Compare: 'an electronic calculator' BUT 'an electric oven'
An electronicsystem is one that uses equipment of this type:
'electronic surveillance', 'e-mail' (= electronic mail, a system
for sending messages very quickly by means of computers)

electronics Electronics(WITH s) refers to (1) the branch of science and
technology concerned with the study, design or use of
electronic equipment: 'a student of electronics'
(2) (used as a modifier) anything that is connected with this
branch: 'the electronics industry'

electric x My father's company imports electric goods.
,/ My father's company imports electrical goods.

See Language Note above

electricity x Our lives depend on the electricity.
,/ Our lives depend on electricity.

See note at THE 4

electronic 1 x I studied electronic and computers for three years.
,/ I studied electronics and computers for three years.
X I work for an electronic company.
,/ I work for an electronics company.

See Language Note above
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else

2 x An electronic razor is fine until there is a power cut.
,/ An electric razor is fine until there is a power cut.

See Language Note at ELECTRIC

X She said that she hadn't told anybody else than her husband.
,/ She said that she hadn't told anybody other than her

husband.
other than = apart from; except for (NOT else than): 'The two of us had
nothing that was worth stealing other than my watch.'
Compare: 'I'm tired of this programme; let's watch something else.'

emergency x We were shown what to do if there was an emergency event.
,/ We were shown what to do in an emergency (situation).
X A basic understanding of car engines can be very useful,

especially in emergency cases.
,/ A basic understanding of car engines can be very useful,

especially in emergencies.
emergency or emergency situation: 'Should you ever have to deal with
an emergency, just stay calm and try not to panic.'

emphasis X Both philosophies emphasis the individual.
,/ Both philosophies emphasize the individual.

Emphasis is a noun: 'Modern society places emphasis on achievement.'
The verb is emphasize: 'Modern society emphasizes achievement.'

emphasize X My previous teacher emphasized on the importance of grammar.
,/ My previous teacher emphasized the importance of

grammar.
emphasize sth (verb) WITHOUT on: 'The candidate made a short
speech emphasizing the need "forsolidarity.'
emphasis on sth (noun): 'In all our courses there is an emphasis on
student-centred learning.'

end 1 X At the end I decided not to go.
,/ In the end I decided not to go.
X In the end of the dinner someone made a speech.
,/ At the end of the dinner someone made a speech.

See Language Note opposite

2 X In the end, I would like to wish you all a very interesting and
enjoyable stay.

,/ Finally, I would like to wish you all a very interesting and
enjoyable stay.
See Language Note opposite

3 X The film was ended at eight-thirty.
,/ The film ended at eight-thirty.

The verb end is usually intransitive: 'The war ended in 1975.' 'When
does the next programme end?' 'Just as the film was ending, the baby
woke up.'
When end is transitive, it means 'finish or stop something': 'I couldn't
decide how to end the letter.' 'To end the meal we had some coffee and
an ice-cream.'
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4 X Since nobody would lend me the money, I ended asking my
father for it.

.I Since nobody would lend me the money, I ended up asking
my father for it.

X The trouble with smoking is that you end with making a habit of it.
.I The trouble with smoking is that you end up making a habit of it.
X Nowadays very few criminals end in jail.
.I Nowadays very few criminals end up in jail.

FINALLY • IN THE END • EVENTUALLY • AT LAST
AFTER ALL • AT THE END

finally/lastly Finally and lastly are used (1) (at the beginning of a sentence) to
introduce the last point in a speech, reply, essay, etc 'Finally, I'd like
to consider the economic arguments' lastly, I'd like to thank you all
for coming and wish you a safe journey home.'
(2) to introduce the last action in a sequence of actions or the last
thing in a list 'Finally, as soon as you hear a beep, press the start
button.' 'She showed us the new dress, then the blouse, and lastly the
shoes.

finally/eventually Finallv and eventually are used to show that something happens
after a long time or delay 'When the bus finally arrived it was full up.'
'Eventually the baby stopped crying and we managed to get some
sleep'

eventually/in the end Eventuallv and in the end are used to introduce the result or
outcome of something 'In the end United won by three goals to two'
'It seems more and more likely that the human race will eventually
destroy itself.'

at last At last means 'after a long period of waiting or trying to do
something': 'I'm pleased to hear that you are out of hospital at last.'
Unlike eventuallv, at last is often used in connection with the
present situation, and expresses a sense of relief 'I can't believe that
we're actually getting on the plane at last.' 'Do you mean that you've
really stopped smoking at last?'

after all After all means 'despite what was planned, expected or believed':
'We stayed at home after all and watched the match on television.' 'I'm
sorry to hear that you won't be coming to London after all.'
After all is also used to remind someone of a fact which they should
consider 'I'm not surprised you're tired. After all, you didn't get any
sleep last night.' 'Why are you so upset about losing? After all, it's
only a game'

at the end At the end refers to the point where something finishes Their
house is at the end of the road.' 'Do you remember what happens at
the end of the film?' Unlike in the end, at the end is usually
followed by of' at the end of the lesson/course/road/year'.

See also Language Note at FIRST
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end = finish or cause (something) to finish: 'The lessons usually end at
five o'clock but some teachers end their lessons early.'
end up = (1) be forced to do something (after everything else has failed):
'For months she refused to pay us any rent, so we ended up taking her
to court.' (2) eventually find yourself in a particular place or condition: 'If
you don't stop smoking, you'll end up in hospital.'

end up )< The talk was followed by a film which ended up at midnight.
,/ The talk was followed by a film which ended at midnight.
)< I shall have to end up my letter here.
,/ I shall have to end my letter here.

See note at END 4

endure 1 )< More than 160 million people endure malaria.
,/ More than 160 million people suffer from malaria.

endure a painful or very unpleasant situation: 'The people in this country
have had to endure almost a decade of economic hardship.'
suffer from/with a disease or medical condition: 'My youngest son
suffers from asthma.'

2 )< Some people cannot endure the idea of devoting themselves to
children.

,/ Some people cannot bear the idea of devoting themselves
to children.
When you mean 'strongly dislike' or 'be unable to accept', use can't
bear/stand: 'He used to like cricket, but now he can't stand it.' 'He
couldn't bear the thought of his wife leaving him.'

energetic )< Our main energetic source is nuclear power.
,/ Our main energy source is nuclear power.

energetic = active and able to work or play for a long iime: 'Does
anyone feel energetic enough to go for another swim?' 'My mother was a
bustling energetic woman, always in a hurry, always busy.'
energy = the power obtained from oil, coal, the sun, etc: 'Oil is not only
an expensive source of energy, it's running out.' 'There should be more
research into solar energy.'

engage )< Simon gave me the ring when we engaged.
,/ Simon g~ve me the ring when we got engaged.

be/get engaged: 'When did you get engaged?' 'We were engaged for
almost a year before we finally got married.'

engaged x Why did you get engaged with Paul if you don't want to marry
him?

,/ Why did you get engaged to Paul if you don't want to marry
him?
be/get"Emgagedto sb: 'When we first met, she was already engaged to
an airline pilot.'

engine )< I was amazed that such a small engine could hold so much
information.

,/ I was amazed that such a small machine could hold so
much information.
See note at MACHINE
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enjoy 1

enough

enquiry

ensure

enter 1

X She's going to get married to an English .
./ She's going to get married to an Englishman.

an Englishman, an Englishwoman (NOT an English): 'She was the
very first Englishwoman to set foot on the moon.'

X I enjoy to speak foreign languages .
./ I enjoy speaking foreign languages.

enjoy doing sth: 'I wouldn't enjoy sitting at a desk all day.'

2 X During the Christmas holidays I really enjoyed .
./ During the Christmas holidays I really enjoyed myself.

See Language Note at MYSELF

X The car parking facilities are not enough .
./ There are not enough car parking facilities.
X The time isn't enough for us to catch the next train .
./ There isn't enough time for us to catch the next train.

Enough usually goes in front of the noun it refers to: 'Do you have
enough money?' 'There aren't enough teachers.' For this reason, the
sentence often begins with there is/are etc: 'Is there enough hot water
for a bath?'

See note at INQUIRY

X We ensure you that we will do our best.
./ We assure you that we will do our best.

ensure = make certain (that something will happen or exist): 'We need to
ensure that our prices remain competitive.' 'Measures are being taken to
ensure public safety.'
assure = tell someone that something will definitely happen or is
definitely true, especially to make them feel less worried: 'I assure you
that the report will be on your desk by tomorrow lunchtime at the latest.'
'The doctor assured me that there was no need for alarm.'

X The number of foreign workers that are allowed to enter into
Japan has increased .

./ The number of foreign workers that are allowed to enter
Japan has increased.
enter a room, building, country etc (WITHOUT into): 'Whenever a
teacher entered the room, the children had to stand up.'

2 X I entered the train in Oslo .
./ I got on the train in Oslo .
./ I boarded the train in Oslo.

get on/board a train/plane/ship: 'The ticket inspector wanted to know
where I had got on.' 'There's still time for some duty-free shopping before
we have to board the plane.'

3 X Unfortunately, some of my classmates didn't enter university .
./ Unfortunately, some of my classmates didn't get into

university.
get into (a) college, university etc (= be admitted to): 'What qualifications
do you need to get into medical school?'
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entertain-
ment

X The town offers all sorts of entertainments.
./ The town offers all sorts of entertainment.

Entertainment (= all the things that provide amusement) is an
uncountable noun: 'As far as entertainment is concerned, we usually go
to the discotheque.'

equipment X They were not satisfied with the new equipments .
./ They were not satisfied with the new equipment.
X It's a useful equipment and I intend to have it repaired .
./ It's a useful piece of equipment and I intend to have it

repaired.
Equipment is an uncountable noun: 'The school is trying to raise funds
to buy some new sports equipment.'

especially 1 X The course has been especially designed for students preparing
for the First Certificate examination .

./ The course has been specially designed for students
preparing for the First Certificate examination.
See note at SPECIALLY 1

2 X In the south of Germany there is a different mentality. Especially
the Bavarians are very lively and cheerful.

./ In the south of Germany there is a different mentality. The
Bavarians especially are very lively and cheerful.

X Looking after children can be very tiring. Especially young
children need a lot of attention .

./ Looking after children can be very tiring. Young children
especially need a lot of attention.
Especially cannot come at the beginning of a sentence. Put it after the
subject (NOT in front of the subject): 'This year's examination results are
surprisingly good. The girls especially have done better than we
expected.'

establish X I want to establish a cooperative store .
./ I want to open a cooperative store.

You establish a major company or organization that will probably run
forever or for a very long time: 'As soon as Rwanda became
independent, it established its own national bank.' 'Most of the money is
to be used to establish local industries and mobilize the workforce.'
You start or start up a small company or organization: 'They intend to
use the money to start up their own taxi business.'
You open a new shop, restaurant, shopping mall etc: 'They're planning
to open a small hotel just outside town.'

estimate 1 X Her master's thesis was highly estimated and is now being
prepared for publication .

./ Her master's thesis was highly esteemed and is now being
prepared for publication.
estimate = calculate an amount or price without being exact: 'The police
department estimates that the number of crimes will increase this year by
about 15%.' 'At that point, the public sector deficit was estimated to be
around £45 billion.' 'The population of Adelaide is estimated at 917,000.'
be highly esteemed/thought of = be greatly admired, especially by a
large number of people: 'In the world of fashion, his work is highly
thought of.'
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2 x Each of us gave a short talk and then we had to estimate each
other's performance .

.I Each of us gave a short talk and then we had to assess each
other's performance.
assess = consider something carefully and give an opinion about how
good or bad it is: 'Parents should be shown how to assess the quality of
a school.' 'This test provides a simple means of assessing an applicant's
suitability.'

even 1 x Even I go to bed early, I'm still tired in the morning .
.I Even when I go to bed early, I'm still tired in the morning.

To introduce a subordinate clause, use even if, even though or even
when (NOT even on its own): 'You'll have to accept the invitation, even
though you don't want to.' 'Even when my father is angry, he never
raises his voice.'

2 x Even though I paid her for the room, but I knew she would prefer
to live alone .

.I Even though I paid her for the room, I knew she would
prefer to live alone.
See note at BUT

3 ? Many people think that it even snows in Norway in the summer .
.I Many people think that it snows in Norway even in the

summer.
When there is a danger of confusion, put even immediately before the
word or phrase that you want to emphasize (the 'surprising' part of the
sentence).

4 X In the future it even might be possible to work only thirty-five
hours a week .

.I In the future it might even be possible to work only thirty-
five hours a week.
See Language Note at ALWAYS

evening See Language Note at TIME

eventually 1 X I am pleased to be able to write to you eventually .
.I I am pleased to be able to write to you at (long) last.

See Language Note at END

2 X You will be informed of the committee's decision eventually .
.I You will be informed of the committee's decision in due

course.
When you mean that something will be done at the appropriate time
(remembering that other things have to be done first), use in due
course: 'The 300 new computers have now been received and
arrangements for their distribution wiil be made in due course.'

etc X They make televisions, radios, and etc .
.I They make televisions, radios, etc.

And is not used with etc: 'On the first floor they sell washing machines,
dishwashers, spin driers, etc.'
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ever 1 x He has ever been my hero.
,/ He has always been my hero.

ever = at any time: 'Have you ever been to Paris?'
always = from the beginning until now; every time: 'He's always been
very generous.' 'She always arrives late.'

2

3

every 1

X She was the most unpleasant person that I had ever met before.
,/ She was the most unpleasant person that I had ever met.

ever (used with a verb in the present perfect or past perfect tense) = at
any time before now/then: 'It's one of nicest houses I've ever seen.'

X I'm surprised that nobody ever has thought of it.
,/ I'm surprised that nobody has ever thought of it.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

X There was a representative from every countries.
,/ There was a representative from every country.
X Every mornings I give him his breakfast.
,/ Every morning I give him his breakfast.

every + singular count noun: 'I understood every word.'

2 X Every job have its good points.
,/ Every job has its good points.

every + noun + singular verb: 'Every child was given a red balloon.'

3 X I have to visit the hospital every six week.
,/ I have to visit the hospital every six weeks.

'every day', 'every week' BUT 'every two days', 'every six weeks'

4 X On every Saturday afternoon I play tennis.
,/ Every Saturday afternoon I play tennis.

See Language Note at TIME

5

6

7

See PERSON 1, PEOPLE 1

See TIME 6

X The shop sells every thing, from toothbrushes to radios.
,/ The shop sells everything, from toothbrushes to radios.

Every thing (two words) is not common and is used only when things
are considered as separate items: 'She worries about every silly little
thing.'

8 X This example shows how computers affect our every day life.
,/ This example shows how computers affect our everyday

life.
See note at EVERYBODY

9 X Everyone was tired of listening to her voice.
,/ Everyone was tired of listening to her voice.

See note at EVERYONE 1
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10 X There aren't enough jobs for every body.
,/ There aren't enough jobs for everybody.

everybody (one word) = each person; everyone: 'One day everybody
will be able to travel to the moon.'
every body (two words) = each (dead) body: 'Every body was collected
from the battlefield and given a proper burial.'

everybody 1 x Everybody have to work.
,/ Everybody has to work.

Everybody, everyone and everything are used with a singular verb:
'Everybody was tired of waiting.' 'During the first few days, everything
was new to me.'

2 X Everybodydoes not like studying when they are that age.
,/ Nobody likes studying when they are that age.

See Language Note at NOT

everyday X The sun shines here everyday.
,/ The sun shines here every day.

everyday (one word) = not special or unusual in any way: 'A good
photographer can make everyday objects look rare and special.'
every day (two words) = each day: 'Every day I try to learn ten new
words.'

everyone 1 X This problem affects each and everyone of us.
,/ This problem affects each and everyone of us.

everyone = all the people: 'Hurry up! Everyone is waiting for you.'
everyone = each single one (of a group or number): 'When we
examined the books we found that every one of them had a page
missing.'

2 See EVERYBODY

everything See EVERYBODY

evidence X There are no reliable evidences to suggest that the situation is
improving.

,/ There is no reliable evidence to suggest that the situation is
improving.

X This true story provides an evidence of the power of advertising.
,/ This true story provides evidence of the power of

advertising.
Evidence is an uncountable noun: 'Medical evidence suggests that men
are more likely to have heart attacks than women.'

exam/exam- X
ination 1

It happened a few years ago when I was making my university
entrance exams.

,/ It happened a few years ago when I was taking my
university entrance exams.
take/sit (for)/have/do an examination (NOT make): 'Of all the students
who took the exam, only 45% passed.' 'I sit my final exams next July.
Note that sit (for) an examination is not used in American English.
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2 x Unfortunately, I didn't pass in the exam .
.I Unfortunately, I didn't pass the exam.

pass/fail an examination (WITHOUT in): 'She passed all six
examinations at the first attempt.'
Compare: 'I passed the written paper but failed (on) the oral test.' 'She
did well in chemistry but failed (in) maths.'

example 1 x Medicine is a good example for something that we pass from
one generation to the next.

.I Medicine is a good example of something that we pass from
one generation to the next.
an example of sth (NOT for): 'He is a classic example of a man who
cannot control his ambition.'

2 x A manager is supposed to give a good example .
.I A manager is supposed to set a good example.

set an example or set a good example = behave correctly so that the
people who copy you will behave correctly: 'The school captain is
expected to set a good example.'
Compare: 'Instead of trying to explain the theory, he just gave us a few
good examples.'

except 1 x Except smoke and traffic fumes, there are several other types of
pollution .

.I Besides smoke and traffic fumes, there are several other
types of pollution.
except = not including; but not: 'She eats everything except fish.'
besides = in addition to: 'Besides football, he also plays tennis and
badminton.'

2 X The old lady never spoke to anyone except someone came to
visit her .

.I The old lady never spoke to anyone unless someone came
to visit her .

.I The old lady never spoke to anyone except when someone
came to visit her.
Except (a preposition) cannot be followed by a clause that has a finite
verb ('came'). Use unless (a conjunction) or except when, except
while, except if, except that: 'Americans are just like any other people
in the world, except that they are more tolerant.' 'He tends to ignore me
except when he needs something.'

3 X I had never really spoken to him except saying hello .
.I I had never really spoken to him except to say hello.

When you are talking about purpose, use except + to-v: 'I rarely go the
market, except to buy vegetables.'

4 X They want nothing except seeing that the children are happy .
.I They want nothing except to see that the children are

happy.
X My brother is good at everything except to wash the dishes .
.I My brother is good at everything except washing the dishes.

The choice of verb form after except is sometimes determined by a word
that comes earlier in the sentence, e.g. want + to-v, good at + v-ing.
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5 )< In their free time they do nothing except going from one cafeteria
to another .

./' In their free time they do nothing except go from one
cafeteria to another.

)< She was willing to do anything except to tell me her name .
./' She was willing to do anything except tell me her name.

do (anything/nothing/what you like etc) + except + bare infinitive: 'There
was nothing I could do except sit and wait.'

exception )< Every major city keeps changing and Lisbon is not an exception .
./' Every major city keeps changing and Lisbon is no

exception.
Be no exception is a fixed phrase: 'I never go out on Sundays; and this
Sunday is no exception.'

exchange )< Is it possible to exchange the camera with a new one?
./' Is it possible to exchange the camera for a new one?

exchange sth for sth (NOT with): 'The government is issuing coupons
that can be exchanged for food.'

exciting )< It is wonderful to be in London at last. I feel so exciting .
./' It is wonderful to be in London at last. I feel so excited.

See note at BORING

excuse 1 )< Excuse me. I didn't know that you wanted to speak to me .
./' I'm sorry. I didn't know that you wanted to speak to me.
)< Excuse me. I didn't mean to hurt you .
./' I'm sorry. I didn't mean to hurt you.

Use excuse me (1) when you interrupt someone (2) when you are trying
to get past someone (3) when you speak to someone you don't know:
'Excuse me but there's a long distance phone call for you.' 'Excuse me.
Do you happen to know the way to the station?'
To apologize to someone, use I'm sorry (or just sorry): 'I'm terribly
sorry. I forgot we'd arranged a meeting.'

2 )< When he got back home he excused himself and promised that
he would never run away again .

./' When he got back home he apologized and promised that
he would never run away again.
excuse oneself = give a reason for one's actions: 'She excused herself
from the meeting, saying that she wasn't feeling well.'
apologize = say you are sorry for (doing) something: 'The bank wrote to
apologize for overcharging me.'

3 )< He was sorry that he had lied to her and asked her to excuse
him .

./' He was sorry that he had lied to her and asked her to forgive
him.
Excuse is used only for minor faults and offences: 'I hope you'll excuse
my untidy handwriting. I'm trying to write this letter on a train.'
Forgive is used for all faults and offences, both minor and major: 'I don't
think he'll ever forgive me for calling off the wedding.' 'Don't forget her
birthday or she'll never forgive you.'
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exercise 1 )( Before breakfast I do exercise and then have a shower .
./' Before breakfast I do some exercises and then have a

shower.
X I advise you to take as many exercises as you can .
./' I advise you to take as much exercise as you can .
./' I advise you to exercise as much as you can.

exercise (countable noun) = a movement or set of movements that you
do regularly to keep or make (a part of) your body strong and healthy:
'These exercises will help to develop your calf muscles.' 'Sometimes he
forgets to do his exercises.'
exercise (uncountable noun) = physical activity such as walking,
swimming etc: 'The doctor says I don't get enough exercise.'
exercise (verb) = walk, jog, swim etc to stay healthy: 'Just because
you're on a diet, it doesn't mean that you don't need to exercise.'

2 )( Make sure that you eat properly and don't forget to make your
exercises .

./' Make sure that you eat properly and don't forget to do your
exercises.
do your exercises (NOT make): 'Always warm up before you start
doing these exercises.' See Language Note at DO

3 X You will never be able to speak fluently unless you do exercise .
./' You will never be able to speak fluently unless you practise.

practise = do something regularly in order to develop a skill: 'Your
driving will never improve if you don't practise.' 'If we're planning to go to
Montreal next summer, I'll have to practise my French.' 'Whenever I start
practising the violin, everyone leaves the room.'

exhausting )( An exhausting investigation finally revealed the cause of the
accident.

./' An exhaustive investigation finally revealed the cause of the
accident.
exhausting = causing tiredness: 'Pushing the car uphill was exhausting.'
exhaustive = so thorough or complete that not even the smallest detail
or possibility is missed: 'Following exhaustive inquiries, the police are at
last able to issue a description of the suspects.'

exist X The problem of hunger has been existing for centuries .
./' The problem of hunger has existed for centuries.

See Language Note at CONTAIN

expand 1 )( I'm doing the course to expand my job opportunities.
,/ I'm doing the course to increase my job opportunities.

expand = become (or make something become) larger in size, area or
activity: 'Metals expand when they are heated.' 'Within three years this
small business had expanded into a chain of department stores.'
increase = become (or make something become) larger in number,
amount, cost, etc: 'Sales of new cars increased from 1.2 million in 1993
to 1.8 million in 1994.' 'By the year 2020 the government aims to
increase the number of secondary schools by 50%.'

2 X The epidemic began to expand rapidly .
./' The epidemic began to spread rapidly.
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expect 1

expensive

experience
1

When you are talking about a disease, fire, war, social problem, feeling,
etc, use spread: 'The army was called in to stop the riots from
spreading.' 'Dissatisfaction with the present governmentseems to be
spreading.'

3 X The newspapers are not allowed to expand political ideas .
./ The newspapers are not allowed to spread political ideas.

When you are talking about news, information, ideas, etc, use spread:
'Within hours the news of the bank's collapse had spread all over the
world.' 'I hope you haven't been spreading rumours.'

X After a few minutes he stopped speaking and expected their
reaction .

./ After a few minutes he stopped speaking and waited for
their reaction.

X She was standing by the reception desk, expecting a taxi.
./ She was standing by the reception desk, waiting for a taxi.

Use expect when you are talking about what someone thinks: 'We
expected that the hotels in London would be very expensive, and we
were right.' 'No one expected the President to resign.'
Use wait for when you are talking about what someone does: 'How long
do you usually have to wait for a bus?' 'I sat down and waited for my
name to be called.'

2 X I expect that you will be able to come to the party .
./ I hope that you will be able to come to the party.

Use expect when you have a reason for thinking that something is going
to happen: 'Her husband doesn't like travelling so I expect she'll come on
her own.'
Use hope to express a wish: 'I hope you have a safe journey.'

3 X I expect your visit and hope that you will be writing soon with the
details .

./ I'm looking forward to your visit and hope that you will be
writing soon with the details.
To say that you feel happy or excited about a future event, use look
forward to: 'I'm really looking forward to this trip to Japan.' 'I look
forward to meeting you at the Frankfurt Book Fair.'
Note that look forward to (NOT expect) is often used at the end of a
letter: 'I look forward to hearing from you.'

4 X You can expect that you won't be put in the same class as
Helga .

./ You can't expect to be put in the same class as Helga.
See Language Note at NOT

X Prices in Britain are not as expensive as in Japan .
./ Prices in Britain are not as high as in Japan.
X The disadvantage is that the cost is very expensive .
./ The disadvantage is that the cost is very high.

See note at CHEAP 1

X I made my first teaching experience in Scotland.
./ I had my first teaching experience in Scotland .
.x While I was going home, I made a bad experience.
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experi-
ment 1

explain

explode

,/ While I was going home, I had a bad experience.
have an experience (NOT make): 'The streets were full of beggars and
we had one or two very unpleasant experiences.'
See Language Note at DO

2 X If I go to England, I'll have a lot of experiences.
,/ If I go to England, I'll have a lot of new experiences.

When experience means 'something that happens to you', it is usually
modified: 'The book is based on her experiences as a reporter in El
Salvador.' 'Don't give up just because of one bad experience.' 'The trip to
Niagara Falls was an unforgettable experience.'

3 X I hadn't made any experience of changing a car wheel.
,/ I hadn't had any experience of changing a car wheel.

have no/little/some/considerable etc experience (NOT make): 'Most of
the school inspectors had at least ten years' teaching experience.'
See Language Note at DO

X I knew that he had no experience driving in the dark.
,/ I knew that he had no experience of driving in the dark.
X Older people have had more experience in life.
,/ Older people have had more experience of life.

have no/little/some/considerable etc experience of (doing) sth
'Do you have any previous experience of looking after children?'

5 X Many of us have had experiences of living overseas.
,/ Many of us have had experience of living overseas.

When you are talking about someone's life as a whole, experience is
uncountable: 'Salary will depend upon qualifications and experience.'

X They shouldn't be allowed to make these experiments.
,/ They shouldn't be allowed to perform these experiments.

perform/conduct/carry out/do an experiment (NOT make): 'Further
experiments will have to be conducted before the drug can be tested on
humans.'
See Language Note at DO

2 X I agree that it is wrong to experiment with animals.
,/ I agree that it is wrong to experiment on animals.

experiment on a person or animal: 'Experiments on twins have shown
that the human mind has mysterious powers.'
Compare: 'Doctors are experimenting with a new drug that, they hope,
will provide a cure for the common cold.'

X Your teachers will explain you where you are going to stay.
,/ Your teachers will explain to you where you are going to

stay.
If you mention a person after explain, you always use to: 'Let me explain
the problem (to you) again.' 'She then explained (to me) how I could
make my own shampoo.'

X The hijackers threatened to explode the plane.
,/ The hijackers threatened to blow up the plane.
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People blow up buildings, planes etc. Bombs, fuel tanks etc explode.
Compare: 'They had planned to blow up the bridge but their bombs failed
to explode.'

expose )< His paintings have been exposed in art galleries all over the
world .

.I His paintings have been exhibited in art galleries all over the
world.
expose = let something be seen, especially something that is usually
hidden: 'He undid his shirt to expose a white hairless chest.'
display/exhibit a work of art: 'The gallery exhibits mainly contemporary
sculpture and photography.'

extinguish )< Many species are becoming extinguished .
.I Many species are becoming extinct.

extinguish = make something stop burning: 'Before entering the factory,
please make sure that all cigarettes have been properly extinguished.'
extinct = (of a type of animal or plant) completely non-existent, because
every single one has died or been killed: 'If nothing is done to save the
whales now, the species will soon become extinct.'

extreme x Since he stopped smoking, there has been an extreme
improvement in his health .

.I Since he stopped smoking, there has been a dramatic
improvement in his health.

X Doctors have to keep up with all the extreme new medical
developments .

.I Doctors have to keep up with all the major new medical
developments.
Extreme is mainly used to describe situations, behaviour, opinions and
beliefs: 'extreme poverty', 'extreme caution', 'extreme views', 'extreme
disappointment'.
When you are talking about a change or development, use words such
as greatlmajor/importantlconsiderable/dramatic: 'Without these major
changes, the company would have collapsed.'

extremely X I'm extremely convinced that there will not be another war.
.I I'm absolutely convinced that there will not be another war.

See note at VERY 2



face 1 X The house faces to a very busy road.
./ The house faces a very busy road .
X It faces to the Gulf of Mexico.
./ It faces the Gulf of Mexico .

face sb/sth (WITHOUT to): 'The apartments facing the sea are more
expensive.' 'They stood facing each other, but neither of them spoke.'

2 X We now face with a totally different situation.
./ We now face a totally different situation .
./ We are now faced with a totally different situation .

face a fact, problem or situation (WITHOUT with/up): 'You'll have to
face the problem sooner or later.' 'As a result of the drought, the people
will face food shortages.' 'If found guilty, he faces life imprisonment.'
be faced with/by: 'As a police officer, I'm often faced with the task of
breaking bad news to relatives.'

3 X I didn't like the silly smile in his face.
./ I didn't like the silly smile on his face .
X She always wears a lot of make-up in her face.
./ She always wears a lot of make-up on her face .

Someone has something on their face (NOT in): 'You look like a ghost
with all that powder on your face.' 'I could see from the look on her face
that she wasn't interested.'

4 X These problems are just two faces of the same coin.
./ These problems are just two sides of the same coin .

two sides of the same coin (= two ways of looking at the same
situation): 'Unemployment and social unrest are basically two sides of
the same coin.'

fact 1 X In my own country, Saudi Arabia, in fact the government faces
many problems .

./ In my own country, Saudi Arabia, the government faces
many problems.
See Language Note opposite

2 X 'Is the operation really necessary?' - 'Well, in fact, if he doesn't
have it, he could die.'

./ 'Is the operation really necessary?' - 'Well, the fact is (that)
if he doesn't have it, he could die.'
See Language Note opposite

3 X These advertisements are misleading. As a matter of fact, you
have to pay for everything in the end.
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IN FACT • AS A MATTER OF FACT
• THE FACT IS (THAT)· ACTUALLY

• To develop a previous statement, you usually use in fact or as a matter of fact:

The winter of 1940 was very bad. In fact, most people say it was the worst winter they
had ever experienced.
Martin doesn't like his new job. As a matter of fact, he's thinking of leaving.

• Do not use in fact or as a matter 01lact in general or introductory statements:

In the last two decades advances in technology have changed the face of industry. (NOT
'have in fact changed')

• To correct what someone thinks or supposes, use in fact, as a matter of fact or actually:

'He's a friend of yours, isn't he?' 'No, he isn't. As a matter of fact, I've just met him.'
People think they've got lots of money, but in fact they're quite poor.'
'I'm sorry to have kept you waiting.' 'Well actually I've only just arrived.'

• Use the fact is (that) to introduce your main point, especially when this explains the real truth
about a particular situation:

'I'm not surprised that he's looking worried. The fact is (that) he's been spending more
than he earns.'
'We don't really want to go but the fact is (that) we don't have any choice.'

4

factory 1

,/ These advertisements are misleading. The fact is (that) you
have to pay for everything in the end.

)( Even if you feel nervous, don't show it. As a matter of fact, the
horse will soon sense it if you are afraid.

,/ Even if you feel nervous, don't show it. The fact is (that) the
horse will soon sense it if you are afraid.
See Language Note above

2

)( On the other hand, I agree to the fact that laws are necessary.
,/ On the other hand, I accept the fact that laws are necessary.
)( I agree with the fact that politics and ecology will never go hand

in hand.
,/ I accept the fact that politics and ecology will never go hand

in hand.
accept/appreciate the fact that ... (NOT agree to/with the fact
that ... ): 'I appreciate the fact that funds are limited.'

)( The wheat is collected and sent to the flour factory.
,/ The wheat is collected and sent to the flour mill.
)( The brick factory was closed down during the recession.
,/ The brick works was closed down during the recession.
)( Just outside the town there is a large chemical factory.
,/ Just outside the town there is a large chemical plant.

See Language Note at INDUSTRY

)( They intend to build either a sports centre or a factory of shoes.
,/ They intend to build either a sports centre or a shoe factory.

Put factory after the thing that is produced: 'a bottle factory', 'a clothing
factory'.
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fail See note at EXAM/EXAMINATION2

faithfully

fall 1

2

See YOURS

X This problem has been caused by a fall of the birth rate .
.I This problem has been caused by a fall in the birth rate.
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See GROUND6

She looked at me with tears falling down from her eyes.
She looked at me with tears falling from her eyes.
We sat there watching the leaves falling down from the trees.
We sat there watching the leaves falling from the trees.
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One of the horses SUddenly stopped and the rider fell down.
One of the horses SUddenly stopped and the rider fell off.
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familiarize x I would like to familiarize with the latest teaching methods .
./ I would like to familiarize myself with the latest teaching

methods.
See Language Note at MYSELF

fantastic x The shops in London are very fantastic .
./ The shops in London are absolutely fantastic.

See note at VERY 2

fantasy x
./

far 1 X Singapore is far from London .
./ Singapore is a long way from London.
X 'It's far to the nearest garage,' she said .
./ 'It's a long way to the nearest garage,' she said.

J;"~FiSmatctIyuseel1fq-ues!¥on-sanaf~egativef~entenc~es:'How far is
the..station?' 'Oxford isn't fKr from Loc;ndon.''It's not fa~'ff ..
1r:J affirmative sentences, PErPpleusU({lIysayaJong w~y: 'Their house is
"Clangway from tHetown centre.'':~- ~ -~
far is used in aft" -. tive slilPtencesQnly
sUch a r :'1
~Qofart
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2 X When the bomb exploded, everyone tried to get as far as
possible.

,/ When the bomb exploded, everyone tried to get as far away
as possible.
A place that is a long distance from another place is far away: 'Her
children all live far away, but they still manage to visit her.'

3 X My village is about 10 minutes far away from Ayia Napa.
,/ My village is about 10 minutes (away) from Ayia Napa.

Far cannot be used after a unit of distance. Compare: 'The house is
rather far from the school.' (WITHOUT unit of distance) 'The house is
about two kilometres (away) from the school.' (WITH unit of distance)

Far East See MIDDLE EAST

farm x I'd like to stay in a farm where you can eat homemade food.
,/ I'd like to stay on a farm where you can eat homemade food.

You live/work/stay on a farm (NOT in): 'I wouldn't like to work on a farm
during the winter.'

fascinated x I was very fascinated by the speed with which they worked.
,/ I was (absolutely) fascinated by the speed with which they

worked.
See note at VERY 2

fat ? His wife is a little bit too fat.
,/ His wife is slightly overweight.
? He's got very fat since we last saw each other.
,/ He's put on a lot of weight since we last saw each other.

In western society being fat is considered to be unattractive. The word
fat is common but it is not polite. To say the same thing in a less direct
way, use words such as overweight (weighing more than is normal),
plump (having a pleasantly rounded shape), chubby (to describe babies
and children), stout (short and rather fat), or large/big: 'Large people
sometimes have difficulty finding fashionable clothes to fit them.' Another
way to avoid fat is to use a phrase such as put on weight or (have) a
weight problem: 'He's worried about his weight problem.'

fault 1 x I apologize for our fault and will send you a full refund.
,/ I apologize for our mistake and will send you a full refund.
X If you have time, could you correct the faults in this letter for me?
,/ If you have time,could you correct the mistakes in this

letter for me?
Use fault in connection with machines, electrical equipment, and
someone's character: 'It sounds like there's a fault in one of the
loudspeakers.' 'The secret of a successful relationship is to accept each
other's faults.'
In connection with spellings, essays, calculations, decisions, etc, use
mistake: 'There are always a lot of mistakes in Ivan's work.' 'We all
make mistakes.'

2 X Since we have the fault, we will not charge you for the dress.
,/ Since it is our fault, we will not charge you for the dress.
,/ Since we are to blame, we will not charge you for the dress.
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If you-are responsible for something bad thathas happened, it is your
fault or you are to blame: 'It's not my fault that the car ran out of petrol.'
The inquiry will try to establish who is to blame for the disaster.'

favour )( I am totally in favour with the proposal.
,/ I am totally in favour of the proposal.
)( We are going to vote in favour to its construction.
,/ We are going to vote in favour of its construction.

in favourof: 'Even the producer argued in favour of an 18 rating for the film.'

favourable )( We are not favourable to nuclear weapons.
,/ We are not in favour of nuclear weapons.

-tavourable = expressing approval or encouragement, or saying what
someone wants to hear: 'a favourable report', 'a favourable reply'
be in favour of = support or approve of: 'Most UN delegates are in
favour of the new peace plan.'

favourite )( My most favourite drink is lemonade.
,/ My favourite drink is lemonade.

An adjective which contains the sense 'most' as part of its meaning
cannot be used with most. Favourite means 'most preferred'.

fear 1 )( Then I heard the voice again and I had fear.
,/ Then I heard the voice again and I was afraid.
X I had fear of being alone.
,/ I was afraid of being alone.
X She suddenly felt fear.
,/ She suddenly felt afraid.

be/feel afraid/frightened/scared (NOT feel/have fear): 'Don't be afraid.
The dog won't hurt you.' There's nothing to be scared of.'
Compare: have a fear of sth (= be afraid of something for a long time or
all your life): 'I've always had a fear of heights.'

2 X I don't go swimming because I fear of the water.
,/ I don't go swimming because I am afraid of the water.
,/ I don't go swimming because of my fear of the water.
)( He fears to lose his job.
,/ He is afraid of losing his job.
,/ His fear is that he may lose his job.
,/ He fears that he may lose his job.

Fear is used mainly as a noun: 'My worst fear is that I won't be able to
have children.' The whole of his life has been dominated by fear of
failure.'
As a verb, fear is used mainly in formal styles to mean 'be frightened
about what may happen if you do something': 'Government officials fear
that if they put up taxes, they may lose the election.' The rescuers
feared that the remains of the building might collapse on top of them.'

3 X All these problems make me fear about the children's future.
,/ All these problems make me fear for the children's future.

fear for = be worried about the safety or well-being of someone: The
parents of the kidnapped child did not inform the police because they
fearedJor her safety.'
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4 x It took me a long time to overcome my fear to fly .
.I It took me a long time to overcome my fear of flying.

fear of (doing) sth: 'I have never been able to get over my fear of
heights.'

fee 1 x I didn't know that there would be a delivery fee .
.I I didn't know that there would be a delivery charge.

See Language Note at PRICE

2 x We'd like some information about the types of room available
and the hotel fees .

.I We'd like some information about the types of room
available and the hotel rates.
See Language Note at PRICE

3 X If you hire a television, there is a monthly fee to pay .
.I If you hire a television, there is a monthly rental to pay.

See Language Note at PRICE

feel 1 X He is feeling that they have made a big mistake .
.I He feels that they have made a big mistake.

See Language Note at CONTAIN

2 X I woke up the next day feeling terribly .
.I I woke up the next day feeling terrible.

Feel is followed by an adjective (NOT an adverb): 'Does anyone feel
hungry?' 'We all felt disappointed.'
Other verbs that are followed by an adjective include be, look, seem,
smell, sound, taste: 'You look cold.' 'That piano sounds terrible.'

3 X She says that she feels herself trapped in the job .
.I She says that she feels trapped in the job.

See Language Note at MYSELF

feel like 1 X In some places you feel like in a jungle .
.I In some places you feel like you are in a jungle.

Feel like (and feel as if/though) are followed by a clause: 'I felt as if
everyone was staring at me.' (= It seemed as if ...)

2 See HOW 1

feeling 1 X The meeting provided a good opportunity for her to express her
feeling .

.I The meeting provided a good opportunity for her to express
her feelings.
feelings (plural) = what you think or feel about something: 'My own
feelings are that the marriage won't last more than a year.' 'Why does he
always try to hide his feelings?'

2 X As it got colder, my fingers lost feeling .
.I As it got colder, my fingers went numb.

go numb = (of a part of your body) lose the ability to feel anything:
'While we Were waiting for my jaw to go numb, the dentist told me about
his holiday.'
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feet 1 x In front of them was a six-feet wall.
,/ In front of them was a six-foot wall.

See Language Note at HUNDRED

2 X It shouldn't take more than ten minutes by feet to reach the
underground.

,/ It shouldn't take more than ten minutes on foot to reach the
underground.
See FOOT

fellow 1

female

fetch 1

fever

X That afternoon my fellows and I were at a swimming pool where
there was a party going on.

,/ That afternoon my friends and I were at a swimming pool
where there was a party going on.
fellow = (informal) a man or person: 'The new manager seems a
pleasant enough sort of fellow.'
your fellow students/workers = the people that you study or work with:
'I soon got to know my fellow students and made one or two good
friends.'
friend = a person that you like and enjoy being with: 'I'm having lunch
with a friend of mine.'

2 X My boss started to shout at me in front of all my fellows.
,/ My boss started to shout at me in front of all my workmates.

To refer to someone you know because you work at the same place, use
workmate or (especially of people in professional jobs) colleague: 'The
police are questioning the missing woman's relatives and workmates.'
'I'd like you to meet a colleague of mine, Jean Armstrong.'

X Most females want to continue their careers after marriage.
,/ Most women want to continue their careers after marriage.
X In 1992 she won the female marathon in Athens.
,/ In 1992 she won the women's marathon in Athens.

Female is used mainly in scientific or technical styles: 'The male birds
are usually more colourful than the females.' 'The female butterfly does
not require additional salts.'
Female is sometimes used to refer to a woman or girl, but many people
find this use of the word offensive.

X She has already packed all her belongings and I just have to
fetch them to her new flat.

,/ She has already packed all her belongings and I just have to
take them to her new flat.
See Language Note at TAKE

2 X I'll come and fetch you at the airport.
,/ I'll come and fetch/collect you from the airport.
,/ I'll come and pick you up at the airport.

See Language Note at TAKE

X I'd caught a cold and had a high fever.
,/ I'd caught a cold and had a high temperature.

When someone feels rather ill and their body is hotter than usual, they
have a (high) temperature: 'I feel as if I've got a temperature.' 'She's in
bed with a high temperature.'
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A fever usually refers to a (dangerously) high body temperature, or the
disease that produces this: 'In the steaming jungle he had contracted a
fever.' 'It seemed as if the fever would shake him to pieces.'

few 1 )( With the few money he had been given, he bought an apple and
some cheese.

,/ With the little money he had been given, he bought an apple
and some cheese.
Few is used with plural countable nouns: 'very few cars'.
Little is used with uncountable nouns: 'very little traffic'.
Compare: 'He had very little money, just a few coins.'

2 )( Few minutes later the sales manager arrived.
,/ A few minutes later the sales manager arrived.

a few = not many: 'I saw her just a few days ago.'
few = hardly any: 'Few people die of smallpox nowadays.'

fight )( They spent the whole night fighting against the fire.
,/ They spent the whole night fighting the fire.
)( Why were the boys fighting against each other?
,/ Why were the boys fighting each other?

When you are talking about an event or something that lasts only a short
time, use fight sb/sth (WITHOUT against): 'He said he would fight
anyone who tried to stop him.' 'The best way to fight a cold is to get
plenty of sleep.'
You can use either fight sb/sth or fight against sb/sth when you are
talking about a long struggle to overcome things such as poverty,
disease, injustice or oppression: 'The ANC has spent half a century
fighting (against) racism.' 'The group was founded in 1983 to fight
(against) the military regime.'

fill )( You'll have to fill an application form.
,/ You'll have to fill in an application form.

fill in/out a form, coupon etc: 'To open a new account, you have to fill in
an application form.' 'Remember to fill out the counterfoil.'
fill in an empty space on a form, coupon etc: 'Just fill in Section A.'
fill in details on a form: 'Fill in your name and address and then sign the
form at the bottom.'
Note that fill out is more common in American English.

filled with )( My shoes were filled with water so I took them off.
,/ My shoes were full of water so I took them off.
)( The eight o'clock train is usually filled with office workers.
,/ The eight o'clock train is usually full of office workers.

be filled with = containing so many or so much that there is no empty
space left: 'The first drawer was filled with neat piles of shirts.' 'The front
page is filled with the most important news items.'
be full of = (1) containing a large number or amount: 'The kitchen was
full of flies.' 'The essay was full of mistakes.' (2) be filled with: 'The kettle
was full of boiling water.'

finally ? It was difficult to understand people for a long time but finally I
got used to their accent.

,/ It was difficult to understand people for a long time but
eventually I got used to their accent.
See Language Note at END
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find 1 X I'd like to find why nobody likes me.
,/ I'd like to find out why nobody likes me.
X The doctors are trying to find what is wrong with him.
,/ The doctors are trying to find out what is wrong with him.

find = discover something by chance or by looking for it: 'Did you ever
find the sunglasses you lost?' 'I can't find my comb. Have you seen it
anywhere?'
find out = get information about something that you want to know: 'He's
gone to find out which gate the plane leaves from.' 'I think we should find
out exactly what's missing before we start accusing people.'

2 X Nurses find very difficult to start a family while they are working.
,/ Nurses find it very difficult to start a family while they are

working.
find + it + easy/difficult/impossible to do sth: 'I find it hard to
concentrate when I'm hungry.' 'You might find it interesting to spend a
few hours at the museum.'

find out

fine

fire

first

X Looking through the magazine, I found out several interesting
articles.

,/ Looking through the magazine, I came across several
interesting articles.

X If you find out her address, would you please send it to me?
,/ If you come across her address, would you please send it to

me?
find out = see note at FIND 1
come across = find or meet someone or something by chance: 'While
cleaning out the drawers I came across myoid school tie.' 'You'll never
guess who I came across in the high street today.'

X 'Hello, John. How are you?' 'Very fine, thank you.'
,/ 'Hello, John. How are you?' 'Fine, thank you.'

When fine means 'very well', it is not used with very or extremely.
See note at VERY 2

1 X If there is a gas leak, the house could go on fire.
,/ If there is a gas leak, the house could catch fire.
X One of the curtains became on fire.
,/ One of the curtains caught fire.

catch fire: 'One of the engines had overheated and caught fire.'

2 X Eventually, the fire went off and the room got colder.
,/ Eventually, the fire went out and the room got colder.

go out = (of a coal fire, cigarette, candle etc) stop burning: The problem
with cigars is that they keep going out.'

X At first, I would like to introduce myself.
,/ First of all, I would like to introduce myself.
X There are four points that I would like to make about the college.

At first, there are not enough club activities ...
,/ There are four points that I would like to make about the

college. Firstly, there are not enough club activities ...
See Language Note opposite
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FIRST • FIRST OF ALL • AT FIRST •
IN/AT THE BEGINNING

first, firstly and first of all first First, firstly and first of all introduce the first item in a
list or sequence. The next item is normally introduced by
then or first of all second/secondly: 'First, open all the
windows. Then turn off the gas and, if necessary, call an
ambulance.' 'These new computers have several advantages.
First of all, they're faster than the older machines. Secondly,
they're far easier to use. And thirdly, they're more reliable.'
at first At first introduces a situation which is in contrast with
a later situation (after a change has taken place): 'At first I
didn't like the climate, but after two years I got used to it.'

in the beginning Like at first, in the beginning introduces a situation which is
in contrast with a later situation. However, in the beginning
is less common and suggests that the speaker is looking a
long way back into the past to the period of time immediately
after something began: 'In the beginning, when the first
settlers arrived, law and order didn't exist.'

at the beginning At the beginning refers to (1) the point in time when
something begins: 'At the beginning of each lesson there is
usually a revision exercise.'
(2) the place where something begins: 'At the beginning of
the novel there is a long description of the farm where Daniel
was born and grew up.'
Unlike in the beginning, at the beginning is usually followed
by of: 'at the beginning of the week/holiday/film'.

See also Language Note at END

firstly

fish

fit 1

X I went and sat next to him. Firstly, I didn't speak. I just sat there
wondering what I could say. Then I said, 'Nice day, isn't it?'

.I I went and sat next to him. At first, I didn't speak. I just sat
there wondering what I could say. Then I said, 'Nice day,
isn't it?'

X Firstly, I couldn't understand the local people at all .
.I At first, I couldn't understand the local people at all.

See Language Note above

X I had never seen such brightly coloured fishes before .
.I I had never seen such brightly coloured fish before.

The plural form of fish is usually fish: 'Did you catch any fish?' 'The fish
in the market are always fresh.'
The plural form fishes is used mainly in stories for small children and in
scientific or technical styles (to refer to different species of fish).

x You should see a doctor or specialist to find out which type of
diet will fit you .

.I You should see a doctor or specialist to find out which type
of diet will suit you.
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2

3

floor 1

2

flu

follow

food

X A school like Summerhill will not fit for everybody .
.r A school like Summerhill will not suit everybody.

fit = (of clothes, shoes, rings etc) be the correct size and shape for you:
'These trousers don't fit me any more.' 'The next size up should fit.'
suit = be suitable: 'Try and choose a career that suits you.' 'You should
buy a dictionary that suits your needs, not just anyone.'

X Of course you will need some old paintings to fit the furniture .
.r Of course you will need some old paintings to match the

furniture.
match (or go with) = (of clothes, soft furnishings etc) look good
when seen together: 'We chose a dark green carpet to go with our
yellow curtains.' 'I can't wear blue shoes with a black skirt - they don't
match.'

X A little exercise will help you to keep in fit.
.r A little exercise will help you to keep fit.

keep fit (WITHOUT in): 'She keeps fit by jogging five miles every day.'
Compare: 'Cycling to work helps me to keep in shape.'

X I was just about to enter the station when someone grabbed 'me
by the shoulders and threw me to the floor .

.r I was just about to enter the station when someone grabbed
me by the shoulders and threw me to the ground.
See Language Note at GROUND

X The fire started at the seventh floor.
.r The fire started on the seventh floor.
X Room 229 was in the second floor .
.r Room 229 was on the second floor.

on the ground/first/second etc floor (NOT in/at): 'The canteen is
downstairs, on the ground floor.'

X I think I have caught a flu .
.r I think I have caught (the) flu.

flu or the flu (NOT a flu): 'They are both off work with flu.' 'Even our
doctor is down with the flu.'

X You can go in your own car or follow me .
.r You can go in your own car or come with me.

Follow means 'move in the same direction as someone or something
that is moving in front of you': 'I have a feeling that the car behind is
following us.'

X The child was caught stealing foods .
.r The child was caught stealing food.
X It is a disgrace to serve such a poor food .
.r It is a disgrace to serve such poor food.

Food is nearly always uncountable: 'We need to go out and buy some
food.' It is countable only when it refers to a particular kind of food: 'baby
foods', 'health foods'.
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for 141

foot

for 1

2

3

4

5

X I was fool to believe him .
.I I was a fool to believe him .
.I I was foolish to believe him.

Fool is a countable noun and refers to a person: 'She thinks I'm a fool for
lending him the money.'
The adjective is foolish: 'You were right. It was foolish of me to lend him
the money.' 'This foolish idea could ruin everything.'

X Whenever there is a strike, we have to go to work by foot.
.I Whenever there is a strike, we have to go to work on foot.

go/travel (somewhere) by car/bus/train/air BUT on foot: 'We left the
car at the bridge and travelled the rest of the way on foot.'

X I have come to London for learning English .
.I I have come to London to learn English.

To explain 'why' someone does something, use a to-infinitive (NOT for):
'She opened the door to let the cat out.' In formal styles, in order to is
also possible: 'UN troops have been sent to the trouble spot in order to
restore peace.'

X I studied in Freiburg for to be a kindergarden teacher .
.I I studied in Freiburg to be a kindergarden teacher.
X Being married makes it easier for to answer this question .
.I Being married makes it easier to answer this question.

For never comes immediately in front of a to-infinitive. Compare: 'It will
be difficult for John to say no.' 'The suitcase is too heavy for anyone to
carry all that way.' (for + sb/sth + to-infinitive).

X Unemployment has become a serious problem for the last few
years .

.I Unemployment has become a serious problem over the last
few years.
Use for to say 'how long': 'He was with the company for forty years.' 'He
hasn't eaten anything for the last two days.'
Use over/during/in to say 'when', especially when this is a long period
of time: 'She's been a great help to me in recent months.' 'During the
next ten years he worked his way up from office boy to general
manager.'

X I'm waiting here for almost an hour .
.I I've been waiting here for almost an hour.
X I didn't do any travelling for the last two years .
.I I haven't done any travelling for the last two years.

For actions and situations which began in the past and continue up to
'now' (the moment of speaking), use the present perfect tense: 'I've been
working part-time for the last six months.' 'We haven't seen each other
for the past eight months.'
Note that in informal American English the past tense is also used for
this purpose.
See also SINCE 1

X I do badly in tests for I am lazy .
.I I do badly in tests because I am lazy.

Do not use for to mean 'because'. This usage has almost disappeared
and is found only in very formal styles.
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forbid 1

force

foreigner

forever

forget

fortune

? The government should forbid cigarette advertising .
./ The government should ban cigarette advertising.

ban (or prohibit) = forbid someone from doing something by making it
illegal: 'The proposed treaty banning all nuclear testing has received
widespread approval.' 'International Law prohibits the use of chemical
weapons.'

2 X There should be a law which forbids to have more than two
children .

./ There should be a law which forbids couples to have/from
having more than two children.
forbid + sb + to dolfrom doing sth: 'My parents have forbidden me to
stay out after ten o'clock.' 'Her father ought to forbid her from seeing the
boy again.'

X We must not forget Japan's economic force .
./ We must not forget Japan's economic power.
)< The sovereign has very little force nowadays .
./ The sovereign has very little power nowadays.

force = the use of power or strength: 'The demonstrators were made to
leave the building by force.'
power = the ability to control people and events: 'I think the police have
too much power.'

)< Some foreigner students feel homesick .
./ Some foreign students feel homesick.
)< In my job I have to speak foreigner languages .
./ In my job I have to speak foreign languages.

Foreigner is a noun and refers to a person: 'As a foreigner who had only
just arrived in England, I found the phrase 'car boot sale' very confusing.'
The adjective is foreign: 'I enjoy visiting foreign countries.' 'His wife
teaches English as a foreign language.'

)< Nobody lives forever.
./ Nobody lives for ever.

forever = continually; all the time: 'He is forever asking me for more
pocket money.'
for ever = for always: 'He promised that he would love me for ever and a
day.'

)< Would you please check whether I have forgotten a black
handbag in Room 21 .

./ Would you please check whether I have left a black handbag
in Room 21.
If you forget to take something with you, you leave it somewhere. Do not
use forget if you mention a place: 'If the keys aren't in your jacket, you
must have left them in the restaurant.' 'I've left all my money at home.'

)< It was a good fortune that the driver was able to stop in time .
./ It was fortunate/lucky that the driver was able to stop in

time.
Good fortune is quite rare. It occurs mainly in the phrase have the
good fortune to do sth: 'He had the good fortune to marry a woman
who was both kind and understanding.'
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friendly 1 )< I look forward to hearing from you. Friendly, Leine.
,f I look forward to hearing from you. Yours, Leine.

To end a letter to a friend, use Yours or With best wishes (NOT
friendly). See also YOURS 1

2 )< Although I was a stranger, they treated me very friendly.
,f Although I was a stranger, the treatment I received was very

friendly.
,f Although I was a stranger, they treated me in a very friendly

way.
Friendly is an adjective (NOT an adverb): 'Our new neighbours are very
friendly.' 'She gave me a friendly smile.'

frightened )< When I heard the thunder I frightened for a moment.
,f When I heard the thunder I was frightened for a moment.

frighten (transitive) = make someone afraid: 'Take that silly mask off-
you're frightening the baby.'
be frightened = be afraid: 'Don't be frightened. It's only thunder.'

from 1 )< I have been living in England from last September.
,f I have been living in England since last September.

Use from ... to ... when you mean 'from one time in the past to another':
'I lived in England from 1986 to 1989.'
Use since when you mean 'from a time in the past until now': 'I've been
standing here since 9 o'clock and not one bus has come along.'

2 )< She asked if I'd seen any plays from Shakespeare.
,f She asked if I'd seen any plays by Shakespeare.

a play, novel, painting, etc by a writer or artist (NOT from): 'The reading
passage was from a novel by Anita Brookner.'

3 )< It's a short, knee-length coat from white wool.
,f It's a short, knee-length coat made of white wool.

See note at MADE

4 See NOW 1

front )< The bus stop is outside the post office, in front of the library.
" ,f The bus stop is outside the post office, opposite the library.

in front of = in a position directly before: 'There was a bus in front of the
car and a truck behind it.' 'All I could see was the enormous hat of the
woman sitting in front of me.'
opposite = on the other side of the street, room, etc facing: 'The police
station is directly opposite the town hall.' 'He looked out of his bedroom

_window at the house opposite.'

fruit )< The shop sells fruits and vegetables.
,f The shop sells fruit and vegetables.
)< I never buy tinned fruits.
,f I never buy tinned fruit.

Fruit (= fruit in general) is an uncountable noun: 'We eat lots of fruit in
our family.' 'Would anyone care for a piece of fruit?' (= an orange, apple,
pear etc)
Fruits (= particular types of fruit) is rarely used in British English.
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fully 1 )< The editor said that my letter was too long to be fully published .
.I The editor said that my letter was too long to be published

in full.
fully = completely: 'a fully equipped kitchen', 'a fully furnished
apartment', 'The next three flights to Chicago are fully booked.'
in full = without any part missing or removed: 'Your $100 deposit will be
refunded in full.'

fun 1 ? A good novel can give you a lot of fun .
.I A good novel can give you a lot of pleasure.

When you are talking about something that provides intellectual or
spiritual satisfaction, such as a piano concert or a visit to an art gallery,
use enjoymenUenjoyable or pleasure/pleasurable: 'Reading is her one
source of pleasure.' 'We spent an enjoyable afternoon at the art gallery.'
Fun is usually used in connection with light-hearted events and activities
such as games, picnics, or children's parties: 'John's parties are always
great fun.' 'Let's go to the beach and have some fun.'

2 )< The game we played was very fun .
.I The game we played was a lot of fun.
)< College life is not very fun .
.I College life is not much fun.

Fun is a noun (NOT an adjective): 'a lot of fun', 'not much fun', 'great fun'

3 )< On my birthday I had a good fun with my friends .
.I On my birthday I had some good fun with my friends.
)< It would be a great fun if we could go together .
.I It would be great fun if we could go together.

See Language Note at SCENERY

4 )< While on holiday I made lots of fun .
.I While on holiday I had lots of fun.
)< I'm sure that you will get a lot of fun here .
.I I'm sure that you will have a lot of fun here.

have fun: 'Everyone needs to have a little fun now and again.'
See Language Note at DO

funny 1 )< It will be more funny to go by bus .
.I It will be more fun to go by bus.
)< We've organized lots of funny activities, including a picnic and a

trip to the zoo .

.I We've organized lots of fun activities, including a picnic and
a trip to the zoo.
Someone or something that is funny makes you laugh: 'I always laugh at
Jenny's jokes - they're really funny.' 'The funniest part was when her
father-in-law sat on the wedding cake.'
Someone or something that is fun gives you pleasure or enjoyment: 'The
Disneyland trip sounds like a lot of fun.'

2 )< The carnival is held once a year and everyone has a funny time .
.I The carnival is held once a year and everyone has a good

time.
have a good time = enjoy yourself: 'Everyone was dancing and having a
good time.'
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future

)( The room was so full of furnitures it was difficult to move .
./ The room was so full of furniture it was difficult to move.

Furniture is an uncountable noun: 'We need some new furniture for the
lounge.' 'Our showrooms up and down the country stock the latest ideas
in bedroom furniture.'

)( In future, when my youngest child has started school, I'd like to
get a job .

./ In the future, when my youngest child has started school,
I'd like to get a job.
in future = from now on (commonly used in announcements and
warnings): 'In future anyone arriving late for class will not be admitted.'
in the future = at some time in the future: 'In the future it is quite
possible that a new source of energy will be discovered.'



gain 1

2

gentle

gently 1

get off

get up

X For two weeks' work, I gain about 700,000 yen.
,/ For two weeks' work, I earn about 700,000 yen.
X Without a job it's impossible to gain any money.
,/ Without a job it's impossible to earn any money.

earn or (especially in informal styles) get/make (a sum of) money by
going to work, from investments, etc (NOT gain): 'She earns $4,000 a
month.'

See PROFIT

? My father was a very gentle man, always helping people.
,/ My father was a very kind man, always helping people.

gentle = (1) used to describe someone who never shows anger or
impatience in what they say or do: 'His brother was always ready for a
fight, but Tim was quiet and gentle.'
(2) not loud, forceful or rough: 'He spoke to the child in a quiet, gentle
voice so as not to frighten her.' 'She found the doctor's gentle manner
very reassuring.'

X The shop assistant asked me gently what I wanted.
,/ The shop assistant asked me politely what I wanted.

gently = in a way that will not hurt or damage anything: 'She held the
little bird very gently.'
politely = in a way that shows good manners: 'He politely refused her
offer, saying that he didn't want to trouble her.'

2 X I wonder if you would gently lend us a room for one of the
monthly meetings.

,/ I wonder if you would kindly lend us a room for one of the
monthly meetings.
In polite formal requests, use if you would/could kindly (or if you
would be so kind as to): 'I would be very grateful if you would kindly
allow Julian to leave school early on Tuesday.'

X I got off my car to inspect the damage.
,/ I got out of my car to inspect the damage.

get off a bus, train, plane, boat, ship, bicycle: 'The bus driver will tell you
where to get off.' 'I got off the train at the wrong station.'
get out of a car, taxi, boat, train, lift: 'Getting out of a boat can be quite
tricky.'

See BED 1
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give

glad 1

glass

glasses 1

go 1

2

X She gave to him some cheese sandwiches .
.I She gave him some cheese sandwiches.
X They always give to the new students a warm welcome .
.I They always give the new students a warm welcome.

give sth to sb BUT give sb sth (WITHOUT to)
Compare: 'They gave a medal to each member of the team.' 'They gave
each member of the team a medal.'

X I would be glad if you could send me an application form .
.I I would be grateful if you could send me an application

form.
To make a formal request, use would be grateful if (NOT glad): 'We
would be grateful if you could consider this matter at your earliest
convenience.'

X She was a very glad person, and very intelligent.
.I She was a very happy person, and very intelligent.
X We hope that you will like this school and be glad here .
.I We hope that you will like this school and be happy here.

glad (not used in front of a noun) = pleased and happy about something
in particular: 'I'm so glad your wife is feeling better.' 'I'm glad it wasn't my
turn to pay.'
happy = enjoying life: 'She's a lot happier now that the examinations are
over.'

X I have to vacuum the floors and clean the glasses of the
windows .

.I I have to vacuum the floors and clean the windows.
X The sunlight poured in through the glasses of the bedroom

window .
.I The sunlight poured in through (the panes of) the bedroom

window.
pane (or window-pane) = a sheet of glass used in a window: 'The two
cracked panes will have to be replaced.'
Note that pane and window-pane are rarely used. Their meaning is
usually expressed by window.

X He wears an old-fashioned glasses which make him look
intelligent.

.I He wears old-fashioned glasses which make him look
intelligent.
Glasses (= spectacles) is a plural noun: 'I wear glasses just for reading.'
'Have you seen my glasses?'

2 See PAIR 2

X The next morning she went to see us at the hotel.
.I The next morning she came to see us at the hotel.

Come is used for movement towards the speaker/listener: 'Come in and
sit down for a few minutes.' 'When can' come and see you?'
Go is used for movement in other directions: 'Could you go upstairs and
turn the lights off?'
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2 x How do I go to the Holiday Inn?
./ How do I get to the Holiday Inn?
X He was lost and didn't know how to go back home .
./ He was lost and didn't know how to get back home.

When you mean 'arrive', use get (to): 'I got to the classroom five minutes
late.' 'When does the train get there?'

3 X We go to swim every day on holiday .
./ We go swimming every day on holiday.
X They've gone for camping on Lantau Island .
./ They've gone camping on Lantau Island.

go swimming/sightseeing/shopping etc: 'They've probably gone
fishing.'

4 X That evening my boyfriend and I went out to walk .
./ That evening my boyfriend and I went for a walk.

go for a walk/swim/jog etc: 'Would anyone like to go for a drive?'

5 See TO 2

6 See CAR

go ahead

7 See FIRE 1, 3

go down

go out

goal

golden

X Without additional qualifications, it will be impossible for me to go
ahead in my career .

./ Without additional qualifications, it will be impossible for
me to get ahead in my career.
If you are successful in your career, studies etc, you get ahead (NOT go
ahead): 'The old education system favoured boys, and girls found it
difficult to get ahead.'

X Culture shock begins as soon as you go down from the plane .
./ Culture shock begins as soon as you get off the plane.

See note at GET OFF

X As soon as the bus stopped, he went out.
./ As soon as the bus stopped, he got off.
X I went out of the car and waited for someone to stop and help me .
./ I got out of the car and waited for someone to stop and help me.

See note at GET OFF

X We reached our goal just after three o'clock .
./ We reached our destination just after three o'clock.

goal = something that you hope to achieve: 'The company's goal is to
double its share of the personal computer market.'
destination = the place that you are travelling to: 'The immigration
officer wanted to know my destination and how long I was planning to
stay.'

X It's a navy blue coat with golden buttons .
./ It's a navy blue coat with gold buttons.
X The purse contained six golden coins .
./ The purse contained six gold coins.
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Golden is used in idiomatic expressions such as 'a golden opportunity',
'a golden handshake', 'a golden wedding anniversary', and in the phrase
'golden hair' (used mainly in literary styles).
To describe something that is made of gold or is the colour of gold, use
gold: 'a gold bracelet', 'a black dress with red and gold stripes down the
front'.

gone X 'Have you ever gone to France?' she asked.
./ 'Have you ever been to France?' she asked.

In British English, been is used when someone has visited a place and
returned. Gone is used when the person is still in the place they are
visiting. Compare: 'Peter has gone to Paris.' (= he has not yet returned)
'Peter has been to Paris.' (= he has visited Paris and returned)
In American English gone can be used instead of been.

gonna X Do you know when the plane is gonna land?
./ Do you know when the plane is going to land?
X The principal is gonna give a talk in the morning.
./ The principal is going to give a talk in the morning .

Do not use gonna (= going to) or wanna (= want to) unless you are
trying to represent informal conversation.

good 1 X I don't speak English very good.
./ I don't speak English very well.

Good is an adjective: 'She is a very good singer.'
Well is an adverb: 'She sings very well.'

2 X I hope I'll do good in tomorrow's test.
./ I hope I'll do well in tomorrow's test .

If you are successful (in a test, interview etc), you do well (in it): 'I did
quite well in maths and chemistry but my physics result was very
disappointing.'

3 X My sister is very good in squash,
./ My sister is very good at squash.
X I'm not very good in writing essays.
./ I'm not very good at writing essays .

be good at (doing) sth: 'He's good at all science subjects.' 'Are you any
good at chess?'

4 X There's no good putting a very young child in a kindergarten.
./ It's no good putting a very young child in a kindergarten .
X It's no good to want to help the poor if you don't do anything

about it.
./ It's no good wanting to help the poor if you don't do

anything about it.
it is no good/use (doing sth) = it is pointless: 'It's no good having a car
if you can't drive.'

5 See Language Note at DO

goods X He had very little money and very few goods.
./ He had very little money and very few possessions .
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gossip

got

grade

graduate

granted

grave 1

goods = things that are made to be sold: 'The supermarket has a wide
variety of frozen goods.' 'The average family's weekly expenditure on
goods and services has risen by 20%.'
possessions = all the things that a person owns: 'After his mother died,
Andrew had the unpleasant task of sorting through her possessions.'

X She told me gossips about all her relations .
.I She told me a lot of gossip about all her relations.

See Language Note at SCENERY

X I got several friends who don't want children .
.I I have (got) several friends who don't want children.

Got is not used to replace have: 'I have two sisters.' 'I've got two sisters.'
(NOT 'I got two sisters.')

X By the end of the war he had been promoted to the grade of
captain .

.I By the end of the war he had been promoted to the rank of
captain.
Soldiers, sailors, police officers etc have different ranks (NOT grades):
'She joined the police force in 1990 and quickly rose to the rank of
sergeant.'

X I graduated at Seoul National University with a degree in politics.
,/ I graduated from Seoul National University with a degree in

politics. .
You graduate from a university: 'She graduated from Hull University in
1994 with a first class honours degree in chemistry.'

X We cannot take for granted that a computer system will never
fail.

.I We cannot take it for granted that a computer system will
never fail.
take it for granted (that ...) WITH it = assume that something is true or
will happen: 'She didn't ask me if I wanted to go. She just took it for
granted.'
See also APPRECIATE 2

X I don't have any grave problems .
.I I don't have any serious problems.
X Blackmail is a grave crime .
.I Blackmail is a serious crime.

grave = extremely serious and worrying, especially because someone's
life or happiness is in danger: 'The situation has become increasingly
grave and war now seems inevitable.' 'The shortage of food and medical
supplies is giving rise to grave concern.'

2 X We went to see the 'Valley of the Kings', where the grave of
Tut-mah-Amun was found .

.I We went to see the 'Valley of the Kings', where the tomb of
Tut-mah-Amun was found.
grave = a place in the ground where a dead person is put: 'The coffin
was slowly lowered into the grave.'
tomb (pronounced /turrn/) = a place where a dead person is put. A tomb
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greatly

group

ground 1

is usually made of stone and is above the ground: 'Our first stop was the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.'

X Living standards have improved greatly .
./ Living standards have greatly improved .
./ Living standards have improved enormously.
X The children greatly cheered me up .
./ The children cheered me up a lot.

Greatly is usually placed in front of a main verb, especially in
passive structures: 'Your kind offer is greatly appreciated.' 'Stories of
panic on Wall Street have been greatly exaggerated.'
To emphasize the meaning of an active verb, use enormously,
tremendously or (in informal styles) a lot at the end of the clause: 'In
the last forty years education in China has changed enormously.'

X The people of each group have to guess the word.
./ The people in each group have to guess the word.

the + noun + in a group: 'The girls in my group all come from Italy.'
Note however member + of a group: 'The members of my group took it
in turns to take notes.'

X Turkey occupies about 40 per cent of our ground .
./ Turkey occupies about 40 per cent of our land/territory.

See Language Note on next page

2 X They do not have enough food or ground to grow it on .
./ They do not have enough food or land to grow it on.

See Language Note on next page

3 X Gradually the ground loses the ability to hold water .
./ Gradually the soil loses the ability to hold water.
X My job is to analyse samples of ground .
./ My job is to analyse samples of soil.

See Language Note on next page

4 X People who suffer from backache often sleep on the ground .
./ People who suffer from backache often sleep on the floor.

See Language Note on next page

5 X The school building is very old and the ground is very small.
./ The school building is very old and the grounds are very

small.
See Language Note on next page

6 X A shot rang out and one of the men fell on the ground .
./ A shot rang out and one of the men fell to the ground.
X I fell on the ground, hoping that nobody had seen me .
./ I fell to the ground, hoping that nobody had seen me.

Use on the ground when you are thinking about position: 'Someone had
dropped one of their gloves on the ground.' 'We sat down on the ground
just outside the cage.'
When you are thinking about downward movement or (violent)
movement from a standing position, use to the ground: 'The parachute
failed to open and he plummeted to the ground.' 'The impact knocked
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him spinning to the ground.' 'They pushed him to the ground and
grabbed his wallet.'

FLOOR-GROUNO-GROUNOS-LANO-TERRITORY -SOIL
floor The floor is the surface that you walk on when you are

indoors: 'Our cat likes to sit on the floor under my desk.' 'It's
about time someone cleaned the kitchen floor.'

ground The ground is the surface that you walk on when you are
outdoors: 'The ground was covered with snow.' 'In the
middle of the forest was a bare patch of marshy ground.'

grounds Grounds refers to the area surrounding and belonging to a
school, hospital, hotel, stately home, etc, usually enclosed by
a wall or fence: 'Parking within the hospital grounds is strictly
prohibited.'

land Land refers to (1) an area of ground that is owned or used by
someone, or that is controlled by a particular country: 'All the
land from here to the stream belongs to the Pattersons.'
'Disagreements about land have led to many wars.'
(2) (also the land) the part of the Earth's surface that is not
covered by water: 'After three days at sea, I was looking
forward to being on land again.'

territory Territory is the area that is controlled by a particular country,
army or power: 'One of the results of losing the war was that
the country had to give up almost half its territory.' 'They had
wandered by mistake into enemy territory.'

soil Soil is the material in which plants and trees grow: 'This plant
needs rich soil to grow well.'

I

grow 1 )< Many of these children grow in an atmosphere of violence.
,/ Many of these children grow up in an atmosphere of

violence.
grow = (1) (of children, animals, plants etc) develop or get bigger as part
of a natural process: 'Mary's little boy grew four centimetres last year.'
'Orchids don't grow in cold climates.' (2) cause plants, vegetables etc to
do this by taking care of them: 'In the back garden we grow onions,
potatoes and carrots.'
grow up = (of children) pass from childhood into maturity: 'Of course I
know him - we grew up together in New York.' 'Tom wants to be a
scientist when he grows up.'

2 )< Some parents need to be taught how to grow their children.
,/ Some parents need to be taught how to bring up their

children.
bring up (or raise) = look after children until they are old enough to
leave home, teaching them how to behave and what to think about the
world: 'He was brought up to believe that men and women are equal.'
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grow up 1 X The country's GNP is growing up very quickly .
./ The country's GNP is growing very quickly.

grow = increase (in number, volume, cost etc): 'The population is
expected to grow by 20% over the next ten years.'

2 X Calcium helps your bones to grow up .
./ Calcium helps your bones to grow.
X With a garden you can grow up your own vegetables .
./ With a garden you can grow your own vegetables.

See note at GROW 1

grown-up X These films are too violent not only for children but also for
grown-up people .

./ These films are too violent not only for children but also for
grown-ups.
Instead of using grown-up person/people, use grown-up as a noun:
'Grown-ups are so boring! All they want to do is talk!' Note that grown-
up is used mainly by children. The more common word is adult.

guarantee X May I remind you that the cassette recorder is still in guarantee .
./ May I remind you that the cassette recorder is still under

guarantee.
under guarantee (NOT in): 'The watch was still under guarantee so they
repaired it free of charge.'

guidance X I greatly appreciate all your help and guidances .
./ I greatly appreciate all your help and guidance.

Guidance is an uncountable noun: 'The council provides guidance and
support for students wishing to study abroad.'

guilty 1 X The jury charged the defendant guilty .
./ The jury found the defendant guilty.
X He was tried and judged guilty of murder .
./ He was tried and found gUilty of murder.

find sb guilty/innocent: 'Despite the flimsy evidence, the jury found her
guilty.' 'The accused was found guilty and sentenced to five years'
imprisonment. '

2 X They feel guilty of neglecting their duty .
./ They feel gUilty about neglecting their duty.
X A lot of women feel guilty to leave their children alone or with

another person .
./ A lot of women feel guilty about leaving their children alone

or with another person.
(be) guilty of a crime or doing something wrong: 'The jury found thJ
defendant guilty of murder.' 'He was guilty of driving without a licence or
insurance.'
(feel) guilty about (doing) sth = ashamed: 'I still feel guilty about not
visiting her while she was in hospital.'

guitar 1 See PLAY 3

2 See CLASSIC 2
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gun

gymnastic

See SHOOT 2

X I took up gymnastic when I was at school.
,/ I took up gymnastics when I was at school.

Gymnastic (WITHOUT -s) is an adjective: 'Her gymnastic ability was
recognized at a very early age.'
The noun is gymnastics (WITH -si: 'Her career in international
gymnastics began at the age of twelve.'



habit 1

hair 1

2

half 1

2

3

halt

x It is a habit in Japan to take off your shoes before entering a
house .

./ It is a custom in Japan to take off your shoes before
entering a house.
See Language Note at MANNER

2 X Once one has taken the habit, smoking is very difficult to give up .
./ Once one has acquired the habit, smoking is very difficult to

give up.
a.cqui"e/adop
the Unfortunate

elop/getinto a ha
itof biti[1~hjs finger

X He had a black hair and very clear eyes .
./ He had black hair and very clear eyes.
X Her beautiful blond hairs were shining in the sun .
./ Her beautiful blond hair was shining in the sun.

Whep you mearnTa single~"ajr' or 'severalIndlvldu airs', halrls a
countlible nour"!,jIIpere wa ng ir in UP."StCi still
I'll brqsh the hairs off your jet.'
When you mean/Cill the hai.. a person's head', is uncountable:
'Where do you go~o have ycf~ hair cut?~

See CUT 4

X He agreed to give her the half of the money .
./ He agreed to give her half of the money.

Do"npYuse the~efore halre~(:ept wh Iking EiHoulapartiCulafhalf.
Compare: 'He spends halfJheweek pia . g golf.' 'During the second half
of the"concert I could hardlYg~Y awake"~ ""

X We will stay in Bangkok for two and half days .
./ We will stay in Bangkok for two and a half days.

number + and a 1]a.1t.(NOT and half): 'She can swim two lengths of the
pooljn four and ~half minutes,'

X We have a break of one and ahalf hour for lunch .
./ We have a break of one and a half hours for lunch.

number greater man one + plural form: 'three and a half mmutes'z'twelve
and a half rniles'a
Note the alternative: 'W<Jhave a one ana a half hour break for lunch.'

X Don't stand up until the bus gets to a halt.
./ Don't stand up until the bus comes to a halt.
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came toa

hand 1

2

3

handle

happen 1

ocome toa halt (NOT get): 'The car
~sudden halt outside.theOank

c

.'

X In the other hand, many women choose to go out to work.
,/ On the other hand, many women choose to go out to work.

['on tile o@ehand .,1, on'the'gtherhaod ....,(NOr in;fat):!On other
hand, don't forget that these macnines are expensive.'

X The future of millions of people should not be in the hand of one
man.

,/ The future of millions of people should not be in the hands
of one man.

f in tl')~ hl!nds .9f (ptyral),o=cOlltrollE3.d 'All.the isin
hands of the government.'

X He came out of the bathroom with a towel in the hand.
,/ He came out of the bathroom with a towel in his hand.

in mylher/their etc hand/s (NOTthe):e'you can'fargye wben someone
has a gun in their hand." ~

X I learned how to run a house and handle with small children.
,/ I learned how to run a house and handle small children.
X That is surely not the way to handle with something so fragile.
,/ That is surely not the way to handle something so fragile.

handle sb/sth (WITHOUT with): 'We've decided to let our lawyer handle
the matter.' 'Be careful bow you handlethe vase - it's worth a small
torture.'.. . x'; ·..uc C.x cc.c

'Compare, 'This isahighly sensitive issue nef,ds Vi1ith
tact and diplomacy; 'FRAGILE - ~ANi;:lLEWITH:CARE.'

2

X It happened something very strange.
,/ Something very strange happened.
X I was afraid it might happen to me something terrible.
,/ I was afraid that something terrible might happen to me.
X It didn't happen what the teacher had predicted.
,/ What the teacher had predicted didn't happen.

- - ~
The subject of happen comes in front of the verb, in tlie usual way:

: 'Acciden)~.happen~vefstda¥.p.lon~thi~stretch 'Something
unforeseen ha.shappen'ed."; . .c'~ ~
When you use-it (preparatory:subject) I::leforehappen, the sentence
continues witha that clause: 'It happened that we had both booked
seats onthe same.fligbt:' {=I3Y ch.ancgwe nad ... )u

X One day happened something very sad.
,/ One day something very sad happened.
X Then happened something that made me very angry.
,/ T~en s~mething happened that made me very angry.

-The subject of the sentence comes in front of happen (NOT after it):
'SoO'1ethirgunexpected'has.happensd.' ..'Something has happened tl:lat I
thinEYOllought to know abollt.' c.~ - ~

3 X I don't know what's happened with him. He should be here by now.
,/ I don't know what's happened to him. He should be here by

now.
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Something happens to sbmeone/somethirig (~OT with): What's
happened to the clock? Irs not working.' "

4 See PROBLEM 3

hardly 1 )( I tried hardly to remember where I had parked the car.
,/ I tried hard to remember where I had parked the car.
)( It was raining hardly and we all got wet.
,/ It was raining hard and we all got wet.
)( Society shouldn't punish these people too hardly.
,/ Society shouldn't punish these people too hard/severely.

hardly = scarcetyj'alrnostnot: 'I(was hardly raining at all.' 'I could hardly
believe my eyes.' .
hard = (1) with a lot of effort: 'If you work hard,you'rebound to
heC\vilyo[ sE?verel>t,:'The.Cluthoriti~sa~E?ocomin~dow'7rard9:ntax
evasion.' Before apast participle,use severely for this meaning:
are caugh(they will be severely,punished.'

2 )( It was so dark that we hardly could see.
,/ It was so dark that we could hardly see.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

3 )( There were hardly no trees left, just bare rocky land.
,/ There were hardly any trees left, just bare rocky land.
)( When we arrived at the hotel, we couldn't hardly believe our

eyes.
,/ When we arrived at the hotel, we could hardly believe our

eyes.
See Language Note at NOT

harm See Language Note at DO

have 1 )( After buying the food, he had not any money left.
,/ After buying the food, he didn't have any money left.

WhElHhav~is use:qaSa main v~rb, the:8egati~e and.question terms are
made withclo:'1 didn't have any breakfast this morning.' . ,,'
Notethe alternative: 'After buying the food, he.hadn'tpot any money left.'

2 )( I stayed at home yesterday because I was having a bad cold.
,/ I stayed at home yesterday because I had a bad cold.

See Language Note at CONTAIN

3 )( I don't think that I have to say anything more, so I'll stop now and
take this letter to the post office .

./ I don't think that I have anything more to say, so I'll stop
now and take this letter to the post office.
have to do sth = must do something: 'My train leaves in ten'minut~s so
I'll have to go now.' ;
havesth to do = have sornethinq that you need or intend te do: 'I have
two more letters

4 See AGO 2
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have got 1

5 See COLOUR 1, SIZE

have to

he

he or she,
he/she

headache

health

? He has got white hair, big ears and blue eyes.
,/ He's got white hair, big ears and blue eyes.
? I have not got a van and so I can't move my things by myself.
,/ I haven't got a van and so I can't move my things by myself.

The diff~\enP2trns of ha,,~'got ~r~~ne8,rIY"<llways c28lracte?when y
are SPOKen or written: 'I'v~got two§1isters."?he's got big brown ey
'He wanted to kn2w if I'd got any money.' .. '==

2 ? It all depends on whether the applicant has got suitable
qualifications.

,/ It all depends on whether the applicant has suitable
qualifications.
Have got is used only in informal slyles (maInly in Btftish English). In,
other sty!~s, use h,ave.

;< Some wives earn a lot of money and so their husbands haven't
to work.

,/ Some wives earn a lot of money and so their husbands
don't have to work.

;< He was pleased that he had not to look after the baby.
,/ He was pleased that he didn't have to look after the baby.

The negative andquestiop forms of have tQare usually made with do; 'I
don'! have to leave-just y~t.' 'Do you really gave to g'o now?"

? A child is bound to suffer if he thinks that no one loves him.
,/ Children are bound to suffer if they think that no one loves

them.
See Language Note opposite

? When anyone reads these lines, he or she will think that the
writer is very sad.

,/ Anyone reading these lines will think that the writer is very
sad.

? A criminal should be punished when he/she is caught.
,/ Criminals should be punished when they are caught.
? If a friend came to stay with me, I would give him or her a

souvenir of Barcelona so that he or she would have something to
remember his or her visit.

,/ If a friend came to stay with me, I would give them a
souvenir of Barcelona so that they would have something to
remember their visit.
See Language Note opposite

;< If I drink coffee, I get headache.
,/ If I drink coffee, I get a headache.

Headache is a countable noun: 'I woke up with a terrible headache.' 'My
wife suffers from headaches.'

;< I hope this letter finds you in a good health.
,/ I hope this letter finds you in good health.
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Avoiding sexism in your writing

In the past, when people referred to a member of a group containing both men and women (or
boys and girls), they used the pronouns he/him/his:

A good doctor listens carefully to his patients.
Anyone who wants to join should give his name to the secretary.

Nowadays, many people feel that this usage is unfair to women. If you want to avoid the danger
of seeming sexist, you can use one of the following alternatives.

• Use They/Them/Their to refer back to an indefinite pronoun (anyone, somebody ete):

Anyone who wants to join should give their name to the secretary.

Some people object to this usage in formal styles, insisting that they (plural) does not agree in
number with anyone (singular). This usage is nevertheless very common .

• Make all the forms plural:

Good doctors listen carefully to their patients.
Those who want to join should give their name to the secretary.

• Design the sentence in such a way that a personal pronoun is not needed. For example,
instead of saying 'If anyone wants to go now, he may do so', just say 'Anyone who wants to
go now may do so.'

• Use he or she, his or her, ete:

A good doctor listens carefully to his or her patients.

This alternative is found in formal writing, and so is the use of he/she, his/her, s/he, etc.
However, they are generally felt to produce awkward and unnatural sentences, especially when
they are repeated, as in:

If a doctor listens to his or her patients, he or she will be in a better position to
help them.

Health isifruncol.lntablenoun:5NoriY7can atf~ct
in life is mote imR~rtant t~an g009 health.' ~

healtg.' :Notlling
-

-~o-

hear 1 X They all sat down and heard my story.
,/ They all sat down and listened to my story.
X I like hearing tapes and watching English films.
,/ I like listening to tapes and watching English films.

Iisteh(to)~hear and a:¥-atte 'He listened carefully to every
worerl saief.!;GornPi;lre~~ al 'dnTIii;ten
to what th~~fwer~~$ay _.' ~.

2 See LOOK FORWARD TO 2
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heavy

height

help 1

here 1

high

)< Her car was involved in a heavy accident.
./ Her car was involved in a serious accident.
)< All the prisoners had committed heavy crimes .
./ All the prisoners had committed serious crimes.

a serious accident/crime/illness etc (NOT heavy)

)< She is a medium-height smartly-dressed woman .
./ She is a smartly-dressed woman of medium height.
)< The police wish to interview an average height man with long

black hair .
./ The police wish to interview a man of average height with

long black hair.
9.1 medit,!rp/aver~gE!heig~\: 'The SJ;>capedJlIisonerj1>pf
and was last seen2wearinga qreen.tracksuit.'

)< The girl's parents couldn't help to worry about her .
./ The girl's parents couldn't help worrying about her.

can't/couldn't help doing sth: 'I couldn't help laughing when I saw what
he was doing.' '.' ,

2 )< Remember to call me if you need a help .
./ Remember to call me if you need help.

Help is usually an uncountable noun: 'Do YQU wanCsomehelp?' 'He
doesn't like asking for help.'
Note however th.ephrase be a (gre!lt/tremendous) help: 'Thanks for
poming.~ndlookin~.after;t~e ehildr~n. You',!~.beena.~reath~lp"'lt
would Ma greaf~elp if yotf could just address all the'envelopes.'

)< The weather in here is very cold .
./ The weather here is very cold.
)< The people in here believe in Hinduism .
./ The people here believe in Hinduism.

1)0 not Use In befCirehere/fherewben yourBean'inJhiscoUf1try or
'region': 'I'm having a problem with the food here.' 'Groceries flere
much cheaper than in Japan.' '"
You usein here when you mean 'in this building/room/container etc': .
'Nobodyts allowed to come in here except authorized personnel.' 'I leave

'most of my boo~§,ln ..'

2 x She comes to here every afternoon to feed the birds .
./ She comes here every afternoon to feed the birds.

1)0 not use to before here/there unless you~areindicating or pointing to
something: 'When the tide comes in; the water reaches right up to here.'

3 )< You do not need to bring a coat because here is warm.
,/' You do not need to bring a coat because it's warm here.
)< Here is very different.
./ It's very different here.

When you are describing a situation, begin the clause with it (NOT
,here): 'It's raining Mere.' '

)< Beauvais is very proud of having the highest cathedral in
Europe.
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hinder 1

hire

historic 1

,/ Beauvais is very proud of having the tallest cathedral in
Europe.

X Smoke pours out of the high chimneys all day long.
,/ Smoke pours out of the tall chimneys all day long

Use"hig~ to d.escribe S?metbing tb9.t is a 10(1gw~y abpve tre ground (or
'whose top is iillong way-above the ground);,.'The'rooms on the ground
floor have very high ceilings.' 'The top shelf was too high for me

c
to

reach.' 'The high wall made it impossible for prisoners to escape.'"
Use tall {NOThigb) todescribepeople, anirnals, trees, plants and tbings
which are narrow and above average height: 'Most of the tall trees had .
been cut' down.' 'I'd like to marry someone tall with a sense of humour.'
'He's almost six feet tall.'

X His health hindered him to do any hard work.
,/ His health prevented him from doing any hard work.
X Nobody can hinder people having fun.
,/ Nobody can prevent people from having fun.

hinder sth = cause progress, development; growth etc to slow down or
stop: 'Higher interest rates could hinder economic growth.' 'Heavy rains
hinderedtheexpedition's progress.'
prevenf(or S~()p) sb fram d()in~fsth make itimpossibleJor someone
to do something: 'He removed the ignition key to prevent them from
leavinq."

2 X Capital punishment aims to hinder people from committing such
crimes.

,/ Capital punishment aims to deter people from committing
such crimes.
deter s6 (from dolnq sth) '" persuade someone not to do something:
'The threat of imprisonment has tailed.to deter these young offenders.'

X I'm hiring a small house near the university.
,/ I'm rentlnqa small house n«:ar the university.

In British EngHsh you hire a sult, meeting hall, bicycle, fishing rod etc.
Not! obtain the uSe of these things, usually~()r ashortperiod, by making ,
a sinqlepayment: 'Whycbuya wedding dress when you can hire one?'
'Herr Platzer showed us where we could hire bicycles.'
You rent a house, shop, apartment, television etc, usually for a longer
period,by making 'a series ()fpayrnents: 'There ~re pfenty()f oftjcesto
rent in the town centre.'When talking about cars, you can use rimt or
hire: 'There's usually aplace at tlie airport where you can hire/rent a
car." ,~,'c. _ ,r.s" '. , _. ..'." ~.

In Ameripan \=nglish Y0.f!J always rent $.()mething(nothire),regardle§s
what It is or the length o! the "arrangement. '. .'

X She likes reading historic novels.
,/ She likes reading historical novels.

historic = (tjveryirnportant in history: 'a historic voyage','a historic
decision' (2) haVing a long history: 'a historic tradition' 'a historic
building'~- .,•.•".-c ..., ••..., H,. . '.:.'
historical = (1) aqout or based upon people who actually lived or
that actually happened: 'Historical records suggest that the prince was
fully aware of the murders.' (2) connected with or found in history: 'a
diary of greathistoricalinterest', historical document', historical
reasons': ,-
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historical

hit 1

2

hold

hole x
,/
x
,/

holiday 1 x
,/

x
,/

2 x He likes reading historic books.
,/ He likes reading history books.
X We spent the afternoon at the historic museum.
,/ We spent the afternoon at the history museum.

'a history book!lessoni.rlUseum etC = a booklJesson/museum etc
~deals with the subject ot_history: 'Our history teacher next term is Mr
~u~.' --

X We shall be taking you to see several interesting historical
places.

,/ We shall be taking you to see several interesting historic
places.
See note at HISTORIC 1

X Turning round, I hit a vase which broke into several pieces.
,/ Turning round, I knocked over a vase which broke into

several pieces.
sknock over'':: hit sornethirlg
·position: Th@cat
gFred wim(m'

X I was so terrified that I hit and kicked them with all my might.
,/ I was so terrified that I punched and kicked them with all my

might.
punch andklck (NOT hit and kick): 'The boy'on the groul1o was
punching and.kickinq todefend himself.'

X One of the men walked over to me and held my bag.
,/ One of the men walked over to me and took hold of my bag.
X As soon as she saw the mouse, she held a knife.
,/ As soon as she saw the mouse, she picked up a knife.

hold = have-sernethirfq in your haREl7hands/afms etc: 'I'd been holding
the baby for-nearly an hour and myriqht arm was getting tired.'
get/take hold of = put Your fingers or hands around something and hold
it: 'Quick! Get hold of tb~erope! Theboat's drifjfhg away.'
pick up = put_your fing~rs around sornethi take it: '

,~opick uptQ!'l glove. thrit$he'ddtoppe<:j.'

He didn't want us to see the hole on his sock.
He didn't want us to see the hole in his sock.
The yacht hit the side of the ferry and made a hole in it.
The yacht hit the side of the ferry and made a hole in it.
(make) a hole in sth (NOT on): 'The bucket had a hole in the bottom.'

She said she was going on holidays to France.
She said she was going on holiday to France.
I've just got back from holidays.
I've just got back from holiday.
Speakers of British English use (be/go) on holiClay, (return/get back)"
from holiday (WITHOU:r -s): 'I mefher whilecl was on holiday in
Switzerland/ 'We're sUpposed to be going on holiday withtAem.'
~he plural tprm holidays is usuallyused withthe/my/youretc: 'Where',
rire you going for yourhpliday/s th§tyearT'g the long summer

d'ioliday/sl>Ql11e studel'ljsgeja part.;tfm.e job.
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home 1

Speakersof American Engish u~c;)(be/go) 00 vac~tioniJtc.

2 X The children stay up late when they are in their holidays.
,/ The children stay up late when they are on holiday.
X In those days we couldn't afford to go in holidays.
,/ In those days we couldn't afford to go on holiday. '.

(be/go) o~holiday (I\JOTi~ (your) holidaY~l: 'M~lk's 01) holiq<J.Y
sweek.' 'Orisholiday I just likE)to rE)Iaxand reae.a boqkodwo;' ,

3 X It's time you made a holiday.
,/ It's time you had a holiday.
X At Easter a lot of pensioners go to Lugano to make a holiday,
,/ At Easter a lot of pensioners go to Lugano to have a

holiday.
See Language Note at DO

4 See PAss1

X As soon as I arrived at home, I knew that something was wrong.
,/ As soon as I arrived home, I knew that something was

wrong.
X When the examinations are over, I'm going to home.
,/ When the examinations are over, I'm going home.

arrive/g~lreturn home (WITH0]iT aUtcl): 't1.epsgoshomeane;haveJ'
sorriething to eat.' 'WEtarrived home at Six o'clock: '
Compare: 'We 'arrivee at their house at.six o'clock.'

2 X I have to stay in my home to look after our baby.
,/ I have to stay at home to look after our baby.
X We decided to spend the weekend in our home.
,/ We decided to spend the weekend at home.

atnome{NOT;i!'l my/pur hOme):
thefime;' , "

3 X We left my uncle's home at ten o'clock.
,/ We left my uncle's house at ten o'clock.
X Why don't you stay in Joan's home?
,/ Why don't you stay at Joan's house?

leave/stay at/geo home BUI leave/stay at/go to sb's house
COQlpare,:'Shanweg() horii;e or§han we go to yourhous,e?'

4 X If they want to go outside the home, they have to ask their
husbands.

,/ If they want to go out, they have to ask their husbands.
:Wh$n someon~Jeav$s thelF hOU$~ fo~'~:sho~whili3, the~rgoout:
to go outbut I'nftoo _tfree;' :v ~.," Cc:'

5 X Saudi women were not allowed to work outside their home.
,/ Saudi women were not allowed to go out to work.

See Language Note at OCCUPATION

6 X My parents don't want me to live out of home.
,/ My parents don't want me to live away from home.
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(live/move) ....away fromJ1ome (NOT out of hOIT1:~):'I've been living away
from home for almost two years.'

homework 1 x

Trvl'::/l

In my opinion, women who go out to work don't have enough
time to do the homework.
In my opinion, women who go out to work don't have
enough time to do the housework.
homework~ work that El teacher gives a pupil to do at home
housework ;= all the jobs that have to be done regularly to keep a house
or flat clean and tidy··

2 X Have you done your homeworks?
vi' Have you done your homework?

Homeworkls an uncountable noun: 'We're given a lot of homework aL
the weekend:'

housework

Our teacher wanted to know why we hadn't made our
homework.
Our teacher wanted to know why we hadn't done our
homework.

homework See Language Note at DO

honestly 1 X Honestly, we didn't play very well in the final.
vi' To be honest, we didn't play very well in the final.
X Honestly, I don't really like her husband.
vi' To tell you the truth, I don't really like her husband.

tJse honestly when youwant someone to beli13ve that what you are
saying is r~;,allyyue: 'lg~Destly don'trnind whl3r~we go,awJong ;,as
go somewtl~;re."1 was going to giv~;it back to.~8u, honestly:' .•
To show someone that you are about to tell them your own true feelings
about something (especially feelings that you usually keep secret), use
to be honest (with you), in all honesty, to telf(you) the truth, (quite)
frankly or to be frank: 'In all honesty, I'll be glad when the children are
back at school.' 'To tell you the truth, I don't think that the marriage will
last long.' -

2 X I honestly say that I haven't seen anyone work so hard.
vi' I can honestly say that I haven't seen anyone work so hard.

I can honestly say (WITH can): honestlysay this is the worst film
I've ever seen.'" -

hope 1 X I hope that one day things would change.
vi' I hope that one day things will change.
X I hope that you would think seriously about this matter.
vi' I hope that you will think seriously about this matter.

You hope tl1§!tsomeoneiwil1 do sovnething ortfrat something will
happen (NOT would):'l hope that you won't be offended itl don't

2 X I hope you to have a good time at the party.
vi' I hope you have a good time at the party.

When there is a change of subject after hope, Use hope + that clause
(NOT hope + to-v): 'She hopes (that) you'll come again.' 'We hope (that)
your parents enjoyed their stay.'
When therE)Ts no change of subject; use (or hope +
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clause): 'She hopes to corne-aqain.' (=she 50pe!3that shewlll come
,agqin) 'TqeyhppejO the Jstana.' (;;=~ibop§(thqt) will visit the
lstana) .' "., "~cS

3 )( I deeply hope that there will never be another war.
.I I sincerely hope that there will never be another war.

slncerely'hope (NOT deeply): 'l sincerely hDpethat you will understand
why we cannot come after all.' C •

4 )( Are you still unhappy? I don't hope so .
.I Are you still unhappy? J hope not. _

When you wish that something previously lTlentionedis not true, use I
hope not:;'Do;.youqavEl'to have anoth'!lf m@dical,exarninall()n?'('1
not.' '.. .

hopeless )( I think the students will feel hopeless because they have already
tried their best and failed .

.I I think the students will feel disheartened because they have
already tried their best and failed.

'Hopeles~ is..ysuallyus~d to'desSiibeF.situ-a,tion,notaper~on:',Jhe
firemen tried to gefJhe blaze.under controtbut itwas;hopeless!When
you say that a person is hopeless, you mean that they are verv'bad.at
sornethinq: 'He's hopeless at remembering names.'

dl'Jsc~ibesqmeone who feels that th~y have little orno chance
success.tospeclatly beCause'fheY.;havealreadyexperienced failure
disappointment, use dispirited, dejected, disheartened, discouraged,
despondent or demoralized: 'Having lost ten in a the•

.team feltcompletely,dE1~oral\:zed,:;

horizon 1 )( The tiny light looked like a star in the horizon .
.I The tiny light looked like a star on the horizon.

+on the ti~rizqn (N'OTin): 'TElesup wq,ssetting on the.horlzon."

2 )( Further education enables you to broaden your horizon .
.I Further education enables you to broaden your horizons.

your horizons (WITH ":"5) = the range of taingsthat you are involved or
interested in: 'As a-politician, his horizons extend no further than the next
election.' ..

hospital 1 )( I've been in the hospital for the last five weeks .
.I I've been in hospital for the last five weeks.

See note at SCHOOL 1

2 )( I want to go and see my grandmother who is ill at hospital.
.I I want to go and see my grandmother who is ill in hospital.
)( It gave me the opportunity to work at a hospital.
.I It gave me the opportunity to work in a hospital.

in (a) hospital (NOT at): 'I didn't like being in hospital.'

hour )( It was a twelve hours trip .
.I It was a twelve-hour trip.

See Language Note at HUNDRED

household )( At the weekend they have to do all the household .
.I At the weekend they have to do all the housework.
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)< Some women get no help with the household work .
.I Some women get no help with the housework.

'household = allfhe 'people tivinq-toqether in a house or flat: 'Be quiet or
'y,ou'lI wake the whole housenold.tes ',.' 0-

l1ousework =afltlle jobs that have,tobe done regul
pi tlat clean an" My, husba . I share all
Jbetween us.'

housekeeper x Most Korean women are housekeepers .
.I Most Korean women are housewives.

housekeeper ","a person who does thecookingalld;keeps a house'
.clean, usually paiO'by, the owners of the house: 'We can't afford to
'employ, a housekeeper.' # •

housewife = a marrie.d woman who does not have a full-time job outside-
tMe house: 'She doesn't want to give up her job andbecome a
!1?usewife.' ~ ?"~

housework x
.I

how 1 )< Could you describe how the driver looks like?
.I Could you describe what the driver looks like?
)( How is Christmas in France?
.I What is Christmas like in France?
)< How do the new shoes feel like?
.I What do the new shoes feel like?

2 )< How do you think of the hotel?
.I What do you think of the hotel?
)< Should I tell him the truth? How do you think?
.I Should I tell him the truth? What do you think?

When you ask someone for their oRillion, use what.J.:fhink (NOT ho~}:-
~hat do you thln~of Ann's new car?' - . -=

3 )< Their decision will depend on how good is your offer .
.I Their decision will depend on how good your offer is.
)< Please let me know how much is the postage .
.I Please let me know how much the postage is.

u ordlnat ,thesul:>j ncfverbdo' ange plac
are: 'Ho did she pa ' 'Do you how muchs
or it?' .

4 )< I must tell you how I was pleased to receive a letter from you .
.I I must tell you how pleased I was to receive a letter from

you.
)< I keep telling myself how I am lucky to have such wonderful

children.
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how do
you do

how much

however

huge

human

humid

humour

,/ I keep telling myself how lucky I am to have such wonderful
children.
how + adjecti\ie/a('j\ierb+ sUbjeGt'+verb: 'Ican't descnbehow!3'ad HelL"
'How clulnsy you are!' 'twa!3'amazed at how fast she~wasclriving.'

5 X We all know how terrible disease AIDS is.
,/ We all know what a terrible disease AIDS is.

what + noun phrase (NOT how):c'l'vebeentold what a fine
youare!'Wh?t a ~tupiclthingto9;:lY!'"

X Dear Mary Hi! How do you do?
,/ Dear Mary Hi! How are you?

'How'doyoutlo?isused irispoken Englistias'apolite way of greeting a;
stranger or someone you do not know very.well. It is not used in written
English. c ~- .

H0V':! ar~you?is
greeting:' .

X I realized how much different everybody's personality is.
,/ I realized how different everybody's personality is.
X I just can't tell you how much I'm sorry.
,/ I just can't tell you how sorry I am.

how + mj.lch):'Didyou

X I don't like shopping however I'll come with you.
,/ I don't like shopping but I'll come with you.

Unlike but,hbwever isan adverb (NOT ac()njunctionJ and is l,tsedonly
in formal-styles: 'I-was boping to deal with this matter quickly. However,
the situation is more complicptedthanl thoughl."The newspapers
always carried stories qf ne~ad\tancefl afjqgloriousyictories. 111
however, the;warwas not going well.' - ,- " '.,_
See also NEVERTHE~LESS, THEREFORE 1

X Meno Park in Central Tokyo is very huge.
,/ Meno Park in Central Tokyo is (absolutely) huge.

See note at VERY 2

X The human's brain works better in the morning.
,/ The human brain works better in the morning.

HuJJlan-ismainly used as an adjective: 'We'should accept the fact
human jlldge-i-pentis,fallible.Lc;,.;
Compare: 'A person's brain.\I\forks in the morning.'

X He was living in a cold basement flat which had humid walls and
almost no furniture.

,/ He was living in a cold basement flat which had damp walls
and almost no furniture.
See note at DAMP

? Bill looks angry. Is he in a bad humour?
,/ Bill looks angry. Is he in a bad mood?
? Sometimes when I'm in a good humour, 'I like to cook something

special.
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hundred

hurry

,/ Sometimes when I'm in a good mood, I like to cook
something special .

.Your mood is the way you feel (ab()_utlife) at a particular time: 'Doctors
believe that tiredness affects your .mbod and behaviour:' 'George is
bad mood this morning. Has someone upset him?"··
Humour is used-with a similar meElnJng, but only or literary

.styles:'Steve[1\!1(p.~deep in bad h(jrB9ur.'

See Language Note opposite

X I was in hurry to catch the train.
,/ I was in a hurry to catch the train.

fbel in a hurry (to~ostn): 'I was in such a hurry that I n~,!ly knocked him over:'
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Using numbers

• Day, monlh, minule, mile, kilo etc are always SINGULAR when used (with a number)
immediately before a noun: 'a six-minute wait', 'a ten-second silence', 'a five-mile race'.

My travel agent had arranged a 6-day coach tour.
The company provides a three-month training course.

Compare: 'We waited for thirty minutes.' 'We had a thirty-minute wait.'

• When you say 100,1000, etc, or write these numbers in words, use a hundred, a thousand
(WITH a):

The palace was built a thousand years ago.

Compare: 'The palace was built 1000 years ago.'

For emphasis or to be exact, it is possible to use one instead of a:

I am one hundred percent against the idea.

• After a/one/five/twelve etc, the words hundred, thousand, ete are always SINGULAR and are
NOT followed by of:

Five hundred children are born in the city every day.
More than three thousand people were there.

Similarly, of is NOT used after 100,250,3000 elc:

If you kill 200 whales a year, they will soon disappear.

Hundreds (of), Ihousands (of) elc are used only when you give a general idea of how many
or how much: 'There were hundreds of stars in the sky.' 'They've spent thousands (of
pounds) on improvements to the house.'

• Use and between hundred and the next number. (In American English, and is often omitted,
especially in formal styles.)

BrEThe club has about a hundred and thirty members.
AmEThe club has about a hundred (and) thirty members.



I 1 )( I and some of my classmates publish a monthly magazine.
,/ Some of my classmates and I publish a monthly magazine .

.Someone I I amfsomeone): husband ana I belo~ngto
;givingplub.' .~.." . ..

2 )( She is one year younger than I.
,/ She is one year younger than I am.
,/ She is one year younger than me.

In compari n '1"!.~/him/l"l~r/uskthem(8bject~ronour)s)
"than ramI sh Iweare/theyare:{Vou're;str-onger tharihim.'
jVou're.stronger thal};he is.~~

idea )( I had the brilliant idea to invite Sonia to my party.
,/ I had the brilliant idea of inviting Sonia to my party.

;the id~aof dpii1g 'ShedoesfFflike staying infHe house
on hefbwn.'~".0"
Com!?~re:'lt jlas a good id~.ato iny!te Sonia to your party.'

if 1 )( If it will rain, I'll come and meet you in the car.
,/ If it rains, I'll come and meet you in the car.

See Language Note at WILL

2 See WOULD

3 See DEPEND 3

4 See so 1

ill 1 )( I am being trained to look after ill children.
,/ I am being trained to look after sick children.

III (= sick) is usually used alter a verb: 'I told thedoctorthat 1felt ill.' 'His
··father is seriously ill in hospital.' .
Beforfa nou.A,use ~ick: 'tour father is a very si.<:;kman.

2 )( He wanted to be with his son who was badly ill.
,/ He wanted to be with his son who was seriously ill .

.seriously ill (I'JPT b~dly): 'So tar-three people have died and five more
are seriously ill.' .

imaginary )( People tend to become less imaginary as they grow older.
,/ People tend to become less imaginative as they grow older.

imaginary = not existing irFeal life but onlY in someone's mind: 'This
new n~8i:'~1ta~e~ thereacJ..e~Qnanlmagin~~ joufpey inte space.' 'The~
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imitate

immedi-
ately 1

immigrate

impact

little boy ke
! imaginativ avi sh
the rrl0st imaginativedesigne
be highly ima~ginative.~,

X I think I shall imitate my friend and join the club too .
./ I think I shall copy my friend and join the club too.

imitate = dO$()methiQ~jnexa~tIYlhes~t-De wayJtflal s0t!1~one does'!
it: 'Have you heard him trying toimita{e~n Englishman ~peakin
French?' 'He walks asilf he is-trying to imitate Donald Duck.'
copy =,do the-same thing as someone-else: 'As soon as'] began cycling
to work, people starte~copying me.' 'His little siste-r wa 0 copy him all
the time.' .,-- ~

'cc

X 'Let me know immediately she will arrive,' he shouted.
./ 'Let me know immediately she arrives,' he shouted.

See Language Note at WILL

2 x At the airport he began immediately taking photographs .
./ At the airport he immediately began taking photographs.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

X Some of those who can't find a job decide to immigrate .
./ Some of those who can't find a job decide to emigrate.
X We're planning to immigrate to the United States next year .
./ We're planning to emigrate to the United States next year.

The verb imrrligranler<!-Jo"reighgountry'andmal<6Iyc)ur h0me
there.ris seldom us stead people te-nd to Lis.e immigrant and"
immigration--(nouns):;'When jobs became scarce, the number of new
immigrants suddenly §Iecreas~9~ 'Immigration ha,sdecreased in recent
years.' ... ~- '.:: .,
emigrate - ve you~~~wnco4ntry a ke.Y2u.rho
Hi$jj;>aren igrat§1jtjTrgm.§£iJJland nad~!!'n19

X I doubt whether it will cause an impact on the readers .
./ I doubt whether it will have an impact on the readers.

See Language Note at DO

important 1 X He said that money was not important for him .
./ He said that money was not important to him.

If you care or-think abeut some1hing a lot, it is important'I6-you(NOT
for): 'The watch is very imp to me because-it beloOfjed to my
qrandrnother:' Compare: 'Engis very importaflt for mjt:career.'~

impression 1 X
./

2 See CAUSE 4, PROBLEM 2

3 See THING 1, 2
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impulse

in 1

2

3

4

image"~ the generalpicturEr'ihat ybUwaht"peopleto hay? in their minds
when they think of you or your company, organization etc: 'After all the
bad publicity, the company n~eedsto improve its image.'

2 X My first impression about Californians was very positive.
,/ My first impression of Californians was very positive.

impression of sb/sth: 'They went back to~Japanwith very different
impressions of what England was like.' .

3 X He wanted to make a good impression to his girlfriend.
,/ He wanted to make a good impression on his girlfriend.

make an impression on sb~'His flrst priority was to make a favourable
impression on-the prison warden.'

X I hope your trip will provide impulse for the essay you will have to
write when you get back.

,/ I hope your trip will provide inspiration for the essay you
will have to writewhen you get back.
lmpulse = a sirddenBesireio do sornethlnq 'I had a sudden
walk..otlt of the:'cIaS$l'oQmarid ie·rretIJt!"j. 'It's3:Hlwise:to
impulse.'., •.:.... .'
inspiration ='(a source of) creative energy: 'The.lnsplratlon
early poems came from his relationship with Lucy Potter.'

X In 1st July we went to Italy by car.
,/ On 1st July we went to Italy by car.
X I made an appointment for the following Friday. In that day I got

up early so as to have plenty of time.
,/ I made an appointment for the following Friday. On that day

I got up early so as to have plenty of time.
See Language Note at TIME

X I haven't seen any good films in this year.
,/ I haven't seen any good films this year.
X There was almost a nuclear disaster in last year.
,/ There was almost a nuclear disaster last year.
X We intend to visit the north of England in this summer.
,/ We intend to visit the north of England this summer.

See Language Note at TIME

X We have 4 classes in a day.
,/ We have 4 classes a day.
X They usually work 39 hours in a week.
,/ They usually work 39 hours a week.

Expre$~ionsofJrequency, %peed,.~uration.etcdgnot c9ptain.i!l: 'The
shop is open·six days a week.' 'Hevisits his father threetimes;a year).
'Bananas costtltty pence a pound.' 'I drove to the hospital at ninety miles
an hour.'

X I noticed that nobody cried in the funeral.
,/ I noticed that nobody cried at the funeral.
X I'm sorry that I can't be there in the wedding.
,/ I'm sorry that I can't be there at the wedding.

(be) atan event (Such as ayveddiog, party, meeting ete NOT in): 'I
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didn't expect to see
conterence.z

5 )< I'm a student in the University of Jordan.
./ I'm a student at the Univeristy of Jordan.
)< For the last year I have been studying in the British Council.
./ For the last year I have been studying at the British Council.

(be/study/beastude~tJteach~tc) at(ajcollege/univers]y etc (NOT
in/of): 'His wife teaches chemistry at Bristol University.' 'I'm a Hotel
Management student at HenleyCollege.~

incapable )< Most small children are incapable to sit still for more than five
minutes .

./ Most small children are incapable of sitting still for more
than five minutes.
incapable of doing sth: 'Jamesis incapable of .stayingawake atter.ten
o'clock.' ~

include 1 )< One of the bottles lncludinq the virus had been stolen .
./ One of the bottles containing the virus had been stolen.
)< Classes should include no more than 20 students .
./ Classes should contain no more than 20 students.

See Language Note on next page

2 )< Milk also includes vitamins .
./ Milk also contains vitamins.

See Language Note on next page

3 )< The poem includes just two short verses .
./ The poem consists of just two short verses.
)< Education in Jordan includes three stages .
./ Education in Jordan consists of three stages.

See Language Note on next page

4 )< I am including a photograph of myself .
./ I am enclosing a photograph of myself.

See Language Note on next page

increase 1 )< I'd like to increase my English .
./ I'd like to improve my English.
)< We can increase the economic situation by working harder.
./ We can improve the economic situation by working harder.

increase = become or make (somethinq) greater in amount, number or
degrl(.EJ:'Thegovernrnent has.illcreasedtaxes."i\stheir profits in.9~ease,
the companies expand.''The~number oLwords iri.the language is·····
increasing alfthe time.' ..T\ ~.

impr-ove = become ormake (something)better:"Efforts~are being made
to improve the quality of the medical services.' -

2 )< The government is trying to increase the level of education .
./ The government is trying to raise the level of education.
)< In Hong Kong the standard of liVing has increased sharply .
./ In Hong Kong the standard of living has risen sharply.
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.\Nhi'ln
:raise/r

CONTAIN • INCLUDE • ENCLOSE • CONSIST OF •
COMPRISE • BE COMPOSED OF • BE MADE UP OF

contain Use contain (1) when you say what a box, bottle, bag etc has
inside it: 'The bag contained some old clothes.'
(2) when you mention one or more of the things that
something is made of or has in it: 'Water contains hydrogen
and oxygen.' 'The film contained a number of violent scenes.'

include If something includes another thing, it has it as one of its
parts: 'The holiday package includes a two-day cruise along
the Rhine.' 'The price includes a small charge for postage and
packing.'

enclose Use enclose when you tell someone what you are putting in
the envelope or parcel that you are sending them: 'I'm
enclosing a copy of the book review that you asked for.'

consist of When you mention all the parts that something has in it, use
comprise (formal) consist of/comprise/be composed of/be made up of: 'The
be composed of book consists of six chapters and a brief introduction.' 'The
be made up of earth's atmosphere is composed mainly of nitrogen, oxygen

and carbon dioxide.' 'The house comprises two bedrooms, a
bathroom, a kitchen, and a living room.' 'The US government
is made up of two legislative assemblies.' Note that you will
sometimes see comprise used with of. 'This investment
scheme is comprised of two separate packages.' Most careful
users consider this to be incorrect, preferring: 'This
investment scheme comprises two separate packages.'

3)( The increase of crime is accelerating.
,/ The increase in crime is accelerating.
)( There has been an increase of the number of cars.
,/ There has been an increase in the number of cars.

lncr n st 'f her
'activl 'I.;. e c e 'ther i

indeed 1 )( As for his new novel, I think it's worth reading indeed.
,/ As for his new novel, I think it's certainly worth reading.
)( He claims that many young people do not want jobs but this is

indeed not the case.
,/ He claims that many young people do not want jobs but this

is certainly not the case.
lndeed is used {n to introduce a statemennhat strengthens .apreviolis
point: 'We don't need any.more high street banks. Indeed, there are too,
many already.' (2)to show that you.aqreewl h a preyious statement
qp.ini0I'1.:r.i';C;anCe&[E;lsear s indE;l'e(jc long.'N~Y in r ,,=, t ye
~0f"0strepgthen a'point br onJi'1af ha eenmention efor
icerta~ltor definitely: oesn'flreat aff1ry well he
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industrious x The South has fewer industrious areas.
,/ The South has fewer industrial areas.

ind.ustrious;,; har<t\vorklr")g:'Neifisfndeed a student,Qut
won't find anyone.more industrious.'
industrial = having or connected with major industries: 'We visited some

'of the country's rnajn industrial areas.' 'The been hit by a
serl~~.?f~gustri~"flisputes.' ~ - -,

independ-
ent

indoor

indoors

certairlly kno'{'JshollYto make mooey.' 'The firsfessayis excefl.ent
second one~s!efinitelydoesn't de~rve more thEma 'C' .grade::-

2 X I'm afraid that I won't be able to come to your wedding. Indeed,
I'm giving a lecture on that day.

,/ I'm afraid that I won't be able to come to your wedding. As it
happens, I'm gh"ing a lectu~e on that day. ~ ..,
To shsw that something that you-are about to mention is connectedby
chance wit met6ing yOuhave'Tentioned before, use as ifhappens
or its!:> h sln~t: 'W~;ve jU§ts eall¥beayyful h 'and"it so'
happens t s fCit"sale.''''·'···· '

3 X Secondary students are under great pressure indeed.
,/ Secondary students are under very great pressure indeed.
X We all had a good time indeed.
,/ We all had a very good time indeed.

very + adjeCtive=:rnoun+'cindeed: 'I thooght itwas a very clever answer
indeed.'~. -ci'- .aa -

very.+ adiective/adverb +~indeed.: 'Thequality.ot the
goodindeef!.'LSofJJeof th~§tud~lJts cfic!yeryvy~n.'

4 X America is a paradise for young people indeed.
,/ America is indeed a paradise for young people.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

X Nowadays young people want to be independent from their
parents.

,/ Nowadays young people want to be independent of their
parents.
'independ~p~of s~fsth(~6T
independent of their teadrers.

X As it was raining we decided to stay indoor.
,/ As it was raining we decided to stay indoors.

Ind(),()r (WITH ) is e:
tathlelics' .'.~B.'
lndoers (WITH s)
indoors.'

X Their new house even has an indoors swimming pool.
,/ Their new house even has an indoor swimming pool.

See note at INDOOR

industry 1 X The biggest industries in Jakobsberg are Philips and IBM.
,/ The biggest companies in Jakobsberg are Philips and IBM.

See Language Note on next page
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company

factory

industry

mill

plant

COMPANY • FACTORY • INDUSTRY • MILL •
PLANT • WORKS
an organization that makes or sells goods or that sells
services: 'My father works for an insurance company.' 'IBM is
one of the biggest companies in the electronics industry.'

a place where goods such as furniture, carpets, curtains,
clothes, plates, toys, bicycles, sports equipment, drinks and
packaged food are produced: 'The company's UK factory
produces 500 golf trolleys a week.'

(1) all the people, factories, companies etc involved in a
major area of production: 'the steel industry', 'the clothing
industry'
(2) all industries considered together as a single thing:
'Industry has developed rapidly over the years at the expense
of agriculture.'

(1) a place where a particular type of material is made: 'a
cotton mill', 'a textile mill', 'a steel mill', 'a paper mill' (2) a
place where flour is made from grain: 'a flour mill'

a factory or building where vehicles, engines, weapons, heavy
machinery, drugs or industrial chemicals are produced,
where chemical processes are carried out, or where power is
generated:

'Vauxhall-Opel's UK car plants', 'Honda's new engine plant at
Microconcord. Swindon', 'a sewage plant', 'a wood treatment
plant', 'ICI's £100m plant, 'the Sellafield nuclear reprocessing
plant in Cumbria'

works an industrial building where materials such as cement, steel,
and bricks are produced, or where industrial processes are
carried out: 'The drop in car and van sales has led to
redundancies in the country's steel works.'

2 )< Many industries have been closed because of the recession.
,/ Many factories have been closed because of the recession.
)< There are car industries all over the place.
,/ There are car factories/plants all over the place.

See Language Note above

3 )< They are demanding that all the nuclear industries are shut
down.

,/ They are demanding that all the nuclear plants are shut
down.
See Language Note above
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4 x Another thing that education has changed is the industry .
.I Another thing that education has changed is industry.
X The industry as a whole must become more environmentally

friendly .
.I Industry as a whole must become more environmentally

friendly.
When industry means all industries seen together as one thing, it is'an
uncountable noun: 'She decide whether she wants a career
ban~tllg"or iQ"ind~~t[Y.'

in fact See Language Note at FACT

infancy X Mr Fox had a very difficult infancy .
.I Mr Fox had a very difficult childhood.

Infancy (=the periodwhei1"acnildi$very youl'fg) is us~d
formal and technical styles: 'In these days, large numbers of
died in infancy.' et,
To refer to {fie period when someone is a child, use childhood:
photoqraphsbrouqgt bac~memoJ1es ofj'ny childhood.'

infant X I had to stay at home and look after my infants .
.I I had to stay at home and look after my children.

Infant (= a baby or very young cl;lild) isused mainly in literary and
technical styles: TI;1."Elinfant, cradled in arrns-beqan

,Ther§1are gteW ditferenc§1§ill temper
among infal!ts at thiS early{stagej'L

inferior X They still think that women are inferior than men .
.I They still think that women are inferior to men.

inf~~Ior/suHE:lrior lR(N0'1J!tha~t;!'IO sl.l.\J;gestJ~at wO[llen dqglors ar§1in
somewayil1feriorta their male c~tmterpprts isscandalous."'Why do.they
think they're so superior tathe rest of us'?'

influence 1 X These drugs have no influence on the virus .
.I These drugs have no effect on the virus.
X I asked him not to keep disturbing me, but it had no influence .
.I I asked him not to keep disturbing me, but it had no effect.

If someoneior som-ethingThas an influence, they help to shape the- way
that someone or something develops: 'p.W. Griffith had an enormous
influe.nce onlhe mo;tion picture i'ldustry.Ir>:.0 .nrcr
If sOlJ1ethinghas all effect, it causes aohangeJo take place in someone
or something: Thewar had a dis~strou1-~ffect'on the economy.'

2 X America has given a tremendous influence to Japanese society .
.I America has had a tremendous influence on Japanese

society.
have an influence on sb/sth (NOT giv~ ... toiin/for):'The book
atter,2pts t() demonstrate the influence of the stars on people's Iives~

3 X I don't think that longer prison sentences would influence on
criminals .

.I I don't think that longer prison sentences would influence
criminals.
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informa-
tion 1

2

inhabit

inhabitant 1 ?
,/

injure 1

X On Friday we'll be able to give you further information of the trip.
,/ On Friday we'll be able to give you further information about

the trip.
X Can you give me any information for summer courses?
,/ Can you give me any information about summer courses?

information abeut/on st{l(NOT of/for): These contain detailed 0

information aootii.our overseas customers} c_

-,-_.~ 0,-

X Would you please send me more informations about the course?
,/ Would you please send me more information about the

course?
X Let me know if you need a further information.
,/ Let me know if you need (any) further information.

See Language Note at SCENERY

X The bathroom was already inhabited.
,/ The bathroom was already occupied.

jnhabif::= (usually passi~) live in.aplace-oc area;especiall',i for a long
s time rmansntiy: 'The island is mainly]nhabite:rfby she~ep.''The
j'emot ou o. i e sti abited by indigenous trIbes.'
TOCCU us in 0 ingtqranYI~pgth of
"Is th t? cupj§~by ayo"ungS
Lanka oup ~-,:o .-0.0·

2 X The rapid growth of the world's inhabitants has produced serious
social and economic problems.

,/ The rapid growth of the world's population has produced
serious social and economic problems.
°;ro r allt~~[opeopr~trnth e p~i)f5f<;Jlivingina
[partici, .• coun!ry~city, ti)\.yn e ...00 .•. p . iom'Half the\'i'orld'
'population doesn't have~enough4oeat.' .~make it profitable, aboutta
·jtiird ot.tns poputatton of"France will have"to:VisitEurodisneyeach y"ear.'
"The t£>wnhas a-population of 1~ROO.' Co -

X My car was seriously injured in the accident.
,/ My car was badly damaged in the accident.
X We must all stop injuring the environment.
,/ We must all stop damaging the environment.
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Injure is used ejnly in connection with people.andanimals: 'Latest repOrts
drolTl.Jhe ~ite ohthec~ashc'indigatethat thcreepeopl!';) arl';):deagandtwel\(e
fire serioblsly injured.' . .. .•.. , .:':. .,.' " .'
For objects, plants and machines, use ciamage:'~ome of the equipment

'had been badly daf9aged.' '

2 )< He shot dead 22 innocent people and injured 23 others.
,/ He shot dead 22 innocent people and wounded 23 others.

'!N0u!ld =~njur~a Pt:irsoQor arilrnalby u.~inga weaponsuchas agunor
knife;.'HeJ:s accuse~ o(wounqingafellow prisoner.' 'The s~meai:il had

~been seri§usly woui1dedand §'as losing' blood.' .'

3 )< Several people injured in the accident.
,/ Several people were injured in the accident.
)< Fortunately the driver was wearing his seat belt and so he did

not injure.
,/ Fortunately the driver was wearing his seat belt and so he

wasn't injured.
Injure is El 'trai'lsitive- verb: 'Gibbs won't !::le
ris ..kQee·'dn p<:tssivesenlence:s,

Cweren't injure2:~ .

4 )< I was afraid that she might injure.
,/ I was afraid that she might injure herself.

See Language Note at MYSELF

5 )< He fell and was injured in the leg.
,/ He fell and injured his leg .

. injure + apart of the bOdy (WITHOU-nn): 'How did you manage to
injure your· shoulder?' - ..

~9?DJpa~§li.~H~e'(:tb~~[1 1E)(,t~n9;~ouldn;~YVa~k.'"

inquiry ? After making several inquiries I finally discovered his address.
,/ After making several enquiries, I finally discovered his

address.
In a simple request for inf6rmation;"theusua[wordis enquiry: 'We've~

-nad a lotef enquiries in response to the advertisement' ~
'Nhen youmean 'afull iQyestigati0t;l ora l.ongserious :study',Jheusual
'word is inquiry!: 'a 90urtof inquirY';~'There i:s~tobean official.inquiry into
the cause. of the crash.' - ...:,.."~

inside )< Inside of the wallet there should be £20 and my Visa Card.
,/ Inside the wallet there should be £20 and my Visa Card.

Jnsid~ sth (WI~HOUT of): 'In~idethe box was a~mal.!:.silver spoon.'

insist x The porter insisted to help us with our baggage.
,/ The porter insisted on helping us with our baggage.
,/ The porter insisted that he (should) help us with our

baggage.
'insist on'(doil1g) 13th: 'I-Ie insisted on payingforfhe meal himself.'
.lnslst that sb-ishould) do stn: 'He insisted:lhat he (should) pay for
.meal hlrnselt.' . - - -

in spite of See SPITE
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instead 1 X Instead of to go to a disco, we went to the cinema.
,/ Instead of going to a disco, we went to the cinema.
X You should go out more instead to stay at home all the time.
,/ You should go out more instead of staying at home all the

time.
instead of (doing) sth: 'Instead of waiting tor'a bus, we decided that it

.would bequicker to walk.'

2 X We had planned to go to the museum but we went to the park
instead of it.

,/ We had planned to go to the museum but we went to the
park instead.
Instead~means 'Instead of it/that': 'Wendy saic:fshewas too tired to play
badrnintori'and so we~wentto the cinema instead.'

instructions X The machine is supplied with instructions how to use it.
o·~ ,/ The machine is supplied with instructions on how to use it.

X I'm here to give you some instructions to cook Bin Dae Tuck.
,/ I'm here to give you some instructions on how to cook Bin

Dae Tuck.
instructions on how~to do full setoflnstructlons
on how to-launch the satellite.'

intend

intense

intention

X Students that are motivated intend to work harder.
,/ Students that are motivated tend to work harder.

intend = plan to do 'I to early and make sure
that I getaseat.'

)end = be or girls to
'~maturet ys.'

X The government has embarked on an intense industrialization
programme.

,/ The government has embarked on an intensive
industrialization programme.

.mtense = strong or Vf1rygreat; extreme: 'intense heat',
~pleasure';Yjense pain'; 'intense competitio'
jintensiv oncen : 'an i . ve En
intensive ing'

X I don't have the slightest intention to accept the invitation.
,/ I don't have the slightest intention of accepting the

invitation.
X We went to Stratford with the intention to see a play.
,/ We went to Stratford with the intention of seeing a play.

Ihave no/n~nhe sli~h~e13tintel1~ignofdoiI'l9}13th: 'Wh~nthe sal n
realized ttiat.1had n9~nfention ofipuying theCCJ.r,'he justwalked of
with the intention of doing sth:,'I;came to England Withthe intenti of

.doing a PhD.' . .

interested 1 X It was a very interested idea.
,/ It was a very interesting idea.

See note at BORING
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2 X She is interested on learning French .
.I She is interested in learning French.
X I am not really interested by the job .
.I I am not really interested in the job.

interested in (ooing) sth (N()T on/by/about): 'I.didn't kno"", that
were interested in ypga.',[Theonly thing shei;; int§rest~d in:Js
good tim~' "'.;;."

3 X At school I wasn't interested to learn English .
.I At school I wasn't interested in learning English.

Use be interested to hear/read/know etc when you are talking about
news or information: 'We.were interested tolearn-that the research has
beencorrtpleted.' 'I'd beinter¥%sted ..l0 kn()w """hatYQu think Qfthe ..idea.;
Use be inferested in doing sth when you are talking about'sonieone"
who wants to do something: 'She's. interested in setting up her own
business."

interesting X I was interesting to hear she had got married .
.I I was interested to hear she had got married.
X I am very interesting in community work .
.I I am very interested in community work.

See note at BORING

interior X Solutions to the country's interior problems are still a long way
away .

.I Solutions to the country's internal problems are still a long
way away.
interior ~onthe inside ota building, room, v.ehicleetc:Theinteriw
doors are "still sound but the exterior doors need replaclnq.'
the interior =the part of a countrythat is a long way from the coast:

;'Thegonypy set off~t da.wn fOr th~.inte~ior.' "'":>
'internal ;,,'involving'what happens within a particular 'Each
country has the right to control its own intemal affairs.'

interrupt X The noise of the traffic interrupts the local residents .
.I The noise of the traffic disturbs the local residents.

interrupt = to stop Someone while they are speaking or doing
som§thing, especially bysayipg s()metlJing yourself: 'I'm sorry

'interrupt but ttiere's>an uj(genfph6ne ca'Ufo~"you.'
disturb ';;make it difficult for someone to continue what they
'Will it disturb you if I listen to the radio?' 'I think we're disturbing

'Let's go and t<.:lJkinyourofficE3.'

interruption X Between the first two classes there is a ten minute interruption .
.I Between the first two classes there is a ten-minute break.

'interruption ,,","SOmethingtha.tsud,denlyptoR;s YOll frorh cOljltinuing wrat
'you are d€ling or saying:'T 0 avoidJurther interruption, we locked the ,.
office door.' ~ .
break = a short period when students or woikers are free to do what
theywant: 'At,elev~r1 o'clocktnere-is aJwenty-minute c;offeE3br~<.:Ik.'..>

.'Durtnq their break the boys usually kick a ball around~n the plaY9round.

intrude X I hope I'm not intruding your privacy .
.I I hope I'm not tntrudlnq (on your privacy).
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invent 1

invention

invest

X Reporters have no right to intrude into people's private lives .
./ Reporters have no right to intrude upon people's private

lives.
intrude (on/upon sb/sth): Tm~notihlruding, am I?' 'Governments
sho~ld not intrude on the rightsoH~~ndividual.' - """

x It will not be long before scientists invent a cure for this terrible
disease .

./ It will not be long before scientists discover a cure for this
terrible disease.
-inv~nt = create a machine, instrument,-system or process which has
"n~iier existed before: 'Whoinven the telephone?' 'The cotton gin was
anvented by Eli Whitney in 179
~iscover = find or find out somet
{lIscovered almost by accide
[co(Jking spaghetti.'

2 X I'm sure that your host families will invent lots of interesting
things for you to do .

./ I'm sure that your host families will think of/up lots of
interesting things for you to do.

inkOt ",produce aplarl;i estiol"lby thinking: 'ca
od birthday present! an't think of any wayof

:a.Y(jiding the problem.' -
:tti:ink up (also dream up) = p
"suggestion by thinking hard a
"advertisinq campaign.' 'Finan
"forus to evade tax.'

3 X The word 'workaholic' was invented in America .
./ The word 'workaholic' was coined in America.

·coip a new word or expresslon"I:J:,b:e::term'black hole' was coined
:1'969.by the American scientist JotinWheeler.'

X Recent inventions in medicine have helped to reduce the rate of
infant mortality .

./ Recent advances in medicine have helped to reduce the rate
of infant mortality .

.When you are talking aboutthe.dezelopment of new ideas or techniques
:tha\ have a good effect, use ad breakthrough/discovery: 'This.
riewtreatment could be the bre ghthat cancer patients have-been
:waiting for.' • •

X Businessmen invest vast amounts on these industries .
./ Businessmen invest vast amounts in these industries.
X We should invest more money to education .
./ We should invest more money in education.

qll"lyest"mciney/£1 miliion/ti h: 'More money should be
Wiri-Jestedin local industrie~;';1 ~d investing in foreign curren

investigate X The Hong Kong government has already investigated into these
problems .

./ The Hong Kong government has already investigated these
problems.
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invitation

invite

involve

is

island 1

it 1

invesHgate~th (wi!rHoqr
being investigated:" ""
Compare: 'The army is
explosion.' "(noun +.:Jnto)

)< Thank you for the invitation for your wedding .
./ Thank you for the invitation to your wedding.

invitation t~ a pa[fy, wedding, m:§eting.&tc: 'I've just li.ad an jnvitation to
a New Year;S Eve j)arty.''?c.... .: '~"•.
No!~the~I!~rcnati~ei'Thaq~you ..tPr the"~§lddiJ]ginvit<ltfon.'

)< We became friends and he invited me for his wedding .
./ We became friends and he invited me to his wedding.
)< I've been invited in a party on Friday .
./ I've been invited to a party on Friday.

invifesb·· fora dFinR;meell;>etC:"~he'sin.Yltedj~$fora.ll"i1eala.¥the C1Db.'
invite sb tOldinner/lunch,~:a partY:"fweddin§, meeting file: 'W?:£Ion'tl1ave
to invite them to dinner.' 'The PresidenLbas been invited to an official
reception at Buckingham 'l:'alaceJc'C: . . . . _

)< My job involves to deal with customer complaints .
./ My job involves dealing with customer complaints.

involve (doing) sth: 'A proper repair wo:i3ld iilv:Plve sfnppingall the-tiles
off the root." ~~ --'- .l": ~

)< Is very easy to get lost in a big city .
./ It's very easy to get lost in a big city.

See IT 1

)< I was on holiday with my parents on the island Capric
./ I was on holiday with my parents on the island of Capri.

the-island/isle nam"ej'the-liQliday'resoiflsland 01Larigkawi ,,
Isle of Skye'"", ~_ ~: ~~ l:o

2 )< Does anyone live in the island?
./ Does anyone live on the island?
)< I was born in a small village in Lantau Island .
./ I was born in a small village on Lantau Island.

When islanJ! means 'a mass of fiind surrounded by water', oris par!: of a
.narna.theusuat "osi .', is Q'9..cNOT~il"l):'Tnrprisoners . left,on a
sma]lislanq;lwit e d pqrdriJ]kiP9wate,[.' ' n was::'

•placed in a maxi .. s y prison oniRobtnfnlsl .._.
When an iSland iscon _ d in terms of its peopte, cities, .. ols~
roads, traditions, e"ecinomiretc,tJoth in .and on 'are used: 'There has been
no serious - breaR of cholera iriihe island forc=overtwenty Y.ears.'~>.
'ElsElWher §lL~Ia:ndlrnpst p.t,!~es~,~1~r1ec,~!!<lges._~~vedl~~PPE3~~El~.'

)< Is easy to buy exactly what you want in a big city .
./ It's easy to buy exactly what you want in a big city.

Whe-n-you Qpmmej;]fon .a_situatio'-n,the~l..tbject~of theiienterice is usually
;it:'lt;~impO$s.ib!etQreaqJinJhe .~?rk:' '1~l'Ias g90d to'S§'~ Ycflf~9' Ifs'-
hot todaY,.-isp't it?J,:!twas01;i miri!~re thatmobodywas Tn]ured.l
Nota-that ir1"tl1ispattern itpas n§lmeanirig. It $i'mply fills theJ'Subj
position. . ~-;' _ ~.::..
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2 See HAPPEN 1

3 See APPRECIATE 2, BEAR 2, FIND 2, LIKE 3

4 See NEED 1

it's X The cat sat in front of the fire, cleaning it's whiskers.
,/ The cat sat in front of the fire, cleaning its whiskers.

it's (WITH an apostrophe) = 'iiiS; Of ' it has': 'It's stiiFrainin!3.' 'It's
raining again.' ..~~
its (WITHOUT al'iapostrophe) = a possessive form my, his, theiF;
etc:'The dog has:~hurt its nose agaill.'

its X Its a nice place to have a holiday.
,/ It's a nice place to have a holiday.

See IT'S



jargon x I don't understand computer jargons.
,/ I don't understand computer jargon.

Jargon is an uncountable noun: 'The document was full of legal jargon.'

jealous x Although I'm jealous about his achievements, he is my brother
and I'm proud of him.

,/ Although I'm jealous of his achievements, he is my brother
and I'm proud of him.
jealous of sb/sth: 'It's very common for older children to be jealous of a
new baby.'

jewellery 1 X She had bought the ring at a jewellery.
,/ She had bought the ring at a jeweller's.
X I saw the same watch in a jewellery shop.
,/ I saw the same watch in a jeweller's.

jewellery = rings, bracelets, necklaces, watches, etc: 'The stolen
jewellery has never been recovered.'
jeweller's = a shop which sells and repairs jewellery: 'I took the watch to
my local jeweller's but they said it couldn't be repaired.'

2 X You should keep expensive jewelleries in a bank or safe.
,/ You should keep expensive jewellery in a bank or safe.

Jewellery is an uncountable noun: 'The thieves took nothing but cash
and jewellery.'

job 1 X The photographer made quite a good job.
,/ The photographer did quite a good job.
X With the right tools, I could make the job in five minutes.
,/ With the right tools, I could do the job in five minutes.

do a job (NOT make): 'There are lots of jobs to do when we get home.'
(= pieces of work) 'There's no need to thank me. I was just doing my job.'
(= what I do to earn a living)
do a good/great/marvellous etc job: 'You can always rely on Charlie to
do a good job.'
Note however the expression make a good/bad job of sth: 'She's made
a good job of the decorating.' (= she has done it well)

2 X I'm willing to accept any job, even a half-time one.
,/ I'm willing to accept any job, even a part-time one.

See Language Note at OCCUPATION

3 ? What is your job?
,/ What do you do (for a living)?

See Language Note at OCCUPATION
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join 1 x You should join in our tennis club .
./ You should join our tennis club.

join a club, society etc (WITHOUT in/up): 'I'm thinking of joining the Labour
Party.' 'He left his job and joined the army.'

2 x I came to England a year ago to join with my husband .
./ I came to England a year ago to join my husband.

join sb (WITHOUT with): 'You two go on ahead and I'll join you later.'
'Won't you join us for a drink?'

joke x He kept saying the same joke again and again .
./ He kept telling the same joke again and again.

tell (sb) a joke (NOT say) = tell someone a short funny story to make
them laugh: 'Come on, Peter! Tell us a joke!'
crack/make a joke = say something funny: 'He's always laughing and
cracking jokes.'

journey 1 x I've arranged a journey to Malta from April 15th to May 2nd .
./ I've arranged a trip to Malta from April 15th to May 2nd.
X I booked a journey to Brighton for two weeks .
./ I booked a trip to Brighton for two weeks.

See Language Note at TRIP

2 X Then we'll rent a car and have a journey through Scotland .
./ Then we'll rent a car and go on a tour of Scotland.

See Language Note at TRIP

3 X It wasn't the first journey he had done to Paris .
./ It wasn't the first journey he had made to Paris.

See Language Note at TRIP

judge 1 x He was judged and sentenced to life imprisonment.
./ He was tried and sentenced to life imprisonment.

be tried = be judged in a court of law: 'He is being tried for the murder of
his wife and her lover.'

2 x You shouldn't judqe people for their appearance .
./ You shouldn't judge people by their appearance.
X What standards should we judge them with?
./ What standards should we jUdge them by?

[udqe sb by a particular measure: 'It's better to judge people by what
they do, not just by what they say.'

jump X The price of vegetables jumped up overnight.
./ The price otvegetables jumped overnight.

jump = (of an amount, price, level, etc) suddenly increase: 'House prices
jumped almost 20% in the first quarter.'

junk X If you are caught dropping junk in the street, you are fined .
./ If you are caught dropping litter in the street, you are fined.

junk = (informal) anything that you consider to be worthless or useless:
'The garden shed was full of old junk that hadn't been used for years.'
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just

justice 1

litter = things such as empty packets, cans and bottles that are left
in a public place: 'You can be fined up to £100 for dropping litter.'

X In the evening you should practise what you just have
learned during the day .

.I In the evening you should practise what you have just
learned during the day.
See Language Note at ALWAYS

X The legal system ensures the justice for everyone .
.I The legal system ensures justice for everyone.

See note at THE 4

2 X The justice of a country uses the threat of punishment to
control people .

.I A country's legal system uses the threat of punishment
to control people.
justice = the principle of fair treatment upon which the laws of a
country are based: 'the 1970 Administration of Justice Act', 'He has
spent his whole life fighting for justice and freedom for all.' 'Relatives
of the victims are now demanding justice.'
legal system = the laws of a country and the ways in which these
laws operate: 'When the colony becomes independent, it will
maintain its present legal system.'



keep on x He wants the new generation to keep on this tradition.
.I He wants the new generation to keep up this tradition .

keep up = continue a tradition, custom, habit, relationship etc (instead of
letting it come to an end); continue to use a particular skill: 'We've
managed to keep up our friendship despite all the problems and
misunderstandings.' 'Try to keep up your English while you're back in
Italy.'

keep up X People of normal weight should keep up eating the food they are
used to.

.I People of normal weight should keep (on) eating the food
they are used to.
keep (on) doing sth (or carry on doing sth) = continue to do
something (instead of stopping): 'Just keep (on) going till you come to a
crossroads.' 'You should keep (on) taking the tablets until they're all
gone.'
Note the alternative: 'People of normal weight should just keep to their
normal diet.'

key x The key of our success is that we all worked very hard.
.I The key to our success is that we all worked very hard .

key to a problem or situation: 'The key to inflation is control of the money
supply.'

kid ? Films of this type are not suitable for young kids.
.I Films of this type are not suitable for young children .

kid is used only in informal styles: '1'11ring you back once the kids are in
bed.'

kill See Language Note on next page

kind 1 x I wonder if you would be so kind to send me further details and
an application form.

.I I wonder if you would be so kind as to send me further
details and an application form.
be kind enough to do sth: 'Would you be kind enough to forward the
enclosed documents to Mr Tomkin's new address?'
be 50 kind as to do sth: 'I wonder if you'd be so kind as to inform your
colleagues of the new arrangements.'

2 )( All the people he met were very kind with him.
.I All the people he met were very kind to him .
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Choosing the right word:
GENERAL WORDS and EXACT WORDS

Some words have a general meaning, e.g. big, beautiful, good, say, make, kill. These words
are useful, especially when you begin to learn English, because you can make use of them in a
wide range of situations:

a big meal, a big kitchen, a b'ig mistake, etc

For each general word, however, there is usually another word or phrase which comes closer
to what you want to say, and which may also sound more natural in the context:

a substantial meal, a spacious kitchen, a serious mistake, etc

A major step towards fluency in English is getting to know plenty of exact words which can
replace the more general words you have learned. Here are some words which can be used
instead of the general word kill.
murder To murder someone is to kill them deliberately and

unlawfully: 'The key witness was murdered before he could
testify.' A person who does this is a murderer.

massacre Massacre is used when you talk about the deliberate killing of
a large number of people, especially people who cannot
defend themselves: 'Whole native populations were
massacred when the European settlers arrived.'

slaughter Slaughter is used when you talk about the deliberate killing of
a large number of people, especially in a particularly cruel
way: 'Men ran through the village burning houses and
slaughtering anyone that got in their way.'

To slaughter an animal is to kill it for its meat, skin, etc, or as
part of a religious ceremony: 'The children couldn't
understand why the cattle had to be slaughtered.'

execute To execute someone (or put someone to death) is to kill
someone as a punishment, according to the law: 'King
Charles I was executed on 30th January 1639.'

assassi nate To assassinate someone is to deliberately kill a very famous
or important person such as a political leader: 'President
Lincoln was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth.' A person
who does this is an assassin.

commit suicide To commit suicide (or take your own life) is to deliberately
kill yourself: 'Rather than be taken prisoner, they preferred to
commit suicide.'

destroy To destroy an animal (or have it put down/to sleep) is to kill
it in a way that does not cause pain, especially because it is
sick or injured: 'The cat had developed cancer and had to be
destroyed.'
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kind of 1

kindly 1

knock 1

know 1

kind to a person or animal (NOT with): 'She's always been kind to
people less fortunate than herself.'

X There are many kind of job for people with qualifications.
,/ There are many kinds of job for people with qualifications.
,/ I enjoy all kind of sport.
,/ I enjoy all kinds of sport.

Kind, sort and type are countable nouns. After many, all, these and
other plural meanings, use kinds/sorts/types (WITH-s): These kinds of
fruit do not grow in cold climates.'

2 X Imprisonment is not a good way of reducing this kind of crimes.
,/ Imprisonment is not a good way of reducing this kind of

crime.
,/ Imprisonment is not a good way of reducing these kinds of

crime/so
kind/sort/type of + singular form: 'this kind of envelope'
kinds/sorts/types of + singular or plural form: 'these kinds of
envelope/s'
Note that after kinds/sorts/types of a plural form can sometimes sound
awkward and careful users generally prefer a singular form.

x You are very kindly to spare me so much of your time.
,/ You are very kind to spare me so much of your time.
)( She is always very kindly and helpful.
,/ She is always very kind and helpful.

Kindly is nearly always used as an adverb: They've kindly offered to
lend me their car while they're away.' 'Would you kindly sit down and
stop being a nuisance.'

2 ? I wonder if you would kindly correct my mistakes.
,/ I wonder if you could possibly correct my mistakes.
? Would you kindly open the door?
,/ Would you mind opening the door, please?

Kindly is used to mean 'please' only in formal styles. When used
inappropriately, it can sound sarcastic or even express anger: 'Would
you kindly keep your hands to yourself.'

X The woman got angry and knocked him.
,/ The women got angry and hit him.
X He thinks that someone knocked him on the head.
,/ He thinks that someone hit him on the head.

When someone tries to hurt another person, they hit them: 'He still had a
bruise from the time she had hit him.'

2 X When Sandra knocked the door, he was washing his face.
,/ When Sandra knocked on the door, he was washing his

face.
knock on/at a door, window etc: 'In future, don't come in without
knocking on the door.'

X I ran downstairs to know what was happening.
,/ I ran downstairs to find out what was happening.
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X Two police officers visited him to know where he had been on
the night of the murder .

.I Two police officers visited him to find out where he had
been on the night of the murder,
find out = get information about something that you want to know: 'We
need to find out why these cars have stopped selling.'

2 X The best way to know the city is to visit it on foot.
.I The best way to get to know the city is to visit it on foot.
X When a woman goes out to work, she knows other people .
.I When a woman goes out to work, she gets to know other

people.
know = be familiar with: 'I know Frankfurt very well.'
get to know = become familiar with: 'Once you get to know her, I'm sure
you'll like her.' 'We got to know each other very well during the week we
spent together.'

3 X I got to know the south of London very deeply,
.I I got to know the south of London very well.

(get to) know sb/sth very well (NOT deeply): 'I know Alex very well.
We used to go to the same school.'

4 X He knew well where he wanted to go .
.I He knew exactly/precisely.where he wanted to go.

know sb/sth well = be fully familiar with: 'After living in Florence for two
years, I know the city very well.' Compare: 'I'm completely against the
idea, as you well know.'

knowledge 1 X I don't have much knowledge about it.
.I I don't know much about it.
X I only have a little knowledge about the United States .
.I I don't know very much about the United States.
? The man had a good knowledge of car engines,
.I The man knew a lot about car engines.

When talking informally about how much someone knows about
something, use the verb know (NOT have ... knowledge): 'I don't know
anything at all about computers.' 'Talk to Parn. She knows a lot about
horses.'
Have ... knowledge is mainly used in formal styles when you give
precise details of what someone knows: 'Tucker has an excellent
knowledge of Sri Lankan tea plantations.'

2 X I've learned a lot of knowledge during the course,
.I I've learned a lot during the course.
X They get the knowledge of AIDS from the television,
.I They learn about AIDS from the television.

learn a lotla great deal (NOT learn/get ... knowledge): 'I've learned a
lot this year.' 'She's improving but she still has a lot to learn.'
learn about sth: 'We've been learning about the American political
system.'

3? I would like to get more knowledge of ancient history .
.I I would like to improve my knowledge of ancient history.
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improve/increase/further/brush up your knowledge (of sth): 'I'd like
to improve my knowledge of Asian cultures.'

4 X I am attending this course to improve my knowledges of English.
,/ I am attending this course to improve my knowledge of

English.
Knowledge never has a plural ending: 'With all your knowledge, you
should be a teacher.'

5 X In this job you will need a good knowledge in English.
,/ In this job you will need a good knowledge of English.

knowledge of a subject (NOT inIon): 'She displayed an impressive
knowledge of modern French literature.'



lack 1

lady

landscape

x At school I used to lack in confidence .
.I At school I used to lack confidence.
X She certainly doesn't lack of enthusiasm .
.I She certainly doesn't lack enthusiasm.

Do not confuse lack sth (verb + object, WITHOUT in/of) with be lacking
in sth and (a) lack of sth: 'He lacks the confidence to start his own
business.' 'At school he was found to be lacking in confidence.' 'She
certainly doesn't show any lack of confidence.' 'I think I'm suffering from
a lack of sleep.'

2 X The room was fine except for a total lack of radio and television .
.I The room was fine except that there was no radio or

television.
X Someone noticed the lack of salad dressing .
.I Someone noticed that there wasn't any salad dressing.

Lack is mainly used with abstract nouns: 'a lack of support/sympathy/
freedom/sleep/energy'
Avoid using lack with concrete nouns: 'We don't have any envelopes.'
'We're short of envelopes.' 'There aren't enough envelopes.'

? At the front of the queue a man and a lady were arguing with
the cashier .

.I At the front of the queue a man and a woman were arguing
with the cashier.
Lady is used when you need to be polite, especially in formal styles:
'Ladies and gentlemen, may I have your attention please?' 'Please show
these ladies the way to the cloakroom.'
The usual word is woman: 'Isn't that the woman who teaches at the
International School?'
Note however that old lady is generally preferred to old woman, which
sounds impolite: 'Can you help that old lady across the road?'

X Lots of kings chose to live here because of the beautiful
landscape .

.I Lots of kings chose to live here because of the beautiful
scenery.

X The landscape surrounding the village is really beautiful.
.I The scenery surrounding the village is really beautiful.

landscape = (a view, painting or photograph of) a wide area of land,
especially in the countryside: 'Having reached the top of the hill, we sat
and admired the landscape that stretched far into the distance.'
'Constable is known for his beautiful Suffolk landscapes.'
scenery = the natural features of the countryside (hills, valleys, fields
etc) considered in terms of their beauty, especially those seen from a
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lane

language

large

last 1

2

3

particular place: 'The train journey takes you through some breathtaking
scenery.' 'Cycling means that you can get fit and enjoy the scenery at the
same time.'

x It was so dark in the park that she kept wandering from the lane.
,/ It was so dark in the park that she kept wandering from the

path.
lane = a narrow road or street: 'We rode our bikes along the little country
lanes.'
path = a narrow strip of ground in a garden, park etc that is made for
people to walk along: 'There used to be a path down to the stream, but
it's all overgrown now.'

X I speak Arabic language all the time.
,/ I speak Arabic all the time.
X I spent the whole year learning English language.
,/ I spent the whole year learning English.
X They know Japanese language.
,/ They know Japanese.

speak/learn/know etc + name of a language (WITHOUT language):
'She speaks fluent English and a little German.' 'Do you know any
Malay?' 'I'd like to learn Mandarin.'
Note that the Arabic/English/Japanese language may be used when
you talk about a language in terms of its history, structure, users etc:
'The English language has evolved over many centuries.'

? The road wasn't large enough for two cars.
,/ The road wasn't wide enough for two cars.

When you are talking about the distance from one side to the other, use
wide or broad: 'The river is much too wide to swim across.' 'How did you
get such broad shoulders?'

X Did you hear what happened on last Friday?
,/ Did you hear what happened last Friday?
X He looks thinner than when I saw him in the last summer.
,/ He looks thinner than when I saw him last summer.
X The last Monday was a terrible day.
,/ Last Monday was a terrible day.

See Language Note at TIME

X In the last years many people have stopped smoking.
,/ In recent years many people have stopped smoking.

in recent weeks/months etc (NOT last): 'In recent months this stretch
of the road has seen three serious accidents.'
Compare: 'Over the last few years many people have stopped smoking.'

X First we listened to the tape, then we answered some questions,
and at last we wrote the story.

,/ First we listened to the tape, then we answered some
questions, and finally we wrote the story.

X We went from one restaurant to another, but all of them were
full. At last we decided to buy some pizzas and take them home.

,/ We went from one restaurant to another, but all of them
were full. In the end we decided to buy some pizzas and
take them home.
See Language Note at END
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lastly

late x
,/
x
,/

lately 1 x
,/

latest

4 X As a dress designer, I am very interested in the last fashions.
,/ As a dress designer, I am very interested in the latest

fashions.
last = (the one) before this one; (the one) at the end of a list, sequence
or series: 'Our last meeting was in Rome.' 'I answered all the questions
except the last one.'
latest = designed/produced/published etc more recently than any other:
'Have you seen Toyota's latest models?' 'The BBC World Service always
has the latest news.'

5 x At last but not least, I must mention the climate.
,/ Last but not least, I must mention the climate.

last but not least (WITHOUT at): 'Last but not least, I'd like to thank our
sponsors for making this evening possible.'

X Lastly I got bored with walking round the streets, and went back
home.

,/ In the end/Eventually I got bored with walking round the
streets, and went back home.
See Language Note at END

I often watch television until late night.
I often watch television until late at night.
Even late in the night, the roads are very busy.
Even late at night, the roads are very busy.
late at night: 'Hedgehogs like to roam around late at night, when most
other animals are asleep.'

Lately someone told me that the fire was caused by a cigarette.
Recently someone told me that the fire was caused by a
cigarette.
Both lately and recently refer to a period of time that begins in the past
and continues until now (the moment of speaking): 'Just lately/recently I
have been wondering whether to look for a new job.'
Recently is also used to refer to a point in time: 'Just recently she
applied for a new job.'

2 X One of the best films that I saw lately is 'Hook'.
,/ One of the best films that I've seen lately is 'Hook'.
X Lately I play a lot of Miles Davis tapes.
,/ Lately I've been playing a lot of Miles Davis tapes.
X We have a lot of rain lately.
,/ We've had a lot of rain lately.

Lately is usually used with the present perfect tense: 'I haven't seen
much of your sister lately. Has she gone away?'

X The latest election was won by the socialists.
,/ The last election was won by the socialists.
X In the latest decades of the twentieth century, the world has

seen many changes.
,/ In the last decades of the twentieth century, the world has

seen many changes.
See note at LAST 4
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laughter

lay x
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lay down

lead

learn 1

2

leave 1

X His laughters filled the whole apartment.
./ His laughter filled the whole apartment.

Laughter is an uncountable noun: 'There was always a lot of laughter
and joking when Henry came to dinner.'

The tourists were laying in the hot sun like corpses.
The tourists were lying in the hot sun like corpses.
We broke down the door and found him laying on the carpet.
We broke down the door and found him lying on the carpet .
lay (laying, iaid, laid) = put something somewhere: 'She laid the money
on the table in front of me.'
lie (lying, lay, lain) = be in a horizontal position (on the ground/on a bed
etc): 'He was lying on his back, staring up at the sky.' 'I could lie here all
day!'

X I just wanted to lay down and have a rest.
./ I just wanted to lie down and have a rest.

lay down = put something down: 'Just lay the books down on the floor.'
lie down = put your body into a horizontal position, especially on a bed:
'I think I'll go and lie down for half an hour.'

X Ali asked us if we would lead him to the theatre one night.
./ Ali asked us if we would take him to the theatre one night.
X After breakfast I led my daughter to school as usual.
./ After breakfast I took my daughter to school as usual.

See Language Note at TAKE

X In the museum I learned Balinese culture .
./ In the museum I learned about Balinese culture.

learn a foreign language: 'How long have you been learning Italian?'
learn about a subject: 'Today we've been learning about the functions of
the human brain.'

See KNOWLEDGE 2

X I leave from Bilbao on 12th June .
./ I leave Bilbao on 12th June.
X I left from the shop without buying anything .
./ I left the shop without buying anything.

leave somewhere (usually WITHOUT from): 'If I leave the office at six,
I'm home by ten to seven.'
Use leave from only when you want to refer to the place where a
journey, trip, excursion ete begins: 'The coach will be leaving from in
front of the hotel at six o'clock sharp.'

2 X Ken's aunt left to New York on 17th April.
./ Ken's aunt left for New York on 17th April.

leave (somewhere) for somewhere else (NOT to): 'She'll be leaving for
London on the nine o'clock train.'

3 X Every woman is entitled to a maternity leave .
./ Every woman is entitled to maternity leave.

leave (= a number of days, weeks or months when someone does not
have to do their usual job) is usually an uncountable noun: 'Government
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officers get six weeks' annual leave.' 'First she was on sick leave, then
she took study leave, and now she's applied for maternity leave!'

lend 1 )( Could I lend your pen just for a minute?
.I Could I borrow your pen just for a minute?

See note at BORROW

2 )( To lend a car, you have to have a driving licence .
.I To hire/rent a car, you have to have a driving licence.
)( We usually lend a villa so that we can cook for ourselves .
.I We usually rent a villa so that we can cook for ourselves.

See note at HIRE

length 1 ? The length of the tunnel is about two miles.
.I The tunnel is about two miles long .

When you mention how long something is, a phrase ending with long
usually sounds more natural than the length ... is, especially in informal
styles: 'The garden is almost seventy feet long.'

2 ? The length of the film is one and a half hours.
.I The film lasts one and half hours .

last = take (a stated length of time) from start to finish: 'Each lesson lasts
fifty minutes.' 'This afternoon's exciting match on centre court lasted
exactly two hours and twelve minutes.'

lengthen x The question is whether doctors should lengthen life when there
is no hope of recovery .

.I The question is whether doctors should prolong life when
there is no hope of recovery.
lengthen = make something longer; become longer: 'We can use the old
curtains, but they'll have to be lengthened.' 'As evening fell, the shadows
lengthened.'
prolong = prevent a feeling, activity or life from ending: 'He asked her
another question just to prolong the conversation.'

less 1 )( Teachers today are less stricter than they used to be.
.I Teachers today are less strict than they used to be .

The comparative ending (-er) is NEVER used with less or more.

2 )( If there were less cars on the roads, there would be less
accidents.

.I If there were fewer cars on the roads, there would be fewer
accidents.
Use less with an uncountable noun and fewer with the plural form of a
countable noun: 'Less traffic would mean fewer accidents.'
Note that less is widely used in place of fewer in everyday conversation,
but careful users regard this usage as non-standard.

lessen )( Fortunately, my workload has been lessened.
.I Fortunately, my workload has been reduced .
)( The best solution is to lessen the amount of traffic entering the

town .
.I The best solution is to reduce the amount of traffic entering

the town.
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lesson 1

let 1

2

level 1

Lessen is mainly used in connection with pain and feelings: '1'11give you
an injection to lessen the pain.' 'No amount of comforting could lessen
Charles' disappointment.'
When you mean 'make something smaller in amount, number, price or
size', use reduce: 'The workforce has been reduced by 50 percent.'

)( I've been studying my lessons very hard .
./ I've been studying very hard.
)( After studying my lessons, I watched T.V .
./ After doing my homework/the exercises, I watched T.V.

When you mean 'do work that has been set by a teacher', use study, do
your homework or do an exercise (NOT study a lesson): 'I spent the
whole evening studying.' 'Mrs Potts gave us three exercises to do for
tomorrow.'

2 )( After lunch we're doing a history lesson .
./ After lunch we're having a history lesson.
)( I follow lessons on Thursdays and Fridays .
./ I have lessons on Thursdays and Fridays.
)( I've started to do lessons in English and French .
./ I've started to have/take lessons in English and French.

have a lesson (NOT do/follow): 'I didn't go into the classroom because
the children were having a lesson.'
have/take lessons (= arrange for someone to teach you): 'If you want to
improve your English, you should have/take lessons'

)( You can travel by train or let a car .
./ You can travel by train or rent/hire a car.

let = allow someone to live in your house, flat etc in return for money:
'During the holiday season we let the cottage to tourists.'
rent/hire = See note at HIRE

)( Do you think your parents will let you go to England?
./ Do you think your parents will let you go to England?

let sb do sth (WITHOUT to): 'Why wouldn't Alice let you help her?'
Compare: 'Do you think your parents will allow you to go to England?'

)( These courses are taught in postgraduate level.
./ These courses are taught at postgraduate level.
)( The volume of the radio should be kept in a low level.
./ The volume of the radio should be kept at a low level.

at a particular level (NOT in) = having a particular degree of intensity,
power, proficiency etc: 'Students at this level need individual tuition.'
'Talks are being held at the highest level.'
Compare: 'James likes school. He's now in Level 3.' (= in a class at
Level 3)

2 )( People in developed countries have a higher level of living .
./ People in developed countries have a higher standard of

living.
When you are talking about the quality of something, the usual word is
standard: 'All his work is of a very high standard.' 'Our company accepts
only the highest standards of workmanship.'
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3 X What will we do if the sea level continues to increase?
.I What will we do if the sea level continues to rise?

See note at INCREASE 2

lie X I was sure the old woman was saying lies .
.I I was sure the old woman was telling lies.

tell a lie (NOT say or speak): 'I always know when he's telling lies.'

lied x After a while he stopped running and lied down on the ground.
.I After a while he stopped running and lay down on the

ground.
lie (lying, lied, lied) = say something which is not true in an attempt to
deceive: 'I wonder why he lied about his age?'
lie (lying, lay, lain) down = be in or get into a horizontal position: 'I lay
down on the bed and fell sound asleep.'

life 1 X The cost of life is very high in London.
.I The cost of living is very high in London.
X During a recession, some people find it difficult to make a life.
.I During a recession, some people find it difficult to make a

living.
Phrases connected with the idea of money end with living (NOT life):
'Salaries have not kept up with increases in the cost of living.' 'It's difficult
to earn/make a living as an actress.' 'Acting is fun, but I wouldn't want to
do it for a living.'

2 X Television has taught me a lot about the American life.
.I Television has taught me a lot about the American way of

life.
? This busy type of life allows us no time to sit down and relax .
.I This busy lifestyle allows us no time to sit down and relax.

way of life = the way that a society, group or person chooses to live: 'I
found the British way of life very strange at first.' 'The computer has
transformed our whole way of life.'
lifestyle = way of life, especially that of a particular person: 'As a
photographer, she has a very hectic lifestyle.'

3 X The life in the countryside is quiet and relaxed.
.I Life in the countryside is quiet and relaxed.
X He didn't enjoy the life in the army at all.
.I He didn't enjoy life in the army at all .

When life means 'the way of life that is connected with a particular type
of situation, group or occupation', it is usually used without the: 'I found
city life too stressful.' 'Life in New York is full of excitement.' 'What do
you think of married life?'

4 X He was the most attractive man that I had met in my life.
,/ He was the most attractive man that I had ever met.

When a superlative ('most attractive') is followed by a relative clause,
use that ... ever ... (NOT that ... in my/her etc life): 'It was the best
holiday we'd ever had.' 'This is the worst film I've ever seen.'
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5 x It was one of the happiest days in my life .
./ It was one of the happiest days of my life.

superlative ('happies!') + noun + of your life (NOT in): 'She refers to her
childhood as the most carefree time of her life.'
Compare: 'One of the most important things in life is good health.'

6 X On Saturday nights there is usually life music at the club .
./ On Saturday nights there is usually live music at the club.

live = heard or seen while it is actually being played or performed:
'Tonight's live concert comes from the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden.'

lighted

like 1

2

3

4

X It was dark inside so I lighted a match .
./ It was dark inside so Ilit a match.
X Suddenly a wonderful smile lighted up her face .
./ Suddenly a wonderful smile lit up her face.
X The road was poorly lighted and it was difficult to see .
./ The road was poorly lit and it was difficult to see.

In British English the usual past tense and past participle form of
light is lit. Lighted is mainly used before a noun. Compare: 'He lit a
cigarette.' 'The cigarette hadn't been lit.' 'He was holding a lighted
cigarette.'

X What he likes to know is how much it will cost.
./ What he would like to know is how much it will cost.
X Do you like me to show you where to go?
./ Would you like me to show you where to go?

When you mean 'want', use would like.
Compare: 'Do you like playing the piano?' (= Do you enjoy ... ?) 'Would
you like to play the piano?' (= Do you want ... ?)

X She would like that you ring her back after five o'clock .
./ She would like you to ring her back after five o'clock.
X Would you like going for a walk with me?
./ Would you like to go for a walk with me?

would like (sb) to do sth: 'Would you like me to help you with the
packing?' 'I'd like you all to listen carefully.'

X I don't like that my shoes get wet.
./ I don't like my shoes getting/to get wet .
./ I don't like it when my shoes get wet.
X I don't like when friends of mine get married .
./ I don't like it when friends of mine get married.

like + sb/sth + doing/to do sth (NOT that clause): 'I don't like the
children staying/to stay out late.'
like + it + when/if clause: 'I don't like it when the children stay out late.'

? Everyone arrived late like they often do when you don't want
them to .

./ Everyone arrived late as they often do when you don't want
them to.
Although the use of like as a conjunction is becoming fairly common and
appears even in formal English, it has not yet been fully accepted by
careful users.
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limit

linen

list

listen

lit

litter 1

little 1

2

5 X She spoke very loudly like I was deaf .
.I She spoke very loudly as if I was deaf.

The use of like to mean 'as if' is very informal and is usually regarded as
non-standard.

X One solution would be for the government to put a limit on when
these programmes may be broadcast.

.I One solution would be for the government to place
restrictions on when these programmes may be broadcast.
When you are talking about the control of something by laws, rules etc,
use restrict/restriction: 'The government plans to restrict the sale of
guns.' 'The 1986 law imposed new financial restrictions on private
companies.' '

X We complained about the dirty bed linens .
.I We complained about the dirty bed linen.

Linen is an uncountable noun: 'The linen is changed once a week.'

X I looked to see if my name was in the list.
.I I looked to see if my name was on the list.

on a list (NOT in): 'If it's not on the list, we don't sell it.'

X My mother never listens what I say .
./ My mother never listens to what I say.
X He invited me to listen his new CD .
./ He invited me to listen to his new CD.

listen to sb/sth: 'You are listening to the BBC World Service.'

X All I could see in the darkness was the end of his lit cigarette .
.I Alii could see in the darkness was the end of his lighted

cigarette.
See note at LIGHTED

X In the cities the streets are full of litters .
./ In the cities the streets are full of litter.

Litter is an uncountable noun: 'Wherever you find crowds, you'll find
litter.'

X Children should be taught that it is wrong to litter .
.I Children should be taught that it is wrong to drop litter.
X If someone litters the street, someone else has to clear it up .
.I If someone drops litter in the street, someone else has to

clear it up.
People drop/leave litter (= leave things such as empty packets, cans
and bottles in a public place): 'There is a $100 fine for dropping litter.'
Things litter a floor, street, area etc: 'Discarded clothing began to litter
the dance floor.'

X He works in a little office building in Geneva .
./ He works in a small office building in Geneva.
X His parents died when he was still a little child .
.I His parents died when he was still a small child.
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2
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a little 1

a little bit

live

living 1

loan

Little usually expresses an emotional attitude such as affection or
dislike: 'We've rented a cosy little cottage in the countryside.' 'You
shouldn't let that silly little man upset you.'
When you simply wish to describe the size of someone of something,
use small: Their daughter is rather small for her age.' 'People are
turning to smaller cars because they are cheaper to run.'

)< The police asked for a little description of the car .
./ The police asked for a brief description of the car.
)< He told me that I needed a little operation .
./ He told me that I needed a minor operation.

See Language Note at KILL

)< Today there are too many people for too little jobs .
./ Today there are too many people for too few jobs.

See note at FEW 1

)< It was my first interview and I was nervous a little .
./ It was my first interview and I was a little nervous.

Put a little in front of the word it modifies (NOT after it): 'I felt a little sad.'
The news was a little worrying.' Compare: The town had changed a little
since my last visit.'

2 )< It was a little difficult question .
./ It was a slightly difficult question.

slightly + adjective + noun: 'a slightly solemn expression'

See BIT

)< Whenever we go to the seaside, we live in a hotel.
./ Whenever we go to the seaside, we stay at a hotel.
)< At the hotel, we lived in room 101 .
./ At the hotel, we stayed in room 101.

stay at/in a hotel, youth hostel, etc (NOT live in): 'In London we usually
stay at the Savoy.'

)< The local farmers will never change their way of living .
./ The local farmers will never change their way of life.
)< We have different languages, traditions and living styles .
./ We have different languages, traditions and life styles.

See note at LIFE 2

)< The military government loaned millions of dollars from
the world bank .

./ The military government borrowed millions of dollars from
the world bank.
loan = (1) (noun) a sum of money that you borrow, usually from a bank:
They are currently negotiating a $100 million loan.'
(2) (verb) lend a painting, work of art etc to an art gallery or museum:
The pictures have been loaned to the National Gallery for the
forthcoming exhibition.'
(3) (verb; especially in American English) let someone use something;
lend: 'Why don't you ask John if he'll loan you his car?'
borrow = receive money or something that a bank or person agrees to
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long

look 1

2

3

4

look after

look for-
ward to 1

lend you: 'By the end of the war the Canadian government had
borrowed over $5 million from its own citizens.'

X I am afraid it will take long to improve my English.
,/ I am afraid it will take a long time to improve my English.

Use take long in questions and negative sentences: 'How long does it
take to get to London by train?' 'It doesn't take very long.'
Use take a long time in affirmative sentences: 'It might take a long time
to sort out the problem.'

X Someone should inspect the kitchen twice a week to look
whether everything is nice and clean.

,/ Someone should inspect the kitchen twice a week to see
whether everything is nice and clean.

X Wait here and I'll look if I can find him for you.
,/ Wait here and I'll see if I can find him for you.

see = find out (by checking): '1'11go and see whether they have any
rooms available.' 'While you're in the kitchen, can you see if the eggs are
cooked?'
Compare: 'I looked to see whether it was still raining.'

X Then I looked the person sitting next to her.
,/ Then I looked at the person sitting next to her.

look at sb/sth: 'I looked at the clock to see what time it was.' 'What are
you looking at?'

X The report takes a close look on meat consumption.
,/ The report takes a close look at meat consumption.

have/take a look at sth: They're going to take a look at a new house
this evening.'

See note at FEEL 2

X Having received news of his death, the police stopped looking
after him.

,/ Having received news of his death, the police stopped
looking for him.
look after = take care of: 'Who will look after you if you are ill?'
look for = try to find: 'I wasted half the morning looking for my keys.'

X I'm looking forward the day I can go home.
,/ I'm looking forward to the day I can go home.
X He said he was looking forward for his holidays.
,/ He said he was looking forward to his holidays.

look forward to sth (WITH to): 'We've only just come back from holiday
but we're already looking forward to the next one.'

2 X I'm looking forward to hear from you.
,/ I'm looking forward to hearing from you.

look forward to doing sth: 'Simon is looking forward to having his own
office again.'
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look into x Have you looked into your pocket?
,/ Have you looked in your pocket?
X I decided to look into the telephone directory.
,/ I decided to look in the telephone directory.

look in a book, container or room to find something or someone (NOT
into): 'I looked in the drawer but it wasn't there.' 'Go and look in the
bedroom.'
Compare: 'The police are looking into the matter.' (= are investigating)

look like 1 X The two younger children looked like tired.
,/ The two younger children looked tired.
X The job was not as easy as it looked like.
,/ The job was not as easy as it looked.

look like + noun phrase: 'She looks a bit like my sister.'
look + adjective (WITHOUT like): 'The man looked very suspicious.' 'His
wife looks much happier these day.'

2 See HOW 1

lose 1 X His illness has caused him to lose a lot of lessons.
,/ His illness has caused him to miss a lot of lessons.

If you do not attend a class, meeting, activity, etc, you miss it: 'If you
don't hurry up, you'll miss your appointment.' 'I'd hate to miss one of
John's parties.'

2 X I don't care if they're lazy, as long as they don't lose my time.
,/ I don't care if they're lazy, as long as they don't waste my

time.
waste yourlsb's time = (cause someone to) spend an amount of time
without doing anything useful: 'I wish they'd stop asking me silly
questions and wasting my time.'
Compare: 'The puncture meant that we lost a lot of time.'

lost X This morning I noticed that my purse was lost.
,/ This morning I noticed that my purse was missing.

If something is not in the place where you left it and you cannot find it
anywhere, it is missing (NOT lost): 'Police are still searching for the
missing diamonds.' 'She was making her way towards immigration when
she discovered that her passport was missing.'
Compare: 'Oh no! I've lost my passport!'

lot/lots 1 X She makes us do a lots of homework.
,/ She makes us do a lot of homework.
,/ She makes us do lots of homework.

a lot of (WITH a): 'I bet she's got a lot of money.'
lots of (WITHOUT a): 'I bet she's got lots of money.'

2 X Lot of people come here because it's near Morocco.
,/ A lot of people come here because it's near Morocco.
X Groceries here are lot cheaper than in Japan.
,/ Groceries here are a lot cheaper than in Japan.

a lot, a lot of (WITH a): 'I've wasted a lot of time today.' 'He'll have to
work a lot faster from now on.'
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3 )( My husband and I met each other a lot of years ago.
,/ My husband and I met each other many years ago.
)( The problem is that for a lot of years smoking was not

considered to be anti-social.
,/ The problem is that for many years smoking was not

considered to be anti-social.
many + weeks/months/years (NOT a lot of): 'Many years have passed
since we were at school together.'
Compare: 'During the summer we spend a lot of time in the garden.'

4 )( There is a lot of countries in the same situation.
,/ There are a lot of countries in the same situation.

See note at THERE 2

love )( I'm sure that once you see Venice, you'll love it very much.
,/ I'm sure that once you see Venice, you'll love it.

love sb (very much): 'I love him very much.'
love sth (WITHOUT very much): 'I love tennis.'

luck 1 )( If you have luck, you'll be able to hear Carreras sing.
,/ If you're lucky, you'll be able to hear Carreras sing.
,/ If you're in luck, you'll be able to hear Carreras sing.
x That afternoon she had luck and found the keys at the bottom of

a drawer.
,/ That afternoon she was lucky and found the keys at the

bottom of a drawer.
,/ That afternoon she had a stroke of luck and found the keys

at the bottom of a drawer.
be lucky, be in luck, (have) a stroke/bit of luck (NOT have luck):
'We're lucky the coach didn't go without us.' 'You're in luck, there are still
a few tickets left.' 'I'm so pleased she got the job. It's about time she had
a bit of luck.'
Note that when luck is used with have, it is always modified: 'I've had
enough bad luck to last me a lifetime.' 'Some people have all the luck.'
'He hasn't had much luck recently.'

2 )( I'd just like to say goodbye and wish you a good luck.
,/ I'd just like to say goodbye and wish you good luck.
)( What a rotten luck! There he was again, sitting right beside me.
,/ What rotten luck! There he was again, sitting right beside

me.
Luck is an uncountable noun: 'She's had a lot of bad luck recently.'
'Meeting the right partner is just a matter of luck.'

luggage 1 )( There was no room in the car for all our luggages.
,/ There was no room in the car for all our luggage.
)( He had brought a heavy luggage with him.
,/ He had brought some heavy luggage with him.

Luggage is an uncountable noun: 'Do you have any more luggage?'

2 )( I spent the morning packing my luggage.
,/ I spent the morning packing (my bags/suitcases).
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pack or pack a bag/suitcase (NOT pack ... luggage): 'I haven't finished
packing yet.' 'That's not the way to pack a suitcase!'

lunch See BREAKFAST

luxurious 1 )( You could stay at one of the big luxurious hotels, but the small
hotels are far more reasonable .

./ You could stay at one of the big luxury hotels, but the small
hotels are far more reasonable.

)( Consumers are offered more and more luxurious goods .
./ Consumers are offered more and more luxury goods.

To refer to a type or class of hotel, apartment, furniture, services etc, use
luxury as a modifier: 'a luxury apartment in the heart of London', 'luxury
bedroom suites imported direct from Italy', 'a luxury liner'.
Use luxurious to describe something that is very comfortable and
expensive: 'The car's soft cream leather interior was extremely
luxurious.'

2 )( Many people today do not consider a car as a luxurious thing .
./ Many people today do not consider a car as a luxury.

a luxury = something that you do not need: 'We can hardly afford to buy
food, yet alone waste money on luxuries.'

luxury 1 )( They don't have any money to
spend on luxury things .

./ They don't have any money to
spend on luxuries.
luxuries (plural of luxury), luxury
goods, luxury items (but NOT
luxury things): 'Tax on luxury goods
is bound to be increased.'

2 )( Some successful criminals enjoy
a luxury life .

./ Some successful criminals enjoy a life of luxury.
A life of luxury is a fixed phrase: 'His dream is to marry a princess and
live a life of luxury.'
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X Over eighty per cent of these cars are old, and so are their
machines .

./ Over eighty per cent of these cars are old, and so are their
engines.
machine = a piece of equipment which performs useful work, such as a
sewing machine, washing machine or computer: 'To operate this
machine, simply select the type of coffee you require and press the
green button.' 'The latest machines can run both types of software.'
engine = a device which provides the power for a motor vehicle, train,
aircraft etc: 'It was difficult to make yourself heard above the roar of the
engines.' 'Check the tyre pressures and top up the engine oil.'

X She began to think she was becoming mad .
./ She began to think she was going mad.

go mad (NOT become): 'Eventually, rejected by Hamlet, Ophelia goes
mad and drowns herself.'

2 X I've always been mad for tennis .
./ I've always been mad about tennis.

be mad/crazy about sth (NOT for) (informal) = like something very
much: 'Why are so many people crazy about computer games?'

X She claimed that the jumper was made from wool.
./ She claimed that the jumper was made of wool.
X Many components are made by plastic .
./ Many components are made of plastic.
X Margarine, which is made by natural ingredients, seems to be

more acceptable .
./ Margarine, which is made from natural ingredients, seems

to be more acceptable.
Use made from when the original materials have been completely
changed and cannot be recognized: 'Bread is made from flour and
water.'
Use made of when the original materials have not been completely
changed and you can still see them: 'Their dining table is made of solid
oak.'
Use made by when you mention the name of the company or person
that has made something (NOT the names of materials): 'This new razor
is made by Wilkinson Sword.'

X It takes seventeen trees to produce one ton of junk mails .
./ It takes seventeen trees to produce one ton of junk mail.

Mail (= letters and parcels) is an uncountable noun: 'Has there been any
mail today?'
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mainly 1 x We were attracted by the clean air, the beautiful scenery, and
mainly the peace and quiet.

,/ We were attracted by the clean air, the beautiful scenery,
and above all the peace and quiet.

X What I like about her mainly is her sense of humour.
,/ What I like about her above all is her sense of humour.

To show that one particular feature or item is more important
than all the others, use above all: 'The person we're looking for has got
to be smart, intelligent and above all trustworthy.' 'Above all, the
government wants to avoid an increase in inflation.'

2 X Mainly the film is about the madness of war.
,/ The film is mainly about the madness of war.
X Mainly these problems involve the definition of words.
,/ These problems mainly involve the definition of words.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

majority 1 ? The majority of houses in Germany have fitted carpets.
,/ Most houses in Germany have fitted carpets.

The majority of (= more than half) is usually used in formal styles: 'The
majority of the government voted against the bill.'
In other styles most (= nearly all) usually sounds more natural: 'Most
people have never even heard of him.'

2 X The majority of motorists is opposed to the scheme.
,/ The majority of motorists are opposed to the scheme.

the majority + singular/plural verb: 'The majority is/are in favour of
abolishing the death penalty.'
the majority of + plural count noun + plural verb: 'The majority of voters
are in favour of abolishing the death penalty.'

make 1 X I didn't make anything in particular. I just stayed at home.
,/ I didn't do anything in particular. I just stayed at home.
X In Italy we have made a great deal to prevent pollution.
,/ In Italy we have done a great deal to prevent pollution.
X He looked as if he had made something wrong.
,/ He looked as if he had done something wrong.

For actions, the usual verb is do (NOT make): 'Governments are not
doing enough to reduce unemployment.' 'I'm so worried I don't know
what to do.' See Language Note at DO

2 X I made lots of fun in London.
,/ I had lots of fun in London.
X On Saturday we're making a party.
,/ On Saturday we're having a party.

See Language Note at DO

3 X The cold water made me shivering.
,/ The cold water made me shiver.
X What made you to decide to work in the theatre?
,/ What made you decide to work in the theatre?

make sb/sth do sth (WITHOUT to): 'They made him take the
examination again.'
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Compare be made to do sth: 'He was made to take the examination
again.'

make up X The company rule is that all female employees must make up
their faces.

,/ The company rule is that all female employees must wear
make-up.

X She told me what to wear and showed me how to make up.
,/ She told me what to wear and showed me how to put on my

make-up.
wear/use make-up: 'Some women refuse to wear make-up.'
put on your make-up: 'I've just got to put on my make-up and I'll be
ready.'

man X Every day the man is inventing new machines.
,/ Every day man is inventing new machines.

When you mean 'the human race', use man (WITHOUT the): 'I can't
believe that man has actually stepped foot on the moon.'

mankind 1 X These bombs could lead to the destruction of the mankind.
,/ These bombs could lead to the destruction of mankind.

mankind (= the human race) WITHOUT the: 'Travelling into space was
a great advance for mankind.'

2 ? The nature of mankind is very complicated.
,/ Human nature is very complicated.
? In art we discover the beauty of mankind's imagination.
,/ In art we discover the beauty of the human imagination.

Mankind (or the human race) refers to all human beings considered as
a group: 'The greatest danger to mankind is not science but ignorance.'
'These are the most devastating weapons mankind has ever devised.'
'What is mankind's long-term role in space?'
When you mean 'belonging to or typical of people (as opposed to God,
animals, machines etc)', the usual pattern is human + noun: 'Greed and
envy are common human failings.'
Note that phrases such as human nature, human error, human
interest and human weakness are very common.

manner 1 X Japanese manner is based on the idea that 'you are superior to
me'.

,/ Japanese manners are based on the idea that 'you are
superior to me'.
See Language Note on next page

2 X American manner is all about freedom and equality.
,/ American culture is all about freedom and equality.

See Language Note on next page

3 X Every society has its own laws and manners.
,/ Every society has its own laws and traditions/customs.

See Language Note on next page

4 ? One of the biggest differences I noticed was the American
manner of being polite to strangers.
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.I One of the biggest differences I noticed was the American
custom of being polite to strangers.
See Language Note below

5 )< We were taught how to speak in a good manner.
.I We were taught how to speak properly.

If you do something in the right way, you do it properly: 'Failure to use
the equipment properly may result in serious injury.' 'Since George
passed away, Mavis has stopped eating properly.'

CULTURE - CUSTOM - HABIT - MANNER-
MANNERS - TRADITION

culture (1) the customs, ideas, art, etc, which are found in a
particular society or group and which make it different from
another society or group: 'Obeying your parents is a hallmark
of Asian culture.'
(2) the art, music, literature, etc, that is produced by a
particular society: 'Professor Jackson is an expert on ancient
Greek culture.' 'The Samba is an important part of Brazilian
culture.'

custom (1) something that the people in a particular society have
done (in the same way) for a very long time, and which they
consider to be normal or polite: 'One of their customs is to
point with the thumb, not with index finger.' 'According to
local custom, his body was carried to the top of a hill and
cremated.' 'His knowledge of Malay and Indonesian customs
proved invaluable when we got to Bali.'
(2) something that a person usually does in a particular
situation: 'His custom of making detailed preparatory
drawings makes him unique amongst 18th century British
painters.' 'On Wednesday evening, as was his custom, he
went for a long walk.'

habit something that a person does repeatedly, often without
realizing it: 'She has a lot of little habits that I find really
irritating.' 'In California I got into the habit of eating with just
a fork.'

manner (singular) the way someone behaves towards people: 'She impressed
us all with her business-like manner.' 'His cheerful face and
polite manner have won him a lot of friends.'

manners (plural) the way someone behaves towards people, especially when
compared with what is accepted as polite behaviour: 'The
child has very good manners and always says thank you.'

a belief, custom or way of doing something that has been
passed on from one generation to the next: 'The tradition was
that when a man died, all his wealth and possessions would
go to the eldest son.'

tradition
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X One of the policemen started asking me many questions.
,/ One of the policemen started asking me a lot of questions.
X We are given many tests.
,/ We are given a lot of tests.

Many and much are used mainly in questions and negative sentences:
'Does he have many friends?' 'It appears that he doesn't have many
friends.' In affirmative sentences, phrases such as a lot of and plenty of
are used.
Note however that many and much are used in affirmative sentences
after too, so, and as ('You ask too many questions.') and sometimes in
formal styles ('Many accidents arise as a result of negligence').

2 X It's important to understand why there is so many violence in our
world.

,/ It's important to understand why there is so much violence
in our world.
See note at MUCH 1

3 X I had never seen so many and bright stars in the sky.
,/ I had never seen so many bright stars in the sky.
X There are not many and interesting Sunday newspapers.
,/ There are not many interesting Sunday newspapers.

many + adjective + noun (WITHOUT and): 'He is convinced that many
serious accidents could be prevented.'

X Her only distinguishing mark is her long blond hair.
,/ Her only distinguishing feature is her long blond hair.

A mark on someone's face or body is a small area of skin that is a
different colour from the rest: 'You've got two dark red marks on your
nose where your glasses have been.'
Things such as the colour of someone's eyes and hair, and the shape of
their nose, chin and mouth are their features: 'As soon as he began to
describe her features, I realized that he was talking about Mandy.'

2 X Before buying a cassette recorder, I asked my friend if he could
recommend a good mark.

,/ Before buying a cassette recorder, I asked my friend if he
could recommend a good make.

X As for cigarettes, there are many different marks.
,/ As for cigarettes, there are many different brands.

mark (also Mk) = a model, type or version (used mainly in trade
names): 'a Mk II Jaguar'
make = a particular type of car, washing machine, camera, etc: 'If you
want a really good make, go for a Nikon or a Pentax.' 'Which make of
television do you prefer, Sony or Panasonic?'
brand = a particular type of soap, toothpaste, butter, cigarette, etc: 'I'm
tired of being told which brand of washing powder I should use.'

X The magazine gives a list of all the computers in the market.
,/ The magazine gives a list of all the computers on the

market.
on the market (NOT in) = available in shops for people to buy; for sale:
'It's not the cheapest machine on the market, but it's certainly the best.'
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marry

master
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material
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tics

X Why didn't you invite me to your marriage?
,/ Why didn't you invite me to your wedding?
X I have just received your marriage invitation.
,/ I have just received your wedding invitation.

marriage = the ceremony of becoming husband and wife considered
from a purely religious or legal point of view: 'Her parents are against the
marriage.'
wedding = the occasion when this ceremony takes place and the
celebrations that follow it: 'I never see most of my relatives apart from at
weddings.'

X She is married with a post office worker.
,/ She is married to a post office worker.

be/get married to sb (NOT with): 'How long has she been married to
him?'

He's going to ask her to marry with him.
He's going to ask her to marry him.
His daughter is expected to marry to a viscount.
His daughter is expected to marry a viscount.
After they get marry, they're going abroad.
After they get married, they're going abroad.
marry sb (WITHOUT With/to): 'Isn't he the man who married Elizabeth
Taylor?'
get married (to sb): 'I can still remember the day I got married. United
were playing at Wembley.'

X I have a master in Hotel Management.
,/ I have a master's in Hotel Management.

See DEGREE 1

X The green jacket doesn't match to the trousers.
,/ The green jacket doesn't match the trousers.
X We chose the sunflowers to match with the wallpaper.
,/ We chose the sunflowers to match the wallpaper.

One thing matches/doesn't match another thing (WITHOUT to/with):
'You can't wear that blue tie. It doesn't match your shirt.'
Compare: 'The green jacket doesn't go with the trousers.'

X In today's material society, most people think only about money.
,/ In today's materialistic society, most people think only

about money.
material = connected with the physical needs that people have (as
opposed to spiritual or intellectual needs): 'In material terms they are
very well off, but spiritually they are deprived.'
materialistic = believing that money and the things that money can buy
are more important than anything else: 'Modern society is becoming
increasingly materialistic.'

X Mathematics are my favourite subject.
,/ Mathematics is my favourite subject.

Mathematics (the subject) is an uncountable noun: 'Mathematics is
compulsory. Even if you don't like it, you still have to take it.'
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maybe 1

)( The matter is that we won't have enough room in the car to take
your mother with us .

.I The problem is that we won't have enough room in the car
to take your mother with us.
Matter is used to mean 'problem' or 'trouble' only in questions and
negative sentences: 'What's the matter?' 'Is anything the matter?'
'There's nothing the matter.'

2 )( It doesn't matter the nationality of the archaeologists .
.I The nationality of the archaeologists doesn't matter.
)( Doesn't matter the time .
.I The time doesn't matter.

it doesn't matter + clause: 'It doesn't matter if you can't answer all the
questions. Just do your best.'
subject + doesn't matter: 'The results don't matter. Just do your best.'

3 )( The flight attendant told us that there wasn't any matter; it was
just a storm .

.I The flight attendant told us that nothing was the matter; it
was just a storm.
nothing/something is the matter or there is nothing/something the
matter: 'I think there's something the matter with the central heating. It's
cold in here.' 'Don't worry. Nothing's the matter. It's just a tiny cut.'

4

5

See FACT 3

See NO MATIER

)( He isn't matured enough to get married .
.I He isn't mature enough to get married.
)( Replacing such a politically matured leader will not be easy .
.I Replacing such a politically mature leader will not be easy.

Use matured/mature when you are talking about wine, cheese etc: 'The
whisky is kept here until it has matured/is mature.'
When you are talking about people, the usual word is mature: 'He's very
mature for a boy of sixteen.'

)( If I hadn't seen the car coming, I may have been killed.
.I If I hadn't seen the car coming, I might have been killed.

To refer to something in the past that was possible but did not actually
happen, use might have or could have (NOT may have): 'If you had
worked harder, you might have passed the exam.'
Compare: 'I may have left it at home - I'm not sure.'

)( Maybe you'll find the film very boring .
.I You may find the film very boring.
x Maybe you will have problems breathing .
.I You may have problems breathing.

Instead of using maybe ... will, use may + infinitive: 'They may decide
that our offer is too low, of course.'

2 ? Maybe this helps to explain Why there are so many divorces .
.I Perhaps this helps to explain why there are so many divorces.
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Maybe is used mainly in informal styles: 'Maybe you should see a
doctor.'
Perhaps is used in all styles: 'Perhaps he's gone home already.'
'Perhaps there are other factors that need to be considered.'

)< I got me a drink and sat down on the sofa .
./ I got myself a drink and sat down on the sofa.
)< What can I tell you about me?
./ What can I tell you about myself?

See Language Note at MYSELF

? I still remember the day me and my sister went to Buenos Aires
by bus .

./ I still remember the day my sister and I went to Buenos
Aires by bus.
The pattern me and ... is sometimes heard in informal styles but is
widely regarded as non-standard. The usual pattern is ... and I: 'George
and I have opened a joint account.'

? You will be able to try some of the traditional meals .
./ You will be able to try some of the traditional dishes.

See Language Note at PLATE

)< We always take our meals in the canteen .
./ We always have our meals in the canteen.

In British English the phrase is have a meal (NOT take): 'In the evening
we had a three-course meal.'
In American English both take a meal and have a meal are used,
although take a meal (more formal) is not very common.

)< Being a good flight attendant means to make your passengers
feel relaxed .

./ Being a good flight attendant means making your
passengers feel relaxed.
mean to do sth = intend to do something: 'I've been meaning to write to
you for ages.'
mean doing sth (or mean + that clause) = involve doing something:
'The new job will mean getting up an hour earlier in the morning.' 'The
new job will mean that I have to get up ... .'

)< He was determined to get the money by all means .
./ He was determined to get the money by whatever means.
)< They intend to become famous by all means, even if they have

to risk their lives .
./ They intend to become famous by whatever means, even if

they have to risk their lives.
By all means (= certainly) is used in formal spoken English to show that
you are happy to accept someone's request or suggestion: 'Would you
mind if I stayed a bit longer?' 'By all means.'
When you mean 'by using any method, even if it is unkind or illegal', use
by any means or by whatever means (are available/necessary):
'They are determined to get their hands on the property by whatever
means are necessary.'
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measure-
ment

media 1

medicine

medium 1

2 X Learning English is a means to improve one's career prospects .
./ Learning English is a means of improving one's career

prospects.
means of (doing) sth = a way or method: 'It's time we stopped using
force as a means of settling disputes.' 'There must be an easier means
of gaining their confidence.'
means to do sth (or means of doing sth) = the thing that is required or
necessary (to make something possible): 'These people have lost the
means to support their families.' 'They would like to stop the war but lack
the means to do so.'

3 X By no means I want to suggest that people like being
unemployed .

./ By no means do I want to suggest that people like being
unemployed.
See Language Note at NOT

X In my opinion, the authorities have to take even stricter
measurements to save our archaeological treasures .

./ In my opinion, the authorities have to take even stricter
measures to save our archaeological treasures.
measurement = the length, width etc of something: 'You can't buy new
curtains without knowing the window measurements.'
measure = an action intended to have a particular effect; a law or ruling:
'New measures are to be introduced in the fight against crime.'

X Television is a very powerful media .
./ Television is a very powerful medium.
X The medias, such as radio and television, tell us what is

happening in the world .
./ The media, such as radio and television, tell us what is

happening in the world.
When yOLJare talking about television, radio and newspapers, use
medium for singular reference: 'Children learn as much through the
medium of television as they do by going to school.'
Use media (WITHOUT -s) for plural and group reference: 'the mass
media', 'the news media'.

2 ? In January 1990, the international news media was excited
because it appeared that Mandela might be released .

./ In January 1990, the international news media were excited
because it appeared that Mandela might be released.
The media usually takes a plural verb, especially in formal styles: 'The
media have shown considerable interest in the trial.' A singular verb is
sometimes heard in everyday conversation, but some careful users
consider this to be incorrect.

X After drinking the medicine, I felt sleepy .
./ After taking the medicine, I felt sleepy.

take/have your medicine (NOT drink): 'Have you taken/had your
medicine today?'

X The medium score was about 6 out of 10.
./ The average score was about 6 out of 10.
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medium = neither large nor small, neither tall nor short, etc: 'The waiter
was of medium height and walked with a slight limp.'
average = calculated by adding a set of quantities together and then
dividing this total by the number of quantities in the set: 'The average
age of students entering the college this year is 19.' 'Since 1991 house
prices have been falling at an average annual rate of 8%.'

2 )< My ability in English is about medium .
./ My ability in English is about average.

If someone's level of skill or ability is neither high nor low, it is average:
'Elizabeth shows above average intelligence for a child of three.'

meet 1 )< Could you meet with me outside the station?
./ Could you meet me outside the station?
)< The next time I met with her was in the supermarket.
./ The next time I met her was in the supermarket.

meet with sb (mainly American English) = have a (previously arranged)
meeting with someone: 'We met with their representatives to discuss the
problem.'
meet sb (British and American English) = be in the same place as
someone by chance or arrangement: 'Guess who I met on the way to the
bank this morning?' 'I suggest we meet back here in an hour's time.'

2 )< Hello John. It's good to meet you .
./ Hello John. It's good to see you.
)< I can't wait to meet you again at Christmas .
./ I can't wait to see you again at Christmas.

When you greet someone you know well, or talk about meeting them,
use see (NOT meet): 'I hope you'll come and see us again soon.'

memorize )< Following his death, a statue was erected to memorize him .
./ Following his death, a statue was erected in his memory.

memorize = learn something so that you are able to repeat it exactly:
'Fortunately, I had memorized her telephone number and was able to
ring her from the station.'
in memory of sb, to the memory of sb or as a memorial (to sb) = as a
permanent reminder of someone after they have died: 'The charity was
set up in memory of the late Lord Hinton.' 'It was built as a memorial to
all those who died in the war.'

memory 1 )< Each visitor received a small gift as a memory .
./ Each visitor received a small gift as a souvenir.
)< I bought six postcards and a few small memories .
./ I bought six postcards and a few small souvenirs.

memory = something that you remember and see as a picture in your
mind, especially an experience that you had a long time ago: 'The old
teddy bear brought back vivid memories of my childhood.'
souvenir = something that you buy or obtain in a particular place
(especially while on holiday) and keep to remind you of it: 'The vase is a
souvenir of my week in Venice.'

2 )< Casanova recorded his adventures in his memories .
./ Casanova recorded his adventures in his memoirs.
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To refer to someone's written account of (a period in) their life; use
memoirs (pronounced /'memwa:z/): 'The former President's long
awaited memoirs are to be published next month.'

3 ? You will remain in our memory and we all hope that you'll visit
Greece again next summer .

.I We won't forget you and we all hope that you'll visit Greece
again next summer.
You promise that you will not/never forget someone or the time you
spent with them: 'I'll never forget the magic week we spent together in
Rome.' The phrase remain in one's memory is grammatical but sounds
unnatural.

4 ;< I have many happy memories about my childhood .
.I I have many happy memories of my childhood.

memory of sth: 'He smiled to himself at the memory of his son's first
day at school.' 'The order and discipline of the job brought back
memories of his army days.'

menace ;< Nowadays world peace is menaced .
.I Nowadays world peace is threatened.

Menace is usually used as a noun or adjective: 'These street gangs are
a social menace.' 'He was convicted of menacing behaviour.' Menace is
not often used as a verb. It appears mainly in formal styles and means
'make or try to make someone feel their life or safety is in great danger':
'His mighty war machine continues to menace neighbouring countries.'
When you are talking about something which is a danger to peace,
survival, safety, health, happiness, etc, use threaten: 'These poisonous
liquids threaten the drinking water supply of two million people.' 'AIDS
could threaten the economic well-being of Asian countries.'

mend ? Old cars are easier to mend .
.I Old cars are easier to repair.

mend (or repair) a roof, fence, watch, radio, camera, puncture etc:
'Once you've mended the kettle, we can have a cup of tea.'
repair a vehicle or something that is wrong with a vehicle: 'How will you
get to work while your car is being repaired?'

mental ;< Modern society provides us with material comforts but very few
mental rewards .

.I Modern society provides us with material comforts but very
few spiritual rewards.
mental = affecting or taking place in the mind: 'People who have
had mental illnesses are often unwilling to talk about them.'
spiritual = connected with the part of a person which has very deep
thoughts and feelings: 'African music has a spiritual quality which is often
lacking in Western music.'

mention ;< The first place that foreigners think of when I mention about
Indonesia is Ball.

.I The first place that foreigners think of when I mention
Indonesia is aau.
mention sth (WITHOUT about): 'I don't suppose she mentioned her
new address?' 'They mentioned how helpful you had been.'
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menu 1

method 1

midday

middle 1

;< For the main menu we had fish, rice and vegetables .
./ For the main course we had fish, rice and vegetables.

See Language Note at PLATE

2 ;< My favourite menu is cheese and mushroom omelette.
./ My favourite dish is cheese and mushroom omelette.

See Language Note at PLATE

;< We'll have to find new methods of amusing ourselves .
./ We'll have to find new ways of amusing ourselves.

Method (of/for doing sth) is used mainly in technical styles: 'Farming
methods have undergone many changes in recent years.' 'The research
project aims to develop new methods for trapping solar energy.'
In non-technical styles, use way (of doing/to do sth): 'There are several
ways of answering the question.' 'The best way to contact him is by fax.'

2 ;< Some companies are taking new methods for coping with
environmental problems .

./ Some companies are adopting new methods for coping with
environmental problems.
adopt a method: 'This new method of treating the disease has been
widely adopted.'

;< We usually eat during the midday and again in the evening .
./ We usually eat at midday and again in the evening.

at midday (NOT during): 'At midday the sun is directly overhead.'
Compare: 'During the middle of the day the sun is very hot.'

;< The girl was of middle height and was wearing a blue suit.
./ The girl was of medium height and was wearing a blue suit.

When you are talking about someone's height, weight, etc, use medium
(NOT middle): 'The man that police wish to question is of medium height
and has a small black moustache.'

2 ;< The wallet was middle brown and contained sixty dollars .
./ The wallet was medium brown and contained sixty dollars.

When you describe the colour of something, use medium (NOT middle):
'a medium grey suit' (= neither light grey nor dark grey but somewhere in
between).

3 ;< On the middle of September she is going on maternity leave .
./ In the middle of September she is going on maternity leave.

in the middle of (NOT on): 'The cat dropped the mouse right in the
middle of the kitchen floor.' 'What do we do if the fire alarm starts ringing
in the middle of an examination?'

Middle Age ;< The history of the town dates back to the Middle Age .
./ The history of the town dates back to the Middle Ages.

middle age = the period in a person's life between youth and old age:
'People who live this type of life are lucky if they reach middle age.'
Middle Ages = the period in European history from about 1100 to 1500
AD: 'Life in the Middle Ages was very simple.'
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middle age x Sitting next to me was a middle age man, probably about forty.
,/ Sitting next to me was a middle-aged man, probably about forty.
X The Rolling Stones are all middle-age now.
,/ The Rolling Stones are all middle-aged now.

The adjective is middle-aged (WITH -d): 'They would prefer a middle-
aged woman to a young girl.'

Middle East X Arabic is spoken all over Middle East.
,/ Arabic is spoken all over the Middle East.

the Middle East, the Far East (WITH the): 'Bahrain is in the Middle
East.'

midnight

migrate

million 1

mind 1

2

X Her plane is due to land in about midnight.
,/ Her plane is due to land at about midnight.

See Language Note at TIME

X A lot of new doctors migrate to America where they can earn
more money.

,/ A lot of new doctors emigrate to America where they can
earn more money.
migrate = (of birds, animals and people) travel from one place to spend
a length of time in another, especially to find food, water, warmer
weather, etc: 'How do birds know when to migrate and how do they find
their way back home?'
emigrate = (of people) leave your own country and make your home in
another one: 'There were no jobs back home so we decided to emigrate.'

X Belgium has ten millions inhabitants.
,/ Belgium has ten million inhabitants.
X The paper has a circulation of approximately 3.9 millions.
,/ The paper has a circulation of approximately 3.9 million.

See Language Note at HUNDRED

2 X We hung just over a million of little electric bulbs on the trees.
,/ We hung just over a million little electric bulbs on the trees.
X In the last ten years, more than two million of people have come

to Milan to find work.
,/ In the last ten years, more than two million people have

come to Milan to find work.
See Language Note at HUNDRED

3 X Nearly half million people entered the country.
,/ Nearly half a million people entered the country.

See Language Note at HUNDRED

X I don't mind to wait a bit longer.
,/ I don't mind waiting a bit longer.

(not) mind doing sth: 'Would you mind posting this letter for me when
you go into town?'

X It was raining but we didn't mind it.
,/ It was raining but we didn't mind.
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3

4

minute 1

mist

mistake

mister

moist

When the object of mind can be understood from the context, mind is
not followed by a pronoun: 'Do you mind waiting a few minutes?' 'No, I
don't mind.'

X The first thing that comes to my mind when I think about France
is wine .

.I The first thing that comes to mind when I think about France
is wine.
come/spring to mind (WITHOUT my, his, their, etc): 'When I'm
planning a camping holiday, the first thing that comes to mind is the
weather.'

X Having in mind that the roads will be busy, I think that we
should make an early start.

.I Bearing in mind that the roads will be busy, I think that we
should make an early start.
bear in mind (NOT have): 'Something else you need tobear in mind is
the fact that not all countries have public transport.'

X The train arrived at exactly twelve past three .
.I The train arrived at exactly twelve minutes past three.

When telling the time, minutes must be used after all numbers except
five, ten, twenty, and twenty-five.
Compare: 'It's twenty (minutes) past ten.' (minutes can be used)
'It's twenty-three minutes past ten.' (minutes must be used)

2 X The college is a twenty minutes bus ride from my flat.
.I The college is a twenty-minute bus ride from my flat.

See Language Note at HUNDRED

X Her flight was held up on account of the mist.
.I Her flight was held up on account of the fog.

mist = tiny drops of water in the air that make it difficult to see things that
are far away: 'As the day wore on, the early morning mist quickly
disappeared.'
fog = very thick mist: 'Traffic on several stretches of the M1 was slowed
to a walking pace this morning as the result of thick fog.'

x It doesn't matter if you do a slight mistake .
.I It doesn't matter if you make a slight mistake.

make a mistake (NOT do): 'It's easy to make mistakes when you're
tired.' See Language Note at DO

X Dear Mister Southcroft ...
.I Dear Mr Southcroft ...

Mister is always written Mr: 'Mr Jones called this morning about the
central heating.' See also MR

X Basement flats are often dark and moist.
.I Basement flats are often dark and damp.

moist = slightly wet, especially in a pleasant way: 'The bread was still
nice and moist.' 'These plants prefer a warm, moist atmosphere.'
damp = slightly wet, especially in a cold and unpleasant way: 'Our hotel
room felt cold and damp.' 'On damp days, we have to dry the washing
indoors.'
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moment 1 x In that moment the door opened .
./' At that moment the door opened.

in a moment = very soon: '1'11have to go in a moment.'
at that moment = at that particular time: 'Just at that moment the
telephone rang.'

2 X At the moment the girl opened her eyes .
./' At that moment the girl opened her eyes.

When" you are telling a story or reporting what happened, use at that
moment 'At that moment the car skidded on the ice and went off the
road.'
Compare: 'At the moment I'm working in a restaurant.' (= now, at the
present time)

3 X At the moment I saw him, I knew something was wrong .
./' The moment I saw him, I knew something was wrong.

the moment (WITHOUT at) = as soon as: 'He fell in love with Samantha
the moment he set eyes on her.'

4 X I'd like to see him in my office the moment he will arrive .
./' I'd like to see him in my office the moment he arrives.

See Language Note at WILL

money See GAIN 1

month See Language Note at HUNDRED

monument X It is impossible to visit all the monuments of London in one day .
./' It is impossible to see all the sights of London in one day.

monument = (1) a structure, usually made of stone, that is built to
remind people of an important event or famous person; memorial: 'The
inscription at the foot of the monument read: To all those who gave their
lives so that others could live in freedom.'
(2) a building or structure that is preserved because of its historical
importance: 'If you are interested in ancient monuments you will find the
Pyramids fascinating.'
see the sights = visit the interesting places in a city or country: 'I wanted
to look round Moscow and see the sights.'

mood X The mood of the castle depends on the weather .
./' The atmosphere of the castle depends on the weather.
? The streets were very crowded and had a holiday mood .
./' The streets were very crowded and had a holiday

atmosphere .
./' The streets were full of people in a holiday mood.

mood = the way someone feels at a particular time, such as happy,
angry, etc: 'I'd keep clear of George this morning - he's in one of his bad
moods.'
atmosphere = the general impression that a place gives you: 'Their
house always has a warm, friendly atmosphere.'

more 1 X In Taiwan the food is more cheaper than in England .
./' In Taiwan the food is cheaper than in England.
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X These machines make farming much more easier .
.I These machines make farming much easier.

Do not use more with the -er form of an adjective or adverb: 'Leather
bags are more expensive but they tend to last longer.'

2 See MUCH 2

3 See NO MORE

more or less x Some women more or less are forced to work nowadays .
.I Some women are more or less forced to work nowadays.

More or less is usually placed immediately in front of the word or phrase
that it modifies: 'The two words have more or less the same meaning.'
'My wife and I met each other more or less by accident.' 'That's more or
less everything you need to know.'
In everyday conversation more or less also comes at the end of a
sentence: 'I guess that's everything you need to know, more or less.'

morning

most 1

mostly

motor

x At morning I wake up at 6.30 .
.I In the morning I wake up at 6.30.
X The trains are very crowded in morning .
.I The trains are very crowded in the morning.

See Language Note at TIME

X Where I come from, the most teachers have to teach at two
schools in order to earn enough .

.I Where I come from, most teachers have to teach at two
schools in order to earn enough.
When you mean 'nearly all', use most (NOT the most): 'Most
universities provide a wide range of courses.' /
Use the most in comparisons: 'Which city has the most tourists?' 'Rome
and Florence are indeed beautiful, but Venice is the most romantic.'

2 X Both girls are clever but Edna is the most intelligent.
.I Both girls are clever but Edna is (the) more intelligent.

Use (the) most when comparing one person or thing with all others:
'This is the most ridiculous excuse I've ever heard.'
When comparing just two people or things, use (the) more: 'Which is
(the) more expensive - an ALR or an IBM?'
Note that in everyday conversation some people use (the) most instead
of (the) more, but careful users consider this to be incorrect.

X We see each other mostly every day .
.I We see each other almost every day.
X Mostly every family has a television .
.I Nearly every family has a television.

Use almost/nearly with all/every/everyone etc (NOT mostly): 'Almost
everyone in the office has had a cold recently.'
Compare: 'The students here are mostly Swiss or German.' (= most of
the students here ... )

X It's an old car and the motor is very noisy .
.I It's an old car and the engine is very noisy.
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move

Mr 1

2

3

much 1

motor = the part of a machine which turns electrical power into
movement: 'My video camera isn't working. Either the battery is flat or
there's something wrong with the motor.'
engine = See note at MACHINE

X When they saw that I couldn't move myself, they called an
ambulance .

./ When they saw that I couldn't move, they called an
ambulance.
See Language Note at MYSELF

X Our English teacher is called Mr John .
./ Our English teacher is called Mr (John) Smith.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (+ first name) + surname: 'Mrs Waters', 'Mr Clive Upton'

X Dear Mr,
./ Dear Sir,
X Dear Mr/Mrs,
./ Dear Sir/Madam,

When you are writing a formal letter and you know the surname of the
addressee, begin Dear Mr Smith, Dear Mrs Jones, Dear Ms Simpson
etc. When you do not know the person's surname, begin Dear Sir, Dear
Madam or Dear Sir/Madam.

X Dear Mr Alan Jones,
./ Dear Mr Jones,

Dear is followed by Mr/Mrs/Ms + surname only (NOT first name +
surname): 'Dear Mrs Jackson'

X We don't need to hire that much employees .
. ./ We don't need to hire that many employees.

X There are as much disadvantages as advantages .
./ There are as many disadvantages as advantages.
X There are too much people in Mexico .
./ There are too many people in Mexico.

much + uncountable noun: 'There isn't much traffic today.' 'There was
too much furniture in the room.'
many + plural (countable) noun: 'There aren't many cars today.' 'There
were too many chairs in the room.'

2 X Nowadays, there are much more criminals than policemen .
./ Nowadays, there are far more criminals than policemen.
X I make much too many mistakes .
./ I make far too many mistakes.

At the beginning of a phrase that ends with a plural (countable) noun,
use far (NOT much). Compare: 'much more traffic', 'far more cars'

3 X As a doctor he earns much money .
./ As a doctor he earns a lot of money.

See note at MANY 1

4 X British culture is much different from ours .
./ British culture is very different from ours.
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5

music 1

must 1

X We were much afraid that we would miss the flight.
,/ We were very afraid that we would miss the flight.

Much is used before an adjective (1) in questions and negative
sentences: 'Is British culture much different from ours?' 'No, it isn't much
different.' (2) before comparative forms: 'His last novel was much longer
and much more interesting.' (3) before certain past participles acting as
adjectives: 'Her drawings are much admired.'

See TOO MUCH 2

X Nowadays I prefer classical musics.
,/ Nowadays I prefer classical music.
X Are we allowed to play a pop music?
,/ Are we allowed to play pop music?

Music is an uncountable noun: 'Her hobbies are gardening and music.'

2 X After leaving school, he joined a music band.
,/ After leaving school, he joined a band.

(jazz/rock) band or (pop/rock) group (NOT music band): 'The band's
new album has just been released.'

X People are not as careful as they must be and drop their litter in
the streets.

,/ People are not as careful as they should be and drop their
litter in the streets.
Use must (or have to) when, for example, there is a law or rule and you
are not free to choose or decide for yourself: 'Candidates must answer
all the questions in Part A and two questions in Part B.'
Use should (or ought to) when, for example, someone advises you to
do something but you are free to choose or decide for yourself: 'At the
end of the examination, you should check your answers.'

2 X The pupils mustn't go to the meeting if they don't want to.
,/ The pupils needn't go to the meeting it they don't want to.

Use must not/never when you mean that it is essential that someone
does not do something: 'The door to the X-ray room must never be
opened when the red light is on.'
When you mean that it is not necessary for someone to do something,
use needn't or don't need/have to: 'You needn't pay now. You can wait
until the furniture has been delivered.'

3 X You must be pleased to hear that I've already got the tickets.
,/ You'll be pleased to hear that I've already got the tickets.

When you inform someone of something, use will be +
pleased/interested + to hear/know/learn (NOT must): 'You will be
pleased to know that your old friend Peter has been promoted to

Associate Professor.'

4 X If you can't find her, she must hide somewhere.
,/ If you can't find her, she must be hiding somewhere.

When you do not actually know where someone is or what they are
doing, but certain facts allow you to guess, use must be or must be
doing: 'If she isn't in her office, she must be in the canteen.' 'If she's in
the canteen, she must be having her lunch.'
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myself See Language Note below

Using reflexive pronouns

The words listed below are called 'reflexive pronouns'.

SINGULAR
myself,
yourself
himself, herself
itself, oneself

PLURAL
ourselves (NOT ourselt/s)
yourselves (NOT yourself/s)
themselves (NOT theirselves or
themself/s)

• These pronouns are always written as just ONE word, e.o. myself, ourselves (NOT my self,
our selves):

He managed to escape by disguising himself as a prison officer.

All the singular forms end with -self; all the plural forms end with -selves:
You mustn't blame yourself, Helen. It wasn't your fault.
I hope that you are both looking after yourselves.

• If the subject and the pronoun refer to the same person or thing, use myself, himself, etc
(NOT me, him):

We found ourselves in a difficult situation. (NOT 'we found us')
She describes herself as a journalist. (NOT 'she describes her')
I stood there looking at myself in the mirror. (NOT 'looking at me')

Note however that prepositions of place are usually followed by me, him, etc (NOT myself,
himself): 'I could hear footsteps behind me.' 'Do you have any money on you?' 'He'd
forgotten to bring his keys with him.'

• The verbs enjoy, amuse, hurt, injure and familiarize are often used with a reflexive pronoun:
The children always enjoy themselves at the seaside.
He'd fallen down the stairs and injured himself.

Feel and relax are not usually used with reflexive pronouns:
He soon began to feel better. (NOT 'feel himself better.')
After a hard day's work, I like to relax. (NOT 'relax myself.')

Note however the pattern feel yourself doing sth: 'I felt myself getting redder and redder.'

Specialize and concentrate are never used with reflexive pronouns.
I want to specialize in tropical medicine. (NOT 'specialize myself')
He can't concentrate with the radio on. (NOT 'concentrate himself')

• Do not use wash yourself, dress yourself, etc when you mention the simple things that
people do as part of their daily routine:

I always wash/have a wash before breakfast.
I wish you would hurry up and get dressed.

If you use wash yourself, dress yourself, etc you draw attention to the special skill or ability
that the action requires: 'Not many two-year-olds are able to wash and dress themselves.'



name 1 X This beautiful village is named 'Cadaques'.
,/ This beautiful village is called 'Cadaques'.
X I stayed in and watched a film named 'The Clockwork Orange'.
,/ I stayed in and watched a film called 'The Clockwork

Orange'.
X What we used to name 'the Cold War' is now over.
,/ What we used to call 'the Cold War' is now over.

When you mention the name by which someone or something is known,
use call/be called (NOT name/be named): 'Most people call him Bob
but he prefers to be called Robert.'
Compare: 'They've named/called the baby Louise.' (= the name they
have chosen for the baby is Louise)

2 X They named their children from their grandparents.
,/ They named their children after their grandparents.

name a child after sb: 'We've decided to name her Sarah, after her
grandmother.'
In American English name a child for sb is also possible, although not
very common.

narrow X When immersed in water, the cloth narrows.
,/ When immersed in water, the cloth shrinks.

narrow (of roads, rivers etc) = become less wide: 'Just beyond the bend,
the river begins to narrow.'
shrink (especially of cloth) = become smaller as a result of being wet or
placed in water: 'I suggest you buy the larger size just in case it shrinks.'

nation X It's hard to tell which nation he comes from.
,/ It's hard to tell which country he comes from.

A person comes from, lives in, or feels part of a particular country (NOT
nation): 'Some people in this country think that the leadership is too
weak.' 'People living in former Soviet bloc countries are undergoing a
difficult period of transition.'
Nation is less common than country and is mainly used when a country
is considered as a political or economic structure: 'Japan has become
the richest nation in the world.' 'Representatives from the world's leading
industrial nations will meet next month in Geneva.'
Note the alternative: 'It's hard to tell his nationality.'

nationality X My name is Iman Jalil and my nationality is Iraqi.
,/ My name is Iman Jalil and I come from Iraq.

The usual way of referring to someone's nationality is to use come from:
'Most of the students in my class come from Oman or Bahrain.'
Nationality is used mainly in formal styles: 'Visitors of Swedish
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nationality do not require a visa.' 'Despite being born in Germany, these
children do not have an automatic right to German nationality.'

native f The airport extension is strongly opposed by the natives.
./ The airport extension is strongly opposed by the local

residents.
Nowadays the noun native is usually used in formal styles to refer to the
place where someone was born: 'His real name was Harvey Pepper, a
native of Montreal.' or to the country/region where a particular animal or
plant has always grown: 'This useful herb is a native of southern Europe,
but has adjusted well to colder climates.'
To refer to the people who live in and around a village, town or city, and
have shared interests and activities, use local residents, local
population or (in informal styles) locals: 'Local residents are against the
motorway proposal.'

nature f I have always found the nature fascinating.
./ I have always found nature fascinating .

Nature (= the natural world of birds, trees, rivers etc) is never used with
the: 'We must stop destroying nature before it is too late.'

near 1 f He decided to visit a friend who lived very near from where
he was at that moment.

./ He decided to visit a friend who lived very near (to) where
he was at that moment.
near or near to (NOT near from): 'The post office is near (to) the bank.'
'If we moved to Dallas, we would be nearer to my parents.'

2 f I went near to the girl and told her my name.
./ I went up to the girl and told her my name .

See note at TO 2

3 f I sometimes meet friends in a near restaurant.
./ I sometimes meet friends in a nearby restaurant .
f I ran to the telephone box which was near to call an ambulance.
./ I ran to the telephone box nearby to call an ambulance .

To say that something is only a short distance from a place,
use nearby: 'I stopped at one of the nearby cottages and asked the
way.' 'It's very convenient having a supermarket nearby.'

nearby f Their house is nearby the new airport.
./ Their house is near the new airport.

Nearby is used as an adjective or adverb: 'We flew from a nearby
airport.' 'There is an airport nearby.'
When you need a preposition, use near: 'The hotel is near the sea.'

nearly f In the countryside there is nearly no pollution.
./ In the countryside there is hardly any pollution .

Instead of saying nearly no/nobody/never etc, use hardly
any/anybody/ever etc: 'Hardly any of my friends are married.' 'Hardly
anybody objected to the idea.'

necessity f It was then that I felt the necessity to improve my English.
./ It was then that I felt the need to improve my English .
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need 1

need not!
needn't 1

If something is a necessity, you must have it or do it, or it must happen:
'If you saw the terrible conditions in which these people are living, you
would appreciate the necessity to step up foreign aid.' 'For anyone who
runs a large business, a computer is an absolute necessity.'
Need has a similar meaning to necessity but it is also used in
connection with something that you want to do/have/happen (although it
is not essential): 'I began to feel the need for a change of life style.'
'Don't you ever feel the need to do something more creative?'

X It is no need to tell the police about the accident.
./ There is no need to tell the police about the accident.

there is no need to do sth (NOT it is ... ): 'There's no need to start
getting upset.'

2 X There is a great need of international understanding .
./ There is a great need for international understanding.

a need for sth (NOT of): 'The government is conscious of the need for
more schools.' See NEED 3

3 X We have an urgent need of a new secretary .
./ We are in urgent need of a new secretary.
X I'm in urgent need for a loan .
./ I'm in urgent need of a loan.

be in need of sth (= require): 'The car isin need of a good clean.' 'Are
you in need of any assistance?'

4 X For a long time I have felt the need of improving my French .
./ For a long time I have felt the need to improve my French.

a need to do sth (NOT of/for doing): 'I don't understand their need to
sell the house.'

5 X Tina needs leave her house at seven o'clock every morning .
./ Tina needs to leave her house at seven o'clock every

morning.
In affirmative sentences, use need to do sth (WITH to): 'I need to get to
the airport by seven at the latest:'
Compare (1) the negative forms: 'She doesn't need to stay if she doesn't
want to.' 'She needn't stay if she doesn't want.'
(2) the question forms: 'Does she need to stay any longer?' 'Need she
stay any longer?'

X During the day I need not work.
./ During the day I don't need/have to work.
X They need not get a job if their parents are rich .
./ They don't need/have to get a job if their parents are rich.

Use needn't/need not (or don't need/have to) to refer to the situation
'now' (at the moment of speaking): 'You needn't rush. I'm not in a hurry.'
To refer to general situations, you usually use don't need to or don't
have to: 'You don't need/have to drive everywhere if there is a good bus
service.'

2 X They need not to feel ashamed of themselves .
./ They needn't feel ashamed of themselves .
./ They don't need to feel ashamed of themselves.
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needless
to say

neglect

negligent

neither 1

X Catherine told her husband he needn't to worry .
.I Catherine told her husband he needn't worry .
.I Catherine told her husband he didn't need to worry.

needn't/need not do sth (WITHOUT to): 'You needn't wait if you're in a
hurry.'
don't need to do sth (WITH to): 'You don't need to wait if you're in a
hurry.'
Note that need not is used mainly in formal styles. In other styles, the
usual form is needn't.

X Needless to say that his films are very popular with children.
.I Needless to say, his films are very popular with children.

Needless to say (an adverb meaning 'of course') is NOT followed by a
that clause: 'Needless to say, I was delighted to see that I had passed.'

X Some teachers neglect how much a student can take in during
one lesson .

.I Some teachers forget how much a student can take in
during one lesson.
neglect = (1) fail to look after someone or something properly: 'The
garden has been badly neglected and will require a lot of attention.'
(2) (formal) fail to do something, especially something that you ought to
do: 'The public are demanding to know why the government neglected to
warn them of the oil shortage.'
forget = fail to realize something (and be guided by it): 'Children tend to
forget that their parents like to have fun too.'

X There was a negligent amount of liquid in the test tube .
.I There was a negligible amount of liquid in the test tube.

negligent = failing to take proper care, especially in your job; careless:
'The court decided that the pilot of the crashed aircraft had been
negligent.'
negligible = (of an amount) so small that it has no effect and can be
ignored: 'The cost of maintaining the machine is negligible.'

X Inside the examination room we could neither smoke or talk .
.I Inside the examination room we could neither smoke nor

talk.
X His parents neither shouted at him or smacked him .
.I His parents neither shouted at him nor smacked him.

neither ... nor ... (NOT neither ... or ... ): 'The sales assistant was
neither friendly nor helpful.'
Compare: 'You can either come with me or wait here.'

2 X Neither John's father nor mine couldn't understand the problem .
.I Neither John's father nor mine could understand the

problem.
After neither and neither •.. nor ... the verb is affirmative (NOT
negative): 'Neither applicant had the right qualifications.' 'Neither the
teachers nor the students had been informed.'
See Language Note at NOT

3 X I have neither studied the language nor the culture .
.I I have studied neither the language nor the culture.
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Neither should be placed immediately before the first of the connected
items and nor immediately before the second. Compare: 'I have neither
studied nor experienced the culture.'

4 )< Neither teachers are coming.
,/ Neither teacher is coming.
,/ Neither of the teachers is coming.

After neither + singular noun, the verb is singular: 'Neither player wants
a transfer.'
After neither of + plural noun, careful users prefer a singular verb:
'Neither of the players wants a transfer.' Some people use a plural verb,
especially in informal styles: 'Neither of the players want a transfer.'

nervous 1 )< Thinking she might be hurt, I felt very nervous.
,/ Thinking she might be hurt, I felt very anxious.

nervous = worried and unable to relax, especially because you lack
confidence: There's no need to be so nervous. It's only an interview.'
anxious = very worried about something which may happen or may
have happened: 'I knew that there were no sharks around but all the
same I couldn't help feeling anxious.'

2 )< What really made me nervous was the way he kept pulling my
sleeve.

,/ What really irritated me was the way he kept pulling my
sleeve.
nervous = worried and unable to relax: 'I hate the way the teacher
watches me when I'm working - it makes me feel nervous.'
irritate = (of something unpleasant that happens repeatedly or
continuously) make someone feel slightly angry; annoy: 'His attempts to
sound important irritate people.'
Note the alternative: 'What I found really irritating was the way ... '

never 1 )< I asked him to never arrive late.
,/ I asked him never to arrive late.

Never and not usually go immediately in front of a to infinitive: 'He's
promised never to do it again.'

2 )< You never can get really good beef in our local supermarket.
,/ You can never get really good beef in our local supermarket.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

3 )< My father did never have the opportunity to go to university.
,/ My father never had the opportunity to go to university.

Do is often used with not to make negative statements: 'I didn't answer
the letter.' 'She' doesn't invite strangers.' However, do is NOT used in
this way with never: 'I never answered the letter.' 'She never invites
strangers.'
The exception to this rule is when do is used for emphasis: 'You never
did tell me why you decided to leave your last job.'

4 )< She said some of the rudest things I have never heard in all my
life.

,/ She said some of the rudest things I have ever heard in all
my life.
never = at no time: 'I've never met his wife.' 'I had never met his wife
before yesterday.'
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ever = at any time: 'Have you ever met his wife?'
Note that ever is often used after a superlative: 'His wife is the kindest
person I've ever met.'

5 X 'Nobody will never find me,' he thought.
./ 'Nobody will ever find me,' he thought.

After nobody/nothing/rarely and other words with a negative meaning,
use ever (NOT never): 'After she won the national lottery, nothing was
ever the same again.'
See also Language Note at NOT

6 X Never I had seen such an ugly face .
./ Never had I seen such an ugly face.

See Language Note at NOT

nevertheless X I was born and grew up in Switzerland, nevertheless Italy is the
country that I have grown to love and where I now live .

./ I was born and grew up in Switzerland. Nevertheless, Italy is
the country that I have grown to love and where I now live .

./ I was born and grew up in Switzerland but (nevertheless)
Italy is the country that I have grown to love and where I
now live.
Unlike but, nevertheless is an adverb (NOT a conjunction): The survey
was conducted on a very small scale. Nevertheless, the information
gathered is likely to prove very useful.' 'As you may have heard, the
existing workforce is soon to be reduced by 40 per cent. The
management is nevertheless committed to maintaining the present level
of production.' See also HOWEVER, THEREFORE 1

news

next

nice

night 1

X The news are never very good nowadays.
./ The news is never very good nowadays.
X I'm looking forward to hearing a good news from you .
./ I'm looking forward to hearing some good news from you.

News is an uncountable noun: 'Why do Clive's letters never contain any
news?' There's one piece of news that I'm sure will interest you.'

X I'm looking forward to seeing you on next Sunday .
./ I'm looking forward to seeing you next Sunday.
X I have some spare time this week but the next week I'll have to

start work .
./ I have some spare time this week but next week I'll have to

start work.
See Language Note at TIME

X There is a nice and quiet room where I do my work .
./ There is a nice quiet room where I do my work .
./ The room where I do my work is nice and quiet. _

Two-part adjectival phrases with nice such as 'nice and quiet and 'nice
and clean' are always placed after the noun they modify: The house is
always nice and tidy.' Do not use and after nice when it comes in front of
a noun: 'Right now I could do with a nice cold drink.'

X I don't like driving in the night.
./ I don't like driving at night.
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2

no

)< It was about nine o'clock in the night when we heard a noise outside.
,/ It was about nine o'clock at night when we heard a noise

outside.
See Language Note at TIME

)< 'Where were you in the night of June 3rd?' he asked.
,/ 'Where were you on the night of June 3rd?' he asked.

See Language Note at TIME

See NO ONE 1

no matter 1 )< No matter he tries hard, he never succeeds.
,/ No matter how hard he tries, he never succeeds.

no matter how/who/whether etc + subject + verb: 'No matter how
much you help him, he never seems grateful.' 'No matter how late you
set off, the roads are always busy.' 'No matter who you ask, they all say
the same thing.'

no more

no one 1

After the sauna they run and jump in the river, no matter if
it's freezing or not.
After the sauna they run and jump in the river, no matter
whether it's freezing or not.

)< No matter they are rich or poor, they all come to us for advice.
,/ No matter whether they are rich or poor, they all come to us

for advice.
no matter + wh-word (NOT if/nothing): 'I'm not interested in the job, no
matter how much they offer me.' 'No matter what you ask her to do,
she's always ready to help.'
Note that no matter whether tends to sound awkward and there are
usually simpler alternatives: 'After the sauna they run and jump in the
river, whether it's freezing or not.' 'Rich or poor, they all come to us for
advice.'

3 )< No matter the recession, sales remained high.
,/ In spite of the recession, sales remained high.

No matter is always followed by a wh- clause: 'No matter what they did,
they couldn't put the fire out.' 'No matter how cold it gets, we'll keep
warm somehow.'
In front of a noun phrase, use in spite of/despite: 'In spite of the
temperature outside, we managed to keep warm.'

)< My wife had left the hotel and I no more needed a double room.
,/ My wife had left the hotel and I no longer needed a double

room.
When talking about time, use no longer (NOT no more): 'The offices
are no longer occupied.'
Note the alternative: 'My wife had left the hotel and I didn't need a double
room any more.'

)< No one of us regrets volunteering.
,/ None of us regrets volunteering.
,/ Not one of us regrets volunteering.

When you mean 'not one', use none or (for emphasis) not one: 'None of
the children could tell the time.' 'Not one of the trainees has a medical
background.'
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no sooner

nobody!
no one 1

noise 1

nominate

No one and nobody cannot be followed by of unless the phrase
introduced by of is descriptive: 'No one of any importance was at the
meeting.'

2 See NOBODY/NO ONE

X No sooner we had arrived than it began to rain.
,/ No sooner had we arrived than it began to rain.

See Language Note at NOT

X Nobody have complained about the noise.
,/ Nobody has complained about the noise.
X When I arrived, there were nobody at home.
,/ When I arrived, there was nobody at home.

nobody/no one + singular verb: 'Is nobody going to help you?'

2 X He closed the door quietly so that nobody wouldn't hear him.
,/ He closed the door quietly so that nobody would hear him.

See Language Note at NOT

3 X Nobody has done something yet.
,/ Nobody has done anything yet.

See Language Note at NOT

X I turned on the radio but there was no noise.
,/ I turned on the radio but there was no sound.
X He was woken up by the noise of broken glass.
,/ He was woken up by the sound of broken glass.

noise = (1) loud unpleasant sounds heard as a single mass: 'The noise
of the traffic gave me a headache.' 'People were making such a lot of
noise that I couldn't hear what she was saying.' (2) a sound that is
unpleasant and/or without meaning: 'The radio started making a funny
noise.' 'What was that noise?'
sound = something that is heard or received by the ear, especially
something that you recognize or can give a meaning to: 'I've always
loved the sound of a classical guitar.' 'I could hear the sound of someone
crying in the next room.'

2 X I was woken up by a big noise outside the room.
,/ I was woken up by a loud noise outside the room.

loud noise (NOT big): 'Habitual exposure to loud noises can damage
the ear.'

3 X The restaurant was full and there was a loud noise.
,/ The restaurant was full and there was a lot of noise.
X You can talk as long as you don't make a loud noise.
,/ You can talk as long as you don't make a lot of noise.

A loud noise (countable) describes what you hear when, for example,
somebody slams a door or drops a plate. To refer to continuous noise
made during an activity, use noise as an uncountable noun: 'They don't
know the difference between music and noise.'

X Mr Tong was nominated manager of the company in 1984.
,/ Mr Tong was appointed manager of the company in 1984.
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nominate = suggest someone for election or selection (for a job or
position): 'We need to nominate someone to take over from Harry as our
new public relations officer.'
appoint = give someone a job or position: 'Mr H. Wilks has been
officially appointed as the society's new public relations officer.'

none 1 x I checked the essay for mistakes but I couldn't find none.
,/ I checked the essay for mistakes but I couldn't find any.

See Language Note at NOT

2 X I told the police officer that in my opinion none of the two drivers
was responsible.

,/ I told the police officer that in my opinion neither of the two
drivers was responsible.
When talking about two people or things, use neither. For three or more,
use none.

noon X The cafeteria is always crowded in the noon.
,/ The cafeteria is always crowded at noon.

See Language Note at TIME

North X I am now living in North England.
,/ I am now living in the north of England.

North + noun, South + noun, etc, are mainly used in the names of
countries and their internal divisions: 'North America', 'South Carolina'.
To refer to approximate locations, use the North/South, the
north/south of + noun, or northern/southern + noun, etc: They've
bought a cottage in the south of France.' 'Northern England is supposed
to be colder than the South.'

not 1 X He told me to not spend too long in the sun.
,/ He told me not to spend too long in the sun.

Not and never usually go immediately in front of a to infinitive:
Try not to worry about anything.' 'It's hard not to feel sorry for him.'

2 See Language Note opposite

not only 1 X He not only was a talented pianist but also a great composer.
,/ He was not only a talented pianist but also a great

composer.
The position of not only should be the same as the position of but also
(i.e. immediately before an object, immediately before a main verb, etc).
Compare: 'He injured not only his shoulder but also his elbow.' ('his
shoulder' and 'his elbow' are both objects) 'He not only injured his back
but also hurt his head.' ('injured' and 'hurt' are both verbs)

2 X Not only I passed, but I got a distinction.
,/ Not only did I pass, but I got a distinction.

See Language Note opposite

nothing X It was so dark that I couldn't see nothing.
,/ It was so dark that I couldn't see anything.

See Language Note opposite
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Using negative words

• Do not use two negative words in a clause. No, nobody, nothing etc cannot be used with not,
never, hardly, seldom, etc.

Nobody could see me. (NOT 'couldn't see')
Nobody ever asks me for my opinion. (NOT 'never asks')
I checked the essay for mistakes but couldn't find any. (NOT 'find none')

• After negative words, you usually use any, anyone, anything, etc (NOT some, someone,
something, ete).

I hadn't seen anyone for over a week.
Nobody is doing anything to help them.

Follow the same rule if the context has a negative meaning.

He managed to get on the train without anyone seeing him.
By six o'clock I am too tired to do anything else.

• As a general rule, use nobody/nothing etc with an affirmative verb instead of
everybody/everything etc with a negative verb.

Nobody is allowed to wear shoes in the mosque. (NOT 'Everyone isn't')
None of the children are at school today.

Compare: 'All the children aren't at school today.' This means that some of the children are at
school today, but not all of them.

• When a sentence begins with never, hardly, seldom, rarely, scarcely, nowhere, no sooner,
not only, only when, by no means, under no circumstances etc, the subject and auxiliary
verb change places.

No sooner had we arrived than it began to rain.
Under no circumstances should you wait any longer.

• When there is no auxiliary verb, use do:

Only then did I realize that I was completely alone.
Rarely do you meet such polite children nowadays.

notice 1 I wrote him a notice saying that the package had arrived.
I wrote him a note saying that the package had arrived.
notice = a short written statement giving information or directions,
usually found in a public place: 'There was a notice on the wall saying
"Private property. No parking."
note = a short informal letter or written message from one person to
another: 'Just a quick note to say that Helen had a baby boy yesterday.'

x It was so crowded that at first I didn't take any notice of him.
,/ It was so crowded that at first I didn't see/notice him.
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now 1

2

take notice of = pay attention to: 'Nobody ever takes any notice of what
I say.'
notice = become aware of; see: 'I didn't suspect anything until I noticed
that my chequebook was missing.'

3 X I could notice that he was not enjoying himself .
./ I noticed that he was not enjoying himself .
./ I could see that he was not enjoying himself.

Notice is not used with can/could: 'They were so busy that they didn't
notice how late it was getting.'

X I'm sure you'll be happier from now .
./ I'm sure you'll be happier from now on.
X From now I shall make all the decisions myself .
./ From now on I shall make all the decisions myself.

from now on (WITH on): 'From now on I'm going to work really hard and
make sure 1pass.'

See UNTIL NOW

nowadays 1 X People live longer in nowadays .
./ People live longer nowadays.

nowadays (WITHOUT in): 'More women have executive jobs nowadays,
especially in publishing.' 'Nowadays, computer skills are essential.'

number 1

2 X This is a major problem for nowadays society .
./ This is a major problem for today's society.

Nowadays is an adverb (NOT an adjective): 'Video cameras are very
popular nowadays.'

X The number of heavy smokers are decreasing .
./ The number of heavy smokers is decreasing.

the number of ... + singular verb: 'The number of people claiming
unemployment benefit has risen by 5 per cent in the last three months.'

2 X A large number of cars was parked outside the school.
./ A large number of cars were parked outside the school.

a number of ... + plural verb: 'A number of viewers have complained
about the excessive violence in the film.'

3 X Harsher punishments will not reduce the number of crime .
./ Harsher punishments will not reduce the number of crimes .
./ Harsher punishments will not reduce the amount of crime.

See note at AMOUNT 1

4 X In England I met a big number of women in senior positions .
./ In England I met a large number of women in senior

positions.
a large/considerable number (NOT big): 'A large number of fatal
accidents are caused by drunken drivers.'



obey x He was a good boy and obeyed to his parents all the time .
./ He was a good boy and obeyed his parents all the time.

obey sb/sth (WITHOUT to): 'Those who refused to obey orders were
usually shot.'

object x My object is to improve my English as much as possible .
./ My objective is to improve my English as much as possible.

object = the purpose of an action or event: 'The object of the game is to
score as many points as possible.' 'Nobody knows the real object of their
visit. They're keeping it a secret.'
objective = the thing that you are working towards and hope to achieve
by the end of a course of action: 'The company's long-term objective is to
increase sales overseas.' 'The course description began with a long list
of aims and objectives.'

obligation x My obligations include doing the housework and picking up the
children from school.

./ My duties include doing the housework and picking up the
children from school.
obligation = moral duty or responsibility: 'Having promised to cut taxes,
the government now has an obligation to do so.' 'Anyone who rents a
property is under an obligation to keep it clean and tidy.'
duty = what you have to do because it is a part of your job or because
you think it is right: 'One of the principal's main duties is to improve the
quality of teaching and learning in the school.'

oblige 1 x You can't oblige children to study if they don't want to .
./ You can't force children to study if they don't want to.

If someone makes you do something that you do not want to do, they
force/compel you to do it (or make you do it): 'They forced him to hand
over the money by threatening to kill him.'

2 x In order to pay the hospital bill, it obliged me to sell my car .
./ In order to pay the hospital bill, I was obliged to sell my car.

be/feel obliged to do sth (= have to/feel that you have to do
something): 'Doctors are obliged to keep their patients' records secret.'
'Since the temperature outside was below freezing, I felt obliged to invite
them in.'

obtain 1 x It has taken women a long time to obtain equality .
./ It has taken women a long time to achieve equality.
X With these new policies the government hopes to obtain

economic stability.
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.r With these new policies the government hopes to achieve
economic stability.
When you are talking about something that takes a long time and a great
amount of work or effort, use achieve (NOT obtain): 'By the end of the
course you really feel that you have achieved something.' 'The company
intends to achieve all these goals within the next five years.' 'Her only
purpose in life was to achieve stardom.'

2 ? Where did you obtain the ticket?
.r Where did you get the ticket?
? He's been trying to obtain a part-time job .
.r He's been trying to get a part-time job.

Obtain is mainly used in formal styles: 'Information about visas and
passports can be obtained from your local library.'
The usual word for this meaning is get: 'How long does it take to get a
visa?'

3 See DEGREE 4

occasion 1 X The scholarship provided me with my first occasion to travel
overseas .

.r The scholarship provided me with my first opportunity to
travel overseas.

X I never had occasion to take the Proficiency examination.
,/ I never had a chance to take the Proficiency examination.

occasion = the time when an event happens: 'I've been to Rome on
several occasions.' (= several times)
opportunity = a time when it is possible to do something that you want
to do: 'The meeting on Tuesday will be a good opportunity for you to
make some new contacts.' 'She has considerable ability and should be
given more opportunity to use it.'
chance = an informal word for 'opportunity': 'If I had the chance, I'd like
to be an airline pilot.' 'I've been so busy this morning I haven't had a
chance to sit down.' See also OPPORTUNITY

2 X I remember that in the last occasion he had a very bad cold .
.r I remember that on the last occasion he had a very bad cold.

on a particular occasion (NOT in): 'I am honoured that you have invited
me to join you on this special occasion.'

occupation X It used to be difficult for women to get good occupations .
.r It used to be difficult for women to get good jobs.
X The important thing is to be happy in your occupation .
.r The important thing is to be happy in your job.

See Language Note opposite

occur 1 X The concert will occur at eight o'clock next Tuesday .
.r The concert will take place at eight o'clock next Tuesday.

Occur is usually used in connection with unplanned events: 'Many of the
serious accidents that occur are caused by human error.' 'Tornadoes
occur when a warm weather front meets a body of very cold air.'
For planned events, use take place: 'The wedding will take place at St
Andrew's church.'
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JOB • DO • OCCUPATION • POST/POSITION • CAREER
• TRADE • PROFESSION

job Your job is what you do to earn your living: 'You'll never get a job if you don't
haveany qualifications.' 'She'd liketo change her job but can't find anything better.'
Your job is also the particular type of work that you do: 'John's new job
sounds really interesting.' 'I know she works for the BBC but I'm not sure what
job she does.'
A job may be full-time or part-time (NOT half-time or half-day): 'All she could
get was a part-time job at a petrol station.'

do (for a living) When you want to know about the type of work that someone does, the usual
questions are What do you do? What does she do for a living? etc 'What
does your father do?' - 'He's a police inspector.'

occupation Occupation and job have similar meanings. However, occupation is far less
common than job and is used mainly in formal and official styles: 'Please give
brief details of your employment history and present occupation.' 'People in
manual occupations seem to suffer less from stress.'

post/position The particular job that you have in a company or organization is your post or
position: 'She's been appointed to the post of deputy principal.' 'He's applied
for the position of sales manager.' Post and position are used mainly in formal
styles and often refer to jobs which have a lot of responsibility.

career Your career is your working life, or the series of jobs that you have during
your working life: 'The scandal brought his career in politics to a sudden end.'
'Later on in his career, he became first secretary at the British Embassy in
Washington.'
Your career is also the particular kind of work for which you are trained and
that you intend to do for a long time: 'I wanted to find out more about careers
in publishing.'

trade A trade is a type of work in which you do or make things with your hands:
'Most of the men had worked in skilled trades such as carpentry or printing.'
'My grandfather was a bricklayer by trade.'

profession A profession is a type of work such as medicine, teaching, or law which
requires a high level of training or education: 'Until recently, medicine has been
a male-dominated profession.' 'She entered the teaching profession in 1987.'

2 X You'd better tell them exactly what occurred.
,/ You'd better tell them exactly what happened.

ti

o'clock 1 X It was twenty past four o'clock when the train arrived.
,/ It was twenty past four when the train arrived.
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)< They finished their dinner at about 7.30 o'clock.
,/ They finished their dinner at about 7.30.

Do not use o'clock for times that include minutes or parts of an hour.
Compare: 'It's four o'clock.' 'It's ten past four.'

2 )< By seven o'clock p.m. the child had been found.
,/ By seven p.m. the child had been found.
,/ By seven o'clock (in the evening) the child had been found.

Use EITHER o'clock OR a.m.lp.m. (NOT both).

3 )< I start work at 9.00 o'clock.
,/ I start work at 9 o'clock.

Do not use o'clock after 6.00,7.00 etc. Compare: '8 a.m.', '8.00', '8.00
a.m.', '8 o'clock'.

of 1 x The demonstration was attended by several hundreds of people.
,/ The demonstration was attended by several hundred

people.
)< Over a thousand of people have died from the disease.
,/ Over a thousand people have died from the disease.

See Language Note at HUNDRED

2 )< Arian is one of the oldest towns of Belgium.
,/ Arlon is one of the oldest towns in Belgium.
x We stayed in one of the most beautiful villages of Kent.
,/ We stayed in one of the most beautiful villages in Kent.

To refer to the country/region/area etc where something is or takes
place, use in (NOT of): 'the longest river in Brazil', 'the second largest
city in Spain', 'one of the most picturesque spots in the whole of
Tuscany'

3 )< I arrived in London on 25th of November.
,/ I arrived in London on 25th November.

You say 'the 25th of November' or 'November the 25th' but you write
'25th November' or 'November 25th' (WITHOUT the or of).

4 x The old man didn't give me a minute of peace.
,/ The old man didn't give me a minute's peace.

When you say how long something lasts, you usually use -'s/-s' (NOT
of): 'a week's holiday', 'three months' maternity leave'
Note however the pattern with of + v-ing: 'After two months of doing
nothing, I decided it was time to get on with my life.'

5 )< The bicycle of Paul was too big for me.
,/ Paul's bicycle was too big for me.
)< This coat isn't mine. It's of a friend.
,/ This coat isn't mine. It's a friend's.

To say that something belongs to or is connected with someone,
use -'5/-5' (NOT of). Compare: 'Pam's husband', 'Julia's house', 'her
father's car', 'a beginners' course in French conversation'

6 )< He is a good friend of them.
,/ He is a good friend of theirs.
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X A friend of you phoned and wants you to call her .
./ A friend of yours phoned and wants you to call her.

When the meaning is possessive, use of + mine/yours/his/
hers/ours/theirs. Compare:
'That's a photograph of him.' (= showing him)
'That's a photograph of his.' (= belonging to or taken by him)

7 X The scenery reminded her of a painting of Renoir .
./ The scenery reminded her of a painting by Renoir.

To introduce the person who wrote/painted/composed something, use
by: 'I'm reading a novel by Thomas Hardy.'
Compare: 'a painting of Renoir' (= a picture that someone painted of
Renoir) 'a painting by Renoir' (= a picture that Renoir painted)

8 See OFF 2

of course See COURSE 3

off 1 X Don't forget to off the lights before you go out.
./ Don't forget to turn off the lights before you go out.

turn off/on (or switch off/on) a light, television, electric kettle etc: 'Let's
turn on the radio and listen to the news.'

2 X The glass fell off of the table .
./ The glass fell off the table.

off + sb/sth (WITHOUT of): 'I wish he'd wipe that silly smile off his face.'

offence X Public caning would deter other students from doing the offence .
./ Public caning would deter other students from committing

the offence.
commit an offence (NOT do): 'He is accused of committing various
minor offences.'

offer 1 X Her parents have offered me to go on holiday with them .
./ Her parents have invited me to go on holiday with them.

offer to do sth = express willingness to do something: 'She's offered to
help me.'
invite sb to (do) sth = ask someone if they would like to come to a
party, wedding etc, or join you in a social activity: 'Have you invited Mark
and Valerie to the party?'

2 X The old man then offered something to eat to the little boy .
./ The old man then offered the little boy something to eat.

The usual pattern is offer sb sth (offer + indirect object + direct object):
'He offered me a job.' 'They've offered Maria a place on the intermediate
course.'
Use offer something to someone only when the direct object is a
pronoun or is much shorter than the indirect object: 'She offered it to
George but he didn't want it.' 'I offered the apple to the first child that
could answer my question.'

officer 1 X Most of my friends got jobs as shop assistants or officers .
./ Most of my friends got jobs as shop assistants or office

workers.
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official

often

oily

old 1

2

3

officer = a-person with a position of rank orauthority, especially
.someone inthe armed forces, police force orgQvernmenl service: 'a club
for army officers and their familie§.',/Iocal go''''~.nnmI9ntofVGers', 'a
customs officer' ~..~ ~
office worker = a person who worlss in an 'Between five and six

~the trains are packed with office wDrkers.'

2 X A British Airways officer told us that there was a delay.
,/ A British Airways official told us that there was a delay.

official = a person with a position of authority in an
,organizatigrr 'Wri0 ClffiCials are monitorinqthe spread 0Uhe disease.'

X She is good at organizing people without seeming arrogant or
official.

,/ She is good at organizing people without seeming arrogant
or officious.
official = done by or connected with a person or group in authority; ~
formal: 'an official letter', 'an officiaJinquiry', 'official approval'
offlclousjexpressinptdislike or disapprovaJ) ",too eager to give orders
ormakepyopLe keep,tp.rules whigbare unimpClrtant: 'An.officiouslitt.le
rtlan at thy,9heck-inin;li§ited thatri!y luggage:lN~~ half aWilo overweight.'

X Often people stop smoking when they are ill.
,/ People often stop smoking when they are ill.
X He often has said that he would like to be young again.
,/ He has often said that he would like to be young again.
X The trains often are late.
,/ The trains are often late.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

? The chips were so oily that I couldn't eat them.
,/ The chips were so greasy that I couldn't eat them.

The usual word for describing food that is unpleasant because it is
cooked and presented with too much fat or oil is greasy: 'I ate the
tomato and left all the Jl.!easy chiJ:cS.'

X He is married to a twenty years old American girl.
,/ He is married to a twenty-year-old American girl.
X Eight-years-old Sarah had a few surprises up her sleeve.
,/ Eight-year-old Sarah had a few surprises up her sleeve.

Use years old after the verb be:-'Sarah is eight years old.'
In front of 2, noun, use a compound adjective (WITH two hyphens and a
singular noun): 'a three-week-old Baby', 'a ten-year-old daughter'
Nouns otmeasuremsnt ('year', 'week', 'gram'~,'mile' etc) are always;

'singularWhen usedih'9bmpoun lectives: ten-secorldsilence"'El~
six-minute;;wait', 'a five;-rnile rac ~ - ~

X He fell in love with a young girl of nineteen years old.
,/ He fell in love with a young girl of nineteen.

noun + of'l- nurnber.ta child of fiv.?', 'a man ofsixty'
Compare: The girl was nineteen years old.'

X The old should not be brushed aside by society.
,/ The elderly should not be brushed aside by society.
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...-.,
on 1

2

once 1

-one 1

2

3

4

To refer toold people 1n gen~al, use the elderly: 'The building has t3een
~converted into a £etirerJlent home ~2r the elderly.' ".

)< On last Monday we went to the Railway Museum.
,/ Last Monday we went to the Railway Museum.
)< On every Saturday morning we go shopping.
,/ Every Saturday morning we go shopping.

See Language Note at TIME

)< I was surprised to see your picture on the newspaper.
,/ I was surprised to see your picture in the newspaper.

~Yousee a[eport;advertiserrrent, photograph,etc ina ne',VspapBr of@t
"magazine 'NOT on): Tcameacrcss the article in this month's edition of
cWoman's·World.'· ...

)< You may remember we had once a long talk in the hotel bar.
,/ You may remember we once had a long talk in the hotel bar.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

2 )< Once it will stop raining, we can go out.
,/ Once it stops raining, we can go out.
,/ Once it has stopped raining, we can go out.

See Language Note at WILL

)< Fluency in English is one of the best qualifications you can have.
,/ Fluency in English is one of the best qualifications you can have.

riot use-the frontof one of; 'We st£lyed:;:atone of the cheaper
, 'She is ot!h~ strgngest politreal 113?ders.in theworldtoday.'

)< The sea is one of our main source of food.
,/ The sea is one of our main sources of food.

sTheo~oun!pronotJ.n f('jlIQwing,Rne of is a1ways.•plura/.;'one·of
-.'one of herfeachers', .'one of the biggestisla~s in the world'.

)< One of the eggs were bad.
,/ One of the eggs was bad.
? She is one of those children who refuses to share things.
,/ She is one of those children who refuse to share things .

•After.a phrase beginning witr one'ot, the verti'ls singular, 'One of the
jrnaincdisa<jvantC\ges is the celpt ofJh8

c
bClUery.J

HOW~\IerWl]en oDe 0.1 is fo,,"owedby a relativeclaupe, th~verl5'j!1
"relative clause is-"'usually plural: 'He's one of those people:who are
always complaining.' . . C

.In informal styles, some people
;S\egarc:LthiS_Cl~.inGgrrec!,

)< After we had been to Helen's house, we went to Paul's one.
,/ After we had been to Helen's house, we went to Paul's.

Avoi~on~I.Rnel3jmm~.9iateIx after;;.an -'sbs' especiCl,,,"y
styles: 'NOi,it's nQt mine.:- it'smywife's~'jr •
Compare: ':John's new. one is the same as

.adjective t.noun) ~"
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5 X If you can carry those books, I'll bring these ones .
./ If you can carry those books, I'll bring these.
X This book will be of interest to all those ones involved in the

tourist industry .
./ This book will be of interest to all those involved in the

tourist industry.
Avoid ()l;tes imm~diateIY~f!er th'7~'7/those"lespecifljllyin formal style?:
Within'this group, there are thos~;Who arewillingt~takerisksand those
who are more cautious. .
Compare: 'These plastic ones are-cheaper.' (= these/those + adjective +

'noun) ~...

6 X All the shoes and handbags they sell are handmade ones .
./ All the shoes and handbags they sell are handmade.

Avoid one/ones. after ariadjective.which be used on its own,
especially in fonnal styles: 'The new proposals are impractical.'
Compare: 'We could do with a new one/some new' ones.'

7 X British children have more opportunities than Tunisian ones .
./ British children have more opportunities than Tunisian

children.
X Young people learn more quickly than older ones .
./ Young people learn more quickly than older people.

Ones is usually used to refer to things: 'Rechargeable batteries are more
.expensive than ordlnaryones.' 'The red ones are fine, but I prefer the
\Nhiteo9EJ:s.' ()I'l~!'lmay .a.I"obe u,,~cJto re!(,jcto pa~icular p~9ple: 'Th~

;,older ch[ldrenlaughed btJ~the younger oneswerescared.iz" ......:
"In general statements about groufis of people, ones is usually avoided:
'Frenchstudents have to work harder than British students.'

8 X One mustn't waste ones time when there is so much to do .
./ One mustn't waste one's time when there is so much to do.
X Getting married for economic reasons is not a good start to ones

married life .
./ Getting married for economic reasons is not a good start to

one's married life.
The possessive form is one's (WI'TH 'si: 'It is difficult to estimate one's
chances of success.' See also IT'S" .

9 X One cannot succeed unless he works hard .
./ One cannot succeed unless one works hard.

In British English(unlike American English) it is not possible to change
from one to helhis/her etc .

. Note, however,that most speakers find the repetition of one awkward
and try!o avoid.il: 'One cannot succeed without working ,
.callsfgra.lot ofh?rdwork,',Seeal($9 ,"anggage Noteat

1 0 See EVERYONE 1

one another X The children get on well one another .
./ The children get on well with one another.
X They had good opinions one another .
./ They had good opinions of one another.
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only 1

2

3

4

open 1

opened

operate

.You use prepositions in front of one another (pronoun) in-the same way
as you use prepositions in front of him, her, us, etc.·Compare:'.' often
:write t() her:'.Weoftel])NriteJo one another.' See also EAC.H OTHER -

X The level of pollution can only be reduced by the introduction of
new laws .

./ The level of pollution can be reduced only by the
introduction of new laws.
To avoid confusion in written English, only is usually placed as near (is
possible to the word or phrase that it modifies. Compare: 'Alison
posted the lettert~. Mr ~ones.' (= she didn't wsit~it) 'Alison.posted
the letter to.cfv1TJOlJes.'(=osh~didn't posttheot~erJe.tters).c.
In spoken English the position of only is less important becausEithe
speaker uses stress to-makethe meaning clear. 'i'-.
- -=-~-

X If you only would stay longer, your English would improve .
./ If only you would stay longer, your English would improve .
./ If you would only stay longer, your English would improve.

When if only is used to express a wish, the two words usually stay
together: 'IConlyJcoult:J;.stopsmoking.'§ometr[!1es,only i$ placed in
front of the main verb 'I! I could only stop·smoking.' .

X Only when it started to rain he noticed that he had left his
raincoat somewhere .

./ Only when it started to rain did he notice that he had left his
raincoat somewhere.
See Language Note at NOT

See NOT ONLY

X I got out of bed and opened the radio to listen to the news .
./ I got out of bed and turned/switched on the radio to listen to

the news.
turn on/off (or switch on/off) a IigtlVradfo/television(NOT open/close):
'The children are not allowed to turn on the television without
permission.'

2 X If anyone tried to open a new topic, she would immediately
interrupt.

./ If anyone tried to introduce a new topic, she would
immediately interrupt.
introduce a (new) topiClsub{e;cVargl.lme'ilt(NQTopen): 'You can't
introduce new material in the last section of a report.' .

X I couldn't buy a newspaper because the shop wasn't opened .
./ I couldn't buy a newspaper because the shop wasn't open.

Use opened to describe an action and open-fodescribe a-state,
Compare: 'The shop '!'i}-s opened at 8 a.m. and stayed open until 6 p.m.'

X Have you heard what happened to the last patient he operated?
./ Have you heard what happened to the last patient he

operated on?
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X My niece was recently operated for appendicitis.
,/ My niece was recently operated on for appendicitis.

o operate on~b: 'Heis too weak at the momenffo be operated-on.'

operation x My mother is taking an operation tomorrow.
,/ My mother is having an operation tomorrow.
X Mr Barrett is going to get an operation on his back.
,/ Mr Barrett is going to have an operation on his back.

See Language Note at DO

opinion 1 X According to Henry's opinion, less money should be spent on
weapons.

,/ In Henry's opinion, less money should be spent on
weapons.

,/ According to Henry, less money should be spent on
weapons.
according to sb: 'According to PeJer, a~forestation is.a very serious'
problem.'
in Sb'~opin,ion (N<:{:r acc()rdin~to ... Opinio9l: 'In Peter's

.defo)"§~;tati6.rijs aV(,)fy.serious Pf2JJlem.' 0 •

2 X They are not afraid of saying their opinions.
,/ They are not afraid of expressing their opinions .

a expr~ss/give youiopinion (NO:r
wide:rsmge('jfpolitiY<J.1 opif!lons~.~

opportunity X There is an opportunity that David's father will come tonight.
,/ There is a chance that David's father will come tonight.

When you talk about the likelihood of sOi[llething happening, use chance
(NO:r,()ppor:~unitY!::'lthirlKshe~3s a 99qd cli3!1ce gfpassillg·' 'Th§Xe's
very'little chance tliat anyone has survived the crash.'c", ... .f'.

Com~are: 'Tomorrow's test will be an opportunity/a chance for you to find
out now much youknow.' (= a particular.time when something is
possible) "- - .

oppose X I oppose to violence.
,/ I am opposed to violence.

oppo-se sthJWITHOUT te"')= think that sometliing is wrong and try to
stop it from happe.ning or being accepted: 'Many leading scie-ntists -
vigor9~sly~pp()se~parvvig's id\'las.' .'. ....c. ...0.
be opposec,fto stt!I",feel;strong!y Ihatsamething is wrong: ![VJany
people are QPpose~_to the use offur bythe clothing industry.'

opposite 1 X People have opposite opinions about this matter.
,/ People have different opinions about this matter.
X The Americans I met were opposite to what I had imagined.
,/ The Americans I met were very different from what I had

imagined.
X My own country and the USA are totally opposite of each other.
,/ My own country and the USA are totally different (from each

other).
Use opposite and the opposite of only7when you mean that two things
are as different as it is possible to be: 'Ilhought that the medicine would
mak~,.liim Sleepy, out it had the opposite effect.' 'The opposite of long is
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or1

2

3

oral

order 1

short.' 'The two men went off in opposite directions.'(= one went to the
left and one to the right)
To describe people's opinion§,life styles, ways of thinking etc, the usual
word is c1ifferent:''These twosc;hoolsoLthQught are completely
different." '

2 X On the wall opposite to the door, there was a large painting .
.I On the wall opposite the door, there was a large painting.
X The phone booths are opposite of the tube station .
.I The phone booths are opposite the tube station.

Onething is opposite "thing to/of): 'The bus
stop is opposite t.hebank.'

3 X The opposite woman was knitting a cardigan .
.I The woman opposite was knitting a cardigan.

When opposite means 'facing the speaker or the person/place being
talked about', it comes immediately after the noun: 'The house opposite
is also for sale.'

X At night we used to go out with our friends or stayed at home
listening to music .

.I At night we used to go out with our friends or stay at home
listening to music.
Whenyou use or-to join two verbs, both verbs should have the same
form. Compare: 'We used te go to the cinema or watch the television.'
'We went to the cinema or watched the television.'

X I think the microphone or the recording mechanism are broken .
.I I think the microphone or the recording mechanism is

broken.
When each of thenouns joined by or is singular, the verb is usually
singular: 'It is important to understand what one's son or daughter
expects out of life.' -

See NEITHER 1

X Her oral English is very fluent and clear .
.I Her spoken English is very fluent and clear.

The use of oral-tomean 'spoken' is restricted to certain technical
phras,"-s. used in education: 'oral skills', 'ah oral examination'.

X I was so excited that I forgot to order them to check that the
camera was working properly .

.I I was so excited that I forgot to ask them to check that the
camera was working properly.
You Cannot order'someone19do some'tqing unles§you have thepowElr
to doso. Compare: 'The teacher order~dlhechild to sit down.' 'She
asked her teacher if he could' check her homework.'

2 X I've ordered two seats for tomorrow night's performance .
.I I've booked two seats for tomorrow night's performance.

See note at BOOK
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3 ? Turning on the radio, I noticed immediately that it was out of
order .

./ Turning on the radio, I noticed immediately that it was not
working properly.
The phrase out of order is used mainly on notices stating that things
such as public tel'3p~10nes,ticket machines, photocopiers etc are not-
workingr' .

original 1 x Archaeological treasures should be kept in the original country .
./ Archaeological treasures should be kept in the country of

origin.
country of origin = the country where something was made pr
discov~r~d: 'Th[ey refus~.Jo releas.~thesea,Jltiquiti~iuntil th

'?rigini:·J5roperly&~stabl"i:fugd.'· .

2 X Many craftsmen have given up their original skills to work in
factories .

./ Many craftsmen have given up their traditional skills to work
in factories.

X She was wearing an original Japanese 'yukata' .
./ She was wearing a traditional Japanese 'yukata'.

origin~lI = (1) completely new: 'Nsbody expected that the bikini, with its
daringly original design, would catch on as it did.'.
(2) the one thaf exists first (usuallyfollowed later by other ones): 'The

.originaFedition c;ontainedonly 17opages.' 'The tennis court to the side of
the house wastheidea ofthe original owner.' .
tradltlonaledone or used by a group ors2ciety f9r a very long
-The dancers were wearing traditional Afri<.ian dress.' 'Kumar gave
traditional Hindu.greeting:' .

originate 1 X One of our teachers originates from Scotland .
./ One of our teachers comes from Scotland.

[Originate is us"qin con.r-iection "",ltb thing$;jdeq.s;customs~tc
people): 'No one-really knows how"the solar system. originated.'
If you are born in and/or grow up in a particular place, town,
country etc, you come from that place: 'Where €lOBS Agneta come from -
Sweden. or Norway?' '. .-

2 X 'Alcohol', 'alcove' and 'sofa' originate in Arabic .
./ 'Alcohol', 'alcove' and 'sofa' come from Arabic.

Wordsthat enteta language from:other languagescol1le from (or are
derived from) those languages: 'The name 'terrier' comes from the Latin
word 'terra' meaning 'the earth'.' ~ _ ~ .

other 1 X 'Go and play with some others children,' she said .
./ 'Go and play with some other children,' she said.

whenlised before a nonn,othernever hasans: 't56 you have any other
shoes besides.tbe brown ones?' . •
Compare: 'Besides the brown shoes, do you havea~ny others?'

2 X It tells us all about nouns, verbs, adjectives and others .
./ It tells us all about such things as nouns, verbs and

adjectives.
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Do hot use and others at the end of xamples. In some
is possilJle to use etc for this purpo ormal styles it is safer
use such as (or such ... as): 'Candid ormance in the test was~
in!ltJ~ns~dIJY fClctorssuch as age, ~x,~Cl.ttitufl~ and first language.' ."

otherwise x Remember to get there early otherwise you may not get a seat.
,/ Remember to get there early. Otherwise you may not get a

seat.
,/ Remember to get there early or you may not get a seat.

lJnllkeor. otherwise is an adver5(.NeJ-a:~conjunction): 'I'm glad·
that x old me about the show being oanceUed. Otherwise I'd have ~
tra 11the way to Glasgow !2r J:l8"th"in~gfC· .

out x
,/
X
,/

out of date x Doctors read these journals so as not to become out of date.
,/ Doctors read these journals so as to keep up to date.

Oufofd;:jte (before a noun out-of-.
inf:orma·~ ,·ideas, knowledge, techri
.sic reportion of what children
d 'the space of a few years,'·
If yqtralways have the latest informa
to date (with developments) or kee
'Lecturetsare expected to keep abrea
ar~asLf:~~~"

ed in connection with
(NOT people): 'A
ing at school will be 0

{something, you keep
(of developments): ~~".

velopments in their subject

outdoor x
,/

outdoors X There are lots of outdoors activities in and around Coimbra.
,/ There are lots of outdoor activities in and around Coimbra.

See note at OUTDOOR

outside 1 X The new airport makes it easy to go outside the country.
,/ The new airport makes it easy to get out of the country.
X I'll be going outside London for a few days.
,/ I'll be going out of London for a few days.

ean 'a.wa.yfrani' ,1JSe(9Ql(NOr outside): 'It
od to get out of the cit gain.' 'Without a fal
would never have etout of the country,
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She was listening outside of the door.
She was listening outside the door.
In British English,o.utsJde is hot used with oL'Youaren'tallowed to park
outside the bank.'
In American-Enqlish. both outside and outside of are used.

See HOME 4,5

overall 1 X His idea of a good time included the sun, the sea, jokes,
laughter, and overall friendship .

./ His idea of a good time included the sun, the sea, jokes,
laughter, and above all friendship.
overall = (adv) (1) including everything: 'How much will the holiday cost,
overall?' (2) generally: 'Overall, the weather in this area isqood.'
overall = (adj) inclUding everything: 'We're concerned about overall
'effect of these films on youllger vi~wers.' --
above all ":!most importantly: 'Get plenty of sleep, eats lots of good
and above all try to relax.' 'the sort of person.we are looking for must be
well qualified, suitably experienced, easy to on with, and above all
able.l? work independ~ntly:'c

2 X In spite of the film's many faults, in the overall it's worth seeing .
./ In spite of the film's many faults, on the whole it's worth

seeing.
)( England is okay on the overall, although some places are very

dirty .
./ England is okay on the whole, although some places are

very dirty.
'on the whole =ih'gerteral:.'Qn the whole, the'people I'vebeen'dealing
'with have been very cooperative." --
Compare: 'Her overall command of English is excellent.' 'On the whole
her command of English is excellent.'

3 X The important thing is your score in overall .
./ The important thing is your overall score.

Overall may be used as an adjective or adverb (NOT as a noun after,
in/og): 'Th~ exa!'TJin~ti?n co~nts for 60 p,(;lfc~9t of your o\leraILgrade:~
'Youwouldchavedonebetter overall if y,ou haqrl't spent solongpn the
essay question.'- '. -

overdue )( I suddenly realized that my driving licence was overdue .
./ I suddenly realized that my driving licence had expired.

Be/become overdue is used of payments, library books, video films that
you have rented etc: 'Even if the books are only one day overdue, you

,still have to pay a fine.' - _
Expire is used of a Iicence;contr§,'ct, membership card, etc: 'I wanted.to
pay by Visa but my card had expired.'c, - - -

overnight X I recently stayed an overnight at your hotel.
./ I recently stayed overnight at your hotel.
X I am writing to complain about my overnight at your hotel.
./ I am writing to complain about the night I spent at your

hotel.
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owing to

own 1

2

3

4

Overnight is tJ1,edase-anadv nd Jive (NOT as a [1oun):-~
'I missed the connectirIg fligh , ha tay at fhe airport overnight.'
we travel overnight, we'll be th in ti or breakfast.' 'The overnight
coach arrives in London at sixln the morning.' -

X They come here looking for; work owing to the wages are higher.
,/ They come here looking for work because the wages are

higher.
Owing to is a preposition (NOTa conjunction): 'Owing to~variouspolitical
and economictactors.fhe landjeclarnatien project has been
discontinued.' .

X I had the whole beach for my own.
,/ I had the whole beach to myself.

owri'(:;' belongIng to ypD, or oilWto be'i)sed by yoU) is used eithe{in
front of a noun, or in thi;l ph rase- of your own: lwish I had my own car.'
'I wish I had a car of m~ own.'
have sb/sth (all) to yourself = be the oFlly person or people in a place,
using something, talkmg to sor:riepne, etc:'Afterfhe childr@n had
we had the··h<;fuseaILtoourseJv§s ..'· ~::., ..,

X He's decided to resign and work for his own.
,/ He's decided to resign and work for himself.
X They want everything for; their own.
,/ They want everything for themselves.

do/want sthtor your~l:Hf (NQ;rJor y n):
for himself .',;U',} ,. .. .. '
Compare: 'Hepreferstowork()1'I his
alone). •

X I didn't have a room for my own but had to share one.
,/ I didn't have a room of my own but had to share one.

of y(jurpw.,.(i\JOT i that nt
bicycleof h'ispwn.'

X I now have enough money to buy an own car.
,/ I now have enough money to buy my own car.

Own always follows ltly/her/tneir/JiII's (NOT-an)
'her own flat',i,'Tina'sp""n radio'.



pace x I want to learn English in my own pace .
.I I want to learn English at my own pace.

You do something at your own pace (NOT in/by etc): 'With computer
assisted language learning, students can work at their own pace.'

package 1 x I bought six eggs and a package of tea .
.I I bought six eggs and a packet of tea.
X He smokes about one package a day .
.I He smokes about one packet a day.

See Language Note below

X There are so many unnecessary packages nowadays .
.I There is so much unnecessary packaging nowadays.

See Language Note below

3 x I enclose a stamped addressed envelope and a cheque for £5
for postage and package .

.I I enclose a stamped addressed envelope and a cheque for
£5 for postage and packing.
See Language Note below

PACKET • PACKAGE • PACKAGING • PACKING • PACK

package a small parcel, usually sent by post: 'Sending both packages
by airmail could work out very expensive.'

packet a box, bag, container etc with a number of things or an
amount of something inside, especially one that is sold in
shops: 'a packet of cigarettes/biscuits/envelopes/balloons'.
Another word for packet is pack, especially in American
English: 'a pack of cigarettes'.

packaging material that is put round things that are sold in shops,
especially to encourage people to buy them: 'I wonder how
much it would cost without all the fancy packaging.'

packing material that is put round things to protect them, especially
from getting damaged in the post: 'Please remember to add
an extra £2.00 per order for postage and packing.' 'I think
you should keep all the packing in case you ever want to
ship the organ back to the UK one day.'
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pair 1

2

paper

X The operation was successful but I still feel very painful.
./ The operation was successful but I still feel a lot of pain.

painful = causing pain: 'The finger I trapped in the door is still very
painful.' 'The child wriggled free and gave me a painful kick on the ankle.'

X The old pair next door have been married for 65 years .
./ The old couple next door have been married for 65 years.

Pair usually refers to things (e.g. 'a pair of scissors/socks') or to two
people who are seen (doing something) together: 'It's about time the pair
of you did some work.' 'The German pair need just two more points for
the match.' Pair also refers to two animals that stay together and
produce young: 'a pair of swilts with a family to feed'.
The usual word for a husband and wife (or two people in a similar
relationship) is couple: 'Married couples should benefit from the new tax
legislation.'

X Have you always worn a pair of glasses?
./ Have you always worn glasses?

Pair of is usually used for individual reference (NOT general reference):
'I've bought two pairs of shoes for the children.'
Compare: 'They sell shoes and handbags.' (NOT 'pairs of shoes')

X Each of us was given a clean paper to write on.
./ Each of us was given a clean sheet of paper to write on.

When it refers to the material that you write on, paper is an uncountable
noun: 'The printer has run out of paper.' 'On the back of the piece of
paper she had written her address.'

pardon 1 x I asked the teacher if I could be pardoned for a few minutes .
./ I asked the teacher if I could be excused for a few minutes.

pardon = (formal) forgive: 'I'm sure they will pardon the occasional
mistake.'
excuse = give someone permission to stay away from school, work etc,
or leave a classroom, meeting etc: 'Can I be excused from swimming
today please? I've got a cold.'

2 X I beg your pardon, but I was very busy and couldn't spare the
time .

./ I'm sorry, but I was very busy and couldn't spare the time.
X I'd like to beg your pardon because I was late .
./ I'm sorry I was late .
./ Please forgive me for being late.

I beg your pardon is used (1) to apologize to a stranger because you
have bumped into them by accident, sat in their seat by mistake, etc: 'I
beg your pardon. I didn't know the table was reserved.'
(2) to politely ask someone to repeat what they have said: 'Does this bus
go to Marble Arch?' 'I beg your pardon?' 'This bus, does it go to Marble
Arch?'
(3) when someone has said something that makes you feel surprised,
shocked, angry etc: 'Who's that man with the long nose?' 'I beg your
pardon! That happens to be my husband.'
Note that in formal situations you can use excuse/forgive me instead of
I'm sorry: 'Please excuse me for taking so long to answer your letter.'
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parking 1 X The car was parking outside the flat all night.
.I The car was parked outside the flat all night.

Use park when you are talking about what a driver does: 'You're not
allowed to park (your car) in the city centre.' 'Where've you parked (your
car)?'
To talk about a vehicle that has been left somewhere and is not moving,
use parked: 'That Ford van has been parked there for over a week.'
'The street is always full of parked cars.'

2 X It took me an hour to find a parking .
.I It took me an hour to find a parking space.
X What the town needs is an underground parking .
.I What the town needs is underground parking .
.I What the town needs is an underground car park.

a parking space/place = a place in a street, car park etc where a
vehicle can be left: 'My first attempt to back into the parking space was a
disaster.'
a car park (AmE parking lot) = a large open area or building where cars
can be left: 'The supermarket has its own car park.'
parking (uncountable noun) = space(s) where vehicles can be left:
'Parking is available at Whitefriars Street.' 'There's ample parking in front
of the hotel.'

part 1 X A part of the difficulty was caused by her poor English .
.I Part of the difficulty was caused by her poor English.

It is unusual to use a before part of unless part of has an adjective in
front of it. Compare: 'Lack of money was part of the problem.' 'Lack of
money was a large part of the problem.'

2 X The country is vast and occupies the most part of the continent.
.I The country is vast and occupies most of the continent.
X For the most part of his life he was devoted to his work .
.I For most of his life he was devoted to his work.

most of (NOT most part of): 'She spent most of the morning in bed.'
Note however the fixed phrase for the most part (= almost completely;
mainly): 'The machines have for the most part been replaced.'

3 X He refuses to part from his old camera .
.I He refuses to part with his old camera.

part from a person: 'The two sisters were parted from each other when
they were sent to different schools.'
part with a thing: 'Getting them to part with the money won't be easy.'

4 X The annual celebration takes part in Valencia on 19th March .
.I The annual celebration takes place in Valencia on 19th

March.
X The election will take part within the next two years .
.I The election will take place within the next two years.

When you take part in an activity, you do it together with other people:
'Altogether there are seventy-three competitors taking part in the race.'
'She's been invited to take part in a TV quiz programme.'
take place = (of a planned event) happen: 'The next meeting of the
Nature Society will take place on Tuesday 3rd March.'
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5 x Did you take part in Yolanda's party on Saturday?
./ Did you go to Yolanda's party on Saturday?

go to a party/wedding etc (NOT take part in): 'We can't go to the party
if we haven't been invited.'

6 x I think you ought to take part in a club.
./ I think you ought to join a club .

join a club/society etc (NOT take part in): 'Guy is thinking about joining
the drama society.'

participate x Teams from all Asian countries will participate the event.
./ Teams from all Asian countries will participate in the event .

participate in sth = (formal) take part in: 'Our students are encouraged
to participate in extra-curricular activities.'

partly x Putting fluoride in the water may solve the problem partly.
./ Putting fluoride in the water may solve the problem to some

extent.
./ Putting fluoride in the water may partly solve the problem .

At the end of a clause use to some extent/to a certain extent or to
some degree/to a (certain) degree (NOT partly). Compare: 'I partly
agree with him.' 'I agree with him to some extent.'

party 1 x On Christmas Day we always make a big party.
./ On Christmas Day we always have a big party .
X Next Saturday we're celebrating a small party at John's house.
./ Next Saturday we're having a small party at John's house .
X The party was being made at a friend's house.
./ The party was being held at a friend's house.

have/hold/throw a party (NOT make/celebrate): 'Let's have a party
and invite all our friends.'
celebrate Christmas, the New Year, someone's birthday, retirement,
promotion etc: 'Next month we're having a party to celebrate our sixth
wedding anniversary.'
A party is held somewhere (NOT made/celebrated): 'Where is the
garden party being held?' See Language Note at DO

2 See TAKE PART 5

pass 1 X We like to pass our holidays near the sea.
./ We like to spend our holidays near the sea .
X We passed the night in a cheap hotel.
./ We spent the night in a cheap hotel.
X I passed Christmas in London.
./ I spent Christmas in London .

You spend your holidays/a period of time somewhere (NOT pass): 'We
spent a lazy afternoon down by the river.'
When pass is used in connection with time, it is usually intransitive: 'Two
weeks passed and there was still no reply.'

2 X It has passed almost a year since we first met each other.
./ It's almost a year since we first met each other .
./ We first met each other almost a year ago .
? Almost a year has passed since we first met each other.
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pass up

past 1

pattern

pay 1

pay back

In sentences about the passage of time, the subject of pass is always a
time phrase: 'Another five minutes passed and the taxi still didn't appear.'
Note however that this pattern is used mainly in narrative styles.

3 See EXAM/EXAMINATION 2

X The essays have to be passed up by next Monday.
.I The essays have to be handed in by next Monday.

When you give a piece of written work to a teacher, lecturer, etc, you
hand it in: 'All assignments have to be handed in by Monday 3rd
October.'

X I was 8 years old when my father past away .
.I I was 8 years old when my father passed away.
X Several taxis past me without stopping .
.I Several taxis passed me without stopping.

The past tense and past participle of the verb pass is passed (NOT
past): 'She's passed all her exams.' 'I passed him in the corridor but he
didn't say anything.' 'These remedies have been passed down from one
generation to the next.'
Past is (1) an adjective: 'For the past week he's been ill in bed.'
(2) a preposition: 'She walked past me very quickly.'
(3) an adverb: 'She walked past very quickly.'
(4) a noun: 'He never speaks about his past.'
Past is NOT used as a verb.

2 X It was a little past five when the game finished .
.I It was just after five when the game finished.

Use past when you mention exact times: 'eight minutes past three', 'a
quarter past two', 'twenty-five past seven'. Otherwise use just after,
shortly after, etc: 'Her flight arrived shortly after midnight.'

X Their daily pattern doesn't include enough exercise .
.I Their daily routine doesn't include enough exercise.

To refer to the things that you do every day, usually in the same order,
use routine: 'The trip to Oslo was quite exhausting, but at least it
provided an escape from the same old routine.'

X 'Who paid the tickets?' I asked .
.I 'Who paid for the tickets?' I asked.

pay (an amount of money) for sth: 'Let me pay for the meal this time.' 'I
can't afford to pay $200 for a suit.' 'How much did she pay for the car?'

2 X Very few office workers get a good pay .
.I Very few office workers get good pay.

Pay is an uncountable noun: 'They've given him a week's leave without
pay.'

X The manager offered to pay me back the cost of the camera .
.I The manager offered to refund the cost of the camera .
.I The manager offered me a refund of the cost of the camera.

pay back money that was borrowed: 'He's promised to pay me back
when he gets his next salary.'
refund money that was paid for something: 'If it doesn't work, bring it
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back and we'll refund your money.' 'She assured me that my $500
deposit would be refunded.'
a refund (of sth): 'You'll receive a refund of up to £50 if the concert is
cancelled.' 'Season ticket holders are entitled to a full refund.'-

payment 1 x Or Schneider charges a high payment but he is very good .
./ Or Schneider charges a high fee but he is very good.

payment = an amount of money that is paid for something: 'I had to get
rid of the car because I couldn't keep up the payments.'
fee = an amount of money paid to a doctor, lawyer, or other professional
person: 'The fee for one hour's private tuition is $60.'

peculiar

people 1

2 x For the first month the payment by the hour is 650 yen .
./ For the first month the hourly rate is 650 yen.

hourly/daily/weekly rate = the amount that someone charges or is paid
for each hour/day/week that they work: 'He charges an hourly rate of
$600 plus expenses.'

3 See CHEAP 1

X She said she liked the jumper because the colour was very
peculiar .

./ She said she liked the jumper because the colour was very
unusual.
peculiar = strange, especially in a surprising or unpleasant way: 'I'm not
sure about this cheese. The taste is a bit peculiar.' 'Just because I don't
like computers, everyone thinks I'm a bit peculiar.'
unusual = uncommon or rare: 'Where did you buy this cheese? The
taste is very unusual.' 'At one time it was unusual for women to enter
politics.'

X After a hard day, all people need to relax .
./ After a hard day, everyone needs to relax.
X In Avanos every people smile at you .
./ In Avanos everyone smiles at you.

everybody/everyone (NOT all/every people): 'Everyone needs
someone to love.' See also PERSON 1

2 X Peoples come from all over the world to visit the city .
./ People come from all over the world to visit the city.

a people (countable) = a race: 'His dream is that the peoples of the
world will one day unite.'
people (plural noun) = men, women and children: 'He finds it difficult to
get along with people.'

3 X There was few people at the funeral.
./ There were few people at the funeral.
X I think people who does these things should be punished .
./ I think people who do these things should be punished.

People is a plural noun and takes a plural verb: 'People have been very
kind to me.'
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percentage )( Only a small percentage of the windmills still works .
./ Only a small percentage of the windmills still work.

If the noun after percentage of is plural, the verb is plural: 'A high
percentage of these schoolleavers have no qualifications.'

perfect

perform

perhaps

period

permis-
sion 1

permit

)( I am pleased to say that the tape recorder now works perfect.
./ I am pleased to say that the tape recorder now works

perfectly.
Perfect is an adjective: 'My grandmother enjoys perfect health.'
Perfectly is an adverb: The baby is perfectly healthy.'

)( In his last film he performed a middle-aged school teacher .
./ In his last film he played a middle-aged school teacher.

play a particular part or role in a film, play etc (NOT perform): 'What's
the name of that good-looking American actor who played Butch
Cassidy?'
Compare: 'She has never performed in front of a live audience before.'
'Tonight's concert will be performed by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.'

? Perhaps I will even decide to get married after all.
./ I may even decide to get married after all.
? Perhaps it will be a good chance for you to have a rest.
./ It may be a good chance for you to have a rest.

May/might usually sounds more natural than perhaps ... will: 'My
mother may need to have an operation.' 'You might feel that the course
is too difficult.'

)( These traditions took a long period of time to evolve .
./ These traditions took a long time to evolve.
)( She needs somewhere to live for a period of time .
./ She needs somewhere to live for a while.

a (long/short) time/while (WITHOUT period): 'You can stay here for a
while, if you like.' 'Learning a foreign language can take a very long time.'

)( To get a job in Switzerland, foreigners need a special
permission.

./ To get a job in Switzerland, foreigners need special
permission.
Permission is an uncountable noun: 'If you want to put up a tent, you'll
have to get the farmer's permission.' 'Nobody is allowed to leave early
without permission.'

2 )( Eventually he gave me the permission to stay at home .
./ Eventually he gave me (his) permission to stay at home.

(their/his mother's/the headmaster's) permission but NOT the
permission: 'I'm sure that they'll let you use the library but it's better to
have official permission.'

)( Overpopulation doesn't permit these countries to develop .
./ Overpopulation stops/prevents these countries from

developing.
Permit is used in situations where there is a rule, law or authority that
controls what people can do: The law permits foreign investors to own
up to 25% of British companies.' 'As children we were never permitted to
leave the table until everyone had finished.'
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person 1 x Very soon every person will have a portable computer.
,/ Very soon everyone will have a portable computer.
X Any person can vote in the election.
,/ Anyone can vote in the election.

everyone/anyone etc (NOT every/any person): 'Not everyone has
leadership potential.' See also PEOPLE 1

2 X Her husband talked so much that all the other persons in the
room had to keep quiet.

,/ Her husband talked so much that all the other people in the
room had to keep quiet.
The plural of person is usually people: 'Thousands of people had
gathered outside the palace to catch a glimpse of the new princess.'
Persons is used mainly in public notices and other formal contexts:
'Seating capacity - 12 persons.'

personal x The meals can be improved if the canteen personal agree to
cooperate.

,/ The meals can be improved if the canteen personnel agree
to cooperate.
See note at PERSONNEL

personality X He is a man of strong personality who will fight for what is right.
,/ He is a man of strong character who will fight for what is

right.
When talking about a person's moral quality, use character (NOT
personality). Compare: 'For a career in sales, you need a forceful
personality.' 'People of character and integrity never turn their backs on
the truth.'

personnel x Her books deal mainly with personnel relationships, especially
marital problems.

,/ Her books deal mainly with personal relationships,
especially marital problems.
personal z'pa'scnol/ (adjective) = concerning or belonging to one person
in particular; individual or private: 'The novel is based on the author's
own personal experience.' 'Our bank manager assured us that she would
give the matter her personal attention.'
personnel /ps'sa'nel/moun) = all the people employed in a company,
office etc: 'In the event of a fire, all personnel must report to the reception
area.' 'The personnel officer wants you to call and arrange an interview.'

phenomena x This phenomena is called 'culture shock'.
,/ This phenomenon is called 'culture shock'.

Phenomena is the plural of phenomenon: 'The breakdown of family life
is a relatively recent phenomenon.' 'Mathematics explains a wide variety
of natural phenomena.'

phone 1 X She phoned to the hospital to ask about her husband.
,/ She phoned the hospital to ask about her husband.
X Just phone to 555-879 and I'll come and get you.
,/ Just phone 555-879 and I'll come and get you.

phone/telephone/ring/call a person/place/number (WITHOUT to): 'You
must promise to phone me as soon as you get there.'
Note that speakers of American English do not use ring for this meaning.
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piano

picnic 1 x
,/

2 x
,/

piece x
,/

pillow

pitiful

pity 1

2 x I talked to him for a longtime by phone last night.
,/ I talked to him for a long time on/over the phone last night.

In British English the phrase is (talk/speak to sb) on/over the phone
(NOT by phone): 'He didn't want to discuss it over the phone.'
Note that in American English both by phone and on/over the phone
are used, although by phone is not common.

See PLAY

We decided to make a picnic in the field opposite the house.
We decided to have a picnic in the field opposite the house.
See Language Note at DO

On our day off, we went picnic.
On our day off, we went on a picnic.
go on/for a picnic (NOT go picnic/go to/on picnic: 'The last time I
went on a picnic I was chased by a bull.' 'Lucy loves going on picnics.'

The pencils were free and so I took two pieces.
The pencils were free and so I took two.
Piece is NOT used with countable nouns. Compare: 'a piece of cheese',
'a piece of furniture', 'a piece of luck'.

X The pillows had been removed from the sofa and scattered on
the floor.

,/ The cushions had been removed from the sofa and
scattered on the floor .

.pillow = a bag-like object filled with soft material that you rest your head
on when you are in bed: 'No sooner had his head touched the pillow than
he was sound asleep.'
cushion = a bag-like object filled with soft material that you put on a
chair, sofa etc to make it more comfortable: 'Would you like a cushion for
your back?'

X We both felt pitiful when we saw how lonely she was.
,/ We both felt pity for her when we saw how lonely she was.

See PITY 1

X When I saw these pity children, my eyes filled with tears.
,/ When I saw these pitiful children, my eyes filled with tears.

pity (noun) = a feeling that you have when you feel sad and sorry for
someone because of their situation: 'They don't want out pity. They need
our help.'
pitiful (adjective) = causing people to feel sad and sorry: 'The horses
were in a pitiful condition, thin and covered with sores.'

2 X She expected me to feel pity on her and help her.
,/ She expected me to take pity on her and help her.
,/ She expected me to feel pity for her and help her.

take pity on: 'Eventually a kind motorist took pity on us and offered us a
lift.'
feel pity for: 'Being a widow, she expects you to feel pity for her.'
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planet

pleasant

please

X I hope there's enough place in the wardrobe for all your clothes.
,/ I hope there's enough room in the wardrobe for all your clothes.

pi n or ul of e bes ce is ~
ri on e
ro or s
'ThE?Ig's ro(~t

2 X I left the coat in my room but it may not be in that place any longer.
,/ I left the coat in my room but it may not be there any longer.

thecr~;: in7t a wayfoNewc nl'd -"""'=~'go~
ther~! ',?::? -

3 X When I lived at home, my father did not let me go to any place
on my own.

,/ When I lived at home, my father did not let me go anywhere
on my own.
an}<wJlere .=:}]ilfo~y:i2lace:..:l;i?ve yotJ:'seenmi,C@mb,!~her~~1=

4 X He was looking for a place where to spend the night.
,/ He was looking for somewhere to spend the night.
X There was no place where to park.
,/ There was nowhere to park.

s--- h anywhere.+ t
st
Cor

X I was born in a little planet in outer space.
,/ I was born on a little planet in outer space.

on ajllanet(~OT in)~.gsther~l!e on=Rt~erplaJ;1§Js?'

You'll be able to try some of the local plates.
You'll be able to try some of the local dishes.
See Language Note on next page

I've been playing piano since I was eight.
I've been playing the piano since I was eight.
[iJ:-=- 0
W

X We would be very pleasant if you could attend.
,/ We would be very pleased if you could attend.

pleasant;: (Q[a persQ"Df~ d f
pi .

,pI
Ife'

X Please, if you cannot come, let me know as soon as possible.
,/ Please let me know as soon as possible if you cannot come.

PI ate clause~~N .
No
you s
SOQJEasyou.·
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MEAL • MENU • COURSE • DISH • THE DISHES • PLATE

meal A meal is the food that you eat at about the same time each
day: 'After the meal we went to a discotheque.' 'We usually
have our main meal in the evening.'

menu
A menu is a list of all the things that you can order in a
restaurant: 'I tried to read the menu but it was all in French.'
'Is there any fish on the menu?'

course
A meal may be served in separate stages. Each stage is called
a course:'The main course was disappointing, but the
dessert was excellent.' 'I'm not hungry enough to eat a three-
course meal.'

dish
A dish is (1) food prepared in a particular way and served as
a meal or part of a meal: 'My favourite Italian dish is lasagne.'
'For the main course there were six different meat dishes to
choose from.'
(2) a (usually shallow) container that food is placed in and
then cooked or served: 'I hope this dish is ovenproof!'

the dishes The dishes is a collective term for all the plates, bowls, cups,
etc, that are used during a meal: 'Whose turn is it to wash the
dishes tonight?'

plate A plate is (1) a (usually round) flat object that food is placed
on, especially just before it is eaten: 'All the clean plates are
still in the dishwasher.' 'I'd never seen anyone put so much
food on their plate.'
(2) (also plateful) the amount of food on a plate: 'How can
you eat two large plates of spaghetti and still feel hungry?

pleasure 1 x As mayor of this town, it gives me a great pleasure to welcome
you .

./ As mayor of this town, it gives me great pleasure to
welcome you.
it gives sb great pleasure to do sth (WITHOUT a): 'It gives me great
pleasure to introduce today's guest speaker.'
Compare: 'It is a great pleasure for me to introduce ...'

2 X A lot of people work for their pleasure, not because of financial
obligations .

./ A lot of people work for pleasure, not because of financial
obligations.
do sth for pleasure (WITHOUT his/our/their etc): 'She used to be in
the national team but now she swims just for pleasure.'

3 X It's the first time that I've had the pleasure to meet her .
./ It's the first time that I've had the pleasure of meeting her.

be pleased to do sth BUT have the pleasure of doing sth: 'In Java I
had the pleasure of attending a traditional wedding ceremony.'
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p.m.

point 1

point of
view 1

police 1

pollution

poor

See O'CLOCK 3

X There's no point to complain about the service.
,/ There's no point (in) complaining about the service.

there is no/little point (in) doing sth (NOT to do): 'There's no point in
going on Sunday - all the shops will be shut.'

2 X I had to spend forty-eight hours listening to him with a gun
pointed to my head .

.; I had to spend forty-eight hours listening to him with a gun
pointed at my head.
point at = hold a weapon, camera etc so that it is in line with someone or
something: 'Never point a gun at anyone.' 'With a knife pointed at my
chest, I was in no position to argue.'
Compare: ' "I'd like one of those," he said, pointing to/at a Mercedes.'

X From my point of view, the war is likely to continue.
,/ In my opinion, the war is likely to continue.

Use from ... point of view to introduce the particular position from
which a situation is seen and judged: 'From the government's point of
view, a June election would make very good sense.' 'From a financial
point of view, the proposal has many advantages.'
To introduce your opinion about something, use in my opinion: 'In my
opinion, the public isn't ready for another election.'

2 X On a cultural point of view, it is always interesting to live in a
foreign country.

,/ From a cultural point of view, it is always interesting to live
in a foreign country.
from a particular point of view (NOT on/in/atlto etc): 'From an
environmental point of view, the battery-driven car is very attractive.'

X The police was not able to find anything.
,/ The police were not able to find anything.

Police is always used with a plural verb: 'The police have a very difficult
job to do.'

2 X He was charged with shooting a police.
,/ He was charged with shooting a police officer.

the police = the police force in general: 'If you get any more of these
phone calls, you should contact the police.'
policeman, policewoman, police officer = a member of the police
force: 'There are two police officers outside waiting to see you.'

X The world's most serious ecological problem is the pollution.
,/ The world's most serious ecological problem is pollution.

See THE 4

X He gave all his money to the poors.
,/ He gave all his money to the poor.

the poor (WITHOUT -s) = all people that are poor: 'In a recession it is
always the poor that suffer the most.'
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position

possib-
ility 1

possible 1

)< I should like to explain our government's position about nuclear
weapons.

,/ I should like to explain our government's position on
nuclear weapons.
position on sth (NOT about): 'The President has made his position on
taxation perfectly clear.'

)< We are considering the possibility to do the job ourselves.
,/ We are considering the possibility of doing the job

ourselves.
possibility of (doing) sth: 'Is there any possibility of (getting) a refund?'
Compare: 'Is it possible to get a refund?'

2 )< My visit to Tokyo was a good possibility for me to learn some
Japanese.

,/ My visit to Tokyo was a good opportunity to learn some
Japanese.

)< A person who wants to go out to work should be given the
possibility to do so.

,/ A person who wants to go out to work should be given the
opportunity to do so.
Use possibility when you are talking about something that may happen:
'There is also a possibility that the peacekeeping forces could
themselves come under attack.'
To refer to a situation in which it is possible for someone to do
something, use opportunity: 'The exchange scheme provides young
people with the opportunity to visit a foreign country.'

)< If you find my book, could you possible return it to me?
,/ If you find my book, could you possibly return it to me?

Possible is an adjective: 'It's quite possible that someone picked up your
bag by mistake.' 'There are several possible answers.'
Possibly is an adverb: 'I wonder if you could possibly send me some
more information.' 'How could you possibly suspect your own brother of
doing such a thing?'

2 )< It could be possible that I left the wallet back at the hotel.
,/ It's possible that I left the wallet back at the hotel.
)< I was wondering whether it could be possible to arrange another

meeting.
,/ I was wondering whether it might be possible to arrange

another meeting.
Do not use can/could before possible. When you are talking about a
past event, use it is possible: 'It's quite possible that the letter was sent
to the wrong address.' When you are talking about a future event, use it
may/ might be possible: 'She thinks that it may be possible to get the
watch repaired.'

3 )< Is it possible that I come and see you tomorrow?
,/ Is it possible for me to come and see you tomorrow?
)< She asked me if it was possible that you ring her back after

5 p.m.
,/ She asked me if it was possible for you to ring her back

after 5 p.m.
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power

practice

prefer 1

prefer- 1
able

In enquiries and polite requests, use possible (for sb) to do sth (NOT
possible that): 'Would it be possible for me to open a bank account?'
Compare:-'It's quite possible that they've got stuck in a traffic jam.'

X The illness has left her with no power.
.I The illness has left her with no energy.

A person's power refers to their social, economic or political influence:
'The royal family has very little power these days.' 'The major investors
have the power to make or break a company.'
When talking about someone's physical condition, use energy or
strength (NOT power): 'I don't have the time or energy to go out in the
evenings.' 'Her doctor has told her to take things easy until she gets her
strength back.'

X I think it's a great idea and should be put in practice .
.I I think it's a great idea and should be put into practice.

put sth into practice (NOT in): 'The aim of the project is to give
students the opportunity to put what they have learned into practice.'

X I'd prefer to staying at a different hotel this time .
.I I'd prefer to stay at a different hotel this time.

prefer to do sth (NOT to doing): 'They'd prefer to wait and see what
happens.'

2 X I'd prefer renting a small flat rather than live with a host family .
.I I'd prefer to rent a small flat rather than live with a host

family.
When you are talking about a future or imaginary event, use (would)
prefer + to do sth (NOT doing): 'I think I'd prefer to wait a bit longer,
just in case the others show up.'
Compare: 'I've always preferred eating at home to eating in restaurants.'

3 X Why do you prefer the theatre than the cinema?
.I Why do you prefer the theatre to the cinema?
X I prefer drawing than painting .
.I I prefer drawing to painting.

prefer (doing) sth to (doing) sth else (NOT than): 'He normally prefers
classical music to rock.' 'Most women prefer breastfeeding to bottle
feeding.'
Compare: 'I'd rather live in the North than in the South.' 'Most women
would rather go out to work than stay at home all day.'

X Going swimming is more preferable to playing football.
,/ Going swimming is preferable to playing football.

Do not use more with an adjective which contains the sense 'more' as
part of its meaning. Preferable means 'better or more suitable': 'As far
as I'm concerned, anything would be preferable to spending another
night here.'

2 X For most teenagers, living in the countryside is preferable
than living in a city .

.I For most teenagers, living in the countryside is preferable
to living in a city.
One thing is preferable to another thing (NOT than): 'An old computer is
preferable to no computer at all.'
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preference x Our preferences in music are very similar .
./' Our tastes in music are very similar.
X I know Carlos very well and I know his preferences .
./' I know Carlos very well and so I know his tastes/what he

likes.
Preference usually refers to what someone prefers on a particular
occasion: 'We could eat Chinese, Indian or Italian. Do you have any
preference?' 'My own preference is for a hotel with its own swimming
pool.'

When you are talking about the particular style or styles that someone
(always) likes or buys, use taste: 'While in Italy she developed a taste for
Renaissance art.' 'When it comes to clothes, he has very expensive
taste.'

prepare X I was preparing myself to go to bed when the phone rang.
? I was preparing to go to bed when the phone rang .
./' I was getting ready to go to bed when the phone rang.

If you prepare yourself (for sth), you get yourself into a suitable mental
or physical state for something that you expect to happen: 'Relatives of
the victims were told to prepare themselves for a long wait.' 'The
villagers are preparing themselves for further flooding.'
When you get ready or prepare to do something, you make yourself
ready to do it: 'The company is preparing to expand its European
network.' 'I had my breakfast and got ready to go to school.'
Note that get ready is very common in spoken English and is often used
in connection with the simple things that people do as part of their daily
routine.

present 1 X They decided to present a tiny kitten to their son .
./' They decided to give their son a tiny kitten.

present (verb) = give something (to someone) during an official
ceremony or meeting: 'The company's vice-president will now present
the prize for the Best Salesperson of the Year.' 'Before leaving London,
Mr Bush was presented with a petition from the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament.'

2 X Before leaving the examination room we had to present our
answer papers .

./' Before leaving the examination room we had to hand in our
answer papers.
See note at PASS UP

3 X In the present she is involved in a project at the Housing
Research Institute .

./' At present she is involved in a project at the Housing
Research Institute.
at present or at the present time (NOT in the present): 'I'm afraid that
we're out of stock at present.'
Compare: 'In future, don't keep the customers waiting.'

4 ? At present I'm trying to improve my English .
./' At the moment I'm trying to improve my English.

At present is used mainly in formal styles: 'At present there is
insufficient evidence for the police to press charges.'
In other styles use at the moment, just now or right now: 'Alan is in
bed with flu at the moment.' 'Mrs Blake is too busy to see anyone just now.'
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presently ? Presently, nearly every machine used in the home is made of
plastic.

,/ At present, nearly every machine used in the home is made
of plastic.
Presently is used to mean 'soon' in both British and American English:
'The car will arrive presently to take Her Majesty back to the palace.'
In American English presently is also used to mean 'now, at present,
currently': 'The President is presently undergoing minor surgery.' The
American usage is gradually becoming accepted outside the USA, but
careful users of British English consider it to be non-standard.

pressure 1 X All these tests put an unnecessary pressure on students.
,/ All these tests put unnecessary pressure on students.

Pressure is an uncountable noun: 'To stem the flow of blood, firm
pressure should be applied.' 'They will never agree to the proposal
unless there is pressure from above.'

2 X This growing demand for housing gives pressure to the
farmland and recreational areas.

,/ This growing demand for housing puts pressure on the
farmland and recreational areas.
put pressure on sb/sth (NOT give): 'His parents are putting pressure
on him to leave school and get a job.'

pretend 1 X The government pretends to nationalize all the major industries.
,/ The government intends to nationalize all the major

industries.
pretend = behave in a way that aims to give someone a false
impression: 'He got into the conference centre by pretending to be a
security guard. 'She hurried past, pretending not to see me.'
intend = be planning to do something: 'As soon as the baby can be left
with someone, she intends to go back to work.'

2 X He pretends that he wasn't informed about the meeting.
,/ He claims that he wasn't informed about the meeting.

claim = state that something is true, especially when there is no proof or
evidence that it is true: 'She claims to have been a close friend of John
Lennon.'

prevent 1 X Stricter punishments would prevent people from doing these
things.

,/ Stricter punishments would deter people from doing these
things.
prevent = stop someone from doing something: 'They locked all the
doors to prevent him escaping.'
deter = discourage someone from doing something: 'Tougher laws are
needed to deter people from drinking and driving.'

2 X Stricter punishments may help to prevent society from serious
crime.

,/ Stricter punishments may help to protect society from
serious crime.
prevent = stop something from happening: 'Bad weather prevented the
plane from taking off.' 'Good tyres help to prevent accidents.'
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protect = keep someone or something safe: 'The camera comes with a
free leather carrying case to protect it.' 'It is the responsibility of the
police and the courts to protect us from these killers and maniacs.'

3 X His parents tried to prevent him to join the army .
./ His parents tried to prevent him from joining the army.

prevent sb (from) doing sth: 'Girls should not be prevented from taking
part in these sports.'

prevention x I decided to take a big stick with me, just as a prevention .
./ I decided to take a big stick with me, just as a precaution.

prevention = the act of stopping something from happening: 'The police
are also concerned with the prevention of crime.'
precaution = an action taken in an attempt to avoid possible danger,
damage, injury, etc: 'Some drivers have had alarms fitted as an extra
precaution.

price 1

print

prison

probably

X The price of keeping a person in prison for a year is enormous .
./ The cost of keeping a person in prison for a year is

enormous.
See Language Note opposite

2 See CHEAP 1

X The magazine is printed every month .
./ The magazine is published every month.

print = produce copies of a book, newspaper, etc. by using machines:
'Due to increased demand, another six thousand copies are to be
printed.'
publish = produce and distribute (a book, magazine, newspaper, etc)
for sale to the public: The first edition was published in 1989.' 'Amateur
Photographer is published every Tuesday.'

X Sending people to the prison is not the way to reduce crime .
./ Sending people to prison is not the way to reduce crime.

See note at SCHOOL 1

X They probably will understand and try to help you .
./ They will probably understand and try to help you.

See Language Note at ALWAYS

problem 1 x I experienced problems to find the right accommodation .
./ I experienced problems in finding the right accommodation.

have/experience a problem/problems (in) doing sth (NOT to do):
'You shouldn't have any problems in getting a visa.'

2 X Unemployment is a very important problem .
./ Unemployment is a very serious problem.

a serious problem (NOT important): 'Teenage vandalism is a serious
problem in this area.'

3 X When population growth is not controlled, serious problems
can happen.
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./ When population growth is not controlled, serious problems
can arise.
problem + arise/occur (NOT happen): 'How did the problem first
arise?'

PRICE • COST • COSTS • CHARGE • FEE • RATE
• RENTAL • FARE • RENT

price The price of something is the amount of money that you
must pay in order to buy it: 'I'm interested in the car, but the
price is too high.' 'Food prices are relatively low at present.'

cost The cost of something is the amount of money you must pay
to buy, do, make or use it: 'The cost of having the car
repaired was £340.'
the cost of living (fixed phrase) = the general amount that the
people living in a particular area or country have to pay for
necessary goods and services: 'In urban areas the cost of
living tends to be higher.'

costs Your costs are the total amount of money you spend over a
period of time in order to make or produce something, or
continue an activity: 'Our costs have doubled over the last
five years as a result of the increase in oil prices.'

charge A charge is the amount of money that you must pay for a
service or to be allowed to use something: 'The waiter
explained that the bill included a 10% service charge.' 'There
is also a small charge for delivery and installation.'
If you do not have to pay for something, it is provided free of

charge: 'The company has offered to install the software free
of charge.'

fee A fee is 1 a charge that you must pay to be allowed to do
something: 'Most art galleries charge an entrance fee.' 'Every
new student has to pay a registration fee.' 2 (usually fees) a
charge that you must pay for professional services such as
those provided by doctors, lawyers, consultants, tutors,
schools etc: 'My parents couldn't afford the school fees.'
'Last year alone, the company paid over $12 million in legal
fees.'

rate A rate is the amount of money that you have to pay for a
service or for hiring something, especially one that is
calculated on an hourly, weekly or monthly basis: 'His hourly
rate is £60.' 'For a five-star hotel, the rates are very
reasonable.'

rental The rental is the amount of money that you have to pay to a
hire company to use something for a fixed period of time:
'The car rental is $45 a day and you need a clean driving
licence.' 'The rental on the TV doesn't include repairs.'
See also CHEAP 1

fare a fare is the cost of a journey on a bus, train etc: 'How much
is the train fare from Toronto to Montreal?' 'She spends $20
per week on bus fares.'

rent Rent is the money you pay every week or month to live in or
use a place that doesn't belong to you: 'The rent is £500
inclusive of bills.'
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proceed )< The main film was proceeded by a short cartoon.
,/ The main film was preceded by a short cartoon.

proceed = (begin and) continue: 'After a five-minute delay, the lecture
proceeded.' 'According to latest reports, negotiations are proceeding
smoothly.'
precede = come, go, or happen (immediately) before someone or
something: 'Churchill was a much stronger leader than the man who
preceded him.' 'The snowfall was preceded by a sudden drop in
temperature.'

process )< The production of plastic paper clips has seven processes.
,/ The production of plastic paper clips has seven stages.

process = a series of actions or operations that are performed in order
to make or do something: 'The process begins with the gathering of the
coffee beans.'
stage = one of the actions or operations in a process: 'During the next
stage in the process the beans are dried.'

professor )< He has applied for a job as a professor in a language school.
,/ He has applied for a job as a teacher in a language school.

In Britain a professor is the most senior teacher in a university: 'My
professor was the famous historian A.J.P. Taylor.'
In the United States a professor is any university teacher who has a
second degree.

profit )< The company has gained enormous profits in recent years.
,/ The company has made enormous profits in recent years.

make a profit (NOT gain): 'Derek would never sell you anything without
making a good profit.' 'The company made a profit of $53 million last
year.'

progress )< We have made a great progress in the field of medicine.
,/ We have made great progress in the field of medicine.

See Language Note at SCENERY

prohibit )< Even the teachers were prohibited to walk on the lawn.
,/ Even the teachers were prohibited from walking on the

lawn.
prohibit sb from doing sth: 'The government intends to prohibit
shopkeepers from selling cigarettes to children.'

promotion )< In some professions it is still difficult for women to get
promotions.

,/ In some professions it is still difficult for women to get
promotion.
In phrases such as get promotion, apply for promotion and chancels
of promotion, the noun promotion is usually uncountable: 'Women
should have the same chance of promotion as their male counterparts.'
Compare: 'With so many staff leaving, we can expect a few more
promotions.'

proof )< These bones are a proof that the animals really existed.
,/ These bones are proof that the animals really existed.
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X Today we have scientific proofs that tobacco is harmful.
,/ Today we have scientific proof that tobacco is harmful.

Proof (= evidence) is usually an uncountable noun: 'Investigators now
have proof of his involvement in the arms deal.'

propaganda x The television company receives most of its money from
propaganda.

,/ The television company receives most of its money from
advertising.
Propaganda is used in a political context: 'Roadside hoardings
displayed anti-Western propaganda.' 'In times of war the public are
bornbarded with propaganda.'
Advertising is used in a commercial context: 'Car manufacturers spend
billions of dollars a year on advertising.'

property x The police eventually found most of the stolen properties.
,/ The police eventually found most of the stolen property.

Property (= things that belong to someone) is an uncountable noun:
'Personal property should not be left unattended.'

proportion x The country's small food supply is not proportion about the
size of the population.

,/ The country's food supply is small in proportion to the size
of the population.
Something is small/large etc in proportion to/with something else: 'Her
feet are very srnall in proportion to the rest of her body.'

proposal x The proposal of building a new motorway received little support.
,/ The proposal to build a new motorway received little

support.
proposal to do sth: 'The proposal to close the hospital was rejected.'

propose 1 x I propose you to talk to John about it.
,/ I suggest that you talk to John about it.

propose = forrnally suggest an idea, plan or course of action, especially
to an official person or group that has the power to decide: 'May I
propose that we postpone further discussion of this matter until our next
meeting.'

2 x A friend of mine has proposed me a job in his restaurant.
,/ A friend of mine has offered me a job in his restaurant.
X He proposed to put them up for a few days.
,/ He offered to put them up for a few days.

offer = (1) tell someone that they can have something if they want it: 'He
offered me a cup of tea.' 'She was offered a job on a local newspaper.'
(2) tell someone that you are willing to do sornething: 'He offered to drive
rne back to rny hotel.'

3 x I would like to propose to double the number of computers
in each office.

,/ I would like to propose that the number of computers in
each office is/be doubled.

,/ I would like to propose doubling the number of computers
in each office.
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X I propose the library opening hours to be increased .
./ I propose that the library opening hours are/be increased.

propose to do sth = intend: 'We would like to know what action you
propose to take.'
propose that sb does/(should) do sth (or propose doing sth) =
formally suggest: 'He has proposed that each existing member accept
responsibility for recruiting two new members.' 'In the end it was
proposed that the students concerned should be given a verbal warning.'

prospect )< There is little prospect for the situation to improve .
./ There is little prospect of the situation improving.

prospect of doing sth/sth happening: 'With all the political unrest,
there is little prospect of attracting foreign investment.'

protest )< She told the shop assistant that she wanted to protest about the
cardigan she had bought.

./ She told the shop assistant that she wanted to complain
about the cardigan she had bought.
protest = say or do something to show that you strongly disagree with
something: 'The crowds were protesting against the government's
purchase of nuclear weapons.'
complain = say that you are annoyed or unhappy about something:
'He's always complaining about the weather.' 'If you think you've been
overcharged, you should complain to the manager.'

provide 1 x My job provides me the opportunity to meet new people every
day .

./ My job provides me with the opportunity to meet new
people every day.
provide sb with sth: 'Money from the aid programme will be used to
provide the farmers with better tools.'

2 )< The government does not provide enough food to the population .
./ The government does not provide enough food for the

pop.ulation.
X I was very pleased with the room you provided to me .
./ I was very pleased with the room you provided for me.

provide sth~for sb/sth: 'The hotel also provides facilities for business
meetings 'and conferences.'

3 X In my view, a father should provide his family .
./ In my view, a father should provide for his family.

provide for sb = support someone by paying for all their food, clothes
etc: 'How can you provide for your children when you don't have a job?'

publicity X I think governments should ban the publicity of tobacco .
./ I think governments should ban the advertising of tobacco.

If something is given publicity, there is an attempt to inform the public
about it: 'Scandals involving prominent politicians always receive
widespread publicity.'
Advertising is the activity of trying to persuade people to buy something:
'The big software companies spend millions each year on advertising.'
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punishment x The police are in favour of stricter punishments .
./ The police are in favour of harsher punishments.

severe/harsh punishment (NOT strict/strong): 'A prison sentence
seems a very severe punishment for tax evasion.'

pure

purpose

put off

X We opened the window to get some pure air.
./ We opened the window to get some fresh air.
X I always keep a few bottles of pure water on the boat.
./ I always keep a few bottles of fresh/drinking water on the

boat.
Use pure when you mean 'completely clean': 'The water in the lake is so
pure that you can drink it.'
The usual word for describing air and water is fresh: 'Her doctor has
prescribed a good holiday and lots of fresh air.'

X The purpose why I have come here is to improve my English.
./ The reason why I have come here is to improve my English.
X The purpose of staying in the United States is to complete my

PhD .
./ My reason for staying in the United States is to complete my

PhD.
purpose = what you hope to achieve by doing something; aim: 'The
main purpose of the trip is to see Helen's parents.' 'Their purpose in
coming here is to promote Australian universities.'
reason = the thing that causes someone to do something: 'The reason
why she left him was probably to do with his drinking problem.' 'Did they
give you a reason for rejecting your application?'

X Once indoors, he immediately put off his wet clothes and dried
himself .

./ Once indoors, he immediately took off his wet clothes and
dried himself.
See Language Note at WEAR



qualification x I am taking another course to improve my qualification .
.I I am taking another course to improve my qualifications.

qualifications (plural) = all the examination passes, skills and
experience that you need for a particular job: 'I'd like to apply for the job
but I don't have the right qualifications.'
qualification = a degree, diploma, certificate etc: 'Do you have a
postgraduate qualification?' Speakers of American English use degree,
diploma, certificate etc for this meaning.

quality

quarrel

quarter

quicker

quickly

quiet

quite 1

X Switzerland produces goods with a very high quality .
.I Switzerland produces goods of a very high quality.

of (a) high/Iow/poor quality (NOT with): 'Japanese electrical products
tend to be of much higher quality.'

? Sometimes we quarrel about which programme to watch .
.I Sometimes we argue about which programme to watch.

When people quarrel they argue angrily, especially for a long time about
something that is unimportant: 'If you two boys don't stop quarrelling, you
can go straight to bed.'
People can argue without feeling angry or looking silly: 'Most evenings
we would sit in the kitchen arguing about politics.'

X He served his country for over quarter of a century .
.I He served his country for over a quarter of a century.

a quarter (of sth): 'He's had almost a quarter of the cake all to himself.'

X We are able to exchange information quicker than in the past.
.I We are able to exchange information more quickly than in

the past.
Quicker is sometimes used as an adverb, but only in informal styles.
More quickly is always acceptable: 'H~ spoke more quickly than usual.'

? I went quickly to the nearest phone booth. ,
.I I ran to the nearest phone booth.

Go quickly usually sounds unnatural. The same meaning can be
expressed by verbs such as hurry, rush, run, dash, sprint, etc: 'As
soon as we saw the rain clouds, we hurried back home.'

See NICE

X This year the work at university is quite harder than last year .
.I This year the work at university is rather harder than last

year.
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Before comparative forms use rather, slightly, somewhat or (especially
in informal styles) a bit, a little (NOT quite): 'My new office is rather
smaller than myoid one.' 'He's slightly older than me.'
Note however the common exception: 'Yes, I'm feeling quite better,
thank you.' (= completely recovered)

2 X In the circumstances, it was a quite rude answer.
./ In the circumstances, it was quite a rude answer.

When quite means 'rather/fairly', it comes in front of alan: 'The survey
covered quite a wide range of newspapers.' 'On the whole, it was quite a
good essay.'
Compare: 'a rather/fairly/pretty rude answer'

3 X There are quite many foreign students in London .
./ There are quite a lot of foreign students in London.

quite a lot (of) NOT quite many/much: 'Quite a lot of time has already
been wasted.' I've made quite a lot of new friends.'



radio x I always listen to the news in the radio.
,/ I always listen to the news on the radio.
X On radio there was a current affairs programme.
,/ On the radio there was a current affairs programme.

On the radio, on (the) television (NOT in): 'It's strange to hear your
own voice on tb.e.1adjo.''What'son tel~vision tonight?'

rain 1 x It was heavy rain yesterday.
,/ It rained heavily yesterday.
,/ There was some heavy rain yesterday.

When you begin with it, use rain as a verb: 'It's raining again!' 'This
month it's rained nearly every day.'
When you begin with there, use rain as a noun: 'There's been a lot of
rain this month.'

2 X Two minutes later it started pouring rain.
,/ Two minutes later it started pouring with rain.
X The next day the sky poured heavily.
,/ The next day it poured with rain.

it + pour with rain: 'Whenever I forget my umbrella, it pours with rain:'
'We can't go out - it's pouring with rain.'

rainfall X There was no rainfall for over three months.
,/ There was no rain for over three months.
,/ It didn't rain for over three months.

rainfall = the amount of rain that usually falls in an area during a certain
period: 'The whole region has a very low rainfall at this time of the year.'
Note that rainfall is mainly used in technical styles.

rainy ? The afternoon was very rainy.
,/ The afternoon was very wet.
? It's rainy again today.
,/ It's wet again today.
,/ It's raining again today.

When rainy is used it generally comes in front of words like day,
afternoon, Sunday and season (NOT after a verb): 'The baby was born
on a rainy Sunday in June.' 'When does the rainy season begin?'
The more usual word is wet: 'Apart from a couple of wet afternoons, the
weather was fine.' 'If it's wet tomorrow, we'll go on Monday instead.'

raise 1 X When I was a child, I used to raise my own flowers in a corner of
the garden.

,/ When I was a child, I used to grow my own flowers in a
corner of the garden.
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rank

rapid!
rapidly

rare 1

raise plants, vegetables, animals etc, especially on a farm to sell as
food: 'He grew up in Nebraska where his parents raised chickens.'
grow plants, flowers, vegetables, etc, in a garden for pleasure: 'This year
I thought I'd try growing a few tomatoes.'

2 X They offered to raise up my salary.
,/ They offered to raise my salary.

raise sth (WITHOUT up): 'If you want to ask a question, just raise your
hand.' 'The age of retirement should be lowered, not raised.'

3 X The cost of living has raised by 20 per cent this year.
,/ The cost of living has risen by 20 per cent this year.
X Sales raised rapidly.
,/ Sales rose rapidly.
X The rain had caused the water level to raise.
,/ The rain had caused the water level to rise.

Raise (raising, raised, raised) is a transitive verb: 'They wouldn't dare
to raise taxes just before an election.'
Rise (rising, rose, risen) is intransitive: 'The divorce rate has risen
steadily over the last forty years.' 'Prices rose again last month.'

4 X There has been an enormous raise in house prices.
,/ There has been an enormous rise in house prices.

a raise = (American English) an increase in wages or salary: 'The State
Government simply can't afford to give all teachers a raise.'
a rise = an increase in quantity, cost, price, salary etc: 'For those on low
incomes, another rise in the cost of living could be devastating.'

X After dealing with customer enquiries for a year I was
promoted to a higher rank and given my own office.

,/ After dealing with customer enquiries for a year I was
promoted to a more senior position and given my own
office.
Rank usually refers to someone's position in the army, navy, police force
etc, where there are fixed levels of authority such as sergeant or captain
'She joined the police force in 1990 and quickly rose to the rank of
sergeant.'

X These new trains are very rapid.
,/ These new trains are very fast.
X I rapidly took the gun out of my pocket.
,/ I quickly took the gun out of my pocket.

When used in connection with movement, rapid and rapidly usually
refer to something that happens at a very fast rate: 'She could hear rapid
footsteps approaching.' 'The patient often develops a fever and breathing
becomes rapid.'
Note that these words are mainly used to describe the speed with which
something changes, develops, spreads etc: 'Investors have profited from
the country's rapid economic growth.' 'Unemployment has been
increasing rapidly over the past 8 years.'

X Water is very rare in some parts of the country.
,/ Water is very scarce in some parts of the country.
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If certain things are rare there are only a few of them in existence: 'Rare
coins are usually worth a lot of money.' A rare event is one that hardly
ever happens: 'I was lucky enough to witness one of her rare public
performances.'
To describe something that is usually common but for some reason is
difficult to obtain at a particular time or in a particular place, use scarce:
'After the war, food and clothing were scarce.'

2 X I think that my name is rare.
.I I think that my name is unusual.
X In San Francisco I saw some rare architecture.
.I In San Francisco I saw some unusual architecture .

If something is different from what is usual, it is unusual: 'The bread had
an unusual flavour.' 'Kit. That's an unusual name.'

3 X It is not rare that women have a job nowadays.
.I It is not unusual for women to have a job nowadays .

not unusual (for sb) to do sth (NOT not rare): 'It's not unusual to see
business people cycling to work these days.'

rarely See Language Note at NOT

rather 1 ? The bed was rather comfortable.
.I The bed was quite comfortable .
? The weather is rather good today.
.I The weather is quite good today .

When rather means 'to a small extent', it is usually used with words that
express negative qualities: 'The bed was rather uncomfortable.' 'The
lesson was rather boring.' 'He's always been rather lazy.'
When rather is used with words that express positive qualities, it makes
the quality stronger: 'These cakes are rather nice! Try one!'

2 X They rather violent films to romantic ones.
.I They prefer violent films to romantic ones .
.I They'd rather see violent films than romantic ones .
X I rather take him to somewhere less crowded.
.I I'd rather take him to somewhere less crowded .
.I I prefer to take him to somewhere less crowded .

When you mean 'prefer', use prefer/would rather/would prefer (NOT
rather on its own): 'She says she'd rather speak to you herself about it.'

3 X I'd rather prefer just to lie on the beach.
.I I'd rather just lie on the beach .
.I I'd prefer just to lie on the beach .

Do not use rather and prefer together: 'If the weather's fine, we'd rather
play tennis.'

4 X I told her I would rather to go by train than to fly.
.I I told her I would rather go by train than fly .
X I would rather going abroad for my holidays.
.I I would rather go abroad for my holidays.

would rather do sth (NOT to do or doing): 'They'd rather wait and see
what happens.'
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react!
reaction

realize 1

X When the blue car reached to the corner, it stopped.
,/ When the blue car reached the corner, it stopped.

reach sth (WITHOUT to/at): 'Eventually the two sides reached an
agreement.' 'We reached London just after 3 o'clock.'

X It's time the government reacted on the crisis.
,/ It's time the government reacted to the crisis.
X Their reaction on the article was predictable.
,/ Their reaction to the article was predictable.

react/reaction to sth (NOT on/at): 'People reacted to the speech in
different ways.' 'Reactions to the news of the merger were less positive
than expected.'

X The criminal mind is not always easy to realize.
,/ The criminal mind is not always easy to understand.
X I didn't realize the meaning of 'junk mail'.
,/ I didn't understand the meaning of 'junk mail'.

See Language Note below

2 X The school year is divided into three terms, as you realize.
,/ The school year is divided into three terms, as you know.
X Nobody realized whether he was coming.
,/ Nobody knew whether he was coming.

See Language Note below

3 X Our own mistakes are sometimes difficult to realize.
,/ Our own mistakes are sometimes difficult to recognize.
X I'm sure you will realize the song when you hear it.
,/ I'm sure you will recognize the song when you hear it.

See Language Note below

KNOW • REALIZE • RECOGNIZE • UNDERSTAND

know be aware of a fact or particular piece of information: 'Do you
know their new telephone number?' 'I know she's fond of
you. She told me so herself.'

realize suddenly become aware of a fact or the true meaning of
something, especially because you have thought about it or
received new information about it: 'I suddenly realized that
the thumping I could hear was the sound of my own heart.' 'It
was only when I saw the expression on the doctor's face that
I realized the seriousness of her illness.'

recognize know what something is because you have seen/heard/
smelled it before; know who someone is because you have
seen them before: 'I'm sorry I didn't recognize you - you've
had your hair cut!'

understand know what something means, what causes something, how
something operates, how someone feels, etc: 'I've never
really understood physics.' 'Such behaviour is very difficult to
understand.'
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4 X The headmaster realized his threat and sent the children home .
./ The headmaster carried out his threat and sent the children

home.
X Many people in developing countries do not realize family

planning .
./ Many people in developing countries do not practise family

planning.
When realize means 'make something actually happen or become real',
it is usually used with words such as ambition, intention, expectation,
hope, dream, fear: 'I feel confident that the high expectations I have of
my new job will be realized.'

really 1 X That's really a good idea .
./ That's a really good idea .
./ That really is a good idea.
X It was only a short trip but we had really a good time .
./ It was only a short trip but we had a really good time .
./ It was only a short trip but we really had a good time.

The position of really (= very) is a matter of emphasis. Very often it
comes immediately before the adjective or adverb it modifies: 'some
really good news', 'a really old car'. Otherwise, it is usually placed
immediately in front of the main verb: 'You really fooled me.' 'We're really
enjoying ourselves.'

2 X To his great amazement, little Nicola really won the race .
./ To his great amazement, little Nicola actually won the race.

Really and actually are sometimes interchangeable: 'She sold the piano
for a lot more than it was actually/really worth.'
When you mean 'strange as it may seem', use actually (NOT really):
'Instead of running away as he normally does, he actually offered to stay
and help.'

reason 1 X What was the reason for the traffic jam?
./ What was the cause of the traffic jam?

See note at CAUSE 1

2 X My reason of coming here is to improve my English .
./ My reason for coming here is to improve my English.
X There are several good reasons to have children .
./ There are several good reasons for having children.

reason for (doing) sth: 'He wanted to know the reason for your
absence.' 'What reasons do you have for thinking that?'

3 X The main reason because I am here is to study for my Master's
degree .

./ The main reason why I am here is to study for my Master's
degree .

./ My main reason for being here is to study for my Master's
degree.

X The weather here is always warm and this is the reason because
there are so many public swimming pools .

./ The weather here is always warm and this is (the reason)
why there are so many public swimming pools.
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reason-
able 1

2

recall

recent 1

reason why (NOT because/how): 'Most of you are aware of (the
reason) why I've called this meeting.'
reason for doing sth: 'Most of you are aware of my reason for calling
this meeting.'

4 X My reason for not buying the car was because it was too
expensive .

./ My reason for not buying the car was that it was too
expensive.
the/sb's reason ... is that (NOT is because): 'Her reason for going all
the way to the Bahamas is that she wants some winter sunshine.'

5 X I don't agree with them by many reasons .
./ I don't agree with them for many reasons.
X The closing date for applications was last Saturday and by this

reason we cannot offer you a place on the course .
./ The closing date for applications was last Saturday and for

this reason we cannot offer you a place on the course.
for ... reason/s (NOT by): 'For these reasons next year's rice harvests
are likely to be very disappointing.'

6 See CAUSE 5

X I was far too upset and emotional to make a reasonable
decision .

./ I was far too upset and emotional to make a rational
decision.
reasonable = fair, sensible or acceptable: 'Dividing up the work equally
seems like a very reasonable decision.' 'They'll accept any reasonable offer.'
rational = produced by means of careful, logical thinking: 'There must be
some rational explanation - things can't just disappear!'

X She usually gets reasonable good marks .
./ She usually gets reasonably good marks.

When you mean 'fairly/quite', use reasonably (adverb): 'The team
played reasonably well on Saturday, but something was missing in the
attack.'

X May I recall you what happened that day?
./ May I remind you of what happened that day?

recall (fairly formal) = remember: 'I really can't recall what his wife looks
like.'
remind = cause (someone) to remember: 'The painting reminded me of
my last holiday in Ball.' 'Remind me to buy a new toothbrush while we're
out.'

X Over the recent 30 years there has been a great deal of
industrial development.

./ Over the last 30 years there has been a great deal of
industrial development.
When you mention a number, use last (NOT recent). Compare: 'In
recent months house prices have fallen.' 'Over the last 12 months house
prices have fallen.'
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2 )< Tennis has become popular in Germany in the recent years .
./ Tennis has become popular in Germany in recent years.
)< Recent years the crime rate has increased .
./ In recent years the crime rate has increased.

in recent weeks/months/years: 'Flight cancellations have increased in
recent weeks.'

recognize )< On the plane home, I suddenly recognized that I had left my
coat at the hotel.

./ On the plane home, I suddenly realized that I had left my
coat at the hotel.
See Language Note at REALIZE

recommend )< I recommend you a walk along the Seine .
./ I recommend a walk along the Seine.
)< I wouldn't recommend to let your children watch it.
./ I wouldn't recommend that you let your children watch it.
./ I wouldn't recommend letting your children watch it.

recommend sth: 'Can you recommend a good hotel?'
recommend that: 'My accountant recommends that I should open an
offshore account.' 'We recommend you choose your wedding ring about
three months in advance.' 'They recommend that 100 be regarded as a
minimum number.'
recommend doing sth: 'I'd never recommend sending a young child to
boarding school.'
British English also uses recommend sb to do sth: 'I wouldn't
recommend you to let your children watch it.'

reference )< In reference to your letter of 6th September, I am pleased to
confirm that the books have now arrived .

./ With reference to your letter of 6th September, I am pleased
to confirm that the books have now arrived.
with reference to sth (NOT in): 'With reference to your recent article in
Amateur-Gardening, there are one or two questions that I would like to
ask.'
See also REGARD 1, REGARDING

refrain )( We all refrained telling her what we really thought.
./ We all refrained from telling her what we really thought.

refrain from (doing) sth (fairly formal): 'I suggest that you refrain from
making similar statements until you are sure of your facts.'

refuse 1 )< He refused their lifestyle and decided to seek a simpler
alternative .

./ He rejected their lifestyle and decided to seek a simpler
alternative.

)( I refuse the idea that men and women are psychologically
different.

./ I reject the idea that men and women are psychologically
different.
refuse = say no (when someone wants you to do or accept something):
'Some of the staff refuse to attend lunchtime meetings.' 'We can't
possibly refuse the invitation.' 'Simon had to refuse the job offer because
it would have meant moving house again'
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reject = say that you do not support (an idea, belief, suggestion, plan,
proposal, etc): 'Vegetarians reject the theory that you must eat meat to
get all the nutrients you need.' 'The belief that a woman's place is in the
home has been widely rejected.'

2 X He felt refused by the man he admired most.
.I He felt rejected by the man he admired most.

If someone makes you feel that you are no longer loved, needed etc,
they reject you (and you feel rejected): 'It's terrible to feel rejected by
someone you care for.'

regard 1 X With regards to accommodation, there are several excellent
hotels .

.I With regard to accommodation, there are several excellent
hotels.

X As regard our working environment, the machines make too
much noise .

.I As regards our working environment, the machines make
too much noise.
with regard to (WITHOUT s): 'With regard to the minutes of our last
meeting, may I first draw your attention to Item 3.'
as regards (WITH s): 'As regards transport, I would suggest that we
hire a mini-bus for the days in question.'
See also REFERENCE, REGARDING

2 X He shows no regard to other people .
.I He shows no regard for other people.

regard for sb/sth (= respect for): 'He always does a good job and I have
a high regard for him.'

regarding X Regarding to your letter of 22 November, I have referred your
query to our accounts department.

.I Regarding your letter of 22 November, I have referred your
query to our accounts department.
regarding (WITHOUT to): 'If you have any questions regarding any of
our services, please feel free to contact me.'
See also REFERENCE, REGARD 1

regardless X We have to train every day, regardless the weather .
.I We have to train every day, regardless of the weather.

regardless of sth: 'The school accepts all students, regardless of
educational level and background.'

regret X In any case I didn't regret to stay at home .
.I In any case I didn't regret staying at home.
X I now regret not to have worked harder at school.
.I I now regret not having worked harder at school.

Regret is followed by a to-infinitive in formal letters to introduce a piece
of bad news: 'I regret to inform you that your application for a scholarship
has been unsuccessful.'
When you are talking about the past, use regret doing sth or regret
that: 'I have often regretted leaving the police force.' 'I wonder if they
ever regret not having gone to live abroad?' 'Now that it was too late, he
regretted that he hadn't worked harder at school.'
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related 1 x Many of these illnesses are related with smoking.
,/ Many of these illnesses are related to smoking.

One thing is related to another thing (NOT with): 'Poverty is often
directly related to unemployment.'

2 X The size of a family is deeply related to parental income.
,/ The size of a family is closely related to parental income.

closely related (NOT deeply): 'His thesis is that drugs, boredom and
juvenile crime are closely related.'

relation 1 x I thought that offering to help him might improve our relation.
,/ I thought that offering to help him might improve our

relationship.
X The relation between teachers and students is very friendly.
,/ The relationship between teachers and students is very

friendly.
See Language Note below

2 X The new government is trying to improve its relation with
America.

,/ The new government is trying to improve relations with
America.
See l.anquaqe Note below

RELATION • RELATIONSHIP • RELATIONS

relation (1) the way in which one person or thing is connected with
another: 'We've been studying the relation between gender
and income.' 'This latest murder bears no relation to the
earlier killings.'
(2) someone who belongs to your family; relative: 'She took
me back home to meet all her friends and relations.'

relationship the way that two people, groups or countries feel about each
other and behave towards each other: 'What kind of
relationship did you have with your father?' 'Successful
companies know the importance of establishing good
relationships with their customers.' 'This decision will not
affect the relationship between France and its European
partners.'

relations (plural noun) the way that two groups, countries or regions publicly or
officially feel about and behave towards each other: 'Relations
between the two countries have steadily deteriorated in recent
years.' 'The police are making great efforts to improve
relations with the public.'

relax X I usually relax myself by taking a hot bath.
,/ I usually relax by taking a hot bath.

See Language Note at MYSELF
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rely x I think it all relies on whether you like being on your own .
./ I think it all depends on whether you like being on your own.
X A country's strength relies on unity.
,/ A country's strength depends on unity.

When you mean that one thing is decided or shaped by another thing,
use depend on (NOT rely on): 'The cost of the trip depends on how
long you go for and where you stay.'
Compare: 'Since his wife died, he has had nobody that he could really
depend/ rely on.'

remark ;< As soon as I came in I remarked your note on the table.
,/ As soon as I came in I noticed your note on the table.

remark = say what you think or have noticed about someone or
something: ' "There's a strange smell in here," she remarked.' 'Sarah
remarked that the fire was going out, but nobody seemed to care.' 'I
couldn't help remarking on his new hair style.'
notice = become aware of someone or something: 'If we keep very
quiet, they may not notice us.' 'Have you noticed that she has stopped
wearing her wedding ring?'

remember X 'He went to the doctor's yesterday.' - 'Yes, I can remember. He
looked very ill.'

,/ 'He went to the doctor's yesterday.' - 'Yes, I remember. He
looked very ill.'

;< Can you remember me? I used to sit at the back of your class .
./ Do you remember me? I used to sit at the back of your

class.
When remember means 'bring the memory of a person or thing into your
mind (i.e. recall) then can/could is usually optional: 'I (can) still
remember the sad look on her face.' Use can/could to suggest effort: 'I
just can't remember how the film ended.' 'I wish I could remember their
address."
When remember means 'have or keep the memory of a person or thing
in your mind', it is usually used WITHOUT can/could: 'I hope you still
remember me.' 'I'll always remember the night we first met.'

remind 1 ;< I remind the happy days we spent together at college.
,/ I remember the happy days we spent together at college.

remind = cause (someone) to remember something: 'The smell of fresh
coffee always reminds me of Salvo's.'
Compare: 'Whenever I look at the photograph, I am reminded of the
happy days we spent together at college.'

2 ;< The flowers reminded him his garden.
,/ The flowers reminded him of his garden.

remind sb of sth = cause someone to think about something: 'She
reminds me of a girl I knew when I was at school.' 'As the horse came
closer, I was suddenly reminded of my first riding lesson and a little pony
called Duke.'

rent ;< If you like riding, there are horses you can rent.
,/ If you like riding, there are horses you can hire.
X How much will it cost to rent some skis?
./ How much will it cost to hire some skis?

See note at HIRE 1
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repeat

replace

reply 1

X I asked her to repeat again what she had said.
,/ I asked her to repeat what she had said.

repeat sth (WITHOUT again): 'Would you mind repeating the question?'
, "I just can't believe it," he repeated.'
If you repeat something again, you repeat it a second time.

X He offered to replace the old battery by a new one.
,/ He offered to replace the old battery with a new one.

replace sb/sth with sb/sth (NOT by): 'The firm has been dismissing
experienced staff and replacing them with schoolleavers.'

X It's about time they replied my letter.
,/ It's about time they replied to my letter.

reply to a letter/invitation/advertisement etc: 'Since Margaret hasn't
replied to the invitation, we're assuming she isn't coming.'
Compare: 'It's about time they answered my letter.'

2 X He replied to me that he had grown up in a family of footballers.
,/ He replied that he had grown up in a family of footballers.
X 'There's going to be a storm,' the captain replied me.
,/ 'There's going to be a storm,' the captain replied.

When reply is used as a reporting verb, the 'listener' is not mentioned:
, "I'm sure you're right," George replied.' 'She replied that she was too
busy.'

request X We had to request for more help.
,/ We had to request more help.

request sth (WITHOUT for): 'The pilot requested permission to land, but
this was refused.'
Compare: 'Our request for more help was turned down.' (noun + for)

research 1 X I'm doing a research into the causes of child abuse.
,/ I'm doing research into the causes of child abuse.
X The government invests a lot of money in scientific researches.
,/ The government invests a lot of money in scientific

research.
Research is usually an uncountable noun: 'A team of American
scientists is carrying out research into the effects of acid rain.'
Researches (plural) is also used, especially in formal styles of British
English and usually refers to a series of related studies by a particular
person or team: 'His researches go back to the 1950s.' 'Their more
recent researches point to a decline in the mortality rate.' The more usual
word for this meaning, especially in American English, is studies.

2 X The project involves research of major lung diseases.
,/ The project involves research into major lung diseases.

research into/on sth: 'We need more research into public attitudes to
nuclear power.' 'To date, there has been very little research done on the
subject.'
research on sb: 'It's a review of recent research on East Anglian
fishermen.' 'She wishes to pursue her research on Edward VI.'

3 X Where is he making his research?
,/ Where is he doing his research?
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do/carry out/conduct/be engaged in research: 'We have received a
small grant to conduct research into housing design for older women.'
See Language Note at DO

reserve x We've reserved the school hall for the evening.
.I We've booked the school hall for the evening .
X I've finally managed to reserve a two-room house on the beach.
.I I've finally managed to book a two-room house on the

beach.
reserve (or book) = arrange for a seat on a train, a seat in a theatre, a
table in a restaurant etc, to be kept for you to use at a certain time: 'I'd
like to reserve two seats in the front row for tomorrow night's
performance.'
book = (British English) arrange for a hotel room, holiday
accommodation etc, to be kept for you to use at a certain time: 'We've
booked a holiday cottage in the Lake District for the first two weeks in
June.' Note that in American English the usual word for this meaning is
reserve.

resist 1 X She couldn't resist his rudeness any longer and walked out of
the room.

.I She couldn't stand his rudeness any longer and walked out
of the room.
resist = fight against; oppose: 'We shall resist any changes that threaten
our personal freedom.'
can't stand/bear (= be unable to tolerate): 'I'd like to live in Africa but I
don't think I could bear the heat.'

2 X The old couple resisted to all the pressure that was put on them
to move.

.I The old couple resisted all the pressure that was put on
them to move.

X Without weapons there was no way of resisting against the
attack.

.I Without weapons there was no way of resisting the attack .
resist sb/sth (WITHOUT to/against): 'By resisting the Mafia's attempts
to control the region, Dolci was putting his own life in danger.'
Compare: 'Much of the resistance to social and political change comes
from people who oppose the government.' (noun + to)

resource X Tourism is the main resource of money for these people.
.I Tourism is the main source of money for these people .
X Teachers are often regarded as a resource of knowledge.
.I Teachers are often regarded as a source of knowledge .

resource = (1) something that can be used to make a particular task or
activity easier: 'All the teaching resources - books, cassettes and so on -
are kept in a special room.' (2) something that a country has and uses to
create wealth, such as oil or natural gas: 'Brunei is rich in natural
resources.'
source = the place where something comes from or the thing from which
we can get it: 'We collect the information from various sources.' 'Beans
and lentils are a very good source of protein.'

respect X They should respect to each other's opinions.
.I They should respect each other's opinions .
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respect sb/sth (WITHOUT to): 'He's not the most popular teacher, but
all the students respect him.' 'She always told us exactly what she
thought, and we respected her for that.'

respectful )< Some former prisoners are now respectful citizens.
~-(./ Some former prisoners are now respectable citizens.
~_)< If you wish to make a good impression, you'll have to look a

bit more respectful.
If you wish to make a good impression, you'll have to look a
bit more respectable.
respectful = having or showing respect for someone, especially
someone older than you or senior to you: 'The principal has warned him
that unless he shows a more respectful attitude towards his teachers, he
will have to leave.'
respectable = displaying socially acceptable standards in appearance or
behaviour: 'Surprisingly, many of these young offenders come from
respectable families.' 'Nobody is going to give you a job unless you make
yourself look a bit more respectable.'

respond!
response

)< I don't care what they say, as long as I get a respond .
./ I don't care what they say, as long as I get a response.
x We're still waiting for them to response .
./ We're still waiting for them to respond.

Respond is a verb: 'I'm surprised they responded so quickly.'
Response is a noun: 'I'm surprised we got such a quick response.' 'In
response to your last comment, I'm afraid I don't agree.'

responsible )< Drugs are responsible of a large number of deaths .
./ Drugs are responsible for a large number of deaths.
)< I'm also responsible to decide on the best way to manufacture a

product.
./ I'm also responsible for deciding on the best way to

manufacture a product.
responsible for (doing) sth: 'Who's responsible for roof repairs - you or
the landlord?' 'The person responsible for leaking the story to the press
has been forced to resign.'

result

retire

)< Nowadays we hear a lot about pollution and its results on our
health .

./ Nowadays we hear a lot about pollution and its effects on
our health.
result = the situation or action that develops from a previous situation or
action: 'The result of the crisis was that in 1649 the king was beheaded.'
'The anti-smoking campaign has produced excellent results.'
effect (on sb/sth) = a change in condition that is caused by something:
'The drug had no effect on him.' (= there was no change in his condition)
'Wine always has an effect on me - it makes me want to sing.'

)< After just two months he retired and went to work for a
smaller company .

./ After just two months he resigned and went to work for a
smaller company.
retire = leave your job at the end of your working life, usually because
you have reached a particular age: 'In the UK, men usually retire at the
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age of 65 and women at 60.' 'If you retire early, you won't get your full
pension.'
resign = leave your job because you do not like it, because you have
found a better one, etc: 'If she doesn't get a salary increase, she's going
to resign.'

return x She returned back after half an hour.
,/ She returned after half an hour.
X When is he going to return back the money he owes you?
,/ When is he going to return the money he owes you?

Return contains the meaning 'back': 'He had to return to India to look
after his mother.' 'He's left a note asking you to return the book he lent
you.'

revenge 1 X One day these innocent victims must be revenged.
,/ One day these innocent victims must be avenged.
X The damage done to his honour would have to be revenged.
,/ The damage done to his honour would have to be avenged.

Revenge is usually used as a noun: 'Once they know who planted the
bomb, they are likely to seek revenge.' 'She did it in revenge for all the
lies he had told her.'
The verb is avenge: 'They swore to avenge this humiliating defeat.' 'He
considers it his duty to avenge his brother's death.'

2 X I'm your twin brother and I'm here to revenge.
,/ I'm your twin brother and I'm here to get my revenge.
X He swore to revenge on the doctor.
,/ He swore to take revenge on the doctor.

get/take (your) revenge (on sb): 'He decided that the easiest way to get
his revenge was to disinherit her.' 'She has vowed to take revenge on
each and every one of them.'

reward X Two of the German films were given rewards.
,/ Two of the German films were given awards.

See AWARD

richness X They go to Hollywood in search of richness and fame.
,/ They go to Hollywood in search of wealth and fame.

If someone has a large amount of money, property etc, they are very
wealthy or have considerable wealth (NOT richness): 'The country's
wealth is in the hands of a small minority.'

right X Every child has a right of free education.
,/ Every child has a right to free education.
X Until recently, women did not have the right of voting.
,/ Until recently, women did not have the right to vote.

right to (do) sth (NOT of): 'The law gives you the right to remain silent.'
'Each partner has a right to a company car.'

ring X I rang to the college to explain my absence.
,/ I rang the college to explain my absence.

See PHONE 1

rise X Many firms try to survive by rising productivity.
,/ Many firms try to survive by raising productivity.

See RAISE 3
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risk )< Not one of us would risk to go out on our own .
.I Not one of us would risk going out on our own.

risk doing sth (NOT to do): 'I couldn't risk taking a photograph - there
were too many soldiers around.'

rob )< The wicked old man robbed all my money .
.I The wicked old man stole all my money.
)< They robbed $6000 from the office safe .
.I They stole $6000 from the office safe.
)< While he was asleep, she robbed him his watch .
.I While he was asleep, she stole his watch.

steal sth: 'Someone has stolen her car.' 'My watch has been stolen.'
'The girl has obviously stolen his heart.'
rob sb (of sth): 'The two youths had tried to rob him, but he managed to
fight them off.' 'The old couple were robbed of their life's savings.'

roof )< In the bedroom, the roof looked very damp .
.I In the bedroom, the ceiling looked very damp.
)< The bedroom roof was one huge mirror .
.I The bedroom ceiling was one huge mirror.

roof = the covering on top of a building that protects it from the weather:
'If the rain is coming in, there must be a hole in the roof.' 'All the rooves
were covered in snow.'
ceiling = the part of a room that is above your head: 'When he stands on
tip-toe, he can almost touch the ceiling.'

row )< There was already a long row
of passengers waiting to be
checked in .

.I There was already a long
queue of passengers waiting
to be checked in.
row = a line of people or things:
'Along one side of the river there
was a row of cottages.' 'When our
coach arrived at the hotel, the staff
were standing in a row waiting to
greet us.' 'At school I always used
to sit in the front row.'
queue = (British English) a line of
people standing one behind the
other, waiting for a bus, to buy a
ticket, etc: 'I never go to the bank
at lunchtime because of the long
queues.'

rude )< The shop assistant was very rude with me .
.I The shop assistant was very rude to me.

rude to sb (NOT with): 'Why is he so rude to people?'

run )< The car was running too fast for me to see the number plate.
,/ The car was moving too fast for me to see the number plate.

Vehicles travel, move or go at a certain speed in a certain direction
(NOT run): 'We're travelling at just under 70 miles an hour.' 'How fast
was the train going when the accident occurred?'
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sack

safety

)( The shopkeeper said the fault was the manufacturers
responsibility.

,/ The shopkeeper said the fault was the manufacturer's
responsibility.
When talking about something which is possessed by or connected with
someone, use 's/s': 'Tim's new car', 'one of Sand ra's friends', 'her
parents' bedroom', 'our children's education'.

2 )( The children were playing marbles on the kitchen's floor.
,/ The children were playing marbles on the floor of the

kitchen.
,/ The children were playing marbles on the kitchen floor.
)( Some of the tree's leaves had fallen on top of the car.
,/ Some of the leaves (of the tree) had fallen on top of the car.

The possessive 's/s' is used mainly with nouns that refer to people and
animals. Compare: 'All her father's tools were missing.' (NOT 'tools of
her father') 'The handles of the tools were all made of wood' (NOT
tools' handles')
Note also that some nouns can be used like adjectives (WITHOUT 's/s'):
'the kitchen floor', 'a garden shed', 'a pencil sharpener'.

3 )( These vitamin pills are always available at the chemist.
,/ These vitamin pills are always available at the chemist's.

The word for the shop ends in's: 'You can buy them at the greengrocer's
in the high street.' '1'11stop off at the butcher's on the way home.'

)( When I took the two oranges out of the sack,
I discovered that one of them was bad.

,/ When I took the two oranges out of the bag,
I discovered that one of them was bad.
sack = a very large strong bag: 'He's hurt his back
trying to lift a sack of potatoes.'
bag = a container made of cloth, paper, leather etc:
'Somewhere in this shopping bag there's a bag of sweets.'

)( In Japan even the big cities are very safety.
,/ In Japan even the big cities are very safe.
)( She doesn't feel safety when she is on her own.
,/ She doesn't feel safe when she is on her own.
)( Promise that you will drive safety.
,/ Promise that you will drive safely.

Safety is a noun (NOT an adjective/adverb): 'The boy has been missing
for six days, and there are fears for his safety.' 'The firefighters rescued
the children and carried them to safety.'
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sake x I came here for my children sake.
,/ I came here for my children's sake.

for ... -'5/-5' sake: 'For Wendy's sake, we've postponed the wedding
until the first week in April. She'll be back from Italy by then.'

salary

sale 1

same 1

X The salary is 800 yen an hour.
,/ The pay/wage is 800 yen an hour.
X The basic salary is £60 per week.
,/ The basic pay/wage is £60 per week.

A salary is the amount of money that someone earns for a year's work,
usually paid once a month directly into their bank account: 'I'll pay you
back at the end of the month when I get my salary.' 'She's on a salary of
£23,000 a year.'
If someone is paid once a week, they receive wages. In the past, wages
were always paid in cash: 'He opened the envelope and counted his
wages.' When you are thinking about rates or levels of payment (rather
than actual coins and bank notes), use wage: 'She earns a pretty good
wage.' 'They're demanding a 20 per cent wage increase.' 'They've raised
the minimum wage from $4.25 an hour to $5.50.'
Pay is a general word for the (amount of) money people get for the work
they do: 'He's lost a month's pay.' 'They've been given a pay rise of £20
a week.'
Note that in informal styles these words are often used with the same
meaning.

X This company prefers to employ girls to sale their products.
,/ This company prefers to employ girls to sell their products.

Sale /serl/ is a noun: 'This new law makes the sale of pirated video tapes
a criminal offence.' 'Are you sure the house is for sale?'
The verb is sell/seV: 'They were selling all the shoes half-price.'

2 X I bought both pairs of shoes on a sale.
,/ I bought both pairs of shoes in a sale.

You buy something in a sale (NOT on): 'I got the shoes half-price in a
sale.'
Compare: 'Shiseido moisturizing cream is on sale in most department
stores, priced £4.99.'

A group of officials were at the airport to salute the visitors.
A group of officials were at the airport to welcome the
visitors.
salute (of members of the armed forces) make a formal sign of respect,
especially by raising the right arm: 'Always salute a superior officer.'
welcome = meet someone when they arrive and show that you are
pleased that they have come: 'The visitors were welcomed at reception
and shown where to go.'

X Paris has the same level of pollution with Los Angeles.
,/ Paris has the same level of pollution as Los Angeles.
X The belt is made of the same material like the coat.
,/ The belt is made of the same material as the coat.
X There were thousands of girls in the same situation than me.
,/ There were thousands of girls in the same situation as me.
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satis-
factory

the same ... as (NOT with/like/than): 'She goes to the same school as
my sister.' 'Women have the same abilities as men.'

2 )( The breakfast was same as usual.
./ The breakfast was the same as usual.
)( The milk cartons are same as in Japan .
./ The milk cartons are the same as in Japan.

the same as (WITH the): 'Her car is the same as mine.'

3 )( I'd like to visit Vietnam and Malaysia one day, as same as you .
./ I'd like to visit Vietnam and Malaysia one day, the same as

you .
./ I'd like to visit Vietnam and Malaysia one day, (just) like you.
)( She had a face as same as a beauty queen's .
./ She had a face (just) like a beauty queen's.

the same as or (just) like (NOT as same as): 'New York was not the
same as I'd imagined. It was worse.'

)( For many people, a part-time job can be very satisfactory.
./ For many people, a part-time job can be very satisfying.

satisfactory = good enough to be acceptable: 'Students are asked to
leave the college if their work is not satisfactory.'
satisfying = giving pleasure or contentment: 'There's something very
satisfying about baking your own bread.'

satisfied 1 )( The salary they offered was more than satisfied .
./ The salary they offered was more than satisfactory.
)( Her examination results were not satisfied .
./ Her examination results were not satisfactory.

satisfied = (of a person) feeling pleased or content: 'Despite the team's
convincing 3-0 victory, the manager wasn't satisfied.'

2 )( I was completely satisfied of the quality of her work .
./ I was completely satisfied with the quality of her work.
)( He seemed quite satisfied from my progress .
./ He seemed quite satisfied with my progress.

satisfied with sb/sth (NOT of/from): 'I wasn't at all satisfied with the
quality of the workmanship.'

satisfying )( The service in the hotel was not at all satisfying .
./ The service in the hotel was not at all satisfactory.

See note at SATISFACTORY

save )( The police telephoned his parents to tell them that he was save .
./ The police telephoned his parents to tell them that he was

safe.
Save /selv/ is a verb: 'This new drug is likely to save hundreds of lives.'
'Thanks to the local fire brigade, all three children were saved.'
The adjective is safe /self/: 'Since the break-in, I never feel safe in the
house.' 'You should keep your passport somewhere safe.'

say 1 )( The policeman said me to go with him to the police station .
./ The policeman told me to go with him to the police station.
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X She said to me to ask you to phone her.
,/ She told me to ask you to phone her.

tell sb to do sth (NOT say): 'I told them to wait for you outside.'

2 X When he arrived, they said him that his friend had died.
,/ When he arrived, they told him that his friend had died.
,/ When he arrived, they said that his friend had died.

say that: 'She said that she might be late.'
tell sb that: 'She told me that she might be late.'

3 X He was tired of people saying him what to do.
,/ He was tired of people telling him what to do.

say sth: 'I forgot to say goodbye.'
tell sb sth: 'Eventually he told me the truth.'

4 X
,/
X
,/

5

scarce X

,/

X
,/

scarcely

scene 1

In our next class we're going to say about pollution.
In our next class we're going to talk about pollution.
The magazine also says about English football.
The magazine also talks about English football.
talk about a particular topic (NOT say about): 'He refuses to talk about
politics.' 'She's always talking about her father's health.'

See JOKE, LIE

If you are interested in scarce birds, you should visit the bird
garden.
If you are interested in rare birds, you should visit the bird
garden.
Chocolate was very rare during the war.
Chocolate was very scarce during the war.
See note at RARE 1

X He sends them money but scarcely goes to see them.
,/ He sends them money but rarely goes to see them.

When you are talking about frequency, use rarely (= almost never):
'Since she moved to Glasgow, we rarely see each other.'

X From the window, there was a beautiful scene of the lake.
,/ From the window, there was a beautiful view of the lake.

scene = what you see when you are in a particular place, especially
something that is unusual, shocking etc: 'Some of the scenes inside the
concentration camp were too horrific to describe.' 'The President arrived
by helicopter to witness a scene of total chaos.'
view = the whole area that you can see from somewhere, especially
when you can see a long way into the distance: 'Remember to book a
room with a view of the sea.'

2 X The driver stopped now and again so that we could enjoy the
scene.

,/ The driver stopped now and again so that we could enjoy
the scenery.
scenery = the natural features of the countryside, especially when seen
from a particular place: 'The Lake District is famous for its magnificent
scenery.'
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scenery X What a beautiful scenery!
~ What beautiful scenery!
X You'll be very impressed by the beautiful sceneries.
~ You'll be very impressed by the beautiful scenery.

Scenery is an uncountable noun: 'Some of the scenery is quite
spectacular.'
See Language Note below.

Using uncountable nouns

• Uncountable nouns do NOT have a plural form:
Where can we put all the furniture? (NOT 'furnitures')

• Uncountable nouns are NOT used with a/an or words which have a singular or
plural meaning (e.g. another, these, many, two):
She needs some information. (NOT 'an information')
Who'd like some more bread? (NOT 'another bread')

• To refer to a specific amount, use piece of, bit of, slice of, cup of, etc:
Sometimes it may be possible to use a countable noun instead. Compare:
They gave her two pieces of useful information.
For breakfast I had three pieces of toast and two cups of tea.

• After an uncountable noun, the verb is singular:
The traffic seems to get worse every day. (NOT 'seem')
New equipment is urgently needed. (NOT 'are')

• Remember that nouns can have both countable and uncountable meanings. Compare:
Are the lenses made of glass or plastic? (uncountable)
Would you like a glass or a cup? (countable)

The government spends a great deal on education. (uncountable)
want their daughter to have a good education. (countable)

See also THE 4

school 1 X Her daughter wants to leave the school and get married.
~ Her daughter wants to leave school and get married.
X He still isn't old enough to go to a school.
~ He still isn't old enough to go to school.

Use theta/my etc only when you are talking about a particular school:
'She goes to a very good school.' 'Our two boys go to the same school.'
When you refer to school as a type of place or activity, use leave
school, start school, go to school, etc (WITHOUT the/a/my etc):
'Most children go to primary school at the age of five.'
The same rule applies to kindergarten, college, university, church,
prison, jail and (in British English but not American English) hospital.
Compare: 'They deserve to be put in prison.' 'The new prison has a
special security wing for dangerous criminals.'
See also CINEMA
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scientific

scissors

sea

search
.,4'="

~~

2 X Most Norwegians speak English quite well because everybody
has to learn it in school.

./ Most Norwegians speak English quite well because
everybody has to learn it at school.
In British English the phrase is at school (NOT in): 'What did you do at
school today?'
Note that in American English both in school and at school are used.

3 See VISIT 3

X I'm studying for a scientific degree .
./ I'm studying for a science degree.
X He's good at scientific subjects .
./ He's good at science subjects.
X The Scientific Centre is next to the History Museum .
./ The Science Centre is next to the History Museum.

Scientific is mainly used to describe something that is done or produced
by scientists: 'We still don't have a scientific explanation for these
mysterious events.' 'Many scientific research projects are funded by the
private sector.'
When you mean 'used for, devoted to, based on or specializing in
science', use science + noun: 'a new science laboratory', 'a science
lesson', 'science fiction'.

X First you cut along the dotted line with a scissors
./ First you cut along the dotted line with some scissors.

Scissors is a plural noun: 'Do we have any sharp scissors?' 'I could do
with a new pair of scissors.'

X Every day Kino went out to the sea to look for the pearl.
./ Every day Kino went out to sea to look for the pearl.

go/head/swim/drift etc out to sea (WITHOUT the): 'Just ten minutes
after getting on board, we were heading out to sea.'

1 X Rescue teams are still searching survivors .
./ Rescue teams are still searching for survivors .
X I searched my passport everywhere but couldn't find it.
./ I searched for my passport everywhere but couldn't find it.

search = (1) examine someone's clothing or pockets to discover whether
they are carrying a gun, drugs, stolen goods etc: 'They searched him
twice but didn't find anything.' (2) examine an area/house/cupboard etc
carefully to try to find someone or something: 'I've searched the whole
house from top to bottom.'
search for = try to find someone or something, especially by looking
everywhere very carefully: 'We spent the whole morning searching for
the ring.' 'At this time of the year, thousands of schoolleavers are
searching for jobs.'

I decided to search for another hotel further down the road .
./ I decided to look for another hotel further down the road.

Use search for (and seek) only when someone or something is very
difficult to find: 'Investigators are still searching for clues as to the cause
of the crash.'
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seat

seaweed

see 1

2

seek 1

seem 1

Otherwise, use look for: 'I'll stay here with the bags while you go and
look for a taxi.' 'If you're looking for some new shoes, you should try
Clinkard's.'

X Let's go and seat out in the garden .
.I Let's go and sit out in the garden.

seat /si:t/ is a noun: 'You should book your seat two weeks in advance.'
sit /S!t/ is a verb: 'My legs were aching but there was nowhere to sit.'

X The first diver reappeared covered in seaweeds .
./ The first diver reappeared covered in seaweed.

seaweed is an uncountable noun: 'Can you really eat seaweed?'

X He sat there all morning seeing the planes taking off .
./ He sat there all morning watching the planes taking off.
X The teacher told us to see what he was doing .
./ The teacher told us to watch what he was doing.

see = notice something with your eyes, especially without concentrating
or paying attention: 'Did you see anyone go out?' Turn the light on if you
can't see.'
watch = look at someone or something and pay careful attention,
especially for a long time: 'She watched the man with interest as he
made his way through the crowd.' 'After dinner we usually sit down and
watch the news.'

X I'm sending you the magazine so you can see by yourself how
beautiful the country is .

./ I'm sending you the magazine so you can see for yourself
how beautiful the country is.
see sth for yourself (NOT by) = check that something is really true,
correct, as described etc by seeing it with your own eyes: 'If you think I'm
exaqqeratinq, come and see for yourself.'

? I'm seeking someone to play squash with .
.I I'm looking for someone to play squash with.

Seek is used mainly in formal styles: The aim of the hostel is to give
help to those seeking friendship or simply shelter for the night.'
See also note at SEARCH 2

2 X He sat nearer the tree, seeking for protection .
.I He sat nearer the tree, seeking protection.

seek sb/sth (WITHOUT for): 'Economics graduate, aged 25, seeks
interesting part-time work in the West London area.'

? Even the teacher seemed to be unable to answer the question .
./ Even the teacher seemed unable to answer the question.
? She seemed to be sorry for causing so much trouble .
.I She seemed sorry for causing so much trouble.

When seem is followed by an adjective, to be is usually avoided: 'After
the guests had gone home, the room seemed empty.' 'It seems strange
that she didn't say goodbye.'
Compare: There seems to be a problem with the carburettor.'
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2 ? 'Steel Magnolias' seemed to be a comedy at first.
,/ 'Steel Magnolias' seemed like a comedy at first.
? This kind of diet seems to be a punishment.
,/ This kind of diet seems like a punishment.

When you are making a comparison, use seem like: 'Suddenly she
seemed like a complete stranger.' 'The last few days had seemed like a
dream.'

seldom See Language Note at NOT

selling 1 X They make all their money from the selling of vegetables.
,/ They make all their money from the sale of vegetables.

To refer to the act of selling something, use the sale of: 'The money that
comes from the sale of these drugs is used to buy weapons.'

2 X The first proposal would reduce the selling figures of the local
shops.

,/ The first proposal would reduce the sales figures of the
local shops.
sales = the number of things that are sold by a company: 'They've
recruited a top advertising agency to help boost sales.' 'Last month's
sales figures are very pleasing.'

send 1 X Could you send me to the airport on Saturday?
,/ Could you take me to the airport on Saturday?
X The ministry's policy is for ambulances to send patients to

designated hospitals within their zones.
,/ The ministry's policy is for ambulances to take patients to

designated hospitals within their zones.
See Language Note at TAKE

2 X I will send to you a cheque for the full amount.
,/ I will send you a cheque for the full amount.

send sb sth (WITHOUT to): 'Don't forget to send me a postcard.'

sensibility X I felt terribly annoyed by his lack of sensibility.
,/ I felt terribly annoyed by his lack of sensitivity.

To refer to the ability to understand other people's feelings and
problems, use sensitivity: 'To teach young children, you need lots of
sensitivity and imagination.'

I
sensible X Children are very sensible; they all need love and attention.

,/ Children are very sensitive; they all need love and attention.
Use sensible to describe someone who makes good decisions based on
reason, and never behaves in a stupid or dangerous way: 'I'm glad to
see that she was sensible enough to bring some warm clothes.' 'Be
sensible - you can't wear high heels to a garden party.'
Use sensitive to describe someone who is easily upset or offended:
'He's very sensitive about his weight, so try not to mention it.' 'Don't be
so sensitive - he was only joking.'

separate ? Americans can be separated into a number of ethnic groups.
,/ Americans can be divided into a number of ethnic groups.
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? England was separated into 650 constituencies.
,/ England was divided into 650 constituencies.

sep.;a~C:lte;;~p keep ( orc"apart one a
'Break-an eg > .. bowl..... ara •• white e yol
divide>: cause sQlllething tC(6Qnsist of (.orbe see ) a nu . f
parts, groups, sections etc: The manufacturing process is divide.d into
three stages.' ~ ~~ $..

several X The phrase 'the role of women' appeared just several years ago.
,/ The phrase 'the role of women' appeared just a few years

ago.
X Try to forget your work for several hours and relax.
,/ Try to forget your work for a few hours and relax.

Several means tsolne butnof:f!1any': 'Cf.ficken willkElep for several days~
in a refrigerator..··· -:;
When you are talking about a"Sjery srnalrnurnber, usaa few: 'f:I~was
here just a few minutes ago~QJ:te can'tJ:ie far awayfc. ~ ..

severe 1 ? My parents weren't at all severe with me. In fact, I was allowed
to do what I liked.

,/ My parents weren't at all strict with me. In fact, I was
allowed to do what I liked.
severe = not kin<.J'orfriendly;~showing n6humour orsympathy:'Mr
Cameron's angry~voice andsevere expression used to frighten the
children.' ~ . -- i' .:.- .
strict = demanding-that rules.or laws are13lways ooeyed: 'Teachers
have to be strict @rthe child "0" take ad ·-tage of th~m.' 'The
is v~lystrict a~l?,~temploy ettingt rk on till1€!.:

2 X There are severe rules as to what you can wear to school.
,/ There are strict rules as to what you can wear to school.

When severe rere,"r13to punishment, criti.cl§m, damag'e etc, it mEfanS
'harsh': 'Driving while drunk ~Hld endanger other PElople's Iives1so
penalties are severe.' 'This - intervention policy has attractedsevers
criticism.' .~--
To describe a r r law thalrnust always be obeyed; use stripl: 'The
deer and other als in Uietf'>ark are:H@ected by.>~trict laws.A"\~·

shade X I thought I saw someone's shade go past
the window.

,/ I thought I saw someone's shadow go past
the window.
See note at SHADOW

shadow X
,/

shall 1 X The next meeting shall take place in Vienna.
,/ The next meeting will take place in Vienna.

For fUture refer ; use th an
.Gon.fi~~~t you be te don
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_have!'itarted:GJJse wlIIlsh
week I wllI/shal] be iriFlor

,other again.'-";-

ith the first person (I/we): 'This time next
e.' 'I'rh sure_we willZshall be seeirt!'l each -

-"~~ -~-- --- ~ -

2 See Language Note at WILL

shame x When I speak English I sometimes feel shame .
.I When I speak English I sometimes feel embarrassed.
X The Chinese feel shame when they see people kissing in public .
.I The Chinese feel embarrassed when they see people

kissing in public.
See ASHAMED

she, s/he See Language Note at HE

sheep x A lot of cows and sheeps died because of the polluted water .
.I A lot of cows and sheep died because of the polluted water.

The plural of S:l,leepiS'lhe as.the singular form: 'OAl{ sheep,::,
:'two speep' ~-j

shoot 1 X The day after his 35th birthday, he shot 22 innocent people to
death .

.I The day after his 35th birthday, he shot dead 22 innocent
people.

X The prisoners were either hanged or shot to death .
.I The prisoners were either hanged or shot.

beatlfiacklstab sb to death BU"F"Shoot sbdead or shoot and kill sb
(NOrshoot_sb to death):'Hector;Petersen was shot dead blSouth.-
African police in J 1976~:' - -"C-

;Notetgat sbQ'f!tlfca'r[meBfiI'shqgtc<:\A
victi/rl~he b.9{ie bod,i&is in a-nearbYcl1~d.'

2 x Someone in the crowd ran up and shot a gun to the president.
.I Someone in the crowd ran up and fired a gun at the

president.
'fire agur. (a(sb),!\fOT sRpofagIir.:
droveJ!:Jrough the streets firing guns in
Note the alternative: 'Someone lnthe
presiqent.' -

shopping x In the afternoon we went for shopping .
.I In the afternoon we went shopping.
X I go to shopping twice a week.
,/ I go shopping twice a week.

(90 sl't~PPing:.(WIJ~BU
,shoPRIAg.'f: .':
'Compare: '\fYf;'d tho1,Jght\iIIe'd gotothe hops

shortly X She spoke very shortly about how they had lived during the war.
,/ She spoke very briefly about how they had lived during the

war.
shortly = (tjimpatiently; riot politely: 'Ha-answered rather shortly that he
was NOT the slightest bit i!}lerested.' (2) very S000: 'The accident -
happened s':J;grtlyafter theymovea into _t/leir new house.'
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briefiy = f
agrg~men

should 1 )( I have friends who should love to stay at home, but they have to
go to work .

.I I have friends who would love to stay at home, but they
have to go to work.

'WheJ1falkingabout - aginlc1Wsitu , use~ffoUldJ~(:iuldintlAe
mainclauseaffer a personsubjec shoul~would~~cept the job if
wereyou.'
Aftefa secoad or third person.subject, use woutdin the.main clause
(NOT shouldfc 'He W()1Jldaccept the jopjJ the s,~lary wer.§.better~~j

shout

side 1 )(
,/

*sightsee

sight-
seeing 1

2 See BETTER 2

)(
.I

2 )( It shows us what is happening in the other side of the world .
.I It shows us what is happening on the other side of the

world.
on the otheF2side ofsJh (No-(ln):
road..lc'What'$~On the;411herside~',

)( You will be able to sightsee the volcanoes .
.I You will be able to see/visit the volcanoes.
)( I enjoy sightseeing new places when I'm abroad .
.I I enjoy seeing/visiting new places when I'm abroad.

ThElc"fElrbsiqll~~eedq6?,not

)( After lunch we went for sightseeing.
.I After lunch we went sightseeing.
)( They wanted me to take them for sightseeing .
.I They wanted me to take them sightseeing.

go -$ightseei~g, la si in ete (WITfjoUT
justpElIi,lxingi:J.y;Ihe nd ro Elgot~gsig

2 )( We're going to do a sightseeing tomorrow .
.I We're going (to do some) sightseeing tomorrow.,

Sightseeingts an unc.Quntablanoun: 'Some people aren't interested in
sigh}seeing.' -'" ~c~te.l ~.-

3 )( We visited all the famous sightseeing places .
.I We saw all the famous sights.
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X Nagasaki is famous for its sightseeing spots.
,/ Nagasaki is famous for its tourist attractions.

To refer to praces th;3ttourists Iik se sights -(i'Jiural)
:tattractianl ys
'$ee..·tH~Sig

signature x
,/

silent ?
,/

since 1 x
,/

x
,/

2 x I have been living in London since four weeks now.
,/ I have been living in London for four weeks now.
X I've been working in a bank since two years ago.
,/ I've been working in a bank for (the last) two years.

since::+- be ~ erioa; 'since 3 p.- ,
;for - - h
:<Co
-oct

3 X Since the last few years, unemployment has been increasing.
,/ Over/during the last few years, unemployment has been

increasing.
<since:.,j>begii)r"lir"l~(0fperiqi;f: 'I'1fe(!?eerili]ilngirr~aris. sft;1Ee'"JujY.'--"_4;;'
over!t1uring_+ tMlieriod~f time within Which-someti'til'lghappens -

.develops: 'Over t st eigl'lteeoTmQntlisJherehave been three ta
,in~r~ises.' "-" <="

4 X I stayed at your hotel for three nights, since 23rd November
to 26th November.

,/ I stayed at your hotel for three nights, from 23rd November
to 26th November.
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5

6

sincerely

sink

sit

size 1 x
./

skilful x
./

sleep 1

from:::. to '" :~f~in Monda~~ Wednes,day','from to 3
'fr0r11te!947 tt? .1§~?1£

X Bring Eva with you. It's ages since I haven't seen her .
./ Bring Eva with you. It's ages since I (last) saw her.
X It's a long time since I haven't seen you last.
./ It's a long time since I_~~wyo~.I~st. . .

it's ages/a long time /twoweeks (etc}csince + past-tense (NOT
present perfect; WITHOUT not): 'It's almost a year since I arrived.' 'It
rnustbe ages sirJ£;~JNelas1f;igda mea:IJQgether.'~E:"...

See so 1

See YOURS 1

X
./

See ARMCHAIR

X As far as I remember, you both have the same size .
./ As far as I remember, you both take the same size .
./ A~ fa! as I remember, Y.()lI are bot.I}.Jhe sal11.esize .._

be/tile.<I certafrLsize (NOJil1ave): 'Wl1atsize are YOu?,
babY:'Wa.~born~~,fti:!$fJdto tp.'f<;'?~9size 1~:E~~. .s2.;:..

X I slept at ten o'clock last night.
./ I went to bed at ten o'clock last night.

sleep = Deasle.ep:="Nurse~tir~ley work~all night
go to bed = getil;)to bed at.the end of t\'le day: '
ba.!b·andthen w@fto bed.'_ ~

2 X I started sleeping and didn't wake up till the next morning .
./ I fell asleep and didn't wake up till the next morning.
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smell 1

smile

smoke

snack

so 1

2

X After showing the conductor my ticket, I started sleeping again.
,/ After showing the conductor my ticket, I went back to sleep.

go to sleep or fall asleep = enter~Ei~state of unconsciousness, espeoially
so that your mind and body canrest:~As soon as I started to read her a

"slory, she went 10 sleep.'
go back to sleep or fall asleep n = go 10 sleep again: 'The alarm
clock rang at 7.45 but I juslturneEl-over and went back 10 sleep.' -

x You can feel the smell of the fish a mile away.
,/ You can smell the fish a mile away.
X I could feel the smell of his cigar all over the house.
,/ I could smell his cigar all over the house.

,smelt sth (NOT feel the smell of): 'I can smell somelhing burning.'
Compare: 'The whole house smeflERc!9f his cigar.'

2 See note at FEEL 2

X
,/

X People eventually get ill from inhaling the smokes.
,/ People eventually get ill from inhaling the smoke.

,Srri~4!<eis an uncounlable was full of smoke.'

X She usually has lunch at a snack in Barceloneta Square.
,/ She usually has lunch at a snack bar in Barceloneta Square.

'snack = a light meal or someth\l]'['fl'lat you eat between meals: 'In~fead
.of going oullo lunch, I usually h?'li:B.Ql1ick snack in my office.' -
snafk bar = a cafe or similar p'lace wnere you can buy a light mea

'~l:tlEfsnack bar gels very busy al Lurrehtime.'

X Since it's his birthday on Monday, so he's having a party.
,/ Since it's his birthday on Monday, he's having a party.
,/ It's his birthday on Monday, so he's having a party.
X If you're a naughty boy, so the big crocodile will come and eat

you.
,/ If you're a naughty boy, the big crocodile will come and eat

you.
'If-the firsl clause begins with'if, as Or because, do NOT
,~~c.?lldclause with so (or that'J;l,See also BUT

X During the summer all the hotels are so busy.
,/ During the summer all the hotels are very busy.

dfeGliVe (1)to degree orgrea
. red that I fell asl .' 'I didn't expect th

.0 • llSY.'
~(2ft0express strong pers
'ma.'l'm so grateful.'
'Olherwise, use very/extr
~fOLmJ:!'ildifficull to stay aw
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4

5

so that

so-called

social 1 1.
.I

X My English is so poor so my wife has to translate everything .
.I My English is so poor that my wife has to translate

everything.
so +"7;;ldjectlye/adv~Jb+ t cla~se: 'SHe wa§i~~<;>cle¥~r thar~U.the
univeIrsitiesWantedher.' pi£:1'l!st sQ~padlytBatth~caud'

'walked ouu~
Compare: 'My English is very poor so wile Has to franslate
eveiything.'~ . c~o

1. We were not prepared for so cold weather .
.I We were not prepared for such cold weather.
1. I was annoyed with mysell for being so fool.
.I I was annoyed with myself for being such a fool.

A phrase th@tends with aj")oun('lNea , 'I" ",.. us
such~(NOT.~o):'\fIJehad!'l!~exp~1':ted rm
lucky to have such"delighUulchil~Jen.'
Compare: 'Why is iCalwaysso cc;J].dinhere?' , lo0d;:wasSDbad lbat
nob()dy could eat it,': j§. -,F

See THAT 4

1. He hadn't taken any warm clothes with him so that he felt cold .
.I He hadn't taken any warm clothes with him so he felt cold.

So that is u~ed to-1;ixpres§the P4(poseJ)1 e t
umbrE(lIassqithat,\Wew0\.ilqn't ..., e
So iSusedio express thei'resu n
umbrella SDJ~gOtwet.' -

1. Most of these drugs come from the so-called Golden Triangle .
.I Most of these drugs come from what is called the Golden

Triangle.
1. During the so-called denitrification process, bacteria convert

fixed nitrogen into molecular nitrogen .
.I During what is known as the denitrification process,

bacteria convert fixed nitrogen into molecular nitrogen.
Ose'§Q-calt~d'whg)1 you.want"tbE~tJgg~Ftbat:t6enam~th8.thas
given to s<:>rnethingisincorrect arnot stJitable:!Jwent.to seethe
playWright'sso-called masterpie€e and was ven; disappointe€lby it.
To introduce the n' me bywhich:sometrifng is generally known, uSe~be
kn ., called:' ... th<:l~Hgh '
in a was 10 as' 'the

2 1. Our new neighbours are not very social.
.I Our new neighbours are not very sociable.
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society

solution

some 1

~A:personwho enjoys meetinga:nali:~if)-g-withotherpeople is
*:Ybu'lI)ike John - he's vElrys09i.§i~tEl'af1deasyto get on with.'

X I was asked to give a talk about women and their role in the
society .

.I I was asked to give a talk about women and their role in
society.
WI1-enit means 'the general syste~wllich helps people to live toge'
an.organized way', society is UnC0.98tabJeand is used without the:

,'Peeple who drink and drive area·aarrgerto society.'
.C.olIlQ.C\re:'Britain is a mUlti-racia~~sQ.l1liety.'

X Let us hope that there will be a peaceful solution of these
problems .

.I Let us hope that there will be a peaceful solution to these
problems.

lion to a problemordiffi
rily the best sol,otio.
children involved.'

X The refugees don't have some rights at all .
.I The refugees don't have any rights at all.

See Language Note at NOT

2 ? Do you have some questions?
.I Do you have any questions?

IJsesome, something etcinoff
~odl0pe for a 'yes' answer: ~WAO:
~~jve-mesome help, please' .
.,Jncotllerquestions, use aOy,'an
today?' 'Have you seen any gQQG-

3 X I'm not sure if she has some brothers or sisters .
.I I'm not sure if she has any brothers or sisters.

~be:ntalking about something-un - or uncertain (e.g. after
-iJ/.whether), use any, anyone.~ ubI whether anyone will obj
-:'t'mnot sure if I've gOIany enveJo t size.' ...

4 X On Tuesday we're going to London for some days .
.I On Tuesday we're goi~g to London for a few days.

to a very small numnt, use a few (+ pluralc
or a little (+ uncoun pare: -

need some washi
ow much?'

st a little.'

somebody! X She hadn't seen somebody for over a week.
someone 1.1 She hadn't seen anybody for over a week.

X Somehow he had to get on the train without someone seeing
him .

.I Somehow he had to get on the train without anyone seeing
him.
See Language Note at NOT
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2 x I ran over to the car to see if someone was injured.
,/ I ran over to the car to see if anyone was injured.

See note at SOME 3

something 1 x At first we couldn't see something suspicious.
,/ At first we couldn't see anything suspicious.
X By six o'clock I am too tired to do something else .
.I By six o'clock I am too tired to do anything else.

See Language Note at NOT

some-
where 1

soon 1

sorry

2 x Does your country export something?
,/ Does your country export anything?

See note at SOME 2

3 X If the drawer is stuck, you'll have to use a knife or something like
that.

,/ If the drawer is stuck, you'll have to use a knife or
something.

X They never complain because they are afraid or something like
that.

,/ They never complain because they are afraid or something.
X We could go shopping or something else.
,/ We could go shopping or something.

In intor hln ~NOT
;that)~~J, k
'and play

X The poor bus service makes it difficult to get somewhere.
,/ The poor bus service makes it difficult to get anywhere.

See Language Note at NOT

2 X Let's go to somewhere different for a change.
,/ Let's go somewhere different for a change.

Theprepo ns toareu or intront
2$omewh rn wa~tsy i a,lfffs
'ColTlpare: W giV~ilTl 0 atibrL'

X As it soon will be Christmas I'm anxious to get the television
repaired as quickly as possible.

,/ As it will soon be Christmas, I'm anxious to get the
television repaired as quickly as possible.
See Language Note at ALWAYS

2 X I'll phone you as soon as I'll arrive.
,/ I'll phone you as soon as I arrive.

See Language Note at WILL

X I'm sorry for my terrible handwriting.
,/ I'm sorry about my terrible handwriting.
X Unfortunately I can't come to your wedding because my exams

begin on that day. I'm sorry for that.
,/ Unfortunately I can't come to your wedding because my

exams begin on that day. I'm sorry about that.
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;beso
;didn't

sort of 1 X These sort of activities help students to become independent.
.I These sorts of activities help students to become

independent.
See note at KIND OF 1

2 X I hate people who ask that sort of questions .
.I I hate people who ask that sort of question .
.I I hate people who ask those sorts of question/so

See note at KIND OF 2

sound 1 X The engine was old and was making a lot of sound .
.I The engine was old and was making a lot of noise.

See note at NOISE 1

2 x Her voice sounded more seriously than before .
.I Her voice sounded more serious than before.

See note at FEEL 4

South See NORTH

space x There are hundreds of millions of stars in the space .
.I There are hundreds of millions of stars in space.

-When'you meaFt'everylhing beyond the ~rth's atmosphere', use space
(WITHQUT the)~'He w~~"'the first<3erm~n astronaut to travjl ~n spa~e.~

speak 1 x

.I

?
.I

2 x
.I

3 x We were shown how to speak with customers and handle
complaints .

.I We were shown how to speak to customers and handle
complaints.
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In British English the usual pbrase'is speak to someone: 'If you need'
~anymereInformationryou sl'louldspeakto MrcsHall;'.. ~'
:Notethat in AmElricant;:nglishbotE!speak to.~nd speak with

• ~'"CO''' - •.. ;0,,"" .~"" .... ".. ;;~:~.. ",,' -'.•. '_ .•.. ,- ""0' ····.' ••• x. __.- ········cc.. -'0]

specialize x I intend to specialize myself in French literature .
./ I intend to specialize in French literature.

See Language Note at MYSELF

specially 1 x Ordering a meal can be very difficult, specially when there is no
menu .

./ Ordering a meal can be very difficult, especially when there
is no menu.

X They should not drop bombs on innocent people, specially
children .

./ They should not drop bombs on innocent people, especially
children.

X I also enjoy water sports and I am specially interested in sailing .
./ I also enjoy water sports and I am especially interested in

sailing.
;Use-§peci~fly. V>I~epy:§u nStI<'itsorp~}hiOg;iSd9n~orif1a9~Jor'3~
.particular purpose: 'we'v eaH the~ay from FrankfUrtspeciallyto
·seeyou.' 'The stamps Werespecially designed to G9mmemoratethe":;.
fiftietRanniversary of tBe United Nations.' cc ~'¥.

;ForaU otA~r me,i'!:nings,u peC:ially~}rari%;isalvyaysfull of tpurists,
fespe:ciaIIYllitlurirJ~Ahe"8 m0rlths.'~l\Aiddl~i"ag~i:lmerl;esp~cially~L
"those whoare o:yerweigh, sus~eptible tohearl,atlacKs: . e

2 X To live in Britain you need a lot of money. Specially London
is very expensive .

./ To live in Britain you need a lot of money. London
especially is very expensive.

.To draw aifentionto ttte situationm which your statement is particularly
;Jrue,yse ~~:pes:i~~ly.g~e nBJea,EErP~g[~LLL~·· '

spectator X The spectators laughed at every joke .
./ The audience laughed at every joke.

kSpeC!ator;;=a p)EsorY'}Nhoijpes at8t1a sgo.rtingevegtpuctfas a'.
footsall m'a.lch:';(henew stadiu hoJ:dup'to 6Q;pOOspectators.';;.

'The;police should stop spectators'frorrfcunninq onto the 'pitch,' .
audlence.e see-note at AUDIENCE "

speech 1 X I was invited to make a speech on the radio .
./ I was invited to give a talk on the radio.

A speech1s usually made,bj! a politician or 50/ an Important person"ata
m . social occaston, o~dinn$.(:;'The Prime Minhter's. speech

Einc rc~atl'3~~on~,he ulJiBns."i,i." ..!"i
,A t all{informative-'and is oftengiv alecturer: 'The
"Dr Chase's talk 1$ "Solar cn,?rgy,c{ndt~ Nuclear Debate':.::

2 X I was asked to do a speech welcoming the new students .
./ I was asked to give a speech welcoming the new students.

give/mak~ a speectilNOl:do): 'After the meal thebride's father stood
up a.ndlJla.deac~hortspeesh.: --
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speed 1 x
.I
X
.I

spend 1

spite 1 x

.I

2 X These new trains can travel in very high speeds .
.I These new trains can travel at very high speeds.
X The car in front of ours continued with the same speed .
.I The car in front of ours continued at the same speed.

~'""L!lar - it .,'1 ti this speed,w
an 9 p c b
ta ile

3 ? He always drives at a very fast speed .
.I He alV\l/:lYsdrives at top speed.

sat e ee
[dro

X They don't have any money to spend for luxuries .
.I They don't have any money to spend on luxuries.
X He spends everything he earns for his children .
.I He spends everything he earns on his children.

~spe r Tf
tabo ti
,horn

2 X Parents should spend more time to look after their children .
.I Parents should spend more time looking after their children.
X I never spend more than an hour a day for studying .
.I I never spend more than an hour a day studying.
X She spends most of her free time on reading .
.I She spends most of her free time reading.

~:Spendyour tilnj!lHve minutes/two days etc + dei sth:':9he sp~ds
;,all her t!:mewor~i1:J!:!on het=thesis.','·

3 See TIME 8,9

2 X In spite of staying at home, I decided to continue my studies in
the United States .

.I Instead of staying at home, I decided to continue my studies
in the United States.
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sport 1

spread

squeeze

staff

~When:thesifuation'1nvolvesa choice between two actions
instead of('NOT i11:spite9f): 'Instead of building more roa

.be investing~inth~i;<iilway~" ~ , ,

3 X They refused to play in the rain in spite of the crowd protested .
./ They refused to play in the rain in spite of the crowd's

protests.
See note at DESPITE 1

X Sports help us to keep fit.
,/ Sport helps us to keep fit.

a SPQrt (countable).» ap<:irticula(type (jlsport3"Cricket is a very popular
sport in Yorkshire."- ~ _ ~

,spor((unco\Jntable) = spqrt in g~neral:~She
~!ray,e,I~'~Im"l'L0t:ve!i¥lgoq£!@\tsP9.:.t'tkr,",~

2 X I need some new sport shoes .
./ I need some new sports shoes.
X She bought a bright red sport car.
,/ She bought a bright red sports car.

Use~port~nh fr6fjI'of an~c11tlh(NOTsp,(ji't):
club', 'sports equipment',~~~portsiinjuries:

- -"-~ - -- --~-

3 X He makes all types of sport.
,/ He does all types of sport.

'I do~~port(f\JqTrnakefB!?iJ yoi.Ef!o ari~p6rtiatsCh2:~I?)

X Rumours spread out very quickly.
,/ Rumours spread very quickly.
X The computer mania is still spreading out.
,/ The computer mania is still spreading.

Whell you mean 'grow, develop'])r become increasingly common' use
spread (WITHOu:r out): :They couldn'tsiop the fire from sPteading~'
'Dlssatisfaetion will) the ent~Dvemment seems to be spreadin 'J

Conlpar .' , search s 0l.lt<:icfO e"' 'Her clot
,werfalr d oiJt,on d dy},?lbe cl

X The train was so full that I was frightened of getting squeezed.
,/ The train was so full that I was frightened of getting

squashed.
sqlleeze ;:(1) pre~"sSOn1i~thiil('ffirrnly;:espElci~Hybyelosj"n
rounait: 'She squeezed my arm"and told me hot to worry.'
(2) get liqui~, cream, paste etc ftQm something by pressing I

'Squeeze the lemons ang:then pour the]uice into a '
(3) force someone or something"into a small ce:
managed t6:squ~(3zeev~erY0ne.!!'1tothei<:;ar'
squash (6rcrushf= press something;ctisu h
becomes fl<ltor broken: '[\i1indy~ don'tsqua~e

X The assembly and packing department has 50 staffs.
,/ The assembly and packing department has 50 staff.
,/ The assembly and packing department has a staff of 50.
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The noun staffrj;)fers to a whole 9I;oup of people, (I'iJOTa single person):
e'Fhe) staff at theCentral Hospitalfrave rejected tlie=new pay offer:
'S:everal senior:ttfeiTlbers of staff~ave opted for early retirement.'

statistic X This view is supported by statistic published in 1985.
,/ This view is supported by statistics published in 1985.

tatistic (sin refers to 0 e of data: 'T errible crime
becom more t tistic in p ords.' .
tics (p ers to a s ta: 'Statis that the

.population ha . ost doubled in.the last twenty ye

stay X He's invited us to stay a few days with him.
,/ He's invited us to spend a few days with him.

spend a peried.oftirne somewFlere:(NOT stay): 'wespent the afternt>on
~arJohn's house.Y'Where are you 90ing to spend.Cfrristmas?'
Note the alte~na,t~.~_ 'He's invited-us to stay with him for a few days.'

steal 1 x
,/

2 X If you look wealthy, you are likely to be stolen.
,/ If you look wealthy, you are likely to be robbed.

See note at ROB

3 X After ten years he discovered that his partner had been stealing
him.

,/ After ten years he discovered that his partner had been
stealing from him.
steal from s from): '

fpro'{Lous

still 1 X I enjoy this type of music still now.
,/ I still enjoy this type of music.
X The accident happened over ten years ago but still now I get

upset when I think about it.
,/ The accident happened over ten years ago but I still get

upset when I think about it.
still (NOT st~lrl0~:.1v1Y sister ;;ti!lbelieves in Safjt1l.Claus but I don't.'

2 X It is my first time abroad and so i feel still excited and confused.
,/ It is my first time abroad and so I still feel excited and

confused.
X My country still is not very rich, but at least everyone has enough

food to eat.
,/ My country is still not very rich, but at least everyone has

enough food to eat.
See Language Note at ALWAYS

stimulant X Political stability acts as a stimulant for foreign investment.
,/ Political stability acts as a stimulus for foreign investment.

A stimulant is aerug, medicine etc, which makes the mind or body more
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stimulus

stop 1

storey

2

3

active: 'The caffeine in coffee acts as a stimulant.' __ _-
When you are oot talking about a dru medicine;use stimulus
(= soinething w - u ivity, g , or gr . effort)
textbook pro,! 00 us 10 teach stu

See note at STIMULANT

X This policy is supposed to stop people to buy foreign cars .
.I This policy is supposed to stop people from buying foreign

cars.
st b/sth (fro
d . rnethi
h~f going

X The child couldn't stop from talking .
.I The child couldn't stop talking.

stop doing sth(;WITHOUTfrom) = cease an
stopped raining at last.',;::;C _
Compare: 'The rain stoPR§s!;!-JsJromgQiD9put.'

'It's actually

X I stopped to play the piano at the age of eight.
.I I stopped playing the piano at the age of eight.
X He loved toys and couldn't stop to look at them .
.I He loved toys and couldn't stop looking at them.

stoR=doing sthe~cease or.discontinuean activity:-Ystopped re;a<;Jing
and turned out tf'l8 light.' .~ ~---
stop.to do sth'5'halt or patIse (in or
wasioa hurry;C'§toPQedJ6'talk to hi

X They live on the second storey .
.I They live on the second floor.

storey is usualiy-used to de§cnbe thestructure ofabuilding: Tfiese
office blocks ar€:usually three or four st<)l'ByShigh.'o'amulti-storey car
park;' 'a detache·~nwo-storB=:house'. -- -- -' ~
When you are talking abo ere
floor:\My flatl ~ - the se floor.'
floor.;

The children were told not to talk to strange people.
The children were told not to talk to strangers.
A strange person is sorneoA8 who behaves in awaithat other-people
find disturbing or ..difficult tounderstand.jl lind Barb<i[a a bit strange. She
won't look at YOkLeven wheiyou speakfo her.' _'.~ -,
A stranger is someone yOU.have never.'-met bef0Fe~c'We've
chil9ten not t0i3.~£ep..!-sweets-from stra~£~.' -'.F

When I arrived in England, I felt strange.
When I arrived in England, everything seemed strange.
WheN you are talking abouthow you feet when youjirst arrive:-irf a new
country, city or situation, itis"inore usuarto say thaffhe countriseems
strange rather than 'I feel sf@nge': 'Things are bound to seem a bit
strange tor the first few days.' - .~~

3 X LA seemed very strange for me at first.
.I LA seemed very strange to me at first.
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stranger

strict

strike

strong

strongly

student

study 1

stuff

style

Something ,unfamiliar is strange to you (NOTtor): 'These.customs
seem verystrange to riori-West~r1E')rs.' -~ --

)< There are a lot of strangers visiting Enqland.
,/ There are a lot of foreigners visiting England.

stranger =a person you have never met before: 'Although he was a
total stranger, he started asking me for money!', _
foreigner = a person fEom another country: 'f"_Qreigners ne'ed a visa tQ-<
"€nter the country.' ~

See PUNISHMENT

)< The whole workforce is threatening to go on a strike.
,/ The whole workforce is threatening to go on strike.

go/be on ~trike (WITHOUT a): '-(ransport workers have gone on strike
for better pay and shorter hours.' The miners-are still on strike.'
-Note however: 'Some 01Jhe prisoners have gone on (a) hunger strike.'

See note at PUNISHMENT

)< When the plane took off, she held my hand strongly.
,/ When the plane took off, she held my hand tightly.

-Strongly Is-used with verbs sudiassuggest, advise, recommend,
agree/disagree, belie~e~ feel etc'(NOT with verbs that refer to actions):
'I_wOUld sfr2ngly advise you to think_again.'

)< I'm a student of Goldsmith's College.
,/ I'm a student at Goldsmith's College.

See IN 5

)< Next July I'm going to the USA to continue my study.
,/ Next July I'm goingt? the USA to continue my studies.

-To refer to the work that a student-does at a college or university, use
studies: 'After the war he resumed his studies at the University of Turin.'
Gompare:~They are a of local

-secondary:§phools. '

2 )< She's studying history in Oxford University.
,/ She's studying history at Oxford University.

See IN 5

)< He'd left all his tennis stuffs at home.
,/ He'd left all his tennis stuff at home.

Stuff is if hecould stuff

? I'd like to live abroad and have a different style of life.
,/ I'd like to live abroad and have a different lifestyle.
? ! find this living style very attractive.
j I find this lifestyle very attractive.

See note at LIFE 2
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subcon-
scious

subject

succeed

such

suddenly

suffer 1

X The driver of the car was taken to hospital subconscious.
./ The driver of the car was taken to hospital unconscious.

subconscious = (of a thought or desir-~J:'existing or occurring in the _
mind without the person being aware 6fit 'His dream about crossing the
ocean siogle-handed probably arose from a subconscious desire for
~m~ ~ .
unconscious = (of a person) in a Sleej;bliK8 state, especially because
you are ill or have been hit on the head: 1h __e cleaner found him lying
umi6hsciouson the bathroom floor.'c_ c~~,

X The subject of my thesis is about women in the popular press .
./ The subject of my thesis is women in the popular press.

SUbjectj~ not followed by about. NoJe{he,aHernative: 'My thesis is
ali6ut women in the popular press.'"_':"t_"'" .

X Not many of us succeed to achieve our ambitions .
./ Not many of us succeed in achieving our ambitions.

~doing sth (NOT to 1:1.0 .. .. . iflg finally sucoeedecs
horse, I.was d~ter' it'

X She was always a such intelligent woman.
,/ She was always such an intelligent woman.

s comes at the tJ.egi n phrase: 'It's such
to see it again.'

X Late one evening, as I was getting into the bath, suddenly I
heard a strange noise .

./ Late one evening, as I was getting into the bath, I suddenly
heard a strange noise.
See Language Note at ALWAYS

X The woman was so unpleasant that none of us could suffer her.
./ The woman was so unpleasant that none of us could

tolerate her.
See note at SUPPORT

2 X The other passenger suffered from serious leg injuries .
./ The other passenger suffered serious leg injuries.
X Most of the carriers suffer hemophilia.
,/ Most of the carriers suffer from hemophilia.

~uftt'j';'arl.il1jUry, pain,loss,defOUT from): 'She can wal
i1-ail1, .but she still suffers a lot .arty suffered yet anot

I)g.(jefeat in thereqent
.. n1caClisease, poverty,

Ufferingfrom Jl1aln

suggest 1 X I suggest you to take more exercise.
,/ I suggest (that) you take more exercise.

su"g9?!st"(thai) sb (should) do 5th; 'I t you try the chemist's
the high street' 'The chairman t the two sides should meet
a'gal[ith~lc)lIo\l\ling day.'
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2 X She suggested to go to the zoo .
.I She suggested going to the zoo.

cSllggest doing'sti1-(NOT to do): 'He suggested maeting us for a
after the concert.':,.~ ~~-

suit 1 X Short hair suits to her .
.I Short hair suits her.

methin-g .. dons
eu think this c rsuits me?'

2 X Red wine doesn't suit fish .
.I Red wine doesn't go with fish.

-When you aretalRing about the~ff]Et of having tWO_different things
!ogether, use go!!"ith (NOT sUitJ?LliKe the wallpaper, but it doesn'fgJ5

.with the carpet' 'This jacket will go.,9:.eallywell with your grey trousersc4-~

suitable 1 X
.I

2 X The food they gave us wasn't suitable to be eaten .
.I The food they gave us wasn't fit to eat.

befit to eaUdrtnk/liv:e in etc =jofthe condition or quality of sornethlng)
good enough fdrJll"e stated purp_os§i:--'Thehouse naah't been c1eaned_fl}r
months and wasfi'JJit to live in.' ,,-. :~-I;"-

*sunbath X In the afternoon we had a sunbath on the beach .
.I In the afternoon we sunbathed on the beach.

IThe noun sUn SEl the verbs -athe JisAn
~do'some su : 'I found hi k at the-ha
sunbathing b clouded ov e couldn't

).ny sunbathin

superior X The second hotel was far superior than the first one .
.I The second hotel was far superior to the first one.

See note at INFERIOR

supply X We shall supply you everything you need .
.I We shall supply you with everything you need.

ply sb wit thing: ' with mas
ialprotec hing.

support X He couldn't support the way his father used to shout at him .
.I He couldn't tolerate the way his father used to shout at him.
X Are you prepared to support the noise of the traffic?
.I Are you prepared to put up with the noise of the traffic?

.tolerate, put u~With, stand sb/si~(NOT support/suffer) = be williQ9':=
',le accept someone or something,-e-Ven though the-Q~son or situation-.Js
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unpleasant: 'I'm surprised tl1at she tOle;:ates his behaviour.' a bad
job'E!p long asy()_~ can stCiQPthe longh;qurs.' -'"'"

suppose 1 X All their products are suppose to be guaranteed for six months .
.I All their products are supposed to be guaranteed for six

months.
be supposed t~be/do sttlc-~WITH -d)::tl::low rnany.paqes are we
supposed to write?' 'You're'sopposed tGe,bethere 'Wive minutes;'

2 X It's a very unusual coat and so I suppose you will not have any
trouble finding it.

.I It's a very unusual coat and so I don't suppose you will have
any trouble finding it.
See note at THINK 6

surely 1 X It was an absolutely terrible flight. The next time I go to Rio, I
will surely go by train .

.I It was an absolutely terrible flight. The next time I go to Rio,
I will definitely go by train.
~U[~iyisus ' J3re ng'be
youB:re sayin olte ur
agreement: 'Surel'll"th'ey s Id have ed by now. 'A tweny, ollar
parxinq fine! SuTely someone's made a,rnistake!' 'You don't need to wear
a coat in this w~alher, surely?' '~ ,~ .,~'
Definitely expressesa sense of complefe certainty about something:
'She-said she'ddefinitely ack by-dinner tlmec';';Ihls Is definItely the
besnilm she's eiter mad ',"5'~

2 X On the first day we'll just stay at the hotel and rest because the
journey will be surely tiring .

.I On the first day we'll just stay at the hotel and rest because
the journey is bound to be tiring.
ltyou feel sure that something is going to happen-you say that It is
bound/sure to happen: 'Attbe interview they're bound to ask you about
your.last job.' 'q'nce driversqet impatient, accidents are sure t<:z;:happen.'

3 X He said he felt worried because of all the recent air disasters.
Surely I became worried too .

.I He said he felt worried because of all the recent air
disasters. Naturally I became worried too.
When you mean 'as anyone.would expect', use naturally orot.course:
'ShE(s just lost trer job and So naturallyshe's feeling a bit depressed.'
'Henry is still in France butbe'lI be back in time for the weddinq.of
oou~." -

surprised 1 ? When we heard about the accident, we were all surprised and
didn't know what to say .

.I When we heard about the accident, we were all shocked and
didn't know what to say.
When someone,Is surprisad'and upsefbecause s0mething ur1Rleasant .,oc

has happened,they are sh9cked: 'When reports c-ame In thatTl1e child'sC,
body had been!6und, eve'Yi~ne was dE),eplyshocked.'
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2 x Paola was very surprised for the low prices.
,/ Paola was very surprised at the low prices.
X I was pleasantly surprised about the variety of food in England.
,/ I was pleasantly surprised by the variety of food in England.

surprised at/by 5th (NOT about/forlof etc): 'I was surprised at the
difference in th~ira.ges • he was QIR.eqough to be her father.' 'I
~\oV8ulcj~gwella)'lc9\oVa~n:t at allsyrp}isedby herr!'t~Mlt$.'

suspect X Army intelligence suspected him as a secret agent.
,/ Army intelligence suspected him of being a secret agent.

suspect sb of(tlQlng{being) sthJNOl: as): 'The police suspect heeol
receiving stolen goods.' 'Their lather is suspected 01being connectede
'with the local rnafia.'

suspicious X Before I actually started to use one, I was suspicious about the
value 01computers.

,/ Before I actually started to use one, I was sceptical about
the value of computers.

'~USPiCiOus= thinking that SOmeQae:"may be 9uilt
i¥irong: 'I start suspicio ' he refus
'bad been:'
.§ceptical/'skep
something: 'Mar ," ctors remainhjghly sceptical apoLit the value 0
alternative medicine.' . '

sympathetic X He's a selfish, greedy little man and not at all sympathetic.
,/ He's a selfish, greedy little man and not at all likeable.

sympathetic = leeling or showing sympathy: 'He eXI:lected people to De
'syrnoathetic be«ause he was an Qr~han.'·-o
likeable = ease

---. e: '11 Phi lip werenlso be quite
'likeable.' '



take 1 X When you come to dinner on Sunday, take your fiancee with you
so I can meet her .

.t When you come to dinner on Sunday, bring your fiancee
with you so I can meet her.

X He asked if he could come to your party and take a friend with
him .

.t He asked if he could come to your party and bring a friend
with him.
See Language Note on next page

2 See BREAKFAST 3, MEAL 2

take care See CARE

take notice of See NOTICE 2

take part in See PART 4,5, 6

talk 1 X I couldn't talk English in those days .
.t I couldn't speak English in those days.

speak English/FrenehlThai etc (NOT talk): 'Do you speak Italian?' 'I
didn't know you could speak Greek.'

2 X I'd like to talk you about a dream I had last night.
.t I'd like to tell you about a dream I had last night.

Wh~n there is .~prT)Elthing.lhC\tyou waqtsomeonel$>know, youi~ell them
about it: 'She told me about ..her holiday plans.' ~
When you have-a conversation, you talk (to someone) about something:
'We talked about where we could go at the weekend.'

3 X There's something I'd like to talk you about.
.t There's something I'd like to talk to you about.

talk to sb (about sth): 'The manager like to talk to you when you
have a moment.'~

4 X I didn't want to talk with him because I was in a hurry .
.t I didn't want to talk to him because I was in a hurry.

In British English the usualphrase is talk to someone: 'Who were you
talking to just now?'
Note that in American English both talk to and talk with are used.

tall X I prefer rooms with tall ceilings .
.t I prefer rooms with high ceilings.

See note at HIGH
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BRING • TAKE • LEAD • SEND • FETCH • CARRY •
COLLECT • PICK UP

bring Bring means 'come with sb/sth' (NOT 'go'): 'Could you bring
me a glass of water, please?' '1'1/ see you tomorrow at the
club, and remember to bring your tennis racket!'

take Take means 'go with sb/sth' (NOT 'come'): 'You take the
shopping indoors and I'll put the car away.' 'When I go on
holiday, I like to take a good book with me.'

You usually take someone home, to school or to a
cinema/restaurant/ airport etc (NOT bring/lead/send/carry):
'Lucy took us to Stratford to see a play.' 'If you need a lift to
the station, ask Peter to take you.'

lead If you lead someone to a place, you guide them there by
walking in front of them, holding them by the arm, etc: 'Some
blind people like to be led across the road.' 'The children led
me through the wood to their secret hiding place.'

send If you send a person somewhere, you tell them to go there.
You do not go with them: 'My company sends one of us to
Singapore every six months.'

fetch If you fetch something, you go to the place where it is and
come back with it: 'We waited at reception while the porter
fetched our luggage.'

carry If you go somewhere with something in your hands, in your
arms, on your back etc, you carry it: 'She carried her chair
into the garden and sat in the sun.' 'In some countries
women carry their babies on their backs.'

collect/fetch If you collect or fetch someone (from somewhere), you go
there and bring them back with you: 'I have to collect the
children from school at 4 o'clock.'

pick up If you pick up someone (at a place), you go to the place
where they are waiting, usually in a car or other vehicle, and
then take them somewhere: 'I'll pick you up at your house
just after seven. That gives us half an hour to get to the
stadium.'

taste 1 )( During your visit you'll be able to taste some of the local Catalan
specialities .

./ During your visit you'll be able to try some of the local
Catalan specialities.
Wh(:)n you taste something;you put a little into yoLirmouth to se(:)whatit
is like: 'The chef stirred the soup, tasted it, and then added a little salt.
Wh(:)n you have something to eat or drink for-the first time, you try it. 'I
think I'll try the onion soup. What's it like?'
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tasteful

taxi

tears

2 X I buy all my family's clothes because my husband has such a
poor taste.

,f I buy all my family's clothes because my husband has such
poor taste.
hav~ good/poor/little/notaste(in SUI), (WITI--lOUTJ:I!an):'$hecertainly
has remarkably good taste in clothes.' "

3 X We all thought that the joke was of a very bad taste.
,f We all thought that the joke was in very bad taste.

be ingoo~/poorfbad taste: 'These advertise.h1entsa.rein Very bad taste
and in my opiniorishould be banned.' .

4 See NOTE AT FEEL 2

X The food was excellent and very tasteful.
,f The food was excellent and very tasty.

tasteful = choselJ':"orproduced by someone who is able to judqs which
kinds of art, music, furniture, etc, are attractive: 'The design of the room
was.very tasteful.: pale colours,"matching soft corner·
lighting.' ."... .." T...~ .T".
tasty = (of food) having a pleasant taste:
tasty - where did you buy them?'

X To save time, we decided to go with a taxi.
,f To save time, we decided to go by taxi.
,f To save time, we decided to go in a taxi.

You qo somewhere by taxi or ln.a taxi (NOTwith): 'If you go by taxi,
you're likely to get stuck:in a tr'tffic jam! -.

X All of a sudden the child burst in tears.
,f All of a sudden the child burst into tears.
X When the policeman had gone, she broke in tears.
,/ When the policeman had gone, she burst into tears.

burst into tears break down (in tears):'Laura burst into tears and
ran out ofthe C§ln'ttalkaboutjhe war without breaking
down in tears.' .

technique 1 X The main cause of unemployment is modern technique.
,/ The main cause of unemployment is modern technology.

technique"", a way ofdQing sornethi9£l,esRegiallY9lle that,rElquires
special training: 'IhanksTto these newsurgic5i1techniques, patients
spend far shorter periods in hospital.' 'The purpose ofthese seminars is
to keep our staff up to date with the latest teaching and testing
techniques.'
technOlogy = (the study.of) the use of scientifictheories arid methods
for practical purp6ses:'c;an yogimagi6e whatthe world would betike
without science and tech"nology?''Space research has produced major
advances in computer technology.'

2 X The job requires proper technique training.
,/ The job requires proper technical training.
X He used a lot of technique language that I didn't understand.
,/ He used a lot of technical language that I didn't understand.
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technical = (1) inyolving or requiring detailed knowledge, especially of
an industrial or scientific subject: 'The flight was cancelled because ora
serious technical problem.'
(2) requiring special knowledge to be understood: 'Engineering students
need a lot of technical English.'

technology 1 )< The modern technology has changed our whole way of life.
,/ Modern technology has changed our whole way of life.

See note at THE 4

2)< A fine example of modern technologies can be seen in the
Indonesian fishing industry.

,/ A fine example of modern technology can be seen in the
Indonesian fishing industry.
When technology has a general meaning it is uncountable: 'The
country's economic fate depends 00 access to foreigntechnology.'
Use technology as a countable noun only when you refer to a particular
area of activity: 'The system uses advanced computer and satellite
technologies." .~

3)< High technology requires massive investment.
,/ Advanced technology requires massive investment.

advanced technology (NOT high): 'The United States government has
agreed to provide both capital and advanced technology.'

telephone See PHONE

television 1 x The whole world watched the cup final on televisions.
,/ The whole world watched the cup final on television.

Television (also TV) is usually uncountable: 'The children watch a lot of
television.' 'The article explains how television affects family life.'
As a countable noun it means 'a tel..evision set': 'Some parents buy
televisions - oneJoUhe children to~atch and one. for themselves.'

2 )< Cigarettes are no longer advertised in television.
,/ Cigarettes are no longer advertised on television.

See note at RADIO

tell 1 )< The article tells about the history of Rome.
,/ The article is about the history of Rome.
? The story tells of a princess and a frog.
,/ The story is about a princess and a frog.

You usually say-that a book, story, article etc is about a particular
subject: 'The novelis about the experiences of a young German soldier
during the First V\lprld War.' ••.•.... .,
T.ell Of is used only, in literary style?: 'The poem tellsp!the deeds
young Greek soldi-er during the Troja:n-War.' Tell about does not

2 )< He told that he hadn't eaten anything for over a week.
,/ He told them that he hadn't eaten anything for over a week.
,/ He said that he hadn't eaten anything for over a week.

tell sb sth (WITH indirect object): 'Jim told me that you've been offered
a new job.'
say sth (WITHOUT indirect object): 'Jim said that you've been offered a
new job.'
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tendency

terrible

terrorism

test

text

-th

3 X John said that he was trying to get to London. 'That's where I'm
going,' told the man.

,( John said that he was trying to get to London. 'That's where
I'm going,' said the man.
Say is used with both direct and indirect speech: '''I'm not going,'" he
said,' 'He said he wasn't going,' ...
Tell is used pnly with, indirect speech: ..'He told me he wasn't going.'

4 X Kiri was always telling about herself and her problems.
,( Kiri was always talking about herself and her problems.

talk about sth (NOTtell about): 'Once she felt more relaxed, she began
to talk about her real reasons for coming to see me,'
Compare tell sb abo.ut sth:'Did you tell him a90ut theparty on
Saturday?' 'Don't forget to telhthe doctor about your headache,?~

X I have a tendency to agree with the statement.
,( I tend to agree with the statement.

To introduce' an opinion, use iemd to (NOT tendency): 'She tends to
think that small firms should receive greater government support,'
Compare: at@Ddency toqet ' (= often gets
late) .

X The traffic jams are very terrible.
,( The traffic jams are (absolutely) terrible.

See note at VERY 2

X One of the world's greatest problems is the terrorism.
,( One of the world's greatest problems is terrorism.

See note at THE 4

X On my first day at the school, I had to make a test.
,( Onmy fir~t day at,the school, I ~ad to ta,ke a t~.~t.

take/do a test (NOT rnake):'Before they start their courses, all the
students take a placement test.'
See Language Note at DO

X She said she was writing a text about France for her local news-
paper.

,( She said she was writing an article about France for her
local newspaper.
text = (1) the words in a book, magazine, etc (as opposed to theillustra-
tions); any written material: 'Alongside each drawing there were several
lines of text.' 'A single disk can hold up to 1000 pages of text.'
(2) a book or piece of writing on an academic subject: The first two texts
onthe reading list are.qeneratintroductlons.'
(3)lhe writtenversion of a play, speecb etc: 'TheTimes' printed
full text of the President's speech.'
arti.cle = apiece of writing in a newspaper or magazine: 'I've just been
reading an interesting article on alternative medicine,'

x It was their 23th wedding anniversary.
,( It was their 23rd wedding anniversary.

Use -th when the word for theOumber'-endswfth '-th': '6th May' (= sixth),
'18th May' (= eighteenth). Donot use-th with (numbers ending) 1, 2, 3.
Compare: '1 st May' (first), '2nd May' '(second), '3rd May' (third)
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thank 1

thankful

thanks

that 1

2

2

3

4

X I thank you very much for your last letter.
,/ Thank you very much for your last letter.
X First I thank you for answering my letter so quickly.
,/ First I'd like to thank you for answering my letter so quickly.

X Thank you for agree to listen.
,/ Thank you for agreeing to listen.
X Thank you that you give me a chance to explain the situation.
,/ Thank you for giving me a chance to explain the situation.

? Thank you in advance for your help.
,/ (Usually better to omit)

X Thank to the microwave, we always have a hot breakfast.
,/ Thanks to the microwave, we always have a hot breakfast.

X I'm very thankful to you for giving me this opportunity.
,/ I'm very grateful to you for giving me this opportunity.

X First of all, thanks for your most interesting question.
,/ First of all, thank you for your most interesting question.

X It is two months now that I left Germany.
,/ It is two months now since I left Germany.

X The weather has been very good, except for two days that it
rained.

,/ The weather has been very good, except for two days when
it rained.
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the 1

2

3 X I was shocked by the sight that I could hardly speak .
.I I was so shocked by the sight that I could hardly speak.

so +adjective/adverb + that clause: 'I'm so tired that I can't keep
awake.' 'HecspokEl so qut9kly th§Tnobody could understand him.'

4 X He closed the door quietly that nobody would hear him .
.I He closed the door quietly so that nobody would hear him.

Use 50 that to express purpose (NOT that): 'The burglars turned off all
the lights so that they wOHldn't seen.'

5 X Children are not as easy to please nowadays that they were in
the past.

./ Children are not as easy to please nowadays as they were in
the past.
When making a cornparipon,us@jas/5p ... as(I'-J0Tas/so "}jthat):'It's
as hard to get into university today asit was ten years ago.' .

6 x It worried me that the letter had not arrived, especially that it had
never happened before .

./ It worried me that the letter had not arrived, especially
since/as it had never happened before.
When giving a reason for something, use since or as (NOT that):
'Instead of cooking, why don't we get a-take-away, especially as it's so
late.' ....

7 X Sitting next to me was an old lady, that seemed to be sound
asleep .

.I Sitting next to me was an old lady, who seemed to be sound
asleep.
That is us@dto introducean idElrti(yingrelati\ie clause (onewhichjS:lenti-
fies, defines, or restricts the precedingnoun):c.'The woman ihat is sitting
behind us is Tom's music teacher.' 'The man that I marry will have lots of
money." . .' . ~
That is not used to introduce anon-identifying relative clause (onewhich
simply adcj!2 morElinform§tiong.bout thEl.poun},

8 X If you haven't sent it yet, I'd be pleased if you would do that as
soon as possible .

.I If you haven't sent it yet, I'd be pleased if you would do so
as soon as possible.
To make a precise reference t6'a previously mentioned action, use do
so (NOT do that): 'I asked him politely to take his feet off the seatbut he
refused to do so.'

X She is arriving on March the 25th .
./ She is arriving on March 25th.

When you say the date, use 'March the twenty-fifth'or 'the twenty-fifth of
March'.
When youwrite the "use 'March 25th' or '25th March' (WITHOUT
the and of).

X Very few people can speak the English well in Japan .
./ Very few people can speak English well in Japan.
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~peaklle~rnlknoll\l;~t(; + nCirpe of a,;I.Cinguag~JWITHOUT the): 'She
speaks fluent Gen]an.' Do you kno,w any Malay?' 'I'd like to learn
Mandarin.' ',.;,.. ~. .,.

Note that-the + EnglishlJapanese etc + language may be used when
you talk about a language in terms of its history, structure, users etc:
'The English language has evolved over many centuries.'

3 X I have just seen a new magazine about the computers .
.I I have just seen a new magazine about computers.

Do not use the with the plural form of a countable noun whenit is used in
a general sense. Compare: 'She likes cats.' (= cats in general) 'The cats
we saw in Venice looked very hungry.' (= a particular group of cats)

4 X A lot of people are afraid of the death .
.I A lot of people are afraid of death.
X Nowadays the pollution is a very serious problem .
.I Nowadays pollution is a very serious problem.
X My main hobby is the photography .
.I My main hobby is photography.

po not uS13}he wiman un§()untabl~noun..w8en it isused in
sense: 'She hatesClishone~ty.' 'PoWer doesn't interesthim.'
The is used whenthe sense is restricted: 'She hates the dishonesty of
the man.' 'The power enjoyed by politicians-doesn't interest him.'

5 X Diseases such as the AIDS and the cancer cause a lot of
suffering .

.I Diseases such as AIDS and cancer cause a lot of suffering.
Do not use the before the name of a disease: 'He caught pneumonia and
had to spend three weeks in bed."

6 X Our plane arrived at the Gatwick Airport .
.I Our plane arrived at Gatwick Airport.

Do not u~e the before the names of;airportsa;nd rail"",ay stati()ns: .....
'Charles de .Gaull13(Airport)', 'Narita(Airport)', 'Charing Cross (Statioo)'

7 X The language school is in the Malibu Street.
.I The language school is in Malibu Street.

The is not usually used in the names of streets and roads: 'Oxford
Street', 'fifth A\len~e', 'FjrJxee Avenue', 'Slue,fool A8ad'. .•...•..
Note thatwhen someone mentions 'the Oxford road' or 'the London
road', they mean the road that leads to OxfordlLondon.

8 X Climbing the Mount Fuji in winter can be very dangerous .
.I Climbing Mount Fuji in winter can be very dangerous.

Do not us~ the with the name of a mountain: 'Mountsverest', 'Mount.s
Fuji', 'Mount OIYlj'}]Jus'. N01e, howeyer, that-the is used with tha names
of groups of mountains: 'the_Alps', 'the Andes', 'the Himalayas'.

9 X They were both found guilty and sent to the prison .
.I They were both found guilty and sent to prison.

See note at SCHOOL 1

10 X Yellow River has caused many terrible floods .
.I The Yellow River has caused many terrible floods.
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11

12

13

14

15

16

then 1

there 1

Always use the with the names of canals, rivers, seas and oceans:: 'the
Suez Canal', 'the Ganges', 'the (Hiver) Thames', 'the Atlantic (Ocean)',
'the Mediterranean (Sea( ~

x It is more than ten years since I visited West Indies .
.I It is more than ten years since I visited the West Indies.

Mostplurar names begin with tile: 'the Bahamas', 'the Himalayas', 'the
United States', 'the Philtpplnes'.-

X This is my second visit to UK .
.I This is my second visit to the UK.

Use the with any country whose name includes 'state', 'union', 'republic',
'kingdom' etc: 'theUK', 'the Unifed Kingdom',-'the USA', 'the United
States', 'the People's Republic of China'.

X Only very wealthy tourists can afford to stay at Imperial Hotel.
.I Only very wealthy tourists can afford to stay at the

Imperial Hotel.
The names of hotels and restaurants usually begin with the: 'the
'theMandarin', 'the Sher1j.ton"J J'
Note that names which have a possessive form are exceptions:
'Claridge's', 'Salvo's', 'Tiffany's'~

X This system was brought to Hong Kong by British .
.I This system was brought to Hong Kong by the British.

To refer tothe peopl.e otacountry, usethe + Hdjectlve: 'the British'; 'the
French', 'the Portuguese', 'the Swiss'.

X The hotel is not suitable for disabled .
.I The hotel is not suitable for the disabled.

the poor, the sick, the cleat, the disabled,erc = all people who aFe
poor/sick/deaf/disabled:'The rich get richer and the poor get poorer.'
'She devoted her life to lookinqatter th~ sick."

See NATURE

X We took a bus to the city centre then caught a train to London .
.I We took a bus to the city centre and then caught a train to

London.
The,n is an,adverb (NOTaGonjt.inction).'lt cannot be used to link clauses.

2 X After my father retires, then I shall help him financially .
.I After my father retires, I shall help him financially.

Then (= atthat time) is used after a time clause only when it introduces a
result or consequence, (j0mpare: 'Wh"n you'ye seen the tress, then
you'll knovvwhy I'carneto live here.' (",Jas a resalt of seeing the trees)

X If you aren't busy is something I'd like to ask you about.
.I If you aren't bUSY,there's something I'd like to ask you

about.
When yousay that something exists or takes place, the sentence must
have a subject. When there is no other subject, use there: 'There's a hair
in your soup.' 'Suddenly there was a loud bang.' 'There aretwo police
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2 X There was four people in the car .
./ There were four people in the car.
X In Barcelona there is plenty of things for visitors to do .
./ In Barcelona there are plenty of things for visitors to do.
X There was a lot of girls watching the game .
./ There were a lot of girls watching the game.

3 X My sister often goes to the indoor pool but I don't like going to
there .

./ My sister often goes to the indoor pool but I don't like going
there.
See note at HERE 2

4 See GOOD 4

5 See WHERE 1

therefore 1 X She has lived in New York for many years therefore she regards
New York as her home .

./ She has lived in New York for many years and (therefore)
regards New York as her home.

2 ? The child looked lost and therefore I asked him if I could help .
./ The child looked lost and so I asked him if I could help.

these 1 X The present government doesn't care enough about the poorer
sections of our society. Businessmen are encouraged to exploit
workers and make huge profits. In spite of all these, I believe in
the principles of free enterprise .

./ The present government doesn't care enough about the
poorer sections of our society. Businessmen are
encouraged to exploit workers and make huge profits. In
spite of all this, I believe in the principles of free enterprise.
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2

thing 1

4

think 1

See ONE 5

? Being punctual is a very important thing .
./ Being punctual is very important.

Avoid using thing after an adjective when the adjective can be used on
its own: 'To obtain a bank loanwhen you don't have a job can be very
diffioult.' ... . ...
N()i~hbwelJ~ithe cOr1'1monlyHsedptlrgsea/t od tttlhg: 'Most
people agree that democracy isa goodthing.' 'The goodthing about this
school is that the teachers are'all so enthusiastic: '

2 X I have a very important thing to ask you .
./ I have something very important to ask you.
X If you need any special thing, please let me know .
./ If you need anything special, please let me know.

something + adjective, anything + adjective, somewhere + adjective,
nothing + adjeotive, eto: 'Did you notice anything unusual?' 'Let's go
somewhere different-tonight.' • ~

3 ? My brother knows many things about England .
./ My brother knows a lot about England.
? Asian countries have learned many things from western

countries .
./ Asian countries have learned a great deal from western

countries.
The[l..lse gfmany thi'1'I9s oftefli$oundsqonatm<jL InsteEld, use a Ipt, a
great deal, ete: 'She said thatshe had,a lot to.do.' 'In JUStone or'two
sessions you can learn a great deal.' "~;: ,
Note also the phrase all about: 'The best person to ask is David - he
knows all about tropical plants.' ( = he Knows everything-about ... c)

See BAD 2

X I was thinking if you would like to have lunch before visiting the
museum .

./ I was wondering if you would like to have lunch before
visiting the museum.
To introducE:\? politerequest or lnvitation, use .Lwas wondering
if/w~ether:'~\iVas"'()Pgering jfyou'd 1i~E?toplaylE?nnispp§aturdEly.'
'SallY was wO,pdering yvhether you coulg give hE?u,omeEldvice.' '

2 X We should spend more time thinking why people do such terrible
things .

./ We should spend more time thinking about why people do
such terrible things.

X While she was away, he often thought on her .
./ While she was away, he often thought about her.

think aboutsb/sth (= give a lotot thought to): 'She's worried about her
father and can't stop thinking about him.' 'Have you sver'tnouqht about
whaf YOU'd like to do for a livirrg?' 'Youjook serious - what're yQuthinking
about?' .

3 X He's thinking to make another trip to Italy next month .
./ He's thinking about making another trip to Italy next month.
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4

5

6

this

those

though

thought 1

thousand

threat

X We're thinking on going to the beach after lunch.
,/ We're thinking of going to the beach after lunch.

When you are talking about possible future actions, use think about/of
doing sth: 'They're thinking of starting their own health food business.'
~lJVe'[ethinking about going to Disneyworld again next year.'

X He advised me to think deeply about it before making a decision.
,/ He advised me to think seriously about it before making a

decision.
think seriously/carefully (NOT deeply) (about sth), especially before
making a decision: 'The job has a lot of attractions and in my opinion you
should think seriously about it.'

X Some foreigners are thinking the Japanese are rich.
;/ Some foreigners think the Japanese are rich.

See Language Note at CONTAIN

X I think she didn't understand what you said.
,/ I don't think she understood what you said.

'{J9Ilot think{that) is more us think (that) ... not.Thisap
tqbelieve;imagine, suppose,:.'Idon't imagine they'll be
coming after all.' 'I don't suppose ould give me a lift?'

X Will you be at home on this Sunday afternoon?
,/ Will you be at home this Sunday afternoon?
,/ Will you be at home on Sunday afternoon?
X My exams are on this month.
,/ My exams are this month.

See Language Note at TIME

See ONE 5

. See note at BUT

? People's attitudes and thoughts don't change overnight.
,/ People's attitudes and opinions don't change overnight.

thoUght = something that you-(suddenly) think of, remember or realize:
'Has the thought ever occurred toyou that he might be guilty?' 'Does

'anyone have any thoughts about where we should eat?'
opiilioniview = what you feel about something, especially after thinking
about it for a long time: 'Journalists are,supposed to report the tacts. not
personal opinions.' 'If you want my Qpinion- I think he's guilty.'

2 X They are prepared to kill in order to defend their thoughts.
,/ They are prepared to kill in order to defend their beliefs.

belief", a stronq feelinq thatsostrue Oruhtrue, good orba
'6f(;: 'In the old days people we ed for their religious beliefs
"me poet's belief in life after death.is'not evident in these early poems.".

See Language Note at HUNDRED

X They used to threat each other with atomic bombs.
,/ They used to threaten each other with atomic bombs.
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throw 1

thunder

thus

till

time 1

2

Threat is a noun: 'The letter. was full of threats and accusations.' 'The
President said hewould stand firm give in!othreats from terror-
ists.'·
The "Verb is thr en: 'Wh
to leave him.' 'Pll3is threate
they publish a full apology.'

X He picked up a small stone and threw it to Sally's window .
./ He picked up a small stone and threw it at Sally's window.

Youth row an object at theperson or thing you walit to hit (NOT to):
'One day Dr Hoseberry losthis temp§l[a.nd threw,.~,:book at rnEl..'

2 X Some smokers just throw their cigarette ends .
./ Some smokers just throw their cigarette ends on the

ground.
throw sth + away/downlonthe ground etc: 'You could save the paper
for recycling insp,ad of just throwing it away:'

X I heard a terribly loud noise, like a thunder .
./ I heard a terribly loud noise, like thunder.
X We waited for the thunders and lightning to stop .
./ We waited for the thunder and lightning to stop.

Thunder is an uncountable: noun: 'WhenMr Carneron got angry, his
voice was as loud as thunder.'· .

X My house is near Greenwich Park and thus we'll be able to visit
the famous Observatory .

.I My house is near Greenwich Park and so we'll be able to
visit the famo~s Obser~atory. ,..., ....:, ..
Thus is used only- in torrrialrstyles: 'AII.ya:ccines carry some risk~of side
effects. Thus emergency equipment and appropriate drugs should be
available at all lmmunizatton sessions.'
In non-formal styles use so: 'The smell of paint can give you a headache
and so it's a good idea to kejJJl the windows open.'

X I managed to drive the car till the nearest hospital.
.I I managed to drive the car as far as the nearest hospital.

See note at UNTIL 1

X The journey takes long time .
.I The journey takes a long time.
X Long time ago there was a queen named Isabel.
./ A long time ago there was a queen named Isabel.

a i~ng time (WITH a); 'Thefilm lastecf~long

X In the present time the situation is getting worse .
./ At the present time the situation is getting worse.
X We both left the building in the same time .
.I We both left the building at the same time.
X Most families get together in Christmas time .
./ Most families get together at Christmas time.
X He was born in the right time and in the right place .
.I He was born at the right time and in the right place.

See Language Note on page 333
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times 1

3

4

5

6

7

8
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)< Last time Singapore used to be a fishing village .
./ Many years ago Singapore used to be a fishing village.
)< Last time you promised to join me on a trip to Beijing .
./ The last time we met you promised to join me on a trip to

Beijing.
.The last time (always with the) refers to a particul?Joccasion: 'The last
t,ime we saw ,~ ther she saidthaj she was' get rnarrie
('This is the last I'mcomi ' !'
To refer to a p the (distan
many years a the old day .c: 'The new waachanged people's
lives enormously- previously the only way of reaching the village was-on
foot.' 'Zimbabwe was formerly known as Rhodesia,' 'In the old days the
only way to get to India was by shi8:' ..

x The fire brigade arrived just on time, before the fire could spread .
./ The fire brigade arrived just in time, before

the fire could spread.
)< They had to rush to get to work in time .
./ They had to rush to get to work on time. ~

~1r~~:~n~i~~{aarl~~~~~gn~:~:h~~~ou : ~~i _~<c I ~'
ontlme = (arriving) at the right punctual(ly); '/'"( _ ~ J!l
LThe train arrived'at 17.28· exac;llYSJn time.' 0 vLJ(-/r:{ Q ;':f~~

Wr~~
)< It didn't take a long time before we were back home again .
./ It didn't take long before we were back home again.

not take/be long (WITHOUT time): 'The dinner won't be long - about"
another five minutes.'

)< Medical science is developing every time .
./ Medical science is developing all the time.
)< I think about you every time .
./ I think about you all the time.

When you mearr'pontinuously',hse(all the time((I,f() very
[They seem to be arguing all the time".'
Compare: 'Every time I go skiing,! come home feelih!il years

See SPEND 1, 2

)< We went to the cinema to spend the time until the train arrived .
./ We went to the cinema to pass the time until the train

arrived.
When you have,oothing important to do and you spend time doing some-
thing in order to avoid being bored"you pass the time: 'At the
pought a pack()f plaxing cards tOhe1pP<iss the tim(;)~iL

)< We spent a very good time in New York .
./ We had a very good time in New York.

have a good/marvellous time (NOTspend): 'In those days alii cared
about was havinqa pood time.' -

)< Many times there is nothing worth watching on TV .
./ Very often there is nothing worth watching on TV.
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Using prepositions in time phrases

in

mai n parts of the day in the morning/afternoon/evening: 'In the morning we went
for a walk along the Seine.'
Compare: at night: 'I don't like driving at night.'

months, years,seasons, She'll be coming back home in March.' 'In 1989 he decided to
centuries join the army.' 'They're getting married in the autumn.' 'In the

twentieth century there have been two World Wars.'

at the end of a stated period "I'll be back in a couple of minutes.' 'In two weeks' time she's
going on leave.'

on

specific days/dates/ 'on Tuesday', 'on 3rd April', 'on Monday night', 'on New
mornings/afternoons, etc Year's Day', 'on the day of my arrival'

ID

clock times 'The shops open at 9 o'clock.' 'Her flight is due in at 6.35.'

main points of time in the day at midnight/noon/dawn/lunehtime, ete: 'We usually open our
presents at midnight.' 'He turned up in my office at noon,
expecting a free lunch.'

weekend (British English) at the weekend: 'What are you doing at the weekend?'
at weekends: 'I never do any work at weekends.'
BUT (American English) on the weekend

the holiday period around at Christmas, at Easter, at Hannukkah, at Ramadan: 'We like
Christmas, Easter,Hannukkah, to stay at home at Christmas.' 'At Ramadan the roads tend to
Ramadan, ete be very quiet.'

BUT on Christmas Day, on Easter Sunday

phrases with time 'I'm afraid that at the present time we're out of stock.' 'You've
come at a bad time.'
BUT note the idioms: in time, on time, about time

Note:
In, on, at, ete are NOT used We can't afford a holiday this year.' 'Where did you go last
before time phrases weekend?' 'My exams finish next Tuesday afternoon.'
beginning with this, Note also that the is NOT used in these phrases.
every and last/next (= the Compare: 'The meeting is to be held on the last Friday in
one that has just gone/is April.' In this sentence last does not mean 'the one that has
about to come) , just gone'.

In, on, at, ete are NOT used 'He left the office five minutes ago.' 'I first met her in Glasgow
before phrases ending about two years ago.'
with ago
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timetable

tiresome

title

titled

Do not use many times unless you are thinking about the total number
of times that something happens.'rve tried phoning her many times dur-
ing the past week, but nobody answers.' 'He'd told me the same story
many times before.'
When you are thinking about the general frequency with which some-

[thing happens, use often: 'When are tired, they often make mis-
takes.' - . . .

2 ? He couldn't see where he was going and fell down many times .
.I He couldn't see where he was going and kept falling down.
)< People tell me many times that America is a dangerous country .
.I People are always telling me that America is a dangerous

country.
If you do something repeatedly, you keep doing it or you are always
doing it: 'Why does she keep writing to you?' 'At school I was always' _
getting into trouble.' -- -

)< The manager's timetable next week is very busy .
.I The manager's schedule next week is very busy.

timetable = a IisYplan shoWing!tie times when Tessons take plac
the times whe s, trains etca~ri\le and leave:',4,ccording tom
timetable, history is on Mondays al1d Thursdays.'
schedule = a detailed plan of all the things that have to be done during a
certain period: 'It's important that we all try and keep to the schedule."'=
The project is running 6 months bEOl.hindschedule.'

)< The flight from Hong Kong to London was very tiresome .
.I The flight from Hong Kong to London was very tiring.
)< After two tiresome days, we both needed some sleep .
.I After two tiring days, we both needed some sleep.

tiresome = annoying or these so-called jokes extrem~ly
tiresome. .
,jtiring = causing tiredness;
day can be verytitlnq.'

)< The newspaper titles were all about the earthquake .
.I The newspaper headlines were all about the earthquake.

title = the name of a book, play, painting, piece of music etc: 'I can -
remember the title of the book but not the author.'
headline = the heading above a report in a newspaper, especially at fhe
top of the front page: 'Have you seen today's headlines? There's been
another car bomb in London.'

)< He was reading a short story by Saki titled 'The Open Window' .
.I He was reading a short story by Saki called 'The Open

Window'.
)< She sent me an article from Life Magazine titled 'A Soldier's

Anguish' .
.I She sent me an article from Life Magazine entitled 'A

Soldier's Anguish'.
To introduce the name of a book, story, film, article, song, painting etc,
use be called or, especially in form.al styles, (be) entitled: 'Her latest
'novel is called Educating Peter: -
Compare: 'The title of her latest novel is EducatingPeter.'
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toast

toilet

too 1
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x At that moment he noticed a man running to him.
,/ At that moment he noticed a man running towards him.

When you are talking about direction, use towards (NOT to): 'If you walk
along the river bank towards Skipton, you come to a bridge.' 'Keep going
towards Manchester until you see the sign for the airport.'

X He came into the shop and went to the woman behind the
counter.

,/ He came into the shop and went up to the woman behind
the counter.

X She stood up, walked to John, and asked him what he was
doing.

,/ She stood up, walked over to John, and asked him what he
was doing.
When you go towards someone and stop in front of thern.you go up to,
over to or across to them (NOT to or near to): 'One of the Japanese
students walked slowly up to me and, with a huge smile, banded me a
rose.'

See DOWNSTAIRS, HERE 2, HOME 1

See NOT 1

X I usually have a cup of coffee and a toast for breakfast.
,/ I usually have a cup of coffee and some toast for breakfast.
X You make some toasts and I'll set the table.
,/ You make some toast and I'll set the table.

Toast is an uncountable-noun: 'There's some toast for you in the
kitchen.' 'How many pieces/slices of toast would you like?'

X One of the children wanted to go to toilet.
,/ One of the children wanted to go to the toilet.

go to the toilet 'He w6nTb§l(}ng. He's
toilet.'

to the

X I was too happy when I received your letter today.
,/ I was very happy when I received your letter today.
X Bearing in mind that it is too far from here, we should make an

early start.
,/ Bearing in mind that it is a long way from here, we should

make an early start.
too =' more than is qoorf.reasonabte or acceptable: 'He was driving too
fast and couldn't stop in time.' 'The meat was too tough to eat.'
Compare: 'I was very tired but not too. tired to go out.' .

X For some reason they didn't receive the fax and your letter
hasn't arrived too.

,/ For some reason they didn't receive the fax and your letter
hasn't arrived either.
In a negative clause use either (NOT too/also/as well): .The cheese
cake was disappointing and the coffee wasn't very special either.'
Compare: 'The food was excellent and the service was good too.'

X In my opinion, this is a too traditional approach.
,/ In my opinion, this is too traditional an approach.
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too many

too + adjective +'a/an + noun:
good an opportunity to miss.'

X It's an interesting magazine with too many good ideas.
,/ It's an interesting magazine with a lot of good ideas.

too many = more than is acceptable or required: 'I don't like television -
Jhere argtoo martyadvertisements'.' 'You san't havetoo many friends.'

too much 1 X There are simply too much people in the world.
,/ There are simply too many people in the world.
X I noticed that he had had a couple of drinks too much.
,/ I noticed that he had had a couple of drinks too many.

See MUCH 1

top

touch 1

touristic

2 X 'If you are too much selfish, nobody will like you,' she said.
,/ 'If you are too selfish, nobody will like you,' she said.
X The English course was too much difficult for me.
,/ The English course was too difficult for me.

too much t nOLlI'l:,,'1hopgjl haven'tcaused,you to0rtJuch
too + adjective/adverb (WITHOU'fc'much)rThe dress was
expensive. '
'If you speak too quickly, he doesn't understand.'
Compare: 'The English course was much/far too difficult for ine.'

- "'- c-

X You will find my address on top of the letter.
,/ You will find my address at the top of the letter.

at the top/bottom of a page or sheet of paper (NOTon): 'Please write
your name clearly at the-top of each page.' ' •
Compare: 'I eventually found the kejs on topof the television.'

X People living in the city were not touched by the famine.
,/ People living in the city were not affected by the famine.

VVheny8U'mean,thave all·gffec! (JrJ',useafjE!ct (NqTtouch):'How vvill
these new taxes affect people onlow incomes?' 'Farms in the south of
the country have'been seriously affected by the drought.'

2 X It's good to go out to work because you get in touch with other
people.

,/ It's good to go out to work because you come into contact
with other people.
get in touch with = cornrnunicatewith (sorneonejby letter or telephone:
'Don't w?il until Christmas before you get in touch.' 'Mrs Taylor wants
you to get in toucb with her.'
-corne into contact with = meet: 'In my contact
with teacfiers.'

X It is one of the most popular touristic resorts in Spain.
,/ It is one of the most popular tourist resorts in Spain.

Touristic and touristy are used, especially in informal styles, to
describe a place that is unpleasantly full of things for tourists to see and

'do: 'He refusesJ(rgo the5~any mpre ' it's b ometpo touristy.'
When simpIY'mean'visited or prefer . ,y tour[~ts', usetourlst
noun: neon is full of tourist attractions.' 'During the tourist season
hotels are packed'.'" ,
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translate

transport

transport-
ation

travel 1

2

treasure

tremble

X I made my training with the Swiss Bank in London.
,/ I did my training with the Swiss Bank in London.

See Language Note at DO

X The novel has been translated to English and French.
,/ The novel has been translated into English and French.

trall~late st~\(from oQelElngHage) int~<flnothef.languflg~(NOTtO):
'EactJ letter has to betranslateo from Swedishcinto German.'

X Some countries don't have a public transport.
,/ Some countries don't have (any) public transport.

Transport is.an uncopntable npun: 'How will you get there without trans-
'Peopl~"houldBt.tncoH~flged t2yse transpprt.'

X Apart from housing, transportation is also a problem.
,/ Apart from housing, transport is also a problem.

In British English transportation usually refers to the process or busi-
ness of moving thingsi especially goods, from one place to another:
'Information regardingthe tr rtatlon.and st2{age 9fJluclea te is
diffiSHlt to opt9-in.'ccc • .i::.::..·.::·::· 'H
Theword for'the syst~that ... es passengers (or gOOd~) from one
place to another is transport: 'I spent most of my moneyon hotels, food
and transport.' 'Trains-are still my favourite form of transport.'
Note that in American English transportation is used for this meaning.

X The travel takes about half an hour.
,/ The journey takes about half an hour.
X For long travels we use the train.
,/ For long journeys we use the train.

See Language Note on next page

X He was exhausted from all the travels.
,/ He was exhausted from all the travelling.

See Language Note on next page

X There is always controversy when a treasure is discovered.
,/ There is always controversy when treasure is discovered.

Treasure ( =.a collectien of v able
'It's an adventure story.abeu

X It was so cold that I couldn't stop trembling.
,/ It was so cold that I couldn't stop shivering.

You tremble when you are afraid, nervous, upset or excited: 'As she
opened the envelope, .ner han(j~ startesJ trembling and she started.to cry.'
'ShetremblesJ-",ith exgiiternentjblstatlh.e .
thought of seeing him again.' . "
When you are cold, you shiver: 'I stood
at the bus stopshrverinq and Wishing
that-I'd worn my coal.'
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trouble 1 X I'm sorry to cause you so many troubles .
./ I'm sorry to cause you so much trouble.
)< I'm having some troubles with my supervisor .
./ I'm having sometrouble with my supervisor.

Trouble (=; difficulties or problems) is an uncountable noun: 'I hope you
didn't have any troublegetting here.' 'His backhas been giving him a lot
of trouble recently.'
Note the alternative: 'I'm sorry to cause you so 'many problems.'

JOURNEY • TRIP • TRAVEL • TRAVELS • VOYAGE • TOUR

journey When you travel to a place that is far away or to a place that
you visit regularly, you go on/make a journey (NOT do/have):
'You can't go on a journey to Alaska without making careful
preparations.' 'The journey to work takes about half an hour
by train.' 'If the roads are flooded, we'll have to make the
journey by boat'

trip When you go to a place and come back again, especially for a
short visit, you go on/make/take a trip: 'How was your trip to
San Francisco?' 'She's away on a business trip and won't be
back until Monday.'

travel Travel (uncountable) is the general activity of moving about
the world or from place to place: 'She enjoys foreign travel
immensely.' 'New computer technology has made air travel
considerably safer.' A word with a similar meaning is
travelling. This -ing form is often used after verbs and
prepositions: 'I hate travelling on my own.' 'The job involves a
certain amount of travelling.' (NOT 'of travel')
In compound nouns, travel is used: 'foreign travel', 'air

travel' (NOT 'air travelling').

travels Someone's travels (plural) are the journeys they make (and
the experiences they have) during a long visit to one or more
foreign countries: 'I accompanied the South African team
throughout their travels in Australia and New Zealand.' 'We
filmed a lot of wild animals on our travels.'

voyage A voyage is a long journey in a boat or ship: 'Heavy seas and
strong winds made the voyage from Europe very unpleasant.'

tour A tour is a journey that you make for pleasure during which
I you visit a number or different places within a country, region

etc: 'For our next holiday we're going on a ten-day tour of the
Lake District.' Politicians and entertainers sometimes go on a
tour as part of their work, making a planned series of visits in
order to meet people or perform: 'The Prime Minister will be
returning on Monday from a three-week tour of Southeast
Asia.'
A tour is also a short trip around a city, factory, museum etc:
'After lunch we were taken on a guided tour of York Minster.'
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2 )< Sometimes my little brother is a real trouble.
,/ Sometimes my little brother is a real nuisance.

A person or thing that annoys you or gives you problems is a nuisance:
'The post office closes early today, which is a bit of a nuisance.'
Stop &eing a nuisance a~c1Jind somethi~g to do!'

true )< I hope all your dreams become true.
,/ I hope all your dreams come true.

come true {NOT become): 'His dream came true on the day.aparth~id
wasabollstied.' 'Ifscientists'pre~ictionscometrue, the Eart~;s tempera-
ture will rise by fivedeqrees in the next fifty years.' '.

trust )< After he was caught stealing, nobody trusted in him.
,/ After he was caught stealing, nobody trusted him.

trust in ;= (formal literary) have faith will be as.long asyou
trust in God,' ." .0"
trust (WITHOUT in);= believe that someone is honest (and will not hurt
or deceive you): 'He's just a bit tQOfriendly and I'm afraid I don't trust
him.' .•:l'm th~:onIY8$lrsonre'lI tru.st to look after his money.'

truth )< We all thought he was saying the truth.
,/ We all thought he was telling the truth.

tell the truth (NOf say): Arm not convinced that he's telling the
truth.'

turn back )< Having woken up, he sat up in his seat and turned back to see
who was making all the noise.

,/ Having woken up, he sat up in his seat and turned round to
see who was making all the noise.
turnhack';"stop~()d begin to return tQ!heplace youstarteclfrom:'lfthe
bridge has been destroyed, we'lhhave to turn back.'s.;'s.; ii
turn round (AmE turn around).= move so that you are looking in the
opposite direction: "If you turn round, I'll fasten your dress for you.'

turn round )< The alarm clock rang at 7.45 but I just turned round and went
back to sleep.

,/ The alarm clock rang at 7.45 but I just turned over and went
back to sleep.
When you are Iyin!') dowri:and yoP mov§l so that you lookinq in
opposite direction;··youlum ovef,1.'EverytimeJ;tu rn the,bed
squeaks.' .

turn Up )< George turned up to be the father of one of myoid schoolfriends.
,/ George turned out to be the father of one of myoid school-

friends.
)< Our presence turned up to be unnecessary.
,/ Our presence turned out to be unnecessary.

Turn up means 'arrive, appear, or befound': 'He turned up at the party
dressed in pink pyjiimas!';'1 can'tfind my keysbut I expect they'll turn
somewhere.:; •••••.... •.•..
When you are talking about the final of something, uSE:Fturn
'After a bad.start, the party turned out to be a g.reat success.'
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TV

type 1

2

typical 1

X After dinner we watched a film in TV.
,/ After dinner we watched a film on TV.

See note at RADIO

X The manager of the shop told me that he was not responsible for
these type of fault.

,/ The manager of the shop told me that he was not
responsible for these types of fault.
See note at KIND OF 1

X This type of shoes don't damage the grass.
,/ This type of shoe doesn't damage the grass.
,/ These types of shoets don't damage the grass.

See note at KIND OF 2

X Angelo took us to a typical restaurant.
,/ Angelo took us to a typical Italian restaurant.

2 X After dinner it is typical to sing carols.
,/ After dinner we usually sing carols.
,/ After dinner it is customary to sing carols.
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under

under- )<

stand 1 ./

2 )<
./

./

X
./

unemploy-
ment

uniform

3

X This is my first visit to UK .
./ This is my first visit to the UK.

See note at THE 12

)< Prices are not allowed to fall under this level.
./ Prices are not allowed to fall below this level.

See note at BELOW 1

People find it difficult to understand about the Japanese.
People find it difficult to understand the Japanese .
understand sb/sth (WITHOUT about): 'After twenty years of marriage,
we still don't understand each other.'

You have to know our culture in order to understand us deeply.
You have to know our culture in order to understand us
properly.
You have to know our culture in order to really understand
us.
Reading helps us to understand the world more deeply.
Reading,helps us to understand the world better.
understand sb/sth properly/better; fully/really understand sb/sth
(NOT deeply): 'Make sure that you understand the instructions properly
before you begin.' 'Nobody fully understands how the drug actually
works.'
Note the alternative: 'Reading helps us to develop our understanding of
the world.'

)< At first I wasn't understanding anything .
./ At first I didn't understand anything.

See Language Note at CONTAIN

)< The unemployment is a serious problem in my country.
./ Unemployment is a serious problem in my country.

See THE 4

)< Every year we make new uniforms for the carnival.
./ Every year we make new costumes for the carnival.

uniform = a set of clothes worn by soldiers, police officers, nurses etc
when on duty, and children in some schools: 'Some children hate having
to wear their school uniform.'
costume = a set of clothes worn by actors or public performers: 'She
used to work for a theatre company, designing and making costumes.'
'The tourist guides at the castle all wear medieval costumes.'
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unique

United
Kingdom

United
Nations

United
States

? It's one of the most unique pieces of architecture in Spain .
.I It's one of the most unusual pieces of architecture in Spain.

Unique usually describes something that is the only one of its kind:
'Lennon will be remembered for his songs and for his unique sense of
humour.'
In informal styles unique issometimes used with more/most/rather etc.
to mean 'unusual': 'This rather unique little restaurant is very popular with
the locals.' This.use of unique is considered by careful users to be
incorrect.

)< I spent two months travelling around United Kingdom.
.I I spent two months travelling around the United Kingdom.

See note at THE 12

)< The purpose of United Nations is to protect human rights.
.I The purpose of the United Nations is to protect human

rights.
See note at THE 12

)< I met people from Canada and United States.
.I I met people from Canada and the United States.

See note at THE 12

university 1 )< I am studying sociology at the London University .
.I I am studying sociology at London University .
.I I am studying sociology at the University of London.

London/Leeds Unlverslty (WITMOUT the)
the University of London/Leeds (WITH the)
In formal written styles the usual form is.'the University of London'.

unknown

2)< After leaving school, we all went to the university .
.I After leaving school, we all went to university.

Users of American English\Nould say: 'After gr;'lduatingfrom high school,
we all went to college.'
See note at SCHOOL 1

3)< My sister is studying music in university .
.I My sister is studying music at university.
)< I want to study Public Administration in the University of

Southern California .
.I I want to study Public Administration at the University of

Southern California.
See IN 5

? I don't like driving on unknown roads .
.I I don't like driving on unfamiliar roads.
? The names on the list were unknown to me .
.I The names on the list were unfamiliar to me.

unknown usuafly<:lescfibessOrnettiingthat people iDgeneral do not
know or know very little about: 'Whether or not there is life on any of
these planets remains unknown;' 'There are still some unknown species
of animals in the South American rainforests.'
S9me~~ingthat you yourSE:')lfh",ve not .geen,heard or experienced before
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unless 1

unsatis-
factory

until 1

2

3

is, unfamiliar (to you): The voice on the phone sounded unfamiliar.' 'It
took Steven some time to get used to his unfamiliar surroundings.'

X Bring something to eat unless you get hungry .
./ Bring something to eat in case you get hungry.

When you are talking about something that is done as a precaution, use
in case (NOT unless): 'You should take a book with you in case you
have to wait.'

2 X We can go in my car unless if you prefer to walk .
./ We can go in my car unless you prefer to walk.

Unless (= if ." not) is NOT used with if: That's all for today unless
anyone has any questions.' 'Don't say anything unless you have to.'

3 X He won't go to sleep unless you will tell him a story .
./ He won't go to sleep unless you tell him story.

See Language Note at WILL 4

X To tell you the truth, it's the most unsatisfactory job I've ever
had .

./ To tell you the truth, it's the most unsatisfying job I've ever
had.
See note at SATISFACTORY

X The new tunnel means that we can drive until London .
./ The new tunnel means that we can drive (all the way) to

London.
X The magazine covers everything from politics until what's

happening in Hollywood .
./ The magazine covers everything from politics to what's

happening in Hollywood.
Until and till are usually used in connection with time: The shops are
open until six o'clock on weekdays.'
When you are talking about distance, area, or scope, use to Of as far as:
'Do you know which bus goes to Marble Arch?' 'I got a lift as far as
Sheffield and then I took a train.' 'You can get anything from a sandwich
to a three-course meal.'

X The school caters for children until the age of eleven .
./ The school caters for children up to the age of eleven.

up to a particular age (NOT until): The competition is open to all
children up to the age of eleven.'

X I will have finished this book until tomorrow .
./ I will have finished this book by tomorrow.
X Could you let us know your decision until the end of October .
./ Could you let us know your decision by the end of October.

Until is used for an action or state continuing up to a certain time: 'The
shops are open until five thirty.' '1'11wait here until you get back.'
By is used for an action which happens before or no later than a certain
time: 'I have to submit my dissertation by the end of next year.'
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4 X I'll wait here until you will return .
.I I'll wait here until you return.

See Language Note at WILL

until now 1 x Until now we have received over sixty applications .
.I So far we have received over sixty applications.
X I've only been here for two months until now .
.I I've only been here for two months so far.

When you are talking about a situation that is (probably) going to
continue into the future, use so far or (in formal styles) to date: 'So far
this week it's hardly stopped raining.' 'To date there have been ten
attempts on the President's life.'

2 X Her husband is alive until now .
.I Her husband is still alive.
? Until now their customs and beliefs remain unchanged .
.I To this day their customs and beliefs remain unchanged.

When you want to say that something is the same now as it was in the
past, use still: 'I've read the first chapter three times and I still don't
understand it.' 'Despite her doctor's advice, she still eats anything she
likes.'
To give emphasis to this meaning, especially at the beginning of a
sentence, use to this day ... (still): 'To this day I still don't understand
why they got divorced.'

3 X The letter hasn't arrived until now .
.I The letter hasn't arrived yet.

When you mean that up to the moment of speaking something has not
happened, use yet: 'Her plane hasn't landed yet.'

4 X It's the best hotel that I've stayed at until now .
.I It's the best hotel that I've ever stayed at.

When you mean 'at any time (in the past) up to the moment of speaking',
use ever: 'This is the worst earthquake that the country has ever
experienced.'

unusual X
.I

upstairs

up-to-date X
.I
X
.I

It is not unusual that two families share the same house.
It is not unusual for two families to share the same house .
See USUAL 1

See DOWNSTAIRS

Italian women like to keep up with up-to-date fashions.
Italian women like to keep up with the latest fashions .
Television also gives us the up-to-date news and information.
Television also gives us the latest news and information.
up-to-date (also up to date) = (1) (of machinery, equipment, methods,
books etc) modern, especially because based on the most recent
knowledge, information, inventions etc: 'Our computer system is
reasonably up-to-date but it's not flexible enough.' 'This map is no good.
I need one that's up-to-date.'
(2) (of people) having the most recent information about something: 'The
aim of the survey is to find out how many doctors keep up to date with
developments in medical research.'
latest = See note at LAST 4
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use 1

used

useless 1

2

3

4

5

X I was travelling on a flight from USA to Paris.
,f I was travelling on a flight from the USA to Paris.

See note at THE 12

X The meals we use to eat are very simple.
,f The meals we (usually) eat are very simple.
X When I'm not busy, I use to play the guitar.
,f When I'm not busy, I (usually) play the guitar.

When you are talking about a present habit, use the present simple
tense (NOT use to do): 'I (usually) have two cups of coffee at breakfast.'

X In my previous job I use to travel a lot.
,f In my previous job I used to travel a lot.

When you are talking about a past habit, use used to do sth (with silent
d): 'Before I had the accident I used to cycle to work.'

X It took me a long time to get use to the local accent.
,f It took me a long time to get used to the local accent.

be/get used to (doing) sth (with silent d) = be in or get into the habit of
doing/hearing/seeing etc something, so that it no longer seems strange
or difficult: 'Being a city girl, she wasn't used to sitting on a horse.' 'I
didn't like the taste of the water at first, but I'm getting used to it.'

X On a beautiful day like today it's no use staying at home.
,f On a beautiful day like today there's no point in staying at

home.
X It's no use having lessons if you don't want to learn.
,f There's no point in having lessons if you don't want to

learn.
Use it's no use/good doing sth when you mean that a particular
action will not help to deal with a need or difficulty: 'For spellings, it's no
use looking in a grammar book. What you need is a dictionary.'
When you mean that something has no useful purpose, use there's no
point in doing sth: 'There's no point in having a dictionary if you never
use it.'

X There's no use in waiting any longer.
,f There's no point in waiting any longer.

it's no use ... (NOT there): 'It's no use complaining.'
there's no point ... (NOT it) 'There's no point in getting upset.'

X We soon got used to live in the countryside.
,f We soon got used to living in the countryside.

See note at USE 3

X In garage sales people get rid of their useless things.
,f In garage sales people get rid of the things they don't use.

If something is useless it is not useful: 'These scissors are useless -
they don't even cut paper.' 'The report contains a lot of useless
information.'

2 X I don't like history because I think it's useless for me.
,f I don't like history because I think it's of no use to me.
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usual 1

iI

usually

utterly

X Why do we have to learn useless words?
,/ Why do we have to learn words that are of no use?

If something does not help you to do what you want to do, it is (of) no
use (to you): 'I use my computer for writing and so a typewriter is of no
use to me.' 'This map's no use - it doesn't show the minor roads.'

3 X Staying in a big hotel would involve useless expense.
,/ Staying in a big hotel would involve unnecessary expense.
? Without all this useless packaging, food would be cheaper.
,/ Without all this unnecessary packaging, food would be

cheaper.
If something is not necessary, it is unnecessary (NOT useless): 'People
who refuse to stop smoking are taking an unnecessary risk.' 'Sports that
cause animals unnecessary suffering should be banned.'

X In Finland it's usual that women go out to work.
,/ In Finland it's usual for women to go out to work.

it's usual/unusual (for sb) to do sth (NOT that): 'Is it usual for him to
be so late?' 'It's very unusual to see these flowers at this time of the
year.'

2 X I thought it was just a usual parcel but then it began to move
across the table.
I thought it was just an ordinary parcel but then it began to
move across the table.
usual = that is usually used, seen, done etc: 'She was sitting in her usual
chair by the fire.' 'We arranged to meet at the usual time.' 'He was
speaking in his usual calm tone.'
ordinary = without any special features or qualities: 'It was just an
ordinary house in an ordinary street.' 'From the moment I met her, I knew
she was no ordinary kind of girl.'

X As usually, he arrived five minutes late.
,/ As usual, he arrived five minutes late.
X The food wasn't the same as usually.
,/ The food wasn't the same as usual.

as usual (NOT as usually): 'John's late as usual.' 'As usual, everyone
was out in the garden when I arrived.'
the same as usual (NOT ... as usually): 'Apart from his hair, he looked
the same as usual.'

X I utterly hope you won't be angry with me.
,/ I sincerely hope you won't be angry with me.
X I have to make sure that our customers are utterly satisfied.
,/ I have to make sure that our customers are completely

satisfied.
Utterly is usually used with words that have a negative meaning or
express strong disapproval such as (adjectives) ridiculous, absurd,
irrelevant, useless, wrong, impossible, (adjectival participles)
confused, amazed, dejected, ruined, (verbs) reject, detest, destroy:
'This new tin opener is utterly useless.' 'The whole idea is utterly absurd.'
'I'm utterly amazed.' 'The entire building was utterly destroyed.'
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)<

?
.I
.I
.I

The police did their best to rescue the hostages but in vain.
The police did their best to rescue the hostages but without
success.
She tried to get him to listen but in vain.
She tried in vain to get him to listen .
She tried to get him to listen but it was all in vain .
She tried to get him to listen but to no avail .
In vain usually comes after verbs such as try, search, hunt, look, wait,
fight etc or after the verb be: 'Her voice was beginning to rise and she
tried in vain to control it.' 'A team of surgeons battled in vain to save him.'
'I was never in any doubt that my efforts would be in vain.' In other
situations, use without success or to no avail: 'They did everything
they could to protect her, but (all) to no avail.

valuable 1 )( The magazine is printed on very valuable paper.
.I The magazine is printed on very expensive paper.
)< They always buy valuable brands such as Polo, Louis Vuitton,

and Yves St Laurent .
.I They always buy expensive brands such as Polo, Louis

Vuitton, and Yves St Laurent.
valuable = worth a lot of money: 'Your stamp collection must be quite
valuable by now.' 'If the painting is genuine, it could be extremely
valuable.'
expensive = costing a lot of money, especially when compared with
other things of the same type: 'He only buys silk ties, even though they're
more expensive.' 'Why are these bananas so expensive?'

2 )< They will steal all your money and valuable things .
.I They will steal all your money and valuables.

When you mean valuable things such as jewellery, cameras, etc, use
valuables (always plural): 'The management advises guests to deposit
their valuables in the hotel safe.'

3 )< The small hotels are usually very valuable for money but the big
ones are expensive .

.I The small hotels are usually good value but the big ones are
expensive.
If something is worth what you pay for it, it is good value (for money) or
(good) value for money: 'At just under $90 the Sony is very good
value.' 'Having paid £200 for the suit, I expect to get better value for
money.'

value 1 )< The large size is very value .
.I The large size is very good value.

See note at VALUABLE 3
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2 x In any case, the car gives you an exceptional value for money .
.I In any case, the car gives you exceptional value for money.

be good/excellent/exceptional value (for money)(wmiouT alan):
'£600 might seem expensive for a two-week holiday, but when you look
at all the extras it's quite good value.'

vegetable x I buy a lot of fresh fruit and vegetable .
.I I buy a lot of fresh fruit and vegetables.

Unlike fruit, vegetable is a countable noun: 'AIan has never been keen
on vegetables.'

very 1 x He looked very funny that I couldn't help laughing .
.I He looked so funny that I couldn't help laughing.

so + adjective/adverb + that clause: 'The music was so loud that I
started to get a headache.'

2 X Meno Park in Central Tokyo is very huge .
.I Meno Park in Central Tokyo is (absolutely) huge.
X The traffic jams are very terrible .
.I The traffic jams are (absolutely) terrible.
X I'm very convinced that he is telling the truth .
.I I'm (absolutely) convinced that he is telling the truth.

Do not use very or extremely with adjectives which already have a
strong meaning, e.g. boiling (= very hot), convinced (= very sure),
exhausted (= very tired), huge (= very big), terrible (= very bad). If you
want to increase the strength of these words, use absolutely or
(depending on the particular adjective) completely, totally, utterly or
quite: 'By the time I got home I was completely exhausted.'
With adjectives which do not have a strong meaning, use very or
extremely (NOT absolutely, completely etc): 'By the time I got back
home I was very tired.'

3 X Their services are very appreciated by the hospital management.
.I Their services are greatly appreciated by the hospital

management.
Very may be used with past participles that are like adjectives and refer
to a state: 'very bored/worried/interested/pleased'.
Past participles with a strongly passive meaning are usually modified by
greatly or (very) much: 'His work is much admired.' 'This courageous
woman, who helped so many of us, will be greatly missed.'

4 X Although he was very in love with Marianne, he wanted to marry
a rich heiress .

.I Although he was very much in love with Marianne, he
wanted to marry a rich heiress. .
Very is not used before a phrase beginning with a preposition (e.g. 'in
love with', 'in need of', 'at odds with'). However, in such cases it is often
possible to use very much: 'These proposals are very much in keeping
with the President's own ideas.'
Note the alternative: 'Although he was deeply in love ...

very much 1 X I enjoyed very much my stay in the USA.
.I I enjoyed my stay in the USA very much.
X I would like very much to visit some of the places that I have
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view 1

violence

vision

been reading about.
./ I would very much like to visit some of the places that I have

been reading about.
Do not put very much between a verb (e.g 'enjoyed') and its object (e.g.
'my stay in the USA'). When the object is short, very much goes at the
end of the sentence or in front of the verb. When the object is long, very
much usually goes in front of the verb: 'I very much hope that you and
your family have a safe journey.'

2 X It costs very much .
./ It costs a lot (of money).
X New doors cost very much because wood is so expensive .
./ New doors cost a lot (of money) because wood is so

expensive.
With some verbs (e.g. cost, pay, charge, eat) it is possible to use very
much in questions and negative sentences: 'Did it cost very much?' 'It
didn't cost very much.'
However, in affirmative sentences very much is usually replaced by a
lot: 'It will cost quite a lot to have the job done properly.'

3 See LOVE

X The view of all the blood on the ground made her feel ill.
./ The sight of all the blood on the ground made her feel ill.

View refers to the whole area that you can see from somewhere,
especially when you can see a long way into the distance: 'His studio
has a spectacular view over Sydney Harbour Bridge.' 'I've booked a
room with a view of the sea.'
When you are talking about the act of seeing something, use the sight
of: 'The sight of so many people dying from disease and hunger is
something I will never forget.'

2 X Come over here and watch the view .
./ Come over here and look at the view.
X We just sat there and saw the view .
./ We just sat there and admired the view.
X From the top of the tower you see a wonderful view of the city .
./ From the top of the tower you get a wonderful view of the

city.
look at/admire/enjoy the view (NOT see/watch): 'We asked the coach
driver to stop so that we could look at the view.'
have/get a (good) view from a particular place (NOT see): 'If you stand
where I am, you get a much better view.'

3 See POINT OF VIEW

X Some of these films are full of the violence .
./ Some of these films are full of violence.

See note at THE 4

X We'd like to know your personal vision of the situation .
./ We'd like to know your personal view of the situation.

vision = a picture in the mind of what the future will be like: 'This
romantic vision of a world without war is far removed from reality.'
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visit 1

view = the way you think about something that exists now: 'This report
sets out the views of our members very clearly.' 'At that time there was a
widely-held view that fascism was not a threat to Europe.'

)( Afterwards we visited a restaurant for dinner.
./ Afterwards we went to a restaurant for dinner.

You visit places that are of special interest, especially when you are a
tourist or official guest: 'By the end of the day I was fed up with visiting
museums and all the travelling around.' 'Later in the day Her Majesty will
be visiting the Great Ormond Street Children's Hospital.'
You go to a restaurant, market, library, someone's house etc: 'If it rains,
we could always go to the cinema.' 'I've got to go to the dentist's.'

2 ? Thank you for visiting me .
./ Thank you for coming to see me.
? He's gone back to Iran to pay a visit to his family .
./ He's gone back to Iran to see his family.

When you are talking about visiting someone for pleasure or business,
go/come to see sb (or go/come and see sb) usually sounds more
natural than visit sb or pay sb a visit: 'She's gone to see her brother.'
'Let's go and see Peter and take him some grapes.'

3 )( I've been Visiting a language school in Cambridge .
./ I've been going to a language school in Cambridge.

go to or (more formal) attend a school, college, class etc (= go there
regularly as a student): 'Her son goes to a small private school near
Chingford.' 'I've started going to evening classes.'
Compare: 'Government inspectors visit the school twice a year.'

4 )( If I ever visit to Canada, I'll go when it's warm .
./ If I ever visit Canada, I'll go when it's warm.

You visit a place (WITHOUT to): 'He has visited all the countries in
Europe.'
Compare: 'The President's July visit to El Salvador has been postponed.'
(noun + to)

vocabulary )( The article contained a lot of American English vocabularies .
./ The article contained a lot of American English words.

vocabulary = all the words in a language or all the words (in a language)
that someone knows: 'English has a vast vocabulary.' 'By the end of the
course students should have an active vocabulary of around 2000
words.'

voice 1 )( 'You're late!' he said with an angry voice .
./ 'You're late!' he said in an angry voice.

in a loud/deep/sad etc voice (NOT with): 'She spoke in such a soft voice
that we couldn't hear anything.'
Compare: 'She speaks with a strong accent.'

2 )( Students should feel able to voice out their opinions .
./ Students should feel able to voice their opinions.

voice your feelings and opinions (WITHOUT out): 'I'm not just voicing
my own opinions - we all feel the same.' 'Whenever one of us voices the
slightest disapproval, the chairman takes offence.'
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voluntary x The hospital could not operate without voluntaries.
,f The hospital could not operate without voluntary helpers.
X In my opinion, these young voluntaries should be congratulated.
,f In my opinion, these young volunteers should be

congratulated.
Voluntary is an adjective (NOT a noun). It describes someone who
agrees to work without being paid, or work that is not paid: 'On
Saturdays she does voluntary work at an old people's home.'
The noun is volunteer = someone who decides to do something when
they are not forced to do it: 'I need three volunteers to help me move the
piano:' .

vote 1 X Next year a new president will be voted.
,f Next year a new president will be elected.
X On the day of the vote, they couldn't be bothered to go and vote.
,f On the day of the election, they couldn't be bothered to go

and vote.
vote = show which person or which course of action you prefer,
especially by marking a piece of paper or raising your hand: 'Who will
you be voting for at the next election?' 'Fifty-three per cent of Danes
voted in favour of the Maastricht treaty.'
elect = choose a leader or representative by voting: 'Roman Catholic
cardinals are meeting at the Vatican to elect a new Pope.' 'Williams was
elected with a clear majority.'
election = an occasion when people vote: 'Who's going to win the next
election?'

2 X People are not allowed to vote more than one candidate.
,f People are not allowed to vote for more than one candidate.

vote for sb: 'I'm not prepared to vote for someone who keeps changing
his mind.'

3 X Every night they voted what they would do the next day.
,f Every night they voted on what they would do the next day.

vote on a particular question or issue: 'The Council voted on a motion to
close the hospital.'

voyage X She didn't say much about her voyage to Germany.
,f She didn't say much about her trip to Germany.
X On the first day we'll rest because the voyage will be tiring.
,f On the first day we'll rest because the journey will be tiring.

See Language Note at TRIP
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wages

wait 1

wanna

want 1

X He has an annual wage of $40,000.
./ He has an annual salary of $40,000.

See note at SALARY

X The company directors receive very high wages.
./ The company directors receive very high salaries.

See note at SALARY

X
./
X
./

2 X I stopped and waited the truck to pass .
./ I stopped and waited for the truck to pass.
X I'll wait you outside .
./ I'll wait for you outside.

~waiffosthiZ fq!:iY0~b\1t§faeth
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3 X
./

X We didn't wanna miss the train.
./ We didn't want to miss the train.

See note at GONNA

X My parents wanted that I should go to a different university .
./ My parents wanted me to go to a different university.
X 'Do you want I take you to his house?' she asked
./ 'Do you want me to take you to his house?' she asked.

"lIJ(snt. for up
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was

wash

waste

way 1

2

wear

weather

week 1

? I want you to send me the coat if you find it.
./ I'd like you to send me the coat if you find it.

For polite requests, use would like (NOT want): 'If you're not too busy,
I'd like you to have a look at my homework.'

? Everybody looked at him as if he was from another planet.
./ Everybody looked at him as if he were from another planet.

In formal styles, when you are talking about an unreal situation, use
were (NOT was): 'If the motorway were extended, farming would be
severely disrupted.'

)< I wash my body and then get dressed .
./ I have a bath/shower and then get dressed.
)< He's gone upstairs to wash .
./ He's gone upstairs to have a wash.

When you talk about someone washing themselves, you usually use
have a wash/bath/shower: 'I always feel better after I've had a good
wash.'
See also Language Note at MYSELF

)< The report deals with the problem of nuclear wastes .
./ The report deals with the problem of nuclear waste.

See Language Note at INFORMATION

)< He explained the ways how we can help to protect the sea .
./ He explained how we can help to protect the sea.

describe/explain/examine (etc) how ... (WITHOUT the way/s): 'You
have to know how their minds work.' 'In this morning's talk I'll be looking
at how smaller companies are dealing with these problems.'
Note the alternative: 'He explained the ways in which we can help to pro-
tect the sea.'

)< She loves the farm and refuses to change her way of living .
./ She loves the farm and refuses to change her way of life.

See note at LIFE 2

)< Then I wore some clothes and went downstairs.
./ Then I put on some clothes and went downstairs.

See Language Note on next page

)< We had a miserable weather while on holiday .
./ We had miserable weather while on holiday.

See Language Note at INFORMATION

)< We knew that a four weeks holiday would bring us closer
together .

./ We knew that a four-week holiday would bring us closer
together.
See Language Note at HUNDRED

2 See Language Note AT TIME
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GET DRESSED • DRESS ONESELF • PUT ON • TAKE OFF •
DRESS • DRESS UP • WEAR • HAVE ON • BE + ADV + DRESSED
ACTIONS

gel dressed When you gel dressed you put on your clothes or a different
set of clothes: 'I had a shower, got dressed and went
downstairs.' 'I was still getting dressed for the party when the
taxi arrived.'

dress oneself Dress oneself is not common. It is mainly used when you are
thinking about the special skill or ability that is required to put
on clothes: 'Sally isn't old enough to dress herself yet.' See
Language Note at MYSELF

put on When you put on a piece of clothing or a watch, necklace etc,
you put it into position on your body: 'Wait a minute! I
haven't put my coat on yet.' 'Put your gloves on or your
hands will get cold.'

take off Take off is the opposite of put on: 'I can't wait to take off
these new shoes.' 'Why don't you take your coat off and
come and sit down?'

dress If you dress someone, you put clothes on them: 'The nurses
have to wash and dress the patients before the doctor sees
them.'

dress up When you dress up you put on: (1) a special costume: 'When
the children were young, George used to dress up as Father
Christmas. '
(2) formal or smart clothes: 'We won't be going to an
expensive restaurant so there's no need to dress up.'

STATES

wear When you wear something, it is on a part of your body: 'Did
you notice the jacket she was wearing at Alan's party?' 'He
always wears smart clothes.'

have on If you have something on, you are wearing it: 'The trousers
he had on were too big for him.' 'You won't get cold as long
as you have a coat on.'

be dressed in/be in If you are dressed in or are in something, you are wearing it:
'She arrived at the theatre dressed in a long white gown.'
'Everyone was in their best clothes, but Alex turned up in an
old T-shirt and jeans.'

be + adverb + dressed When you are talking about someone's appearance, you can
say that they are smartly/neatly/well ete dressed: 'Make
sure you're smartly dressed for the interview.' 'He's always
very well dressed - smart jackets, silk ties and so on.'
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weekend 1 x I seldom stay at home on weekend .
.r I seldom stay at home at the weekend.
X At weekend we go to the sports club .
.r At the weekend we go to the sports club.
X During the weekend we usually go to a Chinese restaurant.
.r At the weekend we usually go to a Chinese restaurant.

See Language Note at TIME

2 X During this weekend there is a squash tournament.
.r This weekend there is a squash tournament.

See Language Note at TIME

welcome X You can bring as many friends to the party as you like.
Everyone is welcomed .

.r You can bring as many friends to the party as you like.
Everyone is welcome.
welcome (verb) = greet a guest or visitor in a friendly way when they
arrive: 'Her Royal Highness was welcomed at the airport by a party of
Cabinet Ministers.'
If you are pleased when someone comes to stay at your house or comes
to your party, they are welcome (adjective), (WITHOUT d): 'You're
always welcome to stay here, you know.' 'Aunt Edna always makes us
feel welcome.'

well 1 X Everything was well until somebody came and sat in the seat
next to mine .

.r Everything was fine until somebody came and sat in the
seat next to mine.

X His table manners were not very well .
.r His table manners were not very good.

Well is usually used as an adverb: 'The team played well on Saturday.'
As an adjective, well usually means 'in good health': 'George can't come
because he's not very well.' 'He always looks well after a holiday.'

2 See KNOW 4

West See NORTH

wet X It started pouring with rain and we all got completely wet.
.r It started pouring with rain and we all got soaked.

soaked or soaking wet = extremely wet: 'Don't leave the cushions in the
garden. If it rains, they'll get soaking wet.'

what 1 X A woman can do everything what a man can do .
.r A woman can do everything (that) a man can do.
X I'll do all what I can to help you .
.r I'll do all (that) I can to help you.

What is not used as a relative pronoun. After all, everything, anything
etc, use that or nothing: 'You can have anything (that) you like.' 'I have
everything (that) I need for the time being.'

2 X She told him that she didn't want to marry him, what in my
opinion was very silly of her.
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.I She told him that she didn't want to marry him, which in my
opinion was very silly of her.
What is not used as a relative pronoun. When you comment on a previ-
ous statement, use which: 'Lizzie ate the whole box of chocolates, which
was very greedy.'

3 X Please tell me what would you like for a wedding present.
.I Please tell me what you would like for a wedding present.

When a wh- clause is part of a sentence (e.g. the subject or the object),
the subject and verb in the wh- clause do not change places. Compare:
'Why did she leave so soon?' 'Do you knowwhy she left so soon?'

when 1 X When hearing that the child had been found, she burst into tears .
.I On hearing that the child had been found, she burst into

tears.
To show that two things happen at the same time or that one thing hap-
pens immediately after the other, use on/upon doing sth (NOT when):
'On examining the suitcase, he noticed that the locks had been tampered
with.'

2 X When I'll return home, I'll look for a better job .
.I When I return home, I'll look for a better job.

See Language Note at WILL

3 X I don't know when is she coming .
.I I don't know when she is coming.

See note at WHAT 3

whenever X Whenever you'll hear about this place, you'll want to come back .
.I Whenever you hear about this place, YOU'll want to come

back.
See Language Note at WILL

where 1 X He wanted to get to Paris, where his uncle lived there .
.I He wanted to get to Paris, where his uncle lived.

When where is used to begin a relative clause, it is not followed by
there. Compare: 'Every weekend she drives down to London. Her par-
ents live there.' 'Every weekend she drives down to London, where her
parents live.'

2 X The box where she kept her jewellery in had disappeared .
.I The box where she kept her jewellery had disappeared.

When where begins a relative clause, it is not followed by in, at, for, etc:
'We went to see the house where Shakespeare lived.'
Compare: 'The box that/which she kept her jewellery in had disap-
peared.'

3 See note at WHAT 3

which 1 X Students which fail the exam have to take the course again .
.I Students who/that fail the exam have to take the course

again.
Which is used to refer to things (NOT people): 'I like music which/that
helps me to relax.'
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while 1

whole

whom 1

why

wide

2 See note at WHAT 3

X The Japanese have a tendency to keep silent while meetings.
,f The Japanese have a tendency to keep silent during

meetings.
While (conjunction) introduces a clause: 'While we were on holiday, we
did a lot of walking.'
During (preposition) introduces a noun phrase: 'During the holiday we
did a lot of walking.'

2 X While I drove to the airport, my car broke down.
,f While I was driving to the airport, my car broke down.

To refer to a 'background action', use the past progressive tense
(was /were doing): 'While I was having a bath, the telephone rang.'

3 X Who will look after the children while you will be at work?
,f Who will look after the children while you are at work?

See Language Note at WILL

X As a whole, I am very happy here.
,f On the whole, I am very happy here.

as a whole = considered as a single body or unit: The country as a
whole is not ready for another election.'
on the whole = generally speaking: 'On the whole, I can see no reason
why you shouldn't apply.'

? Most of the people whom I met were very kind.
,f Most of the people (that) I met were very kind.

Whom is used only in formal styles: Those applicants whom the selec-
tion committee recommends for interview should be contacted without
delay.' The police officer to whom the crime was first reported has been
transferred to another unit.'
In non-formal styles, use that/who or nothing: The man (that) she
intends to marry comes from Stockport.' 'The girl (that) you were speak-
ing to is a friend of mine.' In non-identifying clauses, however, only who
is possible: 'Both girls - who you may remember from Helen's party -
have got places at Oxford.'

2 X She is one of the few people whom I think might be good at the
job.

,f She is one of the few people who/that I think might be good
at the job.
When you need a subject relative pronoun, use who/that (NOT Whom):
'He was the one who/that came to meet me at the station.'

See note at WHAT 3

X My education has given me a wide view of life.
,f My education has given me a broad view of life.
X The magazine gives wide descriptions of market trends.
,f The magazine gives broad descriptions of market trends.

broad view/picture/description/outline (of sth), NOT wide: 'Can you
give me a broad outline of what the speech was about?'
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will 1 X When capital punishment was abolished, people thought that
murders will become more numerous.

,/ When capital punishment was abolished, people thought
that murders would become more numerous.
A reporting verb in the past tense (e.g. 'thought') is usually followed by
would/could (NOT will/can). Compare: 'I think she will accept any job
that comes along.' 'I thought she would accept any job that came along.'

2 X If a developing country will become a developed country, it has
to attract foreign investors.

,/ If a developing country is to become a developed country, it
has to attract foreign investors.
When you are talking about what must happen in order to make some-
thing possible, use if ... am/is/are to do sth (NOT will): 'If we are to get
there by six o'clock, we'll have to get a taxi.'

3 See Language Note below

Talking about the future
• When you talk about something happening in the future, you often use one of the following

conjuctions:

TIME after, as soon as, before, immediately, once, the moment,
until, when, whenever, while

CONDITION if, whether, as long as, in case, unless

• To refer to the future after these conjunctions, use the present simple tense (NOTwill/shall):

I'll phone you as soon as I arrive at the airport.
The plane should be taking off shortly, as long as there aren't any delays.

Note:
1 Sometimes it is possible to use the present perfect tense instead of the present simple. The

present perfect expresses a sense of completion:

She doesn't want to buy a car until she's passed her driving test.
Onceyou've made a few friends, you won't feel so lonely.

2 When the clause beginning with if, whether, when, etc is the object of the sentence,will may
be used:

I doubt whether David will still recognize me.
I don't know when they'll be back.

Also, if ... will is possible when will expressesthe idea of willingness:

What are you going to do if she won't help you?
If you'll take a seat for a moment, I'll tell Mr Foxyou're here.
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wish 1

with 1

within

X We have never won the American team .
./ We have never beaten the American team.

win a game, match, race, competition, election, etc: 'United have won
four of their last five matches.' 'Who won the FA Cup last year?'
beat a person, team or group (in a game, match, race, competition,
election etc): 'They're a good side but I'm sure we can beat them.' '

X I wish you have a wonderful holiday .
./ I hope you have a wonderful holiday.
X I wish you will enjoy your stay here .
./ I hope you will enjoy your stay here.

Use wish that (+ past/past perfect tense) for things that cannot happen
or will probably not happen: 'I wish I hadn't told them my address.' 'I wish
you could stay here longer.' (= this will probably not happen)
Use hope that (+ present/present perfect tense) for things that may
easily happen or may easily have happened: 'I hope you've had a
successful trip.' 'We hope you all have a very merry Christmas.'
When wish is used for this meaning, the object is a noun phrase (NOT a
that clause): 'I wish you a safe journey.' 'We'd like to wish you all a very
merry Christmas.'

2 ? I wish to send you a wedding present.
./ I'd like to send you a wedding present.
? I wish to stay until the end of JUly but I can't.
./ I'd like to stay until the end of July but I can't.

When you tell someone what you want (to do), or ask someone what
they want (to do), use would like or (especially in informal styles) want:
'I'd like to buy a few postcards.' 'What would you like to do tonight?'
Wish is used with this meaning only in formal styles: 'We wish to
apologize for the late arrival of this train.'

3 X I wish that they will stop killing each other .
./ I wish that they would stop killing each other.
X He wishes he can drive a car; taxis are so expensive .
./ He wishes he could drive a car; taxis are so expensive.

When you are thinking about the present or the future, use wish (that) +
would /could/had etc. (NOT will/can/have etc.) 'I wish I knew his
telephone number.' 'I wish I didn't have to go to school tomorrow.'

X I finally opened the can with using a screwdriver .
./ I finally opened the can by using a screwdriver.

To explain 'how' something is achieved, use by doing sth (NOT with):
'The thieves got into the house by climbing through the kitchen window.'
Compare: 'I finally opened the can with a screwdriver.'

2 See CAR 2, TAXI

X She is getting married within a few hours and she feels a bit
nervous .

./ She is getting married in a few hours and she feels a bit
nervous.

X My examinations are within two weeks' time .
./ My examinations are in two weeks' time.

within = before the end of the stated period: 'The parcel should be
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arriving within the next five days.' 'Within six years of joining the
company he was Managing Director.'
in = at the end of the stated period: 'The doctor wants to see me again in
a week's time.' 'Don't go away. I'll be back in a few minutes.'

wood X The coat has a leather belt and three brown wood buttons.
./ The coat has a leather belt and three brown wooden

buttons.
The adjective meaning 'made of wood' is usually wooden (NOT wood):
'Stir the mixture gently with a wooden spoon.'

work 1 X Without a full-time work, some people think it's not worth living.
./ Without a full-time job, some people think it's not worth

living.
./ Without full-time work, some people think it's not worth

living.
X I've come to England to do a research work in civil engineering.
./ I've come to England to do research work in civil

engineering.
See Language Note at OCCUPATION

2 X I got up and got ready to go to my work.
./ I got up and got ready to go to work .

See Language Note at OCCUPATION

3 X These days a lot of women go to work outside.
./ These days a lot of women go out to work .
X My wife goes to work outside the house.
./ My wife goes out to work .

See Language Note at OCCUPATION

4 X I would like to work at an international organization.
./ I would like to work for an international organization .
X My mother works in a large insurance company.
./ My mother works for a large insurance company .

See Language Note at OCCUPATION

world 1 X Nepal has one of the highest mountains in all over the world.
./ Nepal has one of the highest mountains in the world •
X The sewing machine is one of the most widely used products of

the world.
./ The sewing machine is one of the most widely used

products in the world.
superlative + noun + in the world: 'At that time China was the richest
and most powerful country in the world.'

2 X Pollution is a serious problem in all of the world.
./ Pollution is a serious problem all over the world .
X Their music is played in every part of the world.
./ Their music is played all over the world .

all over the world = everywhere in the world: 'Since joining the newspa-
per, she's travelled all over the world.' 'There will be teams from all over
the world.'
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worst

worth 1

x It was the worse journey I had ever made. ,~
./ It was the worst journey .1had ever made. !~I
X People's lack of responsibility makes the ~ .~~

problem even more worse. ~J2J /

./ People's lack of responsibility makes A ..~
the problem even worse. 'r~~';'/
bad, worse, (the) worst: 'The medicine just made ((~
me feel worse.' 'It's the worst film I've ever seen.' rrwl !

X The next time I saw her she looked even worst.
./ The next time I saw her she looked even worse.
X The day finished worst than it began .
./ The day finished worse than it began.

See note at WORSE

X The ring has great sentimental worth .
./ The ring has great sentimental value.
X They do not appreciate the worth of life .
./ They do not appreciate the value of life.

Worth is usually used as a preposition: 'A four-bed roomed house in the
middle of town is probably worth about £200,000.'
The noun related to worth is value: 'The current value of property is very
low compared with this time last year.'
Compare: 'That watch is worth fifty pounds.' 'That watch has a value of
fifty pounds.'

2 X The missing ring worths about two thousand pounds .
./ The missing ring is worth about two thousand pounds.
X A holiday doesn't worth all the effort it takes preparing for it.
./ A holiday isn't worth all the effort it takes preparing for it.

be worth £20lvery little/a fortune etc: 'These old computers aren't
worth much nowadays.'

3 X It's also worth to visit the north of England if you have time .
./ It's also worth visiting the north of England if you have time.
X The museum was certainly worth to see .
./ The museum was certainly worth seeing.

it's worth doing sth; sth is worth doing (NOT to do): 'It's worth
remembering that these old cars can be very expensive to run.'

worthwhile X The film reviews are always worthwhile looking at.
./ The film reviews are always worth looking at.

it's worth/worthwhile doing sth: 'It might be worth having one or two
copies made.' 'Is-it worthwhile talking about it now, or shall we leave it
until our next meeting?'
sth is worth doing (NOT worthwhile): 'Some of these so-called
professional teams aren't worth watching.'
Cqmpare: 'Was the long drive up to Scotland really worthwhile?'

worthy X It's not worthy taking your own car .
./ It's not worth taking your own car.
X The cathedral is certainly worthy to be visited .
./ The cathedral is certainly worth visiting.
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it's worth doing sth; sth is worth doing (NOT worthy): 'Do you think
it's worth having the engine tuned?' 'The letter isn't worth worrying
about.'

would 1 X If I would live in the countryside, I would be much healthier.
,/ If I lived in the countryside, I would be much healthier.

When you are talking about the present or the future and you imagine
something that is untrue or unlikely, use the past tense ('lived') in the if
clause (NOT would): 'If I knew her address, I'd send her a postcard.' 'If I
won a lot of money, I'd buy a new car.'

2 X If you would have caught the earlier train, we could have
travelled together.

,/ If you had caught the earlier train, we could have travelled
together.
When you are talking about the past and you imagine something that is
impossible, use the past perfect tense ('had caught') in the if clause (NOT
would have): 'If he hadn't got on the plane, he would still be alive.'

3 X If you would have any more questions, I'll do my best to answer
them.

,/ If you should have any more questions, I'll do my best to
answer them.
When you are talking about the present or the future and you imagine
something that is possible but unlikely, use if ... should (NOT if .._
would): 'If anyone should need me, I'll be back in half an hour.'

wound X Only the driver was wounded in the accident.
,/ Only the driver was injured/hurt in the accident.

See note at DAMAGE 1

wrapping X Manufacturers should dispense with all unnecessary wrapping.
,/ Manufacturers should dispense with all unnecessary

packaging.
wrapping (also wrappings) = paper or paper-like material that is put
round something: 'I wanted to tear off the wrapping and see what was
inside.'
packaging = the container or material that something is placed in by a
manufacturer, especially to protect it or make it look attractive:
'Packaging should be biodegradable and kept to a minimum.'
Note that both wrapping and packaging are used in connection with
food: 'Somewhere on the packaging/wrapping there should be a date
stamp.'

write 1 X I'd like to apologize for not having written you before.
,/ I'd like to apologize for not having written to you before.

In British English you write to a person or place (WITH to): 'Wingate
wrote to his father, asking for more money.'
In American English to is optional: 'I'll write (to) you and give you all the
latest news.'

2 X Dear ... I write to you to ask for your advice.
,/ Dear ... I am writing to you to ask for your advice.
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wrong

For actions which are happening at the time when they are mentioned,
use the present progressive tense (NOT the present simple): 'I'm writing
to tell you that I'll be coming to London next Thursday.'

)< The belief that Spanish is easy to learn is wrong.
.I The belief that Spanish is easy to learn is mistaken.

To describe a belief or idea that is wrong although people do not know it
is wrong, use mistaken: 'Some people have the mistaken idea that cats
need to drink milk.' 'I'm afraid you must be mistaken.'



year 1 x I've been playing the piano since I was seven years.
./ I've been playing the piano since I was seven .
./ I've been playing the piano since I was seven years old .
./ I've been playing the piano since I was seven years of age .

When stating someone's age, use just a number on its own OR a num-
ber + years old/years of age (NOT years): 'I'm almost eighteen.' 'My
sister is fifteen years old.'

2 X Robert was a little boy of ten years.
./ Robert was a little boy of ten .

a boy/girl/son etc + of + number (WITHOUT years): 'a child of six', 'a
man of fifty'

3 See AGE 2, 6, 7

4 See OLD 1,2

5 See Language Note at TIME

6 See RECENT

yearly X More houses are built yearly.
./ More houses are built every year .
X Thousands of people die from cancer yearly.
./ Thousands of people die from cancer every year .

Yearly usually means that something is done or takes place once a year:
'The interest is paid yearly or, if you prefer, every six months.' 'The front
of the house was getting its yearly coat of white paint.'
Yearly is also used to connect a total number or amount with a period
of one year: 'We were manufacturing and selling about 20,000 tonnes
yearly.' 'The yearly catch rose to a peak of 52,000 tonnes.'
When you simply want to say that something happens 'all the time', use
every year or each year (NOT yearly): 'The country's tourist industry is
growing every year.'

yet 1 X He left the house at five in the morning, when the family was yet
asleep.

./ He left the house at five in the morning, when the family was
still asleep.

X I've only been here two weeks and everything is strange yet.
./ I've only been here two weeks and everything is still

strange.
Yet means 'up to the moment of speaking' and is used mainly in ques-
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yours 1

youth

tions and negative sentences: 'Do you feel any better yet?' 'The post
office isn't open yet.'
When you want to say that an earlier state or situation has not changed,
use still: 'I've taken the medicine but I still feel terrible.' 'Does Hilary still
go to the same school?'

2 X I didn't finish my thesis yet.
./ I haven't finished my thesis yet.

Yet (= up to the moment of speaking) is usually used with the present or
present perfect tense (NOT the past tense): 'Has the taxi arrived yet?' 'Is
the taxi here yet?'

3 See note at BUT

X Dear Mary Yours faithfully ...
./ Dear Mary YourslWith 10veIWith best wishes ...
X Dear John, Yours sincerely ...
./ Dear John, YourslWith 10veIWith best wishes ...

Yours faithfully and Yours sincerely are used only in formal letters.
At the end of a letter to a friend or relative, use Yours, With love, With
best wishes, etc.

2 X Dear Sir, Yours,
./ Dear Sir, Yours faithfully,

When a formal letter begins with Dear Sir or Dear Madam, it usually
ends with Yours faithfully.

X There'lI be a lot of youths at the party and so you should be able
to enjoy yourself .

./ There'lI be a lot of young people at the party and so you
should be able to enjoy yourself.

X Life in a city is more interesting for the youth because there are
more things to do .

./ Life in a city is more interesting for young people because
there are more things to do.
Youth (countable) is used, often in a disapproving way, to refer to a
boy/young man between the ages of about fifteen and twenty: 'He was
attacked and robbed by a gang of youths.' .
Youth (uncountable) is used mainly in formal styles to refer to all young
people considered as a group in society: 'The youth of industrialized
nations need to be made aware of global problems.'
The usual phrase for 'people between the ages of about fifteen and
twenty' is young people: 'These holidays are designed for young people
like yourselves.'
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Spelling
Error
absent (for noun)
accomodation
acheive
acheivement
adress
advance (for adD
advertisment
air port/air-port
allready
all ready
allways
anymore
anytime
apologise (for noun)
appartment
appearence
approch
approximatly
begining
beleive
cancell
carreer
carrer
comittee
completly
curiousity
definitly
dependant (for adj)
descendent
desperatly
develope
diner (for meal)
dinning room
disapear
disapointed
discribe
downstair
ect
embarass/-ed/-ing
exite
exited
exiting
exitment
fondamental
forsee
forth
fortunatly

Correction
absence
accommodation
achieve
achievement
address
advanced
advertisement
airport
already
all ready
always
any more
any time
apologies
apartment
appearance
approach
approximately
beginning
believe
cancel
career
career
committee
completely
curiosity
definitely
dependent
descendant
desperately
develop
dinner
dining room
disappear
disappointed
describe
downstairs
etc
embarrass/-ed/-ing
excite
excited
exciting
excitement
fundamental
foresee
fourth
fortunately

Spelling
Error
fourty
freind
futur
garantee
goverment
greatful
habitant
influencial
immediatly
independant
independance
laught
license (n, AmE)
lightening
mathematic
mean
medecine
misterious
mistery
neclear
nowaday
nowdays
occured
offerred
old fashion
old fashioned
oposite
ourself/s
payed
physic
prefered
principle
pronounciation
promblem
proplem
realy
recieve
refered
responsability
responsable
resturant
seperate
shinning
sincerly
sometime
specialy
stoped

Correction
forty
friend
future
guarantee
government
grateful
inhabitant
influential
immediately
independent
independence
laughed
licence (n, BrE)
lightning
mathematics
means (method)
medicine
mysterious
mystery
nuclear
nowadays
nowadays
occurred
offered
old-fashioned
old-fashioned
opposite
ourselves
paid
physics
preferred
principal (college)
pronunciation
problem
problem
really
receive
referred
responsibility
responsible
restaurant
separate
shining
sincerely
sometimes
specially
stopped
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Spelling
Error
strenght
succesful
surprise
teaher
technic
thelf
theirself/s
themself
thier/ther
ther
therefor
throught
tittle
transfered
truely
tryed
uncurable
undoubtly
unfortunatly
unpolite
untill
weeding
well come
wether
wether
wich
wifes
wolfs
wonderfull
writting
yourselfs

Correction
strength
successful
surprised (adj)
teacher
technique
thief
themselves
themselves
their
there
therefore
through
title
transferred
truly
tried
incurable
undoubtedly
unfortunately
impolite
until
wedding
welcome
weather
whether
which
wives
wolves
wonderful
writing
yourselves

Word division
Error
all ready
allright
an other
any body
anymore
anytime
back ground
base ball
basket ball
boy friend
boy-friend
business man
business woman
can not
country side
eventhough
foot-ball
further more
girl friend
girl-friend
grand father
grand-father
grand mother
grand-mother
grand parent
grand-parent
head quarters
home land
home sick
infact
inspite of
more over
no body
rain coat
soft ball
some body
some thing
some times
thankyou
there fore
under ground
under stand
where as
wild life
work force
worth while

Correction
all ready
all right
another
anybody
any more
any time
background
baseball
basketball
boyfriend
boyfriend
businessman
businesswoman
cannot, can't
countryside
even though
football
furthermore
girlfriend
girlfriend
grandfather
grandfather
grandmother
grandmother
grandparent
grandparent
headquarters
homeland
homesick
in fact
in spite of
moreover
nobody
raincoat
softball
somebody
something
sometimes
thank you
therefore
underground
understand
whereas
wildlife
workforce
worthwhile
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The list below shows those verbs that have irregular past tense, PAST PARTICIPLE, or
PRESENT PARTICIPLE forms. The INFINITIVE form is shown first, e.g. begin.
2 = past tense, e.g. As I was walking home it began to rain.
3 = past participle, e.g. It had already begun to rain before I left home.
4 = present participle, e.g. It is just beginning to rain now.
The number 2/3 means that the past tense and past participle are the same form.

abide' 2/3 abided 4 abiding
abide' 2 abode 3 abided 4 abiding
arise 2 arose 3 arisen 4 arising
awake 2 awoke or awaked 3 awaked or awoken
4 awaking
be - see BE

bear 2 bore 3 borne 4 bearing
beat 2 beat 3 beaten or beat 4 beating
become 2 became 3 become 4 becoming
befall 2 befell 3 befallen 4 befalling
begin 2 began 3 begun 4 beginning
behold 2/3 beheld 4 beholding
bend 2/3 bent 4 bending
bereave 3 bereaved or bereft 4 bereaving
beseech 2/3 besought or beseeched 4 beseeching
beset 2/3 beset 4 besetting
bet 2/3 bet or betted 4 betting
bid' 2/3 bid 4 bidding
bid' 2 bade or bid 3 bidden or bid 4 bidding
bide 2 bode or bided 3 bided 4 biding
bind 2/3 bound 4 binding
bite 2 bit 3 bitten 4 biting
bleed 2/3 bled 4 bleeding
bless 2/3 blessed or blest 4 blessing
blow 2 blew 3 blown 4 blowing
break 2 broke 3 broken 4 breaking
breed 2/3 bred 4 breeding
bring 2/3 brought 4 bringing
broadcast 2/3 broadcast 11 a/so broadcasted AmE

4 broadcasting
build 3 built 4 bUilding
burn 3 burnt or burned 4 burning
burst 3 burst 4 bursting
buy 3 bought 4 buying
cast 2/3 cast 4 casting
catch 2/3 caught 4 catching
chide 2 chided or chid 3 chid or chidden 11 a/so chidded

AmE 4 chiding
choose 2 chose 3 chosen 4 choosing
cleave 2 cleaved or cleft or clove 3 cleaved or cleft or

cloven 4 cleaving
cling 2/3 clung 4 clinging
clothe 2 clothed 11 a/so clad AmE 3 clad 11 a/so clothed

AmE 4 clothing
come 2 came 3 come 4 coming
cost 2/3 cost 4 costing
creep 2/3 crept 4 creeping
cut 2/3 cut 4 cutting
dare 2/3 dared 4 daring
deal 2/3 dealt 4 dealing
dig 2/3 dug 4 digging
dive 2 dived 11 a/so dove AmE 3 dived 4 diving
do - see DO

draw 2 drew 3 drawn 4 drawing
dream 2/3 dreamed or dreamt 4 dreaming
drink 2 drank 3 drunk 4 drinking
drive 2 drove 3 driven 4 driving
dwell 2/3 dwelt or dwelled 4 dwelling

eat 2 ate 3 eaten 4 eating
fall 2 fell 3 fallen 4 falling
feed 2/3 fed 4 feeding
feel 2/3 felt 4 feeling
fight 2/3 fought 4 fighting
find 2/3 found 4 finding
flee 2/3 fled 4 fleeing
fling 2/3 flung 4 flinging
fly 2 flew 3 flown 4 flying
forbear 2 forbore 3 forborne 4 forbearing
forbid 2 forbade or forbad 3 forbidden or forbid

4 forbidding
forecast 2/3 forecast or forecasted 4 forecasting
foresee 2 foresaw 3 foreseen 4 foreseeing
foretell 2/3 foretold 4 foretelling
forget 2 forgot 3 forgotten 4 forgetting
forgive 2 forgave 3 forgiven 4 forgiving
foresake 2 forsook 3 forsaken 4 forsaking
foreswear 2 forswore 3 forsworn 4 forswearing
freeze 2 froze 3 frozen 4 freezing
get 2 got 3 got esp. BrE 11 gotten AmE 4 getting
gild 2/3 gilded or gilt 4 gilding
give 2 gave 3 given 4 giving
go 2 went 3 gone 4 going
grind 2/3 ground 4 grinding
grow 2 grew 3 grown 4 growing
hang' 2/3 hung 4 hanging
hang' 2/3 hanged 4 hanging
have - see HAVE
hear 2/3 heard 4 hearing
heave' 2/3 heaved 4 heaving
heave' 2/3 hove 4 heaving
hew 2 hewed 3 hewed or hewn 4 hewing
hide 2 hid 3 hidden 4 hiding
hit 2/3 hit 4 hitting
hold 2/3 held 4 holding
hurt 2/3 hurt 4 hurting
keep 2/3 kept 4 keeping
kneel 2/3 knelt 11 also kneeled AmE 4 kneeling
knit 2/3 knit or knitted 4 knitting
know 2 knew 3 known 4 knowing
lay 2/3 laid 4 laying
lead 2/3 led 4 leading
lean 2/3 leant esp. BrE 11 leaned esp. AmE 4 leaning
leap 2/3 leapt esp. BrE 11 leaped esp. AmE 4 leaping
learn 2/3 learned or learnt 4 learning
leave 2/3 left 4 leaving
lend 2/3 lent 4 lending
let 2/3 let 4 letting
lie' 2 lay 3 lain 4 lying
lie' 2/3 lied 4 lying
light 2/3 lie or lighted 4 lighting
lose 2/3 lost 4 losing
make 2/3 made 4 making
mean 2/3 meant 4 meaning
meet 2/3 met 4 meeting
mislay 2/3 mislaid 4 mislaying
mislead 2/3 misled 4 misleading
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misspell 2/3 misspelt or misspelled 4 misspelling
misspend 2/3 misspent 4 misspending
mistake 2 mistook 3 mistaken 4 mistaking
misunderstand 2/3 misunderstood 4 misunderstanding
mow 2 mowed 3 mown or mowed 4 mowing
outbid 2 outbid 3 outbid 11 also outbidden AmE

4 outbidding
outdo 2 outdid 3 outdone 4 outdoing
outshine 2/3 outshone 4 outshining
overcome 2 overcame 3 overcome 4 overcoming
overdo 2 overdid 3 overdone 4 overdoing
overhang 2/3 overhung 4 overhanging
overhear 2/3 overheard 4 overhearing
override 2 overrode 3 overridden 4 overriding
overrun 2 overran 3 overrun 40verrunning
oversee 2 oversaw 3 overseen 4 overseeing
overshoot 2/3 overshot 4 overshooting
oversleep 2/3 overslept 4 oversleeping
overtake 2 overtook 3 overtaken 4 overtaking
overthrow 2 overthrew 3 overthrown 4 overthrowing
partake 2 partook 3 partaken 4 partaking
pay 2/3 paid 4 paying
prove 2 proved 3 proved or proven 4 proving
put 2/3 put 4 putting
quit 2/3 quit 3 quit or quitted 4 quitting
read 2/3 read 4 reading
rebuild 2/3 rebuilt 4 rebuilding
redo 2 redid 3 redone 4 redoing
relay 2/3 relayed 4 relaying
remake 2/3 remade 4 remaking
rend 2/3 rent 11 also rended AmE 4 rending
repay 2/3 repaid 4 repaying
rewrite 2 rewrote 3 rewritten 4 rewriting
rid 2 rid or ridded 3 rid 4 ridding
ride 2 rode 3 ridden 4 riding
ring 2/3 ringed 4 ringing
ring 2 rang 3 rung 4 ringing
rise 2 rose 3 risen 4 rising
run 2 ran 3 run 4 running
saw 2 sawed 3 sawn 11 also sawed AmE 4 sawing
say 2/3 said 4 saying
see 2 saw 3 seen 4 seeing
seek 2/3 sought 4 seeking
sell 2/3 sold 4 selling
send 2/3 sent 4 sending
set 2/3 set 4 setting
sew 2 sewed 3 sewn 11 also sewed AmE 4 sewing
shake 2 shook 3 shaken 4 shaking
shave 2/3 shaved 4 shaving
shear 2 sheared 3 sheared or shorn 4 shearing
shed 2/3 shed 4 shedding
shine 2/3 shone 4 shining
shine 2/3 shined 4 shining
shoot 2/3 shot 4 shooting
show 2 showed 3 shown 11 also showed AmE 4 showing
shrink 2 shrank or shrunk 3 shrunk or shrunken
4 shrinking

shut 2/3 shut4 shutting
sing 2 sang 3 sung 4 singing
sink 2 sank 11 a/56 sunk AmE 3 sunk 11 also sunken AmE
4 sinking

sit 2/3 sat 4 silting
slay 2 slew 3 slain 4 slaying
sleep 2/3 slept 4 sleeping
slide 2/3 slid 4 sliding
sling 2/3 slung 4 slinging

slink 2/3 slunk 4 slinking
slit 2/3 slit 4 slitting
smell 2/3 smelt esp. arE 11 smelled esp. AmE 4 smelling
smite 2 smote 3 smitten 11 also smote AmE 4 smiting
sow 2 sowed 3 sown or sowed 4 sowing
speak 2 spoke 3 spoken 4 speaking
speed 2/3 sped 11 also speeded AmE 4 speeding
spell 2/3 spelt esp. arE 11 spelled esp. AmE 4 spelling
spend 2/3 spent 4 spending
spill 2/3 spilled or spilt 4 spilling
spin 2/3 spun 4 spinning
spit 2/3 spat 11 a/so spit AmE 4 spitting
split 2/3 split 4 splitting
spoil 2/3 spoiled or spoilt 4 spoiling
spread 2/3 spread 4 spreading
spring 2 sprang 11 also sprung AmE3 sprung

4 springing
stand 2/3 stood 4 standing
steal 2 stole 3 stolen 4 stealing
stick 2/3 stuck 4 sticking
sting 2/3 stung 4 stinging
stink 2 stank or stunk 3 stunk 4 stinking
strew 2 strewed 3 strewn or strewed 4 strewing
stride 2 strode 3 stridden 4 striding
strike 2 struck 3 struck 11 also stricken AmE 4 striking
string 2/3 strung 4 stringing
strive 2 strove 3 striven 11 also strived AmE 4 striving
swear 2 swore 3 sworn 4 swearing
sweep 2/3 swept 4 sweeping
swell 2 swelled 3 swollen or swelled 4 swelling
swim 2 swam 3 swum 4 swimming
swing 2/3 swung 4 swinging
take 2 took 3 taken 4 taking
teach 2/3 taught 4 teaching
tear 2 tore 3 torn 4 tearing
tell 2/3 told 4 telling
think 2/3 thought 4 thinking
thrive 2 throve or thrived 3 thrived or thriven 4 thriving
throw 2 threw 3 thrown 4 throwing
thrust 2/3 thrust 4 thrusting
tread 2 trod 3 trodden or trod 4 treading
unbend 2/3 unbent 4 unbending
undergo 2 underwent 3 undergone 4 undergoing
understand 2/3 understood 4 understanding
undertake 2 undertook 3 undertaken 4 undertaking
undo 2 undid 3 undone 4 undoing
unwind 2/3 unwound 4 unwinding
uphold 2/3 upheld 4 upholding
upset 2/3 upset 4 upsetting
wake 2 woke or waked 3 woken or waked 4 waking
waylay 2/3 waylaid 4 waylaying
wear 2 wore 3 worn 4 wearing
weave' 2 wove 3 woven 4 weaving
weave' 2/3 weaved 4 weaving
wed 2/3 wedded or wed 4 wedding
weep 2/3 wept 4 weeping
wet 2/3 wet or wetted 4 wetting
win 2/3 won 4 winning
wind' 2/3 winded 4 winding
wind' 2/3 wound 4 winding
withdraw 2 withdrew 3 withdrawn 4 withdrawing
withhold 2/3 withheld 4 withholding
withstand 2/3 withstood 4 withstanding
wring 2/3 wrung 4 wringing
write 2 wrote 3 written 4 writing



abstract noun

active
adjective

adverb 1

2

3

4

affirmative
agree
auxiliary verb
bare infinitive
clause

colloquial

comparative

compound

conditional 1

a word used to refer to an idea or feeling (not something that you
can actually see or touch): e.g. danger, jealousy, luck, peace,
success.

See PASSIVE

a word which describes someone or something: 'In his new grey
suit, he looked very smart.'

a word which tells us 'how', 'when', 'how often', 'where', etc:
'Drink it slowly.' 'She usually arrives late.'

a word like very, quite, too, slightly, which says something about
degree or extent: 'very cold', 'rather suddenly', 'completely
destroyed' .
a word like probably, definitely, fortunately, surprisingly, which
says something about the speaker's attitude or degree of
certainty: 'Perhaps she's changed her mind.' 'Unfortunately, the
car wouldn't start.'

a word like however, therefore, also, furthermore, which shows
how two points or ideas are related: 'Both hotels are very
expensive. Also, they are a long way from the city centre.'

See NEGATIVE

See NUMBER

See MAIN VERB

See INFINITIVE

a string of words, usually with a subject and verb, which forms
either a sentence by itself ('We're going out tonight.') or a major
part of a sentence ('if it doesn't rain'). See also MAIN CLAUSE,

SUBORDINATE CLAUSE

A colloquial word or expression is used mainly in everyday
conversation, and is not appropriate in formal styles.
the form of an adjective or adverb that is used to express a
greater or smaller degree. Most comparatives end in -er or begin
with more/less: 'The new cameras are easier to use but the old
ones are more reliable.' See also SUPERLATIVE

a word which is made up of two or more parts: e.g. boyfriend,
headache, washing machine, air travel, 'a five-minute wait'.

a clause beginning with a word such as if or unless, or a
sentence containing such a clause
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conjunction

context 1

2
countable

determiner

direct object
direct speech

double negative

emphasis

finite

first person
fixed phrase

formal

identifying
relative clause
indirect object
indirect speech
infinitive

2 a verb form beginning with would/should: 'They would like to see
a copy of the report.' 'Would you like a drink?'

a word like and, but, because, since, when, as soon as, if, which
joins two points or ideas together or shows how they are related
to each other: 'We had some cheese and a few biscuits.' '1'11
phone you when I get back.' 'Although he was late, he made no
attempt to apologize.'

the word or words which come immediately before and/or after a
particular word or phrase
the social situation in which language is used

A countable noun (also 'count noun') is one which has both
singular and plural forms: e.g. 'apple' - 'apples', 'child' -
'children'. See also UNCOUNTABLE

a word like a/an, the, this, my, some, every, which comes in front
of a noun: 'an apple', 'her new car', 'most people'.
See OBJECT

speech that is written down in the exact words of the original
speaker. The words are usually enclosed within inverted
commas: "My purse has been stolen." Indirect speech (also
called 'reported speech') is speech that is written down in the
words of the reporter, with changes to tenses, pronouns,
adverbs etc: She said that her purse had been stolen.

the incorrect use of two negative words instead of one, e.g.
'Nobody never ...' instead of 'Nobody ever ...'

the special force that is sometimes given to a word or phrase to
draw it to the listener's or reader's attention: 'I do hope you feel
better soon.' 'They themselves have never been to Italy.'

A finite verb is one which has a subject and a tense: e.g. 'takes',
'took', 'has taken', 'was being taken'.

See PERSON

two or more words which are always used together and cannot
be changed in any way: e.g. 'as a matter of fact', 'on the
contrary' (NOT 'on a contrary', 'on the contraries', etc)

Formal styles are those in which words and structures are
chosen with care, as in business letters, official reports,
academic textbooks, news broadcasts, public ceremonies, etc.
See also INFORMAL

See RELATIVE CLAUSE

See OBJECT

See DIERCT SPEECH

the form of a verb that you look up in a dictionary. There are two
types of infinitive, the 'bare infinitive' (e.g. 'come', 'take', 'send')
and the 'to-infinitive' (e.g. 'to come', 'to take', 'to send'),
sometimes shown in this book as 'to-v',
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informal

-ing form

intransitive

main clause

main verb

modify

negative

non-identifying
relative clause
noun

noun phrase

number

object

Informal styles are those in which language is used in a casual,
spontaneous way, as in everyday conversation and letters to
friends. See also FORMAL

the form of a verb which ends in '-ing', e.g. 'coming', 'taking',
'sending', sometimes shown in this book as 'v-ing'.

When an -ing form is used as a noun, it is sometimes called a
'gerund': e.g. 'I like reading.' When an -ing form is used as a
verb'; it is sometimes called a present participle: 'I saw her talking
to Or Edwards this morning.'

An intransitive verb is one that is used without an object, e.g.
'Wait here until I come back.' See also TRANSITIVE

(also 'independent clause') a string of words containing a subject
and verb, which can stand alone as a sentence: e.g. 'I'm going
out tonight.' See also SUBORDINATE CLAUSE

a verb like 'speak', 'take' or 'go' which can be used as the only
verb in a sentence: 'She speaks German and Russian.' 'He took
her to the airport.' A main verb is often preceded by one or more
auxiliary verbs such as 'be', 'do', 'have', 'will', 'may', 'must': 'She
is learning French.' 'He must have taken her to the airport.' 'Do
you know their address?'

(also 'qualify') A word is often used with one or more other words
which provide additional information about it or limit its meaning.
In such cases, the word is said to be 'modified'. For example, in
'Japanese cars are quite expensive', 'cars' is modified by
'Japanese', and 'expensive' is modified by 'quite'. The words
'Japanese' and 'quite' are used as modifiers. In 'a luxury hotel',
the first noun ('luxury') modifies the second noun ('hotel').

A verb is negative when it is used with not, never, rarely, etc:
'She never answers my questions.' A clause or sentence
containing a negative verb is also negative. Compare: He
wanted to go to bed.' (affirmative verb/sentence); 'He didn't want
to go to bed.' (negative verb/sentence)

See RELATIVE CLAUSE

a word used to refer to a person, animal, place, thing, etc: 'Each
visitor received a small gift.'

a group of words in which the main word is a noun or pronoun:
'Each visitor received a small gift.' 'Have you finished reading the
book I lent you?'

the contrast between words which are singular (e.g. 'child') and
words which are plural ('children'). Two words are said to 'agree
in number' when they are both singular or both plural. Compare:
'The child was playing in the garden' (singular); 'The children
were playi.ng in the garden' (plural).
The object (also 'direct object') of a sentence is the person or
thing that is directly affected by the action of the verb: 'She
bought a packet of envelopes'; 'I'd already seen the film'. An
'indirect object' is usually the person or thing that receives the
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participle
passive

past participle

past perfect

past progressive
past tense

person

phrase 1

2

plural
plural noun

possessive

preparatory
subject

preposition

direct object: 'She sent my mother a postcard.' 'He gave her a
diamond ring.' 'We told them the news.'

See PAST PARTICIPLE, -ING FORM

When the subject of a sentence 'performs' the action expressed
by the verb, the verb and the sentence are said to be 'active':
'Someone has stolen my watch.' 'The government spends a lot
of money on cancer research.' Sometimes the subject of a
sentence does not perform the action expressed by the verb but
'receives' it: 'My watch has been stolen.' 'A lot of money is spent
on cancer research.' In these cases, the verb and the sentence
are said to be 'passive'.

the verb form that is used to make the present perfect and past
perfect, and all passive structures: 'She's lost her address book.'
'I hadn't seen her before.' 'Have the letters been posted yet?'

the verb form that is made with had and the past participle: 'After
everyone had gone, we began to tidy up.' 'If I'd known your
address, I would've come to see you.' See also PROGRESSIVE

See PROGRESSIVE

The past tense of a reqular verb ends in -ed and has the same
form as the past participle: 'cooked', 'thanked', 'opened'. The
past tense of an irregular verb is formed in many different ways:
'went', 'saw', 'thought', 'found', 'took', 'spoke'. See also
PROGRESSIVE

the contrast between words which refer to ourselves (e.g. I, we =
'first person'), words which refer to the person we are talking to
(e.g. you = 'second person'), and words which refer to someone
or something else (e.g. he, she, Mrs Robinson, the apple trees =
'third person').

a group of words whose main word is a noun ('many people'),
main verb ('has been written'), adjective ('quite difficult') or
adverb ('fairly soon'), or which begins with a preposition: ('at six
o'clock', 'in the garden', 'for political reasons')

two or more words which are often used together: 'have a bath',
'make a mistake', 'it is obvious that' See also FIXED PHRASE

See NUMBER

a noun which is always plural and does not have a singular form,
e.g. trousers, scissors, goods, surroundings

A possessive form or meaning is one which expresses
ownership or close connection: 'Is this your handbag?' 'Have you
met her husband?' 'It's Bob's birthday tomorrow.' 'We had lunch
at Rosemary's.'

Instead of using a clause as the subject of a sentence, it is often
more natural to begin the sentence with it and put the clause
later: 'It's amazing that nobody was injured.' 'It will be good to
see you all again.' When used in this way, it is called a
preparatory subject.

a word like at, from, for, during, into, in spite of which is used
before a noun, pronoun, etc: 'We went to the airport in a taxi.'
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present perfect

present
progressive
present simple

the verb form that is made with have and the past participle: 'My
watch has stopped.' 'Have you seen Alex this morning?' See
also PROGRESSIVE

See PROGRESSIVE

the verb form which has no endings apart from -s/-es with
subjects such as 'he', 'she', 'it', 'Mrs Robinson' etc: 'I play a lot of
tennis.' 'The sun rises in the east and sets in the west.' See also
PROGRESSIVE

progressive (also 'continuous') a verb form made with be + -ing: 'It was
raining this morning.' (past progressive); 'Are you coming
tonight?' (present progressive); 'I've been waiting here for over
an hour.' (present perfect progressive); 'Before coming to
London, she had been working in Paris.' (past perfect
progressive). See also SIMPLE

pronoun a word like he, her, mine, themselves, some, who, which is used
in place of a noun or noun phrase: 'Ann was very upset when
she heard the news.' ('she' is the pronoun for 'Ann'); 'If Alex
needs a red pen, there's one in the drawer.' ('one' is the pronoun
for 'a red pen')

reflexive pronoun a word like myself or ourselves that ends with -self or -selves: 'I
found myself a seat and sat down.'

reflexive verb a verb that is used with myself, herself, themselves etc: 'You
mustn't blame yourself for the accident.'

relative clause a descriptive clause usually beginning with that, who, which,
whose or whom. An 'identifying' relative clause answers the
question 'which?' and identifies or defines the preceding noun:
'The man who was carrying a torch showed us to our seats.' A
'non-identifying' relative clause simply adds further information
about the preceding noun: 'The man, who was carrying a torch,
showed us to our seats.'

relative pronoun

reporting verb

second person
simple

singular
subject

a word like that, who, which, used at the beginning of a relative
clause. See also RELATIVE CLAUSE

a verb like say, answer, ask, complain which is used when
reporting what someone has said, asked, etc: 'She complained
that she needed more time.' ' "I can't afford a new car," he
replied.'

See PERSON

A simple verb form does not have an -ing ending: e.g. 'It rained
all day.' (past simple); 'What time does the train arrive?' (present
simple); 'He's bought a new bicycle.' (present perfect); 'One of
the books had fallen on the floor.' (past perfect). See also
PROGRESSIVE

See NUMBER

The subject of a sentence is the person, thing or idea that the
sentence is about. In statements, the subject usually comes at
the beginning and is followed by a verb: 'These old newspapers
should be thrown away.' 'The house they intend to buy is in
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subordinate
clause

superlative

syllable

that-clause

third person
to-infinitive

to-v
I transitive

uncountable

verb

v-ing
vowel

wh-clause

wh-word

Kensington.' 'Looking after a young child can be very tiring.' See
also PREPARATORY SUBJECT

(also 'dependent clause') a string of words that cannot be used
on its own as a sentence, but usually forms a major part of a
sentence: 'As soon as my exams are over, I'm going on holiday.'
DrlvirJ\.J un the wrong aide ot the road is dangerous.' See also

MAIN CLAUSE
tile Imm Cl' an a.d\~cW./e.Ut c.lJlJe(U·({l?il'r.::",,",J~ri.tR,~¥q.r.~ti~the
greatest or smallest degree. Most superlative forms end in -est
or begin with most/least: 'It was the longest and most boring film
"d ever seen.' See also COMPARATIVE

A syllable is one or more speech sounds pronounced as one
unit. For example, hat has one syllable, jacket has two syllables,
and cardigan has three.

a subordinate clause beginning with that which does the job of a
noun, pronoun, etc: 'She told me tha} you don't like her.' 'It's
amazing that nobody was injured.' Sometimes, especially in
informal styles, the word that may be left out: 'She says (that)
she's looking for a new job.' 'It's a pity (that) you won't be
coming.'

See PERSON

See INFINITIVE

See INFINITIVE

A transitive verb is one that is used with an object, e.g. 'She
opened the drawer and took out a knife.' See also
INTRANSITIVE

An uncountable noun is one which has no plural form and is not
used with a/an: e.g. 'We need some new furniture.' 'She needs
advice.' 'Poverty can lead to unhappiness and despair.'

a word which refers to an action or a state: 'She said that she felt
ill.'

See -ING FORM

(also 'vowel sound') a speech sound made when the breath
escapes freely, without being blocked or restricted in the mouth
or throat, such as /i:/ as in 'key' /ki:/, or /a:/ as in 'car' /ka:/.

a subordinate clause beginning with a wh-word, e.g. what, why,
how, where, who: 'Do you know where she lives?' 'What we
need is a faster printer.'

See WI-I-CLAUSE
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